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Announcements and News
New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File

Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Includes new feature descriptions, product compatibility details, and third-party software agreements.

The release notes explain the key features and details for SMF Director 12.7 (SMF Director).

SMF Director is a cost-effective tool for tracking and maintaining IBM Systems Management Facilities (SMF) data in a z/
OS environment. Use SMF Director to automate the SMF data management process and reduce the likelihood of errors
when copying, recording, and protecting SMF data.

New Features
The new features in this SMF Director release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features using
PTFs for simple installation.

SMF Director 12.7 provides the following enhancements. To ensure availability of all features and fixes, ensure that
your products are current on maintenance. We recommend that you use the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to have
maintenance that is downloaded and received automatically on your system regularly.

For a list features that were added to the product after GA, see Post-GA Enhancements.

TIP
Use this link to view the PTF numbers for each new feature in this article. The PTFs in this link are
updated programmatically so you always have access to the current New Feature PTFs.

PTF Analysis Capabilities to SYSVIEW (LU04587)

SMF Director now supports the SYSVIEW Product PTF Analysis enhancement. Product PTF Analysis combines PTF
tracking elements from your run-time SYSVIEW XML library with maintenance data that is found in the SMF Director
SMP/E installation CSI library.

PTF Analysis lets you perform the following tasks:

• Determine the applied PTFs and APARs.
• View detailed descriptions of published PTFs.
• Compare the PTFs that are applied on each LPAR using the Cross-System component.
• View detailed SYSMOD information from the SMP/E CSI data set that was used during installation and maintenance.

Delete Configurations from the SCDS

Using the new DELETE control statement, you can delete both system and stream configuration information from the
SCDS. Back up the SCDS first.

You have significant flexibility in how you install and maintain SMF Director. You can modify your implementation to
accommodate changing business and operational plans. For example, you can have a single installation of SMF Director
that processes data from multiple systems (LPARS). You can also install SMF Director in multiple LPARS and process
only the data from that LPAR. You can move the processing for a system from an LPAR with multiple systems to SMF
Director running in another LPAR for a single system. However, in this case, the information reported through the
LISTC command against the SCDS files can be misleading. This problem exists only when the system is already being
processed and the historical information must be migrated to the new SCDS. The historical information is retained in the
Index records and a configuration record for the system in the SCDS.

Another example follows: After you install SMF Director, you can move processing from one LPAR to another. This
process includes copying the current SCDS to the new SCDS. For details about the process, see Using . The SCDS
file from the original LPAR is backed up. The index records are deleted for all the systems that are not processed in the
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new LPAR. The index records in the original SCDS file for the system that is being moved are deleted. Unfortunately, the
configuration records remain in both SCDS.

You can use the LISTC command on an SCDS to identify the data that is being processed. In this case, both SCDS files
look identical, because the configuration records still exist. SMF Director still works fine in both LPARS. This change
allows deleting the unneeded configuration records in each SCDS.

For more information about the new DELETE control statement, see Using .

Enhanced BACKUP Capability

The SCDS backups can now run simultaneously while an extract job is executing. Previously, the SCDS backup job
needed exclusive control and did not run until the extract jobs were completed. SMF Director no longer requires exclusive
control to back up the SCDS, as long as no dump processes are active.

Full SMS Class Support

SMF Director now provides full support for SMS Data and Management Classes and the previously existing SMS Storage
Classes. Also, the mutual exclusivity between storage classes and units has been removed for History files.

• The PSTORC and PDEVN operands are no longer mutually exclusive on the OPTIONS, DUMPOPTIONS, and
STREAMOPTIONS control statements.

• The ASTORC and ADEVN operands are no longer mutually exclusive on those control statements.
• The new operands PDATAC, PMGMTC, ADATAC, and AMGMTC are added to those control statements.
• The new operands TIMEDATAC and TIMEMGMTC are added to the SPLIT control statement.

For more information, see Using.

SPLIT File Index Management Based on Days

Previously, split file index entry retention was defined by specifying the number of entries to be retained. You can now
specify the retention of the entries in days.

The new INDEXDAYS operand is provided on the SPLIT and EXTRACT control statements. You can use it to
manage the size of the Split File Index. When updating the index, you can now optionally delete entries older than the
specified number of days.

SubCapacity Reporting Tool Extracts

The new SCRT operand for the EXTRACT and PRINT control statements lets you more easily set date ranges when you
collect data for the IBM SubCapacity Reporting Tool (SCRT). The operand lets you go back by any number of months, up
to 99, from the present month.

Generated Configuration Statements

The new utility program, SMFIGCMB, generates a file with the control statements to recreate an existing SCDS
configuration.

Sending Error Messages to the Console

The new WTOERR operand lets you optionally send all SMF Director messages that are E level or higher to the operator
console. As a result, you can use event management solutions such as OPS/MVS to automate corrective actions. For
more information about message levels, see CAF Messages.
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Online Extract Generator

You can now create and submit requests for information through the SMF Director SMFDOL online interface. This
interface can make it easier for you to create successful extracts independently.

Loss of Data Warning - SMF Type 7 Now Detected by SMF Director

With more SMF records being created and written, SMF data can be lost because of high volume. If z/OS loses SMF
data, it produces an SMF Type 7 record. SMF Director has been enhanced to detect the Type 7 record and generate the
new message CAF2224I. This message is written to the Audit Trail report and the JOB log. This message indicates how
many records were lost, and if available, the reason for the loss. To automate corrective action, write a rule in your event
management solution, for example, OPS/MVS.

Full Extended Address Volume (EAV) Support

All output DASD files from SMF Director can now be written on EAV devices in the Extended Address space. These files
include History Files, Split Files, and Extract Files.

NOTE

Because the SCDS file is a BDAM file, it cannot be allocated in the Extended Address space on an EAV-capable
device.

WHEN Limitations on EXTRACT and PRINT

The lower offset limit of 14 has been removed from the WHEN operand on EXTRACT and PRINT. The operand can now
specify any offset starting at 0. This change lets users perform more precise searches.

Post-GA Enhancements
SMF Director supplies the following enhancements after GA.

SMF Director released the following new and enhanced features after GA. Feature descriptions include links to the related
SMF Director articles. The linked documentation replaces any related PDCs, which are noted for information only.

Published solution (PTF) numbers are included in the section headings. To download a PTF, follow these steps:

1. Go to Broadcom Support, log in using your Support credentials, and select Mainframe Software.
2. Enter the PTF number that you want in the Search field and press Enter. For example, SO07593.
3. Select the link next to Solutions (Best Match).
4. Click Add Solution to Cart.
5. Use your preferred method to download the PTF.

NOTE
For a complete list of post-GA solutions, see Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance.

AUDITREPORT Enhancement - Produce Customized Reports (SO07593)

New operands are added to the AUDITREPORT control statement that let you produce customized reports to replace the
standard Record Summary Report.

This enhancement adds new messages CAF0305W and CAF1065I.

New SMFD Control Statement - AUDITREPORT (SO04170)

The AUDITREPORT control statement lets you direct the input data that generates the Record Summary Report to a file
for further use and processing by applications. You can use the statement in dump process and extract process JCL.
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Support for z/OS 2.3 (RO97894)

SMF Director is enhanced to support the extended record types introduced in IBM z/OS 2.3. The number of SMF record
types that SMF Director supports is increased to from 256 to 2048. You can use any record type from 0 to 2047.

The SELECT and EXCLUDE operands for the following control statements support the new record types:

• EXTRACT
• LISTH
• PRINT
• SPLIT
• STREAMOPTIONS

The new message CAF3201I supports this enhancement.

Exclude Systems with EXCLUDESID and XSID Operands (RO95206)

The new EXCLUDESID and XSID operands allow you to specify which systems to exclude from a control statement
process. You can use EXCLUDESID and XSID with the following control statements:

• EXTRACT
• PRINT
• LISTC
• LISTH
• SPLIT

The following new messages support this enhancement:

• CAF1050E - INSUFFICIENT REGION FOR EXCLUDESID PROCESSING
• CAF1051I - SMF ID sid NOT DEFINED
• CAF1052W - EXCLUDESID/XSID EXCLUDED ALL SIDS

Archive Records with Logstream Dumping (RO72667)

You can use the new ARCHIVE control statement for dumping SMF data from System Logger log streams. The
ARCHIVE statement deletes the records from the dumped log stream after they are successfully written to the history
files. The ARCHIVE control statement uses the ARCHIVE directive of the IBM logstream dumping utility IFASMFDL.

WARNING
Using archive with logstream dumping typically helps mitigate DASD constraints. However, this feature also
typically results in slower system performance.

For details about using this enhancement, see the following topics:

• ARCHIVE control statement
• Automatic Copying or Unloading of SMF Data from Logstreams
• Unloading SMF Logstreams
• Changes to Dump Process JCL
• CASFDUML Example Procedure
• Using ARCHIVE When Dumping SMF Logstreams
• When to Use Date and Time Control Statements
• Retrying a Logstream Dump
• SMF Logstream Dump Processing
• Return Codes from SMFDLS and its IFASMFDL Exits

The following new messages support this enhancement:
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• CAF4040E - START AND END TIMES NOT VALID FOR ARCHIVE OPERATION DUMP PROCESSING
• CAF4109E - SMFDOUT DD MUST BE ALLOCATED TO DISK OR TAPE FOR ARCHIVE

The related documentation updates were originally supplied in PDC RI76723.

ADDX Recognizes Catalogued History Files (RO67348)

You are no longer required to code the VOLUME parameter with the ADDX command if the CATLG option is in effect and
if the data set is catalogued. SMF Director can locate the data set through the system catalog. For more information, see
ADDX.

NOTE

You are still required to code the VOLUME parameter with ADDX if the CATLG option is not in effect or if the
data set is not catalogued.

The following new messages support this enhancement:

• CAF3614E - VOLUME MISSING FROM ADDX; CATLG OPTION NOT IN EFFECT
• CAF3615E - VOLUME MISSING FROM ADDX; DATA SET NOT CATALOGUED
• CAF3616W - HISTORY FILE xxxxxxxx IS NOT CATALOGUED.
• CAF3617W - HISTORY FILE xxxxxxxx IS CATALOGUED ON VOLUME yyyyyy NOT VOLUME zzzzzz
• CAF3618E - UNABLE TO ACQUIRE WORK AREA FOR ADDX

The related documentation updates were originally supplied in PDC RI67581.

Indicate Clock Adjustments with the FALLBACK Operand (RO75033)

When clocks turn back for daylight savings time, an overlap condition in SMF data can occur. To help prevent
this condition, you can use the new FALLBACK operand in the OPTIONS and DUMPOPTIONS statements to indicate the
time and date of clock changes.

The following new messages support this enhancement:

• CAF1252E - INVALID DATE ON FALLBACK OPERAND
• CAF1253E - INVALID TIME ON FALLBACK OPERAND
• CAF1254W - FALLBACK DATE HAS ALREADY PASSED
• CAF1255E - INVALID FALLBACK OPERANDS

The related documentation updates were originally supplied in PDC RI74913.

Expired History File Index Entries Automatically Deleted from the SCDS (RO76087)

Expired History File index entries that represent SMF MAN File dumps occupy space in the SCDS. SMF Director was
enhanced to delete expired History File index entries automatically to maximize free space in the SCDS. The message
CAF2222I indicates the configuration that AUTODELETE processes.

The related documentation updates were originally supplied in PDC RI76722.

Enlarge SCDS Using MIRROR, Instead of Full RESTORE (RO80531)

When the SMF Director Control Data Set (SCDS) has insufficient free blocks available, configuration and dump processes
fail. To help prevent such failures, you can now enlarge the SCDS quickly without the need for a full RESTORE. The new
parameter, PARM=MIRROR lets you perform a fast, in-place restore of the SCDS using a backup file. The backup file
must be from the current release of SMF Director. The target file of the restore must be as large or larger than the backup
SCDS file. This enhancement includes warning messages that the SCDS must be enlarged as soon as possible. For more
information on MIRROR, see PARM Options for SMFD.
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The following new messages are added to support this enhancement:

• CAF0557E - SCDS BACKUP FROM PRIOR RELEASE, USE PARM=RESTORE
• CAF0558T - PARM=MIRROR RESTORE REQUIRES NEW SCDS TO SAME SIZE OR LARGER
• CAF0559T - INSUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR MIRROR RESTORE
• CAF0561I - MIRROR RESTORE OPERATION BEGINNING
• CAF0562I - MIRROR RESTORE OPERATION COMPLETED
• CAF0563I - SCDS FREE SPACE RUNNING LOW, CONSIDER ENLARGING

The related documentation updates were originally supplied in PDC RI81049.

Unreferenced DPIX Records Automatically Discarded During RESTORE (RO70783)

During a RESTORE, SMF Director now automatically discards unreferenced DPIX records and all its indices in the SCDS.
You no longer need to remove DPIX records manually to avoid failure of the RESTORE process.

The following new message supports this enhancement:

• CAF1111W - NO REFERENCE TO DPIX BLOCK nnnn IN xxxx CONFIG

The related documentation updates were originally supplied in PDC RI70941.

Easier Specification and Expanded Subtypes for Extracting, Printing, or Splitting Reports (RO65606)

You no longer need to code leading zeros in subtype specifications in the SELECT operand of the EXTRACT, PRINT, or
SPLIT statements. Also, you can now select or exclude subtype numbers greater than 999 in these statements.

The following new message supports this enhancement:

• CAF0217W

The related documentation updates were originally supplied in PDC RI66164.

Expanded Date and Time Ranges For Printing or Extracting Reports (RO91990)

The EXTRACT/PRINT control statement provides the following enhancements for specifying the date and time range of
reports to print or extract:

• The enhanced LWEEK/LASTWEEK option replaces the LWEEK option.
• The enhanced LMONTH/LASTMONTH option replaces the LMONTH option.
• The new options FROMDAYSAGO, TODAYSAGO, and SDAY are added.

The following new messages support these enhancements:

• CAF0705E - DAYS AGO VALUE IS TOO HIGH
• CAF1020E - INCORRECT SDAY SPECIFICATION

The related documentation updates were originally supplied in PDC RI92284.

Large Format Attribute for Output History Files (RO67886)

You can now use the large format attribute (DSNTYPE=LARGE) with output history files. When you code
DSNTYPE=LARGE in an output history file with the PDSNLARGE / ADSNLARGE configuration option set to YES, SMF
Director does not override the DSNTYPE. For more information, see History File Allocation Considerations.

The related documentation updates were originally supplied in PDC RI68495.
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Read-only Users Can Extract from SCDS (RO66772)

The EXEC statement in the sample JCL member CASFXSMF was updated to specify PARM=READ. This enhancement
allows a user with read-only access to the SCDS to submit an EXTRACT statement. For more information, see Creating
Extract Files (CASFXSMF).

The related documentation updates were originally supplied in PDC RI66972.

Increased Maximum Number of Time-based SPLIT Files per Day (RO92528)

The maximum value of the TIME operand of the SPLIT control statement was increased from 4 to 24. This enhancement
lets you generate a maximum 24 time-based SPLIT Files per day.

New Default Return Code for SMFIDTBL (RO43982)

The default return code for SMFIDTBL was changed to allow the module to be refreshed. You can set register 15 to the
return code 256 to retain the possibility of refreshing the SMFIDTBL module. For more information, see SMF MAN File
Dump Processing.

The related documentation updates were originally supplied in PDC RI76261.

New Message CAF3019W (RO93012)

The new message CAF3019W was added to accompany message CAF3004W. CAF3004W is issued during the dump
process when an invalid SMF record is encountered. CAF3019W indicates the reason that the SMF record is invalid.

MSM Renamed to CSM

Mainframe Software Manager (MSM) is renamed to CSM. The product adopts the Chorus look-and-feel.

CSM lets you manage and organize tasks with policies. Use task management policies to copy, delete, and move task
output. Select tasks that are based on criteria including their age and their type. Create task policies using the Task Policy
wizard.

This renaming is not associated with any PTF or PDC.

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see all of the tools that Broadcom offers to assist in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:
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• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• SMF Director Community

Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

Depending on your emulator, you can use the following accessibility features with SMF Director:

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

Font style, color, and size of items
Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.

Screen resolution
Defines the pixel count to enlarge objects on the screen.

Cursor width and blink rate
Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

Icon size
Defines the size of icons. You can make icons larger for visibility or smaller for increased screen space.

High contrast schemes
Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

Volume
Sets the computer sound up or down.

Text-to-Speech
Sets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.

Warnings
Defines visual warnings.

Notices
Defines the aural or visual cues when accessibility features are turned on or off.

Schemes
Associates computer sounds with specific system events.

Captions
Displays captions for speech and sounds.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

Repeat Rate
Defines how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.
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Tones
Defines tones when pressing certain keys.

Sticky Keys
Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky
keys remain active until another key is pressed.

Mouse

You can use the following options to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

Click Speed
Defines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.

Click Lock
Sets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.

Reverse Action
Sets the reverse function controlled by the left and right mouse keys.

Blink Rate
Defines how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.

Pointer Options
Let you complete the following actions:

• Hide the pointer while typing
• Show the location of the pointer
• Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
• Choose the pointer's size and color for increased visibility
• Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box

Keyboard Shortcuts

The following table lists the keyboard shortcuts that SMF Director  supports:

Keyboard Description

Ctrl+X Cut

Ctrl+C Copy

Ctrl+K Find Next

Ctrl+F Find and Replace

Ctrl+V Paste

Ctrl+S Save

Ctrl+Shift+S Save All

Ctrl+D Delete Line

Ctrl+Right Next Word

Ctrl+Down Scroll Line Down

End Line End

Product Names and Abbreviations
This list defines the acronyms and product names, in long and short form, that appear in this documentation.
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• SMF Director (SMF Director)
• CA 1® Tape Management ( CA 1)
• CA 7 Workload Automation (CA 7)
• ACF2™ for z/OS ( ACF2)
• ASM2® Backup and Restore (ASM2)
• Auditor for z/OS (Auditor)
• Broadcom Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Chorus™ Software Manager ( CSM)
• Common Components and Services for z/OS ( Common Components and Services)
• Dynam/T® Tape Management for z/VM (Dynam/T)
• JARS
• License Management Program ( LMP)
• MICS™ Resource Management (MICS)
• MII Data Sharing ( MII)
• MIM™ Resource Sharing ( MIM)
• OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation ( OPS/MVS)
• Scheduler® Job Management (Scheduler)
• Service Desk Manager ( Service Desk Manager)
• TLMS® Tape Management ( TLMS)
• Top Secret® for z/OS ( Top Secret for z/OS)
• Vtape™ Virtual Tape System ( Vtape)
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Installing or Migrating (Upgrading)
Before you install or migrate (upgrade) SMF Director, review these topics:

Audience

Readers of this section should have knowledge in the following areas:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• IBM MVS System Management Facilities (SMF)
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services
• Your organization's IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure

You may need to work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer for z/OS definitions
• Storage administrator for DASD allocations

Migrating (Upgrading)

When you install SMF Director in a previous installation, the FMID CASFC70 deletes all components belonging to a
previous release of this product. If you want to retain the current production level of this product, we recommend installing
the new version to a different CSI or copying the current modules into a separate load library before performing the SMP
APPLY of CASFC70.

NOTE

• To migrate from your installed release, to the new release; use the installed release to back up the SCDS for this
migration.

• CSM installs this product into a new CSI and SMP/E environment by default.

WARNING
Back up your existing SCDS so you can restore it when you have installed the new version of this product.
When the SCDS migration is complete, the previous configurations with all existing options are copied intact.

How the Installation Process Works

Broadcom has standardized product installations across all mainframe products. Installation uses the following process:

• Acquisition -- Transports the software to your z/OS system.
• Installation using SMP/E -- Creates an SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps. The

software is untailored.
• Deployment -- Copies the target libraries to another system or LPAR.
• Configuration -- Creates customized load modules, bringing the software to an executable state.

CSM is an intuitive web-based tool that can automate and simplify many Broadcom product installation activities on z/OS
systems. This application also makes obtaining and applying corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-
based interface enables you to install and maintain your products faster and with less chance of error. As a best practice,
we recommend that you install mainframe products and maintenance using CSM. Using CSM, someone with limited
knowledge of JCL and SMP/E can install a product.
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NOTE
If you do not have CSM, you can download it from the Download Center at Broadcom Support. Follow the
installation instructions in the CSM documentation bookshelf on the CSM product page.

You can also complete the standardized installation process manually using pax files that are downloaded from Broadcom
Support.

To install your product, do the following tasks:

1. Prepare for the installation by confirming that your site meets all installation requirements.
2. Verify that you acquired the product using one of the following methods:

– Download the software from Broadcom Support using CSM.
– Download the software from Broadcom Support using Pax-Enhanced Electronic Software Delivery (Pax ESD).
– Order a product DVD. To do so, contact your account manager or a Broadcom Support representative.

3. Perform an SMP/E installation using one of the following methods:
– If you used CSM to acquire the product, start the installation process from the SMP/E Environments tab in CSM.
– If you used Pax ESD to acquire the product, you can install the product in the following ways:

• Install the product manually.
• Complete the SMP/E installation using the Add Product option in CSM.

– If you used a DVD, install the product manually.

NOTE
If a Recommended Service (CARS) package is published for your product, install it before continuing with
deployment.

Prepare for Installation
Review this topic to prepare to install, configure, and deploy your Broadcom product software.

To prepare for an installation or upgrade, your installation team (systems programmer, security administrator, and so
on) should review the installation and configuration tasks to determine the high-level requirements by role. Doing so can
help you complete the process faster without any delays waiting for tasks to be completed at the last minute.

To install your product, we recommend that you understand:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Security administrator for access
• Storage administrator for DASD allocations
• Systems programmer for z/OS definitions

TIP
If you plan to use z/OSMF to install or configure your product, review the installation best practices, which
include comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM. To access z/OSMF training from Broadcom, log in to
the Broadcom Support portal and search for a course in Learning@Broadcom. To migrate your existing SMP/E
environments (CSIs) to z/OSMF, see z/OSMF Migration.

You can install this release of your product and can continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:
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• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, the new installation deletes previous releases in that
environment. We recommend that you install into a new CSI.

• If you acquire your product using SMP/E JCL, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

Installation Worksheets
You can print this installation worksheet and record the values to use when you install the product.

Unload Tape

• – If you are installing from tape, what is the generic tape drive unit name (the default is TAPE)?
TAPE = ________________

DASD

• – What is your generic unit name for permanent DASD volumes (the default is SYSDA)?
PERMDA = ________________

– What is your generic unit name for temporary work DASD volumes (the default is SYSDA)?
WORK = ________________

– Which DASD volume do you plan to use for SMF Director target libraries?
LIBSER = ________________

– Which DASD volume do you plan to use for SMF Director distribution libraries?
DLIB = ________________

– Which DASD volume do you plan to use for your SMP temporary libraries?
TLIB = ________________

SYSOUT Class

•What is your standard SYSOUT class for Broadcom product installations and SMP output (the default is *)?
SYSOUT = ________________

What is the SYSOUT class for SMF Director product operation (the default is A)?
A = ________________

High-level Qualifiers

• – What data set high-level qualifiers do you assign to your SMF Director target and distribution libraries (the default is
CAI)?
CAI = ________________

– What data set high-level qualifiers do you assign to the SMP libraries for your installation of Broadcom products (the
default is CAI)?
SMP = ________________

Data Set Names

• – What is the name of the control data set (SCDS)?
________________

– If you are upgrading from a previous release, what was the name of the control data set (SCDS) for the previous
release?
________________

– What is the name of the backup file?
________________

Usage

• – What is the maximum number of z/OS systems for SMF Director to maintain?
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________________
– What is the estimated number of years of SMF data for SMF Director to track?

________________
– What is the average number of times per week the SMF data sets, logstreams, and substreams are dumped?

________________

Tape Usage

• – What is the estimated number of tape volume serial numbers?
________________

– Is a specific pool of tape volume serial numbers used (Y/N)?

NOTE
If you plan to manage SMF data being recorded to logstreams or plan to use substreams to manage SMF data
being recorded to MAN files, specify N.

Dumping

• – Do you want to use the automatic SMF dump capability (Y/N)?
________________

– What is the procedure or started task name used for dumping SMF data sets?
________________

Logstreams

• – Are you recording SMF data to System Logger logstreams (Y/N)?
________________

– If so, what is the maximum number of logstreams and substreams to use for recording SMF data on any system?
________________

Auditor

• – Have you installed Auditor (Y/N)?
________________

– If Y, is the SMF Director load library placed in the z/OS link list on all systems where SMF Director manages SMF
data (Y/N)?
________________

– If the load library is not placed in the z/OS link list, provide the name of a library in the system link list in which
Auditor is running and in which you place the SMF Director load module for Auditor.
________________

Review Installation Best Practices
Before you begin the installation process, review these installation best practices.

Manage Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. With
each Security or Integrity Fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include more details and
context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector String, the affected
components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service information and an email
subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

Business Value:
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This maintenance lets you quickly identify and apply security or integrity maintenance. The proactive notifications let you
address security issues immediately.

More information:

Maintain Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom Security Advisories Portal

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval for Product Maintenance

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to eliminate the need to download maintenance manually. This service uses
the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom mainframe product maintenance. This service enables
you to acquire maintenance on demand or to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this service to download maintenance and dramatically reduce the
time that is required to download PTFs.

With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests for maintenance on demand or as scheduled
jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading maintenance. To create a service order request online from
secure Broadcom download servers, see Use the Create Service Order Online Interface. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Business Value:

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system
programmers more productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually from the Broadcom Support
portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Recommended and Preventive service

More information:

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy

Use CARS to implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy. CARS is patterned after the IBM preventive
maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can install preventive maintenance for
most Broadcom z/OS based products consistently on a schedule that you select (monthly, quarterly, annually). You
can follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you can implement a schedule for Broadcom
products only.

Business Value:

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimizes errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes. Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid
unscheduled downtime and assists you in proactively maintaining your software.

More information:

Recommended Service for z/OS
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Sign up for Product Update Notifications

Sign up for product update notifications for all Broadcom products so that you receive notification of potential problems for
your products as soon as possible. Subscribe to critical alerts and other product notifications like security advisories within
the Broadcom Support portal. Sign in and select Notification Settings under your user name and profile. Select the alerts
that you want. Your preferences are automatically saved.

Business Value:

Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid unscheduled downtime and assists you in
proactively maintaining your software.

Apply IBM Maintenance

Apply IBM maintenance for z/OSMF, SMP/E, and other components and products that are used during the software
installation process using the following FIXCAT:
IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService

Obtain the latest IBM HOLDDATA and run the SMP/E REPORT MISSINGFIX command to determine whether any
required PTFs are missing:
SET BDY(GLOBAL),

REPORT MISSINGFIX ZONES(ZOS24)

  FIXCATA(IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService).

Business Value:

Missing APARs can affect the operation or performance of your product.

Review z/OSMF Training Videos

The following training is offered to help you and your team learn z/OSMF basics. We recommend that all members of your
installation team review these videos before they use z/OSMF:

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Review IBM's z/OSMF Tutorials
• ServerPac Installation with z/OSMF: Tutorial 1 - Gain Access
• z/OSMF Management Facility
• z/OSMF Training - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200

Business Value:

You and your team receive training so you can work efficiently in the IBM z/OSMF interface.

Install on Test System First

Best Practice:

Perform your installation and initial evaluations of SMF Director and its components on a test system.

Business Value:

Evaluating SMF Director in a test environment helps you detect any possible problems before you roll out the product to a
production system.

Additional Considerations:
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New releases of SMF Director are always compatible with previous releases, letting you run a new release on a test
system while still running the older version on a production system.

Hardware Requirements
SMF Director can be installed on hardware that supports the software that is described in the section Software
Requirements.

SMF Director requires the following hardware:

• Any processor that supports z/OS 1.9 or above
• Any DASD device using 3380 or 3390 geometry
• Any tape device that supports z/OS 1.9 or above

Software and Security Requirements
Verify that your site has met the software requirements before installing SMF Director.

SMF Director requires the following software:

• IBM supported release of z/OS 1.9 or above
• SMP/E
• The Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM), one of the Common Components and Services

CASFLOAD must be APF-authorized.

More requirements and recommendations follow:

• We recommended that the target library, CASFLOAD, be in the LINKLST, but this library is not required.
• The SMF Control Data Set (SCDS) can be shared with two or more LPARs. All LPARs sharing the SCDS must either

belong to the same Global Resource Serialization (GRS) ring or be connected to each other through MIM.
• When you use MIM, define a QNAME of CAIMSMF for SMF Director. For more information about QNAME definitions,

see the Programming section in the MIM documentation.
• When you configure SMF Director to open Service Desk Manager requests, the Common Components and Services

SOAP Client Service (CAISDI/soap) address space must be up and running. For more information about SOAP, see
the  Common Components and Services documentation.

Common Components and Services Requirements

The following Common Components and Services are used with SMF Director:

• CAIRIM
• LMP
• Common Components and Services SOAP Client Service (CAISDI/soap) if you are using Service Desk Manager

NOTE
If other Broadcom products are installed at your site, some of these services might already be installed.

LMP Key Requirements
The License Management Program (LMP) tracks licensed software in a standardized and automated way. It uses
common real-time enforcement software to validate the user configuration. LMP reports on activities related to the
license, usage, and financials of Broadcom products.
LMP features follow:
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• Common Key Data Set can be shared among many CPUs.
• Check digits are used to detect errors in transcribing key information.
• Execution keys can be entered without affecting any Broadcom software product already running.
• No special maintenance is required.

SMF Director is licensed with an LMP key. You acquire the LMP key with one of the following methods:

• From your product media
• With ESD
• From Broadcom Support Online

Tailor LMP Keys
If you are upgrading from a previous release of this product, skip this procedure.
The License Management Program (LMP) is composed of three components: the Broadcom product, the LMP
Product Key Certificate, and the common LMP Enforcement software.
The LMP Product Key Certificate contains an execution key for each CPU licensed at your site. These keys must
be entered into the CASFPARM data set LMP product key member. This member has a default name of KEYS.
Define the LMP execution key now. For more information, see the Common Components and Services
documentation.

Security Requirements and Functions

To complete the tasks in this section, you need the following security privileges:

• Read authority for all SMF Director installed data sets.

You can secure SMF Director functions with an external security product, such as Top Secret, ACF2 for z/OS, or IBM
RACF. The resource class CA$MSMF must be defined to the external security product before using SMF Director. The
resource class must allow resource names to be greater than eight characters and access levels of UPDATE, READ, or
NONE. To allow use of a function, the required resources must be defined to a user security record with the proper access
levels.

For more information about securing functions, see Systems Programming .

Storage Requirements
Verify that your site has met the storage requirements before installing SMF Director.

Verify that you have the following storage available:

• For an ESD installation, use one cylinder for the downloaded files and four cylinders for the unzipped files.
• For an installation and setup:

– Installation = a minimum of eight cylinders
– SMP/E temporary libraries = four cylinders

• To run this product, the region size must be set to at least 4 MB (4096 KB) of main storage. This storage does not
include main storage for the operating system and user routines. This storage does include buffers for the SMF
records. We recommend setting REGION=0M in your JCL for all executions of SMF Director. Use this setting
especially when performing a logstream or substream dump process, or an EXTRACT of SMF Data.

• Sufficient space for the SCDS file, as follows:

Calculating SCDS Space Requirements

In calculating the size of the SCDS file, it is helpful to understand the factors that affect its size. These factors are:
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• The number of systems (SMF IDs) for which SMF history and inventory information are kept.
• The number of systems that are recording to log streams and the number of log streams.
• The number of substreams that are used on any systems using substreams.
• The number of history data sets.
• The number of magnetic tape volume serials to be defined for use by this product, and how long the SMF data is kept.

The SCDS consists of 4096-byte blocks with a minimum of at least six blocks that are needed for use by SMF Director.
One block is required for every four system configurations defined. If specific magnetic tape volumes are used, one block
can contain 135 volume serials. These volumes are predefined to this product using the DUMPTAPES Control Statement.
If no volumes are defined, SMF Director requests a scratch tape( tape request), when a new magnetic tape volume is
needed. For more information about DUMPTAPES, see Using.

The number of history data sets depends upon how frequently SMF dumps occur. Up to 30 data sets can be described
per block, with one block that is required for every different year of SMF data retained. The following formula can be used
to calculate the number of blocks that are needed for the SCDS file. Verify that any estimates are high estimates rather
than low estimates.

  n1 = (c/4)

+ n2 = (v/135)

+ n3 = (((d * 365)/30)* y)* c

+ n4 = (cl * l) + (cs * (l + s)/4)

+ y

+ 6

________________________

z   Total number of SCDS blocks (note: round up fractional numbers)

Where:

c
Number of different systems for which SMF data is retained.

v
Number of specific magnetic tape volumes to be defined.

d
The average number of SMF dump requests per day.

y
Number of years for which SMF data is kept.

cl
Number of systems that are recording SMF data to logstreams.

l
The maximum number of logstreams that any system uses to record SMF data.

cs
Number of systems that use any streams (logstreams or substreams).

s
The maximum number of substreams that any system can use.

Example:

    1 = (3/4)                         Three systems (remember to always round up)

+   0 = (0/135)                       No dedicated tapes (using DASD or SCRATCH)

+ 365 = (((2 * 365/30) * 5) * 3       Two dumps a day per system for 5 years
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+   4 = (1 * 2) + (2 * (2 + 2)/4)     Three systems: one with 2 logstreams,

                                                     one with 2 substreams

+   5                                 Five years of SMF data

+   6                                 Six management blocks

______________________________________________________________________________

381                                   Total blocks needed

NOTE

Use generous estimations for any number for which you do not have an exact value.

Target Libraries

The following table lists the amount of required disk space to install the target libraries:

NOTE
If you are using PDS/Es to install SMF Director, you can ignore the directory block amounts.

Library Name Blksize Tracks Dir Blks Description

CASFEXEC 3120 5 8 EXECs library

CASFJCL 3120 3 5 JCL library

CASFLOAD 6144 14 5 Common load library

CASFMAC 3120 2 2 Macro library

CASFMSG0 3120 2 3 ISPF message library

CASFPARM 3120 2 2 Parameter library

CASFPNL0 3120 5 12 ISPF panel library

CASFPROC 3120 5 12 Common procedure
library

CASFSRC 3120 3 2 Source library

CASFTBL0 3120 2 2 ISPF table library

CASFXML 32760 31 2 MSM XML Metadata

Distribution Libraries

The following table lists the amount of required disk space to install the distribution libraries:

NOTE
If you are using PDS/Es to install SMF Director, you can ignore the directory block amounts.

Library Name Blksize Tracks Dir Blks Description

AASFEXEC 3120 5 8 EXECs library

AASFJCL 3120 3 5 JCL library

AASFMAC 3120 2 2 Macro library

AASFMOD0 6144 19 18 Load library

AASFMSG0 3120 2 3 ISPF message library

AASFPARM 3120 2 2 Parameter library

AASFPNL0 3120 5 12 ISPF panel library
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AASFPROC 3120 2 2 Procedure library

AASFSRC 3120 3 2 Source library

AASFTBL0 3120 2 2 ISPF table library

AASFXML 32760 31 2 MSM XML Metadata

Concurrent Releases

You can install this release of SMF Director and can continue to use an older release for your production environment. If
you plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When installing into an existing SMP/E environment, this installation deletes previous releases.

NOTE
For migration purposes, you must back up your SCDS before the previous release is deleted.

• If you acquired your product from tape or with Pax-Enhanced ESD, select different target and distribution zones for
your new release from where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current
release.

NOTE
CSM is installed into a new CSI by default.

Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point to
the new release libraries.

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage z/OS
software.

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Use the following topics to guide you through the installation process using z/OSMF:

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Provides information about z/OSMF general configuration and security requirements.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Provides the steps to acquire the product software from Broadcom Support and register the portable software
instance in z/OSMF.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Provides the steps to install (deploy) the portable software instance to an LPAR using z/OSMF Deployments. This
step creates the SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps to prepare the software
instance for SMP/E operations. This step also:
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• Customizes the data set names that are defined to SMP/E.
• Mounts required USS files if necessary.
• Performs workflow execution to customize the deployed runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS

system.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Provides the steps to import the Broadcom product information file so that z/OSMF has access to the latest
product release information. For a list of products using z/OSMF, see Mainframe Products using z/OSMF in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

TIP
See our installation best practices article for a list of comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

When these tasks are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance. You can also configure software
instances using z/OSMF workflows.

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Before you install your Broadcom mainframe products using the IBM® z/OSMF Management Facility (z/OSMF), address
the installation and security requirements in the following table:

TIP
Your systems programmers and security administrators can complete these tasks in parallel.

Task Role

Apply required maintenance for CA Common Services for z/OS (CCS) Version 15.0
(SO12499)
The CCS PTF installs load module stubs for select IBM products into your installed
CCS library hlq.CAW0CALL. If prompted during installation for the data set name of
a load library for an IBM product that you do not have installed, specify your installed
hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Systems programmer

Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM Knowledge Center
The IBM z/OS Management Facility Configuration Guide  is your primary source of
information about how to install and configure z/OSMF. We also strongly recommend that
you review the z/OSMF overview and use the installation checklists that are provided in
the IBM Knowledge Center. You can open the IBM documentation in a separate browser
tab for reference during installation of your products using z/OSMF Deployments.

Systems programmer, security
administrator, domain administrator

Configure z/OSMF security for CA ACF2™ for z/OS, CA Top Secret® for z/OS, or IBM
RACF as applicable to authorize users and resources.

Security administrator

Confirm that the installer has read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write
access is also required to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for
the installation process.

Security administrator

Address the following USS requirements:
• Create a USS directory to receive the z/OSMF pax file and to perform the unpack

steps.
• Confirm that you have write authority to the USS directories that are used for the z/

OSMF pax installation process.
• Confirm that you have available USS file space.
To download and unpack the pax file, you need free space that is approximately 3.5
times the pax file size in the file system that contains the pax directories. For example, to
download and unpack a 14 MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in
the file system hosting your pax directory. If you do not have sufficient free space, error
messages like EZA1490I Error writing to data set or EZA2606W File I/O error 133 can
occur.

Systems programmer, security
administrator
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After these requirements have been addressed, you are ready to acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance or
Configure a Software Instance using z/OSMF Workflows.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Learn how to acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance (PSWI) for your product from Broadcom
Support and then add the portable software instance to z/OSMF. The product SMP/E environments are pre-built at
Broadcom, backed up, and made available for download as a PSWI.

The PSWI includes the SMP/E CSI data sets, all associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-
managed data sets, and metadata that is required to describe the PSWI.

The following diagram illustrates the acquisition process:

1. Review the installation best practices and address all requirements.
2. Complete one of the following tasks to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance:

– Download the PSWI to the z/OSMF host from the Broadcom download server.
Before you use this option, complete the one-time security configuration tasks to use the RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK (RFN) process through GIMGTPKG and SMP/E. See Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery.

– Download the PSWI to your laptop and FTP it to a USS directory on the mainframe or download it to z/OS.
3. Register the portable software instance in z/OSMF.

Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery

Perform the following one-time security configuration steps to instruct the SMP/E RECEIVE command and the
GIMGTPKG service routine to download the PSWI using HTTPS. GIMGTPKG performs the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK TRANSFERONLY command functions. SMP/E supports secure and encrypted download operations
using HTTPS (HTTP over SSL, Secure Sockets Layer). The default z/OS Java truststore manages the certificates.

NOTE
If your site has already configured the server certificate to acquire solutions and process maintenance requests
through https://downloads.broadcom.com, skip this task. Go to order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'
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quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the External Security Manager (ESM) database:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH yourcertname DSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) -

  LABEL(yourlabelname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) TRUST

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname)-

DCDSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) TRUST

– For IBM RACF, specify:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) + 

WITHLABEL(‘yourlabelname’) TRUST

The ESM database now includes the certificate.
4. Grant UPDATE access to the IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) to the user ID submitting the FTP JCL:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(userid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS PER(userid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

– For IBM RACF, specify:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The user that submits the FTP JCL can use a virtual CERTAUTH keyring to authenticate the FTP server. The
certificate does not need to be added to the keyring of the FTP user.

The one-time security configuration is complete. You are now ready to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance

You can order the z/OSMF portable software instance from the Broadcom Support and download the PSWI using GIMZIP
to z/OSMF or download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host as a single pax file. You can download directly to the mainframe
or you can download to your workstation and then transfer the pax file to the mainframe. A file transfer utility, such as FTP,
is required to transfer data to the mainframe.

Use the following procedure to create a service order from the Broadcom Support site for a product-specific PSWI:

1. Go to Broadcom Support and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My Downloads.
2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.

The My Downloads page appears.
3. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.

The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
4. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
5. Use the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the product-specific software packages that you can select
to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows more software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.
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6. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. View the file information for the product that you want by selecting the right arrow key (>) or by selecting Expand

All.
b. Select the checkbox under Download for the PSWI (productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z) and other files that you

want to include in the product download.
c. Select one of the following download methods:

• If your product is RFN-enabled, a GIMZIP download option is available. Select GIMZIP to acquire the product
package from the Broadcom download server directly to your z/OSMF host system using z/OSMF Software
Management. Go to Step 7.

• Select HTTPS Download or Secure FTP Download to download the files from the Broadcom download server.
Secure FTP Download is the preferred method. Go to Step 8.
To select a download method from the Download Manager, select Download Selected. This option lets you
download multiple files at one time.

For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see Download Methods
and Locations.

7. If you selected GIMZIP, the GIMZIP text changes to Order is Placed. An email is sent to the order creator.
Complete the following steps to generate the required SERVER XML to download the PSWI from the FTP download
server to your mainframe using the GIMGTPKG service routine. GIMGTPKG transports the GIMZIP packages from a
remote FTP server to a local host.
a. Use the link in the email to access the order details (site ID, order number, and product release) on the Download

History page in the Download Manager on Broadcom Support.
b. Select GIMZIP to access the service order details (SERVER XML) in a text file. For example:

<SERVER 

   host=”ftpserver.broadcom.com”

   user=”joesmith”

   pw=”password”

 > 

 <PACKAGE

    file=”/order/product/GIMPAF.XML”

    hash=”01234567890123456078901234567890”

    id=”BROADCOM”

 > 

 </PACKAGE> 

</SERVER>

The SERVER XML contains the required information for the download server to receive the network package.
c. Copy the SERVER XML to your clipboard and change the id tag to name the subdirectory in the SMPNTS

directory. Use this copy to register the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From Download Server option.
Go to Register the Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

8. If you selected Secure FTP in Step 6, the Secure FTP Download Instructions pop-up appears.
a. Copy the host URL (downloads.broadcom.com) and paste it into a browser.
b. Log in using one of the following options:

• Broadcom Support Portal username and password
• Secure Access Token

To use this option, select Generate Access Credentials, specify your email address and password, and select
Generate. Before you close the window, copy and save the generated FTP credential details (username and
password) into a text file.

c. Copy the path for the zip file located in Order Location. This file identifies the order to be downloaded. For
example, /12345678.zip.

d. Use the following sample JCL with an added JOB card to download the z/OSMF pax file using FTP:
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 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com

 supportportalemail or generatedUsername 

 supportportalpassword or generatedPassword

 Binary

 get orderlocation + ‘yourUSSpaxDirectory’ (rep

 quit

 /*

 //*

e. Execute JCL to unpack the installation file and restore the individual pax files. Sample JCL follows:
//USSBATCH EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDPARM  DD *

//* Be sure that there are no line numbers on the input lines.

sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/;

pax –rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

/*

//*

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

• Add a JOB statement.
• Update the USS directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) with the path name where you want to copy the pax file.
• Update productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z with the name of the pax file that you want to copy to the mainframe.
• Submit the customized JCL.

USSBATCH can take several minutes to execute. A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code
indicates a problem.
You can also use OMVS to unpax the z/OSMF pax file. For example:
$ cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory

$ pax -rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

After successful execution, the individual pax files are restored and ready for use. You are now ready to register
the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From z/OSMF System option.

Go to Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF

After you acquire and download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host system, log in to z/OSMF to register the product
software and define the PSWI to z/OSMF as shown in the following procedure. When you complete these steps, the PSWI
is registered in z/OSMF and ready for installation (deployment).

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select your user ID in the top or bottom right-hand corner to switch between
the Desktop Interface and Classic Interface.

2. Complete one of the following steps to display the Software Management page:
a. In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
b. In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.

3. Select Portable Software Instances to define your PSWI to z/OSMF.
4. Select Add from the Actions menu and select From Download Server (GIMZIP download) or From z/OSMF System

(HTTPS or Secure FTP download) as applicable.
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For detailed steps, see Tutorial 2 - Add a PSWI from IBM.
Use the default CLIENT XML or if needed, specify the CLIENT XML attributes that you use in other SMP/E jobs to
download software products or PTFs from the Broadcom download servers. For example:
<CLIENT  downloadmethod="https"

         downloadkeyring="javatruststore"

         javahome="/usr/lpp/java/J8.0"

         >

</CLIENT>

NOTE
For more information about specifying the CLIENT XML tag, see Content of CLIENT data set in the IBM
documentation.

downloadmethod
Specifies the network protocol for downloading the files from a remote server. HTTPS is the only supported
option. When you specify https, certificates are required to perform the SSL handshake with the HTTPS server to
encrypt the network activity. The location of the certificates is defined using the downloadkeyring attribute.

downloadkeyring
Identifies the location of the certificates that are required to perform SSL operations with the HTTPS server
where the files to be downloaded reside. Specify the name for an external security manager (ESM) keyring or the
keyword javatruststore.
The name of the keyring can specify a real or a virtual keyring.
To indicate that all CA certificates that are defined in the ESM can be used to perform SSL operations, specify
“*AUTH*/*” for the CERTAUTH virtual keyring userid/keyring value.

javahome
Specifies the location of the Java runtime to be used by SMP/E.

The PSWI exists on your z/OS system and is defined to z/OSMF. The product software is ready for installation. Go to
Install Product Software using z/OSMF Deployments.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF Deployments.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing product software in your z/OS environment. After
the portable software instance or software instance is registered in z/OSMF, you can use z/OSMF Deployments to
install the product software and create the product data sets (global, CSI, target libraries, and distribution libraries) for
the new software instance. The deployment jobs create a copy of the source product data sets to create the product
target runtime environment. Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and it
also isolates the product runtime environment for maintenance activities. You can also perform z/OSMF workflows to
customize the SMP/E data sets, mount UNIX System Services (USS) files if necessary, and configure the new software
instance on the target system.

To install Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF and make the product software available for use on a system
by users and other programs, define a new deployment. This step defines the SMP/E environment name and the prefix
of the CSI data set in z/OSMF. You also specify data set allocation parameters for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries,
and distribution libraries. To define a new deployment, complete the deployment checklist (specify the USS path, DSN,
VOLSERs), and submit the deployment jobs through the z/OSMF user interface. When the deployment is complete, you
have a source and target copy of the software.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Deploying software in the IBM documentation.
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Subsequent maintenance activities for the product update the SMP/E environment without affecting your active product
runtime environments. You decide when to redeploy the maintenance-updated SMP/E target data sets to each of the
product runtime environments.

Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify the installation requirements in Prepare for
Installation.

NOTE
The installer requires read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write access is also required to the
USS directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN, SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

1. Display the Deployments table in z/OSMF (Software Management, Deployments).
2. Define a new deployment by selecting New from the Actions menu.

The deployment checklist displays. You can also modify, view, copy, cancel, or remove existing deployments.
3. Complete the deployment checklist items as described in Defining new deployments in the IBM documentation.

As you complete the deployment checklist, be sure to make the following selections:
a. Specify the properties for this deployment (name, description, and optional category).
b. Select the software to deploy.

For this step, select the Portable Software Instance button and select your package.
c. Select the objective for this deployment to indicate where and how you want to install the selected portable

software instance.
For this step, indicate that you want to create a software instance and specify the global zone CSI and the system
where the target software instance will reside.

d. Check for missing SYSMODs and view missing SYSMOD reports.
For this step, deselect the following report options:
• Requisite SYSMODs and Fix Categories reports
• Regressed SYSMODs and HOLDDATA Delta reports

e. Configure this deployment to define the target software instance.
• For DLIBs, specify Yes to copy the distribution zones and libraries that are associated with the source software.

You can customize the names and the storage class or volumes of the new data sets.
• For Model, indicate The source software to use as a model. z/OSMF uses the data sets, volumes, mount

points, catalogs, and SMP/E zones that are associated with the model to specify default values for the target
software instance.

• For SMP/E Zones, the DLIB and TLIB names do not typically need to be changed.
• For Data sets, change the target data set name prefix to the one that you want to use for your deployment.

Specify a volume or storage class to identify where to create the target data sets.
• For Catalogs, no action is required assuming that your target data set prefix is defined in a user catalog.
• For Volumes and Storage Classes, no action is required. A summary is presented of the target data sets to be

created and how much space is required.
• For Mount Points, review the mount points for the UNIX file system data sets that are included in the target

software instance. When specifying a new target mount point, retain the static path extension in the path name
to prevent failures in the configuration workflow. For example, targetpathname/staticpathextension.

NOTE
If your product does not include USS directories, ignore this instruction.

f. Define the job settings to generate JCL to install the software and view the deployment summary. For this step,
update the JOB statement as needed.
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NOTE
If the target system for the deployment is in a JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) and the mount point is only
accessible from the target system, add a System Affinity (SYSAFF) to the job card to ensure execution
on the system where the zFS resides.

g. Submit the deployment jobs in sequential order, wait for each job to complete, and then select Refresh to register
job completion in z/OSMF.
A return code of zero is expected.
When all deployment jobs have executed successfully, you have unzipped and renamed the product data sets, and
updated the CSI data sets. The product data sets have also been successfully copied and the properties for the
target software instance have been specified.

h. Execute the workflows for the software being deployed. Most products have at least one of the following workflows:
Post SMP/E Workflow

Updates the CSI with site-specific external data sets, relinks load modules, and optionally mounts USS
directories.

NOTE
If prompted for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your
installed Common Components and Services for z/OS CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Configuration Workflows
Configures a new software instance or an existing software instance. For example, an upgrade workflow updates
an existing software instance for your product to a new product release.

NOTE
For a list of products with workflows to complete post-install configuration, see Mainframe Products using
z/OSMF for Software Management in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

i. Specify a name and description for the new target software instance.

The deployment process is complete. The new software instance is defined to z/OSMF. You are now ready to Import
Product Information into z/OSMF before you install product maintenance.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Learn how to import a product information file into z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. z/OSMF lets you view a consolidated list of the products and
maintenance packages that are included in each software instance or portable software instance.

You can import product information for the  Broadcom mainframe products that you have installed on z/OS into z/
OSMF. After you retrieve the product information, use z/OSMF Software Management to obtain a list of products that
are contained in your software instances. This information helps you to determine which products are nearing or have
reached end of service (EOS) or end of life (EOL) support. This information is useful when planning future installations
and upgrades. You can also use this information to identify software instances that will be affected by changes to a
product.

The product information file for Broadcom mainframe products is stored on the following FTP directory:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

You can load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from:

• The Broadcom FTP directory directly
• Your local workstation
• A z/OS data set or UNIX file
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After you load the file, retrieve the product information in z/OSMF from the Products view in the Software Management
task.

If you create software instances or portable software instances in z/OSMF, import the product information file again so that
you have current information to display for your installed products.

Broadcom recommends that you repeat the load procedure on a regular schedule or at least monthly to ensure that
you have current Broadcom product information available in z/OSMF. This process ensures that you have access to all
product packages as they become available.

Enable Secure Downloads

To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, confirm that you added the Digicert
root certificate to the z/OSMF keyring.

Use the following procedure to enable secure downloads:

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have configured z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF to
authorize users and resources.

1. Download the Digicert root certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/zosmf/digi-root.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following FTP commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the existing z/OSMF IZUSVR keyring.

For ACF2, specify SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.yourcertname DSN('your.zos.dataset.name') -

  LABEL(yourlabeldescription)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.yourDigicertCAcertname) KEYRING(IZUSVR.keyr01)

 RINGNAME(IZUKeyring.IZUDFLT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For Top Secret, specify TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourDigicertCAcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname) - 

DCDSN('your.zos.dataset.name') TRUST

            

TSS ADD(IZUSVR) KEYRING(zosmfringname) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,yourDigicertCAcertname) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For IBM RACF, specify RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('your.zos.dataset.name') WITHLABEL('yourlabelname') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(IZUSVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('your_digicertCA_label') +

RING(keyringname) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The certificate is now connected. To verify, review the messages for each command.

You can now load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF.
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Load the Product Information File into z/OSMF

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF:

1. Select the following link to download the product information file from the Broadcom FTP directory to your workstation
or to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

NOTE
To load the product information file into z/OSMF directly, go to Step 2.

Complete either of the following steps:

• Use your Web Browser or an FTP client to download to your local workstation. Upload the file with binary in the
FTP JCL so that the file is not converted to the EBCDIC character set.

• Use FTP to download the file directly to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe. Sample JCL follows that
you can customize and execute:
//FTPSTEP   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM=’(EXIT=08’

//SYSTCPD   DD DSN=your_TCPIP_data_set_name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT    DD SYSOUT=*

//INPUT     DD *

ftp.broadcom.com 21

anonymous email_address

cd /pub/MSPSaccount/JSON/

dir

asc

locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0

locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY

get BroadcomProdInfo.txt ‘zos_data_set’ (REPLACE

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

1. Add a JOB statement per your site standards to the beginning of the JCL.
2. Specify the TCP/IP stack (your_TCPIP_data_set_name) for an external network.
3. Specify your valid email address (email_address).
4. Specify the z/OS data set name (zos_data_set) where you want to save the product information file. If the

specified data set does not exist, it is created during the download process.
5. Submit for execution.

A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code indicates a problem.

The product information file is now available to load into z/OSMF.
2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and go to the Software Management dashboard.
3. Select Products.

The Products table list displays.
4. Select Retrieve End of Service information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service

information button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
5. Complete one of the following steps:

– To load the file into z/OSMF directly from the Broadcom FTP directory:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Copy the Broadcom product information file URL, paste it into the URL field, specify a description, and select
OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
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The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.
– To load the file from your local workstation, select the option to Select a file that resides on your local

workstation, enter your file name, a description, and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/
OSMF.

– To load the file from a z/OS data set or UNIX file that the z/OSMF host can access:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Select Primary z/OSMF system, specify the z/OS data set name in the Data set or UNIX file field, specify a
description, and select OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

Use the Software Management dashboard in z/OSMF to view your product information.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

If you do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For
installation and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.
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Acquire Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product
packages that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display
the list of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update
the product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:

1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.
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NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings. These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
If you updated the product list only for a selected filter, skip this step.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.
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Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.

The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.
4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:

– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update
Product.

– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right
and select the Update Product Releases link.

5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:
– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.
UNIX File

Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.
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Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name
and password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Install Your Product Using CSM
This topic describes how to install your Broadcom mainframe products using CSM.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM. This step
of the installation process creates or updates the SMP/E environment (global, target, and distribution zones).

The following diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CSM.
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1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation.
Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.
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7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product
is defined according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:

Execute Apply Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept
Check step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation
actions for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable
the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on
the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.
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2. Select Use as Working Set.
3. Select OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears where you can Review Product Information.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license agreement,
you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and select
feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard automatically excludes feature 1.

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.
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Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM

where the prerequisites are installed. When done, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard. Then,
select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to continue the
product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to complete one of the following tasks:
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• Create an SMP/E environment
• Review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management
Class, Data Class) or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the
appropriate fields.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software
Installation tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.
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Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the target zone SMP/E parameters as applicable.
Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the Create
New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data
sets that must be added. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
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this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that case,
the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set is allocated
using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the distribution zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected
the Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog). Complete the applicable fields.

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.
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Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to
change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and select Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the
Tasks tab.

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.

Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.
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You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into z/OS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a dedicated file system for this process. The amount of space that you need
for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation requires write authority to the USS directories that are used
for the native SMP/E JCL installation process. In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also
need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file
system hosting your pax directory.
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Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. You will use this
directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

1. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named
yourdirectory/PAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/

mkdir yourdirectory

cd yourdirectory

mkdir PAX

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory for all
product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

The mount point is created.
2. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can permit write access to anyone in the same group as the

person who created the directory. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell or the Telnet or SSH client of choice at your site:

NOTE
USS commands are case-sensitive.

chmod -R 770 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted. Other users can access the USS pax directory and its files.
3. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements:

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*
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– Add a JOB card.
– Issue the NUM ON command followed by UNNUM to edit the JCL with number off (no sequence numbers in columns

73 through 80).
– Issue the CAPS OFF command. However, where needed, use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,

YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME must be uppercase and aggregate and compat must be lowercase.
– Ensure the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems.

If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings now allowing for the
allocation.

– Ensure that the SYSIN DD is indented at least one space.
When these edits are complete, the zFS is allocated.

4. Mount the file system by customizing the following sample:
//MOUNT    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=0M          

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSIN  DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

The file system is mounted.
5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, enter the following commands from the Telnet or SSH client:

cd {yourUSSpaxdirectory}

df -k .

The output shows the mount point and the mount data set. Resolve errors before continuing to Acquire the Product
Pax Files.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

NOTE
To optimize downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the downloads.broadcom.com URL for HTTPS
and Secure FTP in your network security software, firewalls, or both. Sites that regulate access through an IP
address are required to allow network access to 141.202.253.110.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

1. Confirm that you have addressed the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– Write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– Available USS file space.

NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14-
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads page appears.
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4. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.
A list by release, service pack, and language appears.

6. Click the hypertext link to select a release.
The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the available product-specific software packages that you
can select to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows additional software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

7. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. Select the SMP/E JCL Package (classic pax) and other files that you want to include in the product download.

If more than one package is available, you can only select one.
b. Select Download Selected, HTTPS Download, or Secure FTP Download. Secure FTP Download is the

preferred method. For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see
Download Methods and Locations.

The product package is downloaded.

You are now ready to extract the contents of the product package into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
After you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a product directory in which to
extract the contents of the package. You can do so using the pax command or the ESDUNPAX sample JCL.

Use the pax Command

To use the pax command to create a product directory, enter:
cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

pax -rvf pax-filename

These commands set the current working directory in your USS directory to the directory containing the pax file and
performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Use the ESDUNPAX Sample JCL

To use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL to create a product directory, copy the following JCL sample and edit as indicated:
//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for pax file downloads.          *
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//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Save your changes, type SUBMIT on the command line, and press Enter to execute the job.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to Copy the Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set.

Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets
Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create the SAMPJCL z/OS data set.

The file UNZIPJCL in the product directory contains a sample job to extract the installation package. You edit and submit
the UNZIPJCL job to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and read the AREADME (or installation notes) file in the product-specific directory that the pax command
created. This file lists the required data set members to complete the installation process.
The product-specific installation details are available.

2. Edit the UNZIPJCL sample job in the product-specific directory using ISPF EDIT or TSO OMVS:
– Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS SAMPJCL data set. Use a unique HLQ for each

expanded pax file to identify uniquely the package.
– Change YOUR USS DIRECTORY to the product-specific directory that was created by the pax command, where the

pax file resides.
– Set HASH to YES or NO to indicate whether GIMUNZIP performs SHA-1 hash checking for the archive files that

were specified in the SYSIN data set. If HASH=YES, GIMZIP requires Integrated Cryptographic Services (ICSF) or
Java to compute an SHA-1 hash value. If HASH=NO, no hash value checking is performed.

3. Type SUBMIT on the command line and press Enter to execute the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job reads the downloaded files and directories and creates the SAMPJCL data set. Return code zero
is expected. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The
SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. Perform the installation using the
members in this data set.

You are now ready to Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation.

Prepare the SMPE Environment for a Pax Installation
The following steps describe the process to install products using native SMP/E JCL:

1. Download external HOLDDATA.
2. Allocate product data sets and SMP/E data sets.
3. Create an SMP/E environment.
4. Receive base functions and HOLDDATA.
5. Download and RECEIVE PTFs.
6. Run an SMP/E APPLY CHECK operation.
7. Apply base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
8. Run an SMP/E ACCEPT CHECK operation.
9. Accept base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
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10. Configure the product according to your site requirements.

NOTE
Steps 1 through 3 of this process are documented in detail in this topic. Steps 4 through 9 are documented
in Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation. If applicable to your product, Step 10 is documented in the
section describing how to complete product configuration.

The members that are used in this procedure prepare the data sets, initialize the zones, and create the DDDEFs for your
product.

Establishing a zSeries File System (zFS) may be required as part of the product installation or required as a feature of the
product.

For information about the members, see the comments in the JCL.

1. Customize the macro [hlq]SEDIT with your site-specific information and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC
location. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command. Each time you edit an installation
member, type [hlq]SEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults with your specifications.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.

NOTE
Set the DASD HLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
[hlq]AREAD member, and submit the [hlq]EDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member [hlq]1HOLD in an edit session and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command
line.
[hlq]1HOLD is customized.

3. Submit [hlq]1HOLD.
This job downloads the error and FIXCAT HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member [hlq]2ALL in an edit session and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command line.
[hlq]2ALL is customized.

5. Submit [hlq]2ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– The target and distribution data sets for your product are created.
– Unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone are created.

6. Complete the following steps only if your product requires a USS file system or if you want to install a feature of the
product that requires a USS file system:

WARNING
If the following members do not exist in SAMPJCL, this step does not apply to your product. Go to Step 7.

NOTE
You can customize the supplied HFS JCL to zFS, if your site requires it.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member ccc2ALLU in an edit session and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command
line.
ccc2ALLU is customized.

b. Submit ccc2ALLU.
This job allocates your HFS or zFS data sets.

c. Open the SAMPJCL member ccc3MKD in an edit session and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command
line.
ccc3MKD is customized.

d. Submit ccc3MKD.
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This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.
7. Open the SAMPJCL member [hlq]3CSI in an edit session and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command line.

[hlq]3CSI is customized.
8. Submit [hlq]3CSI.

This job produces the following results:
– The CSI data set is defined.
– The SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets are allocated.
– The global, target, and distribution zones are initialized.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

9. Complete the following steps to add the DDDEFs that are required for the file system to your SMP/E environment:
WARNING
If the following member does not exist in SAMPJCL, this step does not apply to your product. Go to Run the
Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member ccc3CSIU in an edit session and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command
line.
ccc3CSIU is customized.

b. Submit ccc3CSIU.
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

You are now ready run the installation jobs that are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Go to Run
the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
Submit and run these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed
successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro each time you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the [hlq]AREAD
member, and submit the [hlq] EDALL member.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member [hlq]4RECD in an edit session, and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command
line.
[hlq]4RECD is customized.

2. Submit [hlq]4RECD to receive SMP/E base functions and error HOLDDATA.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. If an FMID was placed in error, download and receive PTFs from Broadcom Support.
4. Open the SAMPJCL member [hlq]5APP in an edit session, and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command line.

[hlq]5APP is customized.
5. Submit [hlq]5APP to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. If you find unresolved hold errors, we

recommend that you note these errors and verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in
production. Update the JCL to BYPASS the unresolved hold error IDs. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with
the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

6. Open the SAMPJCL member [hlq]6ACC in an edit session, and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command line.
[hlq]6ACC is customized.

7. Submit [hlq]6ACC to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun
ACCEPT with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.
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Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

product-specific-
directory

Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample
JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:

• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.
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See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update
As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:

Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support
or Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.
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Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance manually.

Download and Receive Maintenance

Maintenance and HOLDDATA is available at Broadcom Support. After you complete the maintenance process, the
product is ready to deploy.

Use this procedure during product installation and for ongoing preventive maintenance in non-installation use cases
according to your maintenance strategy.

1. Select your download option:
Download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

This option uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom Mainframe product
maintenance over the Internet, by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom
server. This service eliminates the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom
Support. The orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria,
all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your system. Go to Step 17: Apply and
Accept Maintenance.
To use this download option, complete the procedures in SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval at Mainframe Common
Maintenance Procedures at techdocs.broadcom.com.

Download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support
With this option, you manually select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then
use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive the files. This utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS
without the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in
yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP). To use this download option, you must be running Common Components
and Services for z/OS 15.0. Review the CAUNZIP requirements in the Common Components and Services
documentation and complete the following procedures.

2. Log in to Broadcom Support and select Mainframe Software.
3. Enter the PTF Solution ID or complete either of the following steps to search from the product page:

– Enter the product name to display the product page. Select the SUPPORT tab, and then select Download.
– Select Product Downloads, enter the product name or select the product from the list.
Your product entry opens at the Product Download tab.

4. Select Solution Download.
5. Select the applicable software release.

A list of published solutions is displayed.
6. Select ADD ALL TO CART or locate the solution or solutions you want in the list and select Cart, HTTP, or FTP

(recommended).

TIP
For information about download methods and locations, see Downloading Products.

7. Run the CAUNZIP utility.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

8. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file.
9. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
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10. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
11. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.
12. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the ASFSEDIT macro , which you customized in the

installation steps.
13. Open the SAMPJCL member ASF1HOLD in an edit session and execute the ASFSEDIT macro from the command

line.

NOTE
Update ASF1HOLD SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

ASF1HOLD is customized.
14. Submit ASF1HOLD.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
15. Open the SAMPJCL member ASF7RECH in an edit session and execute the ASFSEDIT macro from the command

line.
NOTE
Update ASF7RECH SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

ASF7RECH is customized.
16. Submit ASF7RECH.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
17. Apply and accept corrective maintenance.
18. (Optional) Apply and accept CARS maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective maintenance for your product.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member ASF8APYP in an edit session and execute the ASFSEDIT macro from the command
line.
ASF8APYP is customized.

2. Submit ASF8APYP.
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member ASF9ACCP in an edit session and execute the ASFSEDIT macro from the
command line.
ASF9ACCP is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit ASF9ACCP.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Apply CARS Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
For information about CARS maintenance, see Recommended Services for z/OS in the Mainframe Common
Maintenance Procedures documentation.

1. Download the CARS ASSIGN statements:
a. Determine whether to download the yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements in the following files:

ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/YEARLY/YEARyyyy.TXT

ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/CARyymm.TXT
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b. Open the SAMPJCL member ASF7CARS in an edit session, update ASF7CARS SAMPJCL to download your
ASSIGN statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the ASFSEDIT macro from the command line.
ASF7CARS is customized.

2. Submit ASF7CARS.
The job downloads the CARS ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member ASF7RECP in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the ASFSEDIT macro from the command line.
ASF7RECP is customized.

4. Submit ASF7RECP.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and CARS ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member ASF8APYP in an edit session and execute the ASFSEDIT macro from the command
line.
ASF8APYP is customized.

6. Submit ASF8APYP.
The PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member ASF9ACCP in an edit session and execute the ASFSEDIT macro from the
command line.
ASF9ACCP is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit ASF9ACCP.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Receive Maintenance and Error HOLDDATA
Maintenance and HOLDDATA is available from Broadcom Support. After the maintenance process completes, the product
is ready to deploy.

Use this procedure during product installation and for ongoing preventive maintenance in non-installation use cases
according to your maintenance strategy.

Follow these steps:

1. Select your download option:

WARNING

We recommend that you use the CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval option, which significantly simplifies
the download process.

Download maintenance using the CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
This option uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download CA Mainframe product maintenance
over the Internet, by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote CA server. This service
eliminates the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders
are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their
requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your system.
To use this download option, complete the procedures to Configure CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval.

Download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support
With this option, you manually select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then
use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive the files. This utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS
without the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in
yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP). To use this download option, see the CAUNZIP requirements and complete
the following procedures.

2. Log in to Broadcom Support and select Mainframe Software.
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3. Enter the PTF Solution ID or complete either of the following steps to search from the product page:
– Enter the product name to display the product page. Select the SUPPORT tab, and then select Download.
– Select Product Downloads, enter the product name or select the product from the list.
Your product entry opens at the Product Download tab.

4. Select Solution Download.
5. Select the applicable software release.

A list of published solutions is displayed.
6. Select ADD ALL TO CART or locate the solution or solutions you want in the list and select Cart, HTTP, or FTP

(recommended).

TIP
For more information about download methods and locations, see Downloading Products.

7. Run CAUNZIP.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

8. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file.
9. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
10. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
11. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.
12. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the ASFSEDIT macro, which you customized in the

installation steps.
13. Open the SAMPJCL member ASF1HOLD in an edit session and execute the ASFSEDIT macro from the command

line.

NOTE
Update ASF1HOLD SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

ASF1HOLD is customized.
14. Submit ASF1HOLD.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
15. Open the SAMPJCL member ASF7RECH in an edit session and execute the ASFSEDIT macro from the command

line.
ASF7RECH is customized.

16. Submit ASF7RECH.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file.

17. (Optional) Apply CA Recommended Service (CARS) maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance
Use this procedure to apply and optionally accept CA Technologies corrective maintenance manually. You can also use
CA Chorus Software Manager (CA CSM) to apply and accept maintenance automatically.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAMPJCL member ASF8APYP in an edit session and execute the ASFSEDIT macro from the command
line.
ASF8APYP is customized.

2. Submit ASF8APYP.
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The PTFs are applied.
3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member ASF9ACCP in an edit session and execute the ASFSEDIT macro from the

command line.
ASF9ACCP is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit ASF9ACCP.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job at this time. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Apply CA Recommended Service (CA RS) Maintenance
Use this procedure to apply CA Recommend Service (CA RS) maintenance as a part of managing preventive
maintenance. Complete these steps after you download and receive maintenance.

Follow these steps:

1. Do the following:
a. Determine whether to download yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements:

• The yearly CA RS ASSIGN statements are stored in the following file:
ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/YEARLY/YEARyyyy.TXT

• The monthly CA RS ASSIGN statements are stored in the following file:
ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/CARyymm.TXT

b. Open the SAMPJCL member ASF7CARS in an edit session, update ASF7CARS SAMPJCL to download ASSIGN
statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the ASFSEDIT macro from the command line.
ASF7CARS is customized.

2. Submit ASF7CARS.
The job downloads the CA RS ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member ASF7RECP in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the ASFSEDIT macro from the command line.
ASF7RECP is customized.

4. Submit ASF7RECP.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and CA RS ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member ASF8APYP in an edit session and execute the ASFSEDIT macro from the command
line.
ASF8APYP is customized.

6. Submit ASF8APYP.
The PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member ASF9ACCP in an edit session and execute the ASFSEDIT macro from the
command line.
ASF9ACCP is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit ASF9ACCP.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job at this time. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.
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CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.If you
do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation
and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:
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Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.

After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
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Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.

This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.
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To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.

Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
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FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.
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2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.
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WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:
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• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.

CARS is a set of maintenance packages that are installed and tested regularly on the Broadcom Mainframe Software
Division development, test, and production systems. Install CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom
releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.

To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File
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If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.
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Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
System.z/OS.%%

Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.
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Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
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message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.
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Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept

Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept Check and Accept

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.

3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.
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NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.

NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

HOLDDATA
When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.
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System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product.

ACTION Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.
AO Affects automated operations. It changes the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the

message.
DB2BIND Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.
DDDEF Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.
DELETE Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE

command.
DEP Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.
DOC Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

DOWNLD Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.
DYNACT Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.

EC Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does
not affect the product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.

ENH Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the
enhancement. If no action is required to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.
EXRF Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility

Systems.
IPL Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This option is used only when there is no

alternative for dynamic activation.
MSGSKEL Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the

message compiler for each language.
MULTSYS Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.
RESTART Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine

restart.
SQLBIND Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than Db2.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open xxx60RCH or xxx1HOLD in
an edit session and execute the xxxSEDIT macro on the command line (xxx is the high-level identifier for your product).
Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.
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When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Start Your Product
This section contains topics that describe the manual tasks to perform before beginning the deployment process.

WARNING
You do not need to deploy SMF Director if you intend to run it from the target libraries.

Apply IBM APARs

If you are running BM z/OS 1.12 or 1.13 and are recording SMF Data to logstreams, we recommend that you apply IBM
APAR OA41156. This APR adds the SOFTINFLATE Directive to the IBM SMF logstream utility IFASMFDL, which this
product uses.

NOTE
For a current list of IBM APARs, contact Broadcom Support.

Configuration Best Practices

Review these configuration best practices and apply them as applicable to your implementation:

This page contains the following topics.

Control Statements

Give careful consideration when defining the complex-level and system-level configuration options using the following two
sets of control statements:

• OPTIONS control statement defines complex-level options that affect all the defined systems.
• DUMPOPTIONS control statement defines system-level options that only apply to one specific system.
• STREAMOPTIONS control statement defines options that override specific system options for a subset of SMF data

from that system.

Business Value:

Proper initial settings of OPTIONS, DUMPOPTIONS, and STREAMOPTIONS control statement parameters reduces the
time frame that is required for the implementation process. These control statements map your business requirements for
the handling of SMF data at your installation to the available product features.

The OPTIONS control statement lets you control product features that affect all defined systems.

The DUMPOPTIONS control statement lets you control how SMF Director creates and maintains the SMF history files for
a specific system.
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The STREAMOPTIONS control statement lets you override archival properties for SMF data from the specific system
where the STREAMOPTIONS apply.

Additional Considerations:

The specification on the OPTIONS statement becomes the default at the DUMPOPTIONS level unless overridden by
a DUMPOPTIONS specification. Consider the control statement mapping requirement for all systems that are to be
controlled by SMF Director before proceeding.

We recommend that you use the following options on the OPTIONS statement:

• AUTODEL automatically removes expired entries from the SCDS. This option reduces the overhead of maintaining
history file index entries with expired data.

• DYNAM ensures that SMF Director dynamically allocates history files when performing dump, extract, and print
operations. This option is required for systems using logstreams or substreams.

We recommend that you use the following options on the DUMPOPTIONS statement:

• The COPIES(2) option forces SMF Director to create a duplicate copy of the dumped data (history file). If the primary
copy of the data is damaged for any reason, you can use the alternate (alternate history file).

• The SCRATCH option forces SMF Director to perform a nonspecific mount request for a scratch tape when a new tape
volume is needed for a history file. This option is required for systems using logstreams or substreams.

• Either RETPD/ARETPD (retention period) or EXPDT/AEXPDT (expiration date) is required for the AUTODEL feature
and increases the SCDS data set integrity. The use of RETPD/ARETPD is preferred.

• The CATLG option catalogs the history file data set.
• The PREFIX and APREFIX operands are used to specify high-level qualifiers for history files. We recommend that you

include the SID as a node in these high-level qualifiers.

More Information:

See Using and Systems Programming for information on customizing control statements and their operands.

Security Permissions

Define security permissions for SMF Director in your security product: Top Secret, ACF2, or IBM RACF.

Business Value:

Defining security permissions lets you control user access to individual SMF Director functions to meet your security
standards.

More Information:

For more information, see Securing Functions.

SCDS Configuration and Access

Create a SMF Director Control Data Set (SCDS) large enough to contain all your history index records and still have a
surplus of free blocks for new history records.

Business Value:

Correctly sizing your SCDS reduces error messages and the need to enlarge the SCDS after it has been created.

Additional Considerations:

Consider the following tasks:

• Use the AUTODEL option on the OPTIONS control statement to automatically remove expired history file index entries
from the SCDS. 
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This reduces the overhead of having entries with expired data.
• Specify PARM=READ when you execute the SMFD program so SCDS processes in read-only mode for operations

that do not update the SCDS. 
This provides read-only security for the SCDS for those individuals who perform read-only operations like LISTH and
EXTRACT and reduces contention on the SCDS data set.

More Information:

See the information on calculating SCDS space requirement in Utility and Maintenance Functions.

SCDS Maintenance

Back up the SCDS on a regular basis by specifying PARM=BACKUP when you execute the SMFD program.

Business Value:

Ensures the integrity of the SCDS, which is critical to the operation of SMF Director. For example, when data becomes
physically damaged, you can easily have it restored.

Additional Considerations:

You can view the SCDS contents using the ISPF-based query interface, SMFDOL, or the LISTC and LISTH control
statements.

If the SCDS gets corrupted for any reason, do a backup and restore on the current SCDS. If this does not fix the problem
(for example, because of physically damaged data), restore from an older SCDS backup.

If your SCDS is getting full or is full, back up your current SCDS, create a larger SCDS, and restore the backed up SCDS
to the new one.

More Information:

See Using and Systems Programming.

Index Maintenance 

Index maintenance functions can be used to perform the following tasks:

• Add pre-existing SMF data sets to the SCDS without having to read the SMF data again
• Remove expired entries using DELETEX when the SCDS becomes full
• Update entries using UPDTX that have corrupted or incorrect data

You can review index entries for SMF history files using the LISTH control statement or the online interface.

Use the following control statements to manually manipulate the SCDS index:

• ADDX - Adds entries
• DELETEX - Deletes entries
• UPDTX - Updates entries

Business Value:

NOTE
Manually manipulating the SCDS index lets you troubleshoot and resolve problems with the SCDS index without
having to restore from a prior backup version and then reprocess SMF data.

Additional Considerations:

To add SMF data manually and bring it under the control of SMF Director, use the SOURCE control statement instead of
ADDX. That will completely integrate pre-existing SMF data into SMF Director.
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Use the FIRSTYEAR option on the DUMPOPTIONS control statement to set the oldest year of SMF data allowed in the
SCDS file (starting with 1960).

Set this option to the oldest year of existing SMF data that you want to add to the SCDS. Setting this option as the current
year minus the largest retention period for your SMF data provides the following benefits:

• Allows for back loading of existing SMF data into SMF Director
• Prevents error messages and the possibility of data not being added to the history files when incoming records predate

the year specified on the FIRSTYEAR option.

More Information:

See SMFD Control Statement Reference.

Data Integrity

Resolve overlapping-data conditions by investigating data in the intersection of the existing and new timestamp intervals.
If an overlap occurred, set the OVERLAP value on the OPTIONS control statement so you have an overlap grace time
period. For duplicate data conditions, investigate your processes to determine why you are trying to reintroduce existing
SMF data to SMF Director.

Business Value:

Resolving the timestamp issues for overlapping SMF data provides the following benefits:

• Guides you towards the appropriate setting for the OVERLAP parameter
• Reduces warning messages at DUMP time
• Reduces error messages at EXTRACT/PRINT time

Resolving duplicate data conditions provides the following benefits:

• Improves your processes to eliminate the conditions that caused an attempt to add existing data to the SCDS
• Allows for continued execution and availability of SMF Director
• Reduces the need for manual intervention

Additional Considerations:

Overlap detection can occur because the timestamp fields in vendor and user-written software are not always properly
updated before writing their SMF records. This appears to SMF Director to be an overlapping data condition, but it is really
a “false positive” caused by the incorrect setting of the timestamp fields.

If SMF Director notifies you of an overlap condition, you can do the following:

• Extract or print all the data by using the parameter PERMIT
• Avoid extracting or printing overlapping records by using the parameter NODUPS

More Information:

See Overlapping SMF Data.

Tape Performance

Limit the number of files written to a SMF Director History tape volume.

Business Value:

If you are using high capacity drives, limiting the number of files written to a tape volume lets you avoid performance
issues with tape positioning.

Additional Considerations:
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To avoid these issues, use the MAXFILESONVOL configuration option to limit the number of files that can be written to
one tape volume.

Multiple Systems

In a Sysplex environment, use a shared SCDS for systems that have like processing requirements. For example, you
might have all production systems sharing a single SCDS and all development or test systems sharing another SCDS.

Business Value:

This feature lets you use resources more efficiently. Requirements for retention of SMF data and
storage media can be different between environments. A production environment might have a five-
year retention requirement, a duplexing requirement, and offsite storage. That environment might also use high capacity
tape drives. In contrast, a development or test system might require only 30 days for retention and might use DASD for
history file data.

Additional Considerations:

Avoid implementing SMF Director for systems that are infrequently used. If you are required to do so, we recommend that
these types of systems have a separate implementation of SMF Director with a non-shared SCDS.

Split Files

Use split files to reduce the time needed to create additional content-specific files, or generation data groups (GDGs),
containing data from a defined interval (a single day or parts of a day).

Business Value:

This eliminates the need to run EXTRACTs after the dump process, reduces I/O and CPU usage, and generally provides
better performance for managing your SMF data. In addition, you can select only the records that meet the criteria you
specify.

Additional Considerations:

The following are the additional considerations for split files.

• Access split file GDGs through the split file index, and use fully qualified file names.
• Assembler language programs can use the $SPINDEX macro, located in CASFMAC library, to map the split file index

records.
• We do not recommend accessing the generation zero split file because it may be incomplete.

Logstream Recording

Use logstream recording of SMF data with z/OS 1.9 or later.

Business Value:

Logstream recording of SMF data eliminates loss of data that can occur at switch time due to buffer overflows when using
the traditional MAN file recording technique. This is especially true for large data centers with a high volume of SMF
recording.

When using logstream recording, SMF Director can:

• Dynamically manage the data being dumped to the history files
• Eliminate the requirement of manually setting start and end timestamps
• Support coupling facility and DASD only logstreams
• Support coupling facility logstreams with data from multiple systems

Additional Considerations:
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You can switch between logstream recording and MAN file recoding and SMF Director ensures that all of the SMF records
are processed and archived.

You can filter SMF data based on MAN files or logstreams using:

• EXTRACT and PRINT control statements
• History file listings using LISTH statement

More Information:

See the logstream recording.

Add a System Configuration to an SCDS

When your enterprise processing needs increase, you might need to add a new system configuration, as follows. The
procedure is similar to adding the first configuration system.

1. Locate your current configuration JCL and control statements, if they are available. Otherwise, go to step 3.
2. Run a LISTC ALL report on the production SCDS. Verify that the configuration matches the control statements in Step

1.
3. If either of the following conditions exist, use the SMFIGCMB program to generate a copy of the active control

statements. (See CASFGCMB for sample JCL for running SMFIGCMB.)
– You did not find the current control statements.
– The control statements do not match the configuration in the LISTC ALL report. 

4. Add the new configuration to the control statements from Step 1 or Step 3. 
– If you record SMF to log streams, include any required log streams.
– If you record SMF to SMF MAN files, include any required substreams.

5. Initialize a small test SCDS file and test the modified configuration control statements by configuring the test SCDS. 
6. Run a LISTC ALL report on the test SCDS.

NOTE
 Use the results of steps 6, 7, and 10 to verify the new configuration.

7. (Optional) Using the test SCDS, run a SOURCE DUMP on a small sample of SMF data from a newly configured
system.

8. Back up the production SCDS.
9. Run your configuration statements on the production SCDS. 

The production SCDS is updated with the new system configuration.
10. Run a LISTC ALL report on the production SCDS.

NOTE
 Once dumps are running on the new configuration in the production SCDS, examine the dump process jobs to
verify that the SMF data is being archived properly.

Set Up Automatic Dump Processing
Follow these instructions to set up automatic dump processing:

Enable Automatic Dump Processing for Traditional MAN File Recording

This product uses the Common Components and Services program CAIRIM to install its own copy of SMF Director exit
IEFU29. This exit receives control when an SMF SYSx.MANx file is full or when the file was switched. The IEFU29 exit
is designed to issue a z/OS START command for the procedure CASFDUMP, which executes SMF Director to dump and
clear the SMF files.

To activate this facility, the following control statement must be added to the CARIMPRM member pointed to by the CAS9
procedure that executes CAIRIM:
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PRODUCT(CA-SMF AUTODUMP) VERSION(SFC7) INIT(SMFINIT) PARM(ENABLE)

A sample of this statement is provided in the member CASFRIMP in the CASFPARM library.

NOTE
To provide a user exit to alter the START command issued to initiate the dump process, indicate it in the PARM
operand by providing the MX subparameter. For more information on coding and activating the user exit, see
Systems Programming.

Enable Automatic Dump Processing for Logstream Recording

This product uses the Common Components and Services program CAIRIM to install its own copy of SMF exit IEFU29L.
This exit receives control when a SWITCH SMF (or I SMF) command is issued. The IEFU29L exit is designed to issue a
z/OS START command for the CASFDUML procedure, once for each logstream that is actively recording SMF data. The
CASFDUML procedure executes the SMF Director logstream interface program, which invokes SMF Director to archive
the records from the logstream.

To activate this facility, the following control statement must be added to the CARIMPRM member pointed to by the CAS9
procedure that executes CAIRIM:

PRODUCT(CA-SMF AUTODUMP) VERSION(SFC7) INIT(SMFINIT) PARM(ENABLELS)

NOTE
This form of the statement is not included in the CASFRIMP member in the CASFPARM library.

NOTE
To provide a user exit to alter the START command issued to initiate the dump process, indicate it in the PARM
operand by providing the LX subparameter. For more information on coding and activating the user exit, see
System Programming.

Disable Automatic Dump Processing for Logstream Recording

To disable automatic dump processing for logstream recording, change the keyword ENABLE or ENABLELS to DISABLE
in the control statement and rerun CAIRIM.

To permanently disable this feature, remove the control statement from the CARIMPRM member.

 Register Logstream Dump Process Exits

 Skip this procedure, if you are not using the SMF logstream recording. However if you are planning to use it in the future,
you can perform this step now. The SMF logstream recording has no impact on your operation. When you convert to the
SMF logstream recording, the logstream dump process exits are already registered.

Complete this procedure if you use the SMF logstream recording with a level of z/OS that supports the SMFDLEXIT
parameter in the SMFPRMxx member of PARMLIB.

NOTE
SMFDLEXIT was added to z/OS 1.9 through 1.11 with a PTF and is built into z/OS 1.12 and higher

SMF Director uses the IBM utility IFASMFDL to dump data from the SMF log stream. For this procedure, the following
user exits control how IFASMFDL obtains the data for this product:

Exit Point SMF Director Exit Name

USER1 SMFDLX1

USER2 SMFDLX2
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USER3 SMFDLX3

For these exits to be called, they must be registered with SMF in the SMFDLEXIT statement in the active SMFPRMxx
member. Code this statement:

SMFDLEXIT (USER1(SMFDLX1),USER2(SMFDLX2),USER3(SMFDLX3))

If you need more user exits for IFASMFDL, add them to the USER1, USER2, and USER3 operands. For example, if your
site has another IFASMFDL user exit 2 named UX2TEST, it can be coded like this example:

SMFDLEXIT (USER1(SMFDLX1),USER2(SMFDLX2,UX2TEST),USER3(SMFDLX3))

For more information about the SMFDLEXIT parameter, see the IBM MVS Initialization and Tuning Reference.

Tailor the JCL Procedures
The CASFPROC target library contains all the procedures relevant to this product. These procedures were placed here
during SMP APPLY processing.

To conform to your installation standards and the previously completed worksheet, edit each JCL procedure. The optional
JCL modifications are discussed individually.

After these modifications are completed, copy these procedures into your PROCLIB, or the Broadcom Common
Procedure library can be added to the system PROCLIB concatenations.

The following procedures are supplied with this product:

• CASFDUML dumps SMF data from logstreams.
• CASFDUMP dumps the SMF SYSx.MANx files.
• CASFXSMF extracts SMF data.

Note: All SMF Director procedures begin with CASF.

Further modifications to the CASFDUMP and CASFDUML procedures follow, in these instructions to set up the optional
Modify and Copy Dump procedure:

Modify the SYSx.MANx Dump Procedure CASFDUMP

SMF Director provides a JCL procedure that is automatically executed whenever the MAN files are switched under z/OS.

Procedure CASFDUMP uses this product to dump the SMF MAN files. If you use this feature and you want to change the
task name, edit the SMFIDTBL member in the CASFSRC target library. Replace the CASFDUMP constant in the source
code with the new task name. In a later step, this task starts the dumping of the appropriate MAN files.

Edit the sample JCL member SMFIDTBJ, to conform to your installation standards, and submit the job.

For the dump procedure name to take effect, when the automatic SMF dumping feature is active:

Follow these steps:

1. Deactivate the automatic dump feature. Accomplished by rerunning the Common Components and Services program
CAIRIM with this control statement:

PRODUCT(CA-SMF AUTODUMP) VERSION(SFC7) INIT(SMFINIT) PARM(DISABLE)

2. If your CASFLOAD target library is in the link list, perform a Linklist Look Aside refresh. Issue this command from the
operator console:
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F LLA,REFRESH

If your CASFLOAD target library is not in the system link list, the SMFIDTBL program that you assembled and linked
must be copied to a data set in the system link list. Once the program is copied to a link list data set, perform a Linklist
Look Aside refresh with the same command.

3. Reactivate the automatic dump feature. Rerun the Common Components and Services procedure CAS9, which
executes the program CAIRIM, with the control statement:

PRODUCT(CA-SMF AUTODUMP) VERSION(SFC7) INIT(SMFINIT) PARM(ENABLE,MX=name)

Where the name is the name of your exit. For example, the name is SMFIDTBL if you have not renamed the sample
exit.

Modify the Logstream Dump Procedure CASFDUML

This product provides a JCL procedure that is automatically executed when a switch command is issued for the
logstreams. Procedure CASFDUML uses the SMF Director logstream interface and SMF Director to archive SMF data
that has been recorded to the logstreams. This product keeps an inventory on a logstream basis by SMF ID.

To change the started task name or to limit which of the SMF logstreams are managed, modify the user exit SMFLSTBL.
A sample skeleton exit is provided in the sample library. Sample JCL to assemble and link this exit are provided in the
sample library.

The default action for automatic dumping is to start the CASFDUML procedure for all logstreams that are actively
recording SMF data. When using the default setting for CASFDUML, when the SWITCH SMF command is issued, no
action is needed with SMFLSTBL.

Do this procedure if other than the default setting for CASFDUML is used.

Follow these steps:

1. Make any necessary changes to the SMFLSTBL sample program as needed by your data center. For more
information about the SMFLSTBL user exit, see Systems Programming.

2. Modify the sample JCL member LSTBLAL to your data center standards, submit it to assemble the SMFLSTBL exit,
and link it.

3. If your CASFLOAD target library is in the link list, perform a Linklist Look Aside refresh. Issue this command from the
operator console:

F LLA,REFRESH

If your CASFLOAD target library is not in the system link list, the SMFLSTBL program that you assembled and linked
must be copied to a data set in the system link list. Once the program is copied to a link list data set, perform a Linklist
Look Aside refresh with the same command.

4. Disable the automatic dumping exit intercept by running the CAS9 procedure with this statement:

PRODUCT(CA-SMF AUTODUMP) VERSION(SFC7) INIT(SMFINIT) PARM(DISABLE)

5. To re-enable the intercept, run the CAS9 procedure again with this statement:

PRODUCT(CA-SMF AUTODUMP) VERSION(SFC7) INIT(SMFINIT) PARM(ENABLELS,LX=name)

Where the name is the name of your exit. For example, the name is SMFLSTBL if you have not renamed the sample
exit.

Set Up the Online Interface (Optional)
An online ISPF interface lets you view information in the SCDS. For more information about this interface, see Using .
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To set up the online interface, customize CASFEXEC(SMFDOL) so that the 'prefix' variable points to the high-level
qualifier of the target libraries.

To bring up the online interface, run the SMFDOL EXEC under ISPF. The EXEC allocates the required libraries
automatically.

We recommend that you copy the SMFDOL EXEC to any convenient library in your SYSPROC or SYSEXEC TSO
allocation. This procedure allows you to start it as a TSO command from any ISPF panel. You can also modify the ISPF
primary panel (or some other menu panel) by assigning 'CMD(%SMFDOL)' to the &ZSEL variable in the PROC section.

Before You Configure the SCDS
Before you configure the SCDS, review the checklist and note to save the configuration materials.

Review the Checklist

Complete one of these substeps.

1. Copy the CASFDUMP and CASFDUML procedures into your System Procedure library.
2. Include the CASFPROC target procedure library in the PROC00 concatenation in the JES2/JES3 Startup JCL.

If you have upgraded from a previous release, we recommend that you use the DYNAM Option to allocate dynamically the
SMF history files. This option eliminates the need for the HISTORY1 and HISTORY2 DD Statements in the CASFDUMP
procedure. The HISTORY1 and HISTORY2 DD Statements can be used for further tuning of the history files. Use this
statement when the operands OPTIONS or DUMPOPTIONS are not sufficient, or you want to override these operands.
For more information, see Using for an explanation of how to activate this facility.

• If automatic dumping of z/OS SMF data sets is used, the Common Components and Services procedure CAS9
executes CAIRIM, must contain the parameter that is generated in the Modify and Copy Dump Procedure described in
Tailor the JCL Procedures. Automatic dumping does not start until the CAS9 procedure is started.

If the automatic dumping of z/OS SMF data sets is used, check the following procedures:

• If your site is using a security product such as Top Secret, ACF2 for z/OS, or IBM RACF, define the resources and
address the security requirements to allow SMF Director functions; see Prepare for Installation. The userid that
is assigned to the CASFDUMP procedure must allow access to resources CMD.DUMP and PRM.DUMP. If other
functions are performed within the CASFDUMP procedure such as BACKUP, the userid must allow access to that
function also. In addition, the userid must allow CREATE access for the history files.

• SMF Director must run as an authorized program, in an authorized Library, when dumping SMF data sets.

If Release 1.5 or lower was installed, remove this release from the system runs SMF Director. Verify that you have
migrated your SCDS to the current release because this product cannot use an SCDS file from a previous release.

If Auditor is installed, and this product load library is not in the system link list. Copy the load module CAIXASF$ from the
SMF Director load library to the link library identified in the worksheet you prepared.

If the load library is in the system link list, perform a link-list look-aside refresh in order for Auditor to pick up the
information about this product. Issue the following command on the z/OS console:

F LLA,REFRESH

Save Configuration Materials

Save all of your configuration materials and all output from the configuration process. This material is essential for timely
and accurate Broadcom maintenance and support of the product.
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Configure the SCDS with CSM
To configure the SMF Control Data Set (SCDS) with CSM, follow this process:

Prepare for the Allocation

Before you configure the SCDS with the SCS component of CSM, plan how it will be allocated.

Follow these steps:

1. Calculate the size needed for your SCDS by following the instructions in Calculating SCDS Space Requirements in
Prepare for Installation.

NOTE
The calculation gives you the number of blocks you need, but SCS only allows allocations in tracks or
cylinders. Allocations smaller than 10 cylinders must be made in tracks.

Perform the calculation as indicated and if you are not sure of the value, estimate and be generous. Make sure you
round up the final total to a multiple of the number of blocks as indicated. For example, in the sample calculation the
number of blocks needed comes to 381. For a 3390, allocating 32 tracks would provide space for 384 blocks.

2. Select a DASD volume or storage class for the SCDS.
– To put the SCDS on a specific volume, select the volume and appropriate unit esoteric.
– If you want SMS to select a volume, just specify a storage class.

3. Select a meaningful data set name for the SCDS.

Allocate and Initialize the SCDS

After the build completes, use the SCS to allocate and initialize the SCDS.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Hide at the bottom of the Build Configuration Task display.
2. Proceed to the Configurations display.

The configuration that you built is available with a status of Build Complete.
3. Click Action at the far right of the line with the SCDS allocation configuration.
4. Select Implement from the menu.

The Configuration Implementation Wizard appears, showing one step that allocates and initializes the SCDS.
5. Click Release Next or Release All at the top to start the allocation.

CSM runs the SCDS allocation. If successful, the SCDS is allocated and initialized and ready for further configurations
that adds systems, logstreams, and substreams.
The output from SMF Director is available on the system where CSM is running as an output generated from an auxiliary
address space.

NOTE
For more information about locating JES2 output from CSM processes, see the CSM documentation.

Build the Configuration for the SCDS

Configure the SCDS before allocating it.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the configurable deployments on the CSM Deployments page.
2. Select the SMF Director deployment that is being configured.
3. Click Actions.

The Actions Menu is displayed.
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4. Click Create Configuration.
The Configuration Wizard opens. The first panel is displayed.

5. Name your configuration or generate a name.
6. (Optional) Describe the operation that you are going to perform.
7. Select the system where you are going to build the configuration.
8. Click Next at the bottom.
9. Click Next to go past panel two.
10. Click Next to go past panel three.

Panel four, Target Settings, is displayed. This panel contains all the configuration options that are specified for SMF
Director.

11. Perform this procedure on the Target Settings panel:
– Expand the Global Variables tree.
– Enter the data set name that is selected in the GL-SCDS Name field.
– Expand the SCDS Attributes tree branch.
– Enter the number of tracks or cylinders that are required to store the SCDS in the GL-SCDS Space Primary field.

Setting this value initializes the SCDS allocation process.
– Indicate whether the space indicated is for tracks or cylinders in the GL-SCDS Space Type field.
– If an SMS allocation is desired, enter the SMS storage class to use in the GL-SCDS STORCLAS field.
– If SMS is not being used or a more precise SCDS allocation is wanted, enter a unit esoteric in the GL-SCDS Unit

field.
– If a specific DASD volume is needed, enter the volume serial number in the GL-SCDS Vol Ser field.

12. Click Next at the bottom of the panel when all the options are filled in.
Panel five is displayed.

13. Click Next to move on.
Panel six displays the information about the configuration you have entered.

14. Click Build to build the configuration.

Add the First System to the SCDS

This section explains how to add the first system to the SCDS.

Once the SCDS is allocated, the systems whose SMF data is managed must be defined to the SCDS. To define each
system, a configuration must be built to install that system’s information into the SCDS.

Build the Configuration for the First System

Building the configuration, adds the first system to the SCDS.

Since this configuration is the first, set up global options to provide default values for all systems that SMF Director
manages. The global options are listed on the OPTIONS control statement outside of SCS. To determine which options
from the OPTIONS control statement you want to set now, use this list:

NOTE

Global Options Defined on SCS Panels Options on the OPTIONS Control Statement

GL-Dynamic History Allocation DYNAM, NODYNAM, DYNAMVTS

GL- Site Name SITE

GL-SDAY Hour, SDAY Minute SDAY

GL-Primary Allocation Units and SMS Classes PSTORC, PDATAC, PMGMTC, PDEVN

GL-Alternate Allocation Units and SMS Classes ASTORC, ADATAC, AMGMTC, ADEVN
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GL-Max Print Lines MAXLINES

GL-MAXFILES on Volume MAXFILESONVOL

GL-Overlap OVERLAP

GL-Autodelete AUTODEL, NOAUTODEL

GL-Primary EXPDT Year and Date EXPDT

GL-Alternate EXPDT Year and Date AEXPDT

GL-Primary RETPD RETPD

GL-Alternate RETPD ARETPD

GL-Primary DSN Large PDSNLARGE

GL-Alternate DSN Large ADSNLARGE

GL-Daystack DAYSTACK

GL-First Year FIRSTYEAR

GL-Primary TRTCH TRTCH

GL-Alternate TRTCH ATRTCH

GL-Prefix PREFIX

GL-Alternate Prefix APREFIX

GL-Catalog CATLG, NOCATLG

GL-Copies COPIES

GL-Scratch SCRATCH, NOSCRATCH

GL-WTO Errors WTOERR

Note: For more information about the global options, see OPTIONS control statement.

Other options can be used to set management criteria for SMF data that SMF Director manages for this system only. The
system options are listed on the DUMPOPTIONS control statement outside of SCS. To see which options are available,
use this list:

System Options Defined on SCS Panels Options on the DUMPOPTIONS Control Statement
SYS-Dynamic History Allocation DYNAM, NODYNAM, DYNAMVTS, UPDYNAM
SYS-SDAY Hour and Minute SDAY
SYS-Primary Allocation Units and SMS Classes PSTORC, PDATAC, PMGMTC, PDEVN
SYS-Alternate Allocation Units and SMS Classes ASTORC, ADATAC, AMGMTC, ADEVN
SYS-MAXFILES on Volume MAXFILESONVOL
SYS-Primary EXPDT Year and Date EXPDT
SYS-Alternate EXPDT Year and Date AEXPDT
SYS-Primary RETPD RETPD
SYS-Alternate RETPD ARETPD
SYS-Primary DSN Large PDSNLARGE
SYS-Alternate DSN Large ADSNLARGE
SYS-Daystack DAYSTACK
SYS-First Year FIRSTYEAR
SYS-TRTCH TRTCH
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SYS-Alt TRTCH ATRTCH
SYS-Prefix PREFIX
SYS-Alt Prefix APREFIX
SYS-Catalog CATLG, NOCATLG, UPCATLG
SYS-Copies COPIES
SYS-Scratch SCRATCH, NOSCRATCH, UPSCRATCH

NOTE
The EXPDT, AEXPDT, RETPD, ARETPD, PREFIX, APREFIX, and COPIES options allow an asterisk to default
to the value on the OPTIONS control statement. The asterisk is only valid if you create the system using the
DUMPOPTIONS control statement outside of SCS.

NOTE
For more information about the system values, see DUMPOPTIONS control statement.

NOTE
To build the configuration for the first system.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the configurable deployments on the CSM Deployments page.
2. Select the SMF Director deployment that is being configured.
3. Click Actions.

The Actions Menu is displayed.
4. Click Create Configuration.

The Configuration Wizard opens. The first panel is displayed.
5. Name your configuration or generate a name.
6. (Optional) Describe the operation that you are going to perform.
7. Select the system where you are going to build the configuration.
8. Click Next at the bottom.
9. Click Next to go past panel two.
10. Click Next to go past panel three.

Panel four, Target Settings, is displayed. This panel is where all the configurations are specified for SMF Director.
11. Perform this procedure on the Target Settings panel:

– Expand the Global Variables tree.
– Reenter the data set name of the SCDS if you did not prepopulate the options.
– Set the global options that are listed at the top of this topic.
– Expand the System Variables Tree.
– Enter the SMF ID of the system being added to the SCDS in the SYS-SMF ID field.

Setting this value indicates to SCS that you are adding a system to the SCDS.
– Assign a unique number to this system configuration in the SYS-Config Number field.

Value: 1 to 255
Note: The SCDS checks for uniqueness, but you will not see an error for a duplicate number until the configuration
is implemented.

– (Optional) Assign a name to the system configuration in the SYS-Name field.
– Set the DUMPOPTIONS values for this system. The DUMPOPTIONS are listed on the previous page.

12. Click Next at the bottom of the panel when all the options are filled in.
Panel five is displayed.

13. Click Next to move on.
Panel six displays the information about the configuration you have entered.

14. Click Build to build the configuration.
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Add the First System to the SCDS

After the build completes, you are ready to add a system to the SCDS.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Hide at the bottom of the Build Configuration Task display.
2. Proceed to the Configurations display.

The configuration that you built is available with a status of Build Complete.
3. Click Action at the far right of the line with the SCDS allocation configuration.
4. Select Implement from the menu.

The Configuration Implementation Wizard appears, showing one step that allocates and initializes the SCDS.
5. Click Release Next or Release All at the top to start the allocation.

CSM runs the SCDS allocation. If successful, the SCDS is set up to index and to manage SMF data from the system
with the SMF ID. The SMF ID is indicated in the SYS-SMF ID field.
The output from SMF Director is available on the system where CSM is running as an output generated from an
auxiliary address space.

NOTE
For more information about locating JES2 output from CSM processes, see the CSM documentation.

Add More Systems to the SCDS

Build the configuration for additional systems, before adding these systems.

Build Configurations for Additional Systems

In addition to the global options you set to provide default values for all systems, other options can

be used to set management criteria for this system only. These options are listed on the DUMPOPTIONS control
statement available outside of SCS. To determine which options you want to set for this system, use this list:

Note: For more information on the values, see the DUMPOPTIONS control statement in Using.

To build a configuration for each additional system.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the configurable deployments on the CSM Deployments page.
2. Select the SMF Director deployment that is being configured.
3. Click Actions.

The Actions Menu is displayed.
4. Click Create Configuration.

The Configuration Wizard opens. The first panel is displayed.
5. Name your configuration or generate a name.
6. (Optional) Describe the operation that you are going to perform.
7. Select the system where you are going to build the configuration.
8. Click Next at the bottom.
9. Click Next to go past panel two.
10. Click Next to go past panel three.

Panel four, Target Settings, is displayed.
11. Perform this procedure on the Target Settings panel:
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– If the new system, has the same values as the first system click Use Configuration Values on the right of the
Wizard. This action prepopulates the options.

– Expand the Global Variables Tree.
– Enter YES in the GL-Skip OPTIONS field since you have already set the global options for the SCDS.
– Expand the System Variables Tree.
– Enter the SMF ID of the system being added to the SCDS in the SYS-SMF ID field.

Note: Setting this value indicates to SCS that you are adding a system to the SCDS.
– Assign a unique number to this system configuration in the SYS-Config Number field.

Value: 1 to 255
Note: The SCDS checks for uniqueness, but you do not see an error for a duplicate number until the configuration
is implemented.

– (Optional) Assign a name to the system configuration in the SYS-Name field.
– Set the DUMPOPTIONS values for this system only.

Note: If you have prepopulated the global options in SCS or on the OPTIONS control statement, only change the
options that are different for this system.

12. Click Next at the bottom of the panel when all the options are filled in.
Panel five is displayed.

13. Click Next to move on.
Panel six displays the information about the configuration you have entered.

14. Click Build to build the configuration.

Add the System to the SCDS

After the build completes, you are ready to add the system to the SCDS.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Hide at the bottom of the Build Configuration Task display.
2. Proceed to the Configurations display.

The configuration that you just built is available with a status of Build Complete.
3. Click Action at the far right of the line with the SCDS allocation configuration.
4. Select Implement from the menu.

The Configuration Implementation Wizard appears, showing one step that allocates and initializes the SCDS.
5. Click Release Next or Release All at the top to start the allocation.

CSM runs the SCDS allocation. If successful, the SCDS is set up to index and to manage SMF data from the system
with the SMF ID. The SMF ID is indicated in the SYS-SMF ID field.
The output from SMF Director is available on the system where CSM is running as an output generated from an
auxiliary address space.

Note: For more information about locating JES2 output from CSM processes, see the CSM documentation.

Add Logstreams and Substreams to Systems in the SCDS

This section how to add logstreams and substreams to systems in the SCDS.

If a system is using SMF logstreams to record SMF data or you want to use SMF Director substreams, you can define the
streams in SCS. If you are only using the traditional SMF MAN File recording method and you want to keep all of the SMF
data for the same amount of time, skip this section.

Build the Configuration for a Stream

Configure a system in the SCDS, before adding a logstream or a substream to this system.
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The stream options can be used to set management criteria for a stream only for this system. These options are in
addition to the global options that were set to provide default values to all system and individual systems. The stream
options are listed on the STREAMOPTIONS control statement available outside of SCS. To determine which options you
want to set for this stream use this list:

Stream Options Defined on SCS Panels Options on the STREAMOPTIONS Control Statement
ST-SDAY Hour and Minute SDAY
ST-Primary Allocation Units and SMS Classes PSTORC, PDATAC, PMGMTC, PDEVN
ST-Alternate Allocation Units and SMS Classes ASTORC, ADATAC, AMGMTC, ADEVN
ST-MAXFILES on Volume MAXFILESONVOL
ST-Primary EXPDT Year and Date EXPDT
ST-Alt EXPDT Year and Date AEXPDT
ST-Primary RETPD RETPD
ST-Alt RETPD ARETPD
ST-Primary DSN Large PDSNLARGE
ST-Alt DSN Large ADSNLARGE
ST-Daystack DAYSTACK
ST-First Year FIRSTYEAR
ST-Primary TRTCH TRTCH
ST-Alt TRTCH ATRTCH
ST-Prefix PREFIX
ST-Alt Prefix APREFIX
ST-Catalog CATLG, NOCATLG, UPCATLG
ST-Copies COPIES

NOTE
The EXPDT, AEXPDT, RETPD, ARETPD, PREFIX, APREFIX, and COPIES options allow an asterisk to default
to the value on the OPTIONS or DUMPOPTIONS control statement. The asterisk is only valid if you create the
stream using the STREAMOPTIONS control statement outside of SCS.

NOTE
For more information on the options, see the STREAMOPTIONS control statement in the Using section.

To build a configuration for each additional system.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the configurable deployments on the CSM Deployments page.
2. Select the SMF Director deployment that is being configured.
3. Click Actions.

The Actions Menu is displayed.
4. Click Create Configuration.

The Configuration Wizard opens. The first panel is displayed.
5. Name your configuration or generate a name.
6. (Optional) Describe the operation that you are going to perform.
7. Select the system where you are going to build the configuration.
8. Click Next at the bottom.
9. Click Next to go past panel two.
10. Click Next to go past panel three.
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Panel four, Target Settings, is displayed.
11. Perform this procedure on the Target Settings panel:

– Click Use Configuration Values on the right of the Wizard and select the configuration that added the system to
which you are adding the stream.
This action prepopulates the options that are used to configure the system for the stream.

– Expand the Global Variables Tree.
– Enter YES in the GL-Skip OPTIONS field since you have already set the global options for the SCDS.
– Expand the System Variables Tree.
– Expand the Stream Variables Tree under the System Variables Tree.
– Enter the name of the stream in the ST-Stream Name field.

• If you are defining an SMF logstream, enter the name of the logstream as coded in the active SMFPRMxx
member in PARMLIB.

• If you are defining a substream, the name can be any two or three node names. The first node cannot begin with
an “I” or the string “SYS.”

• Note: This action cannot be edited when defined in SCS.
– Indicate in the ST-Stream Type field if the stream is an SMF logstream or a SMF Director substream.
– For a substream, select either the ST-Select or the ST-Exclude field and insert the record types that you want the

substream to archive (Select) or not archive (Exclude). Set only one of the options and leave the other empty.

NOTE
For more information about the syntax for specifying record types, see the description of the SELECT and
EXCLUDE options on the STREAMOPTIONS statement in the Using section.

For a logstream, skip this step.
– Set the STREAMOPTIONS values for this logstream or substream only.

Note: We recommend that you only change the values that override the values that are set for the system.
12. Click Next at the bottom of the panel when all the options are filled in.

Panel five is displayed.
13. Click Next to move on.

Panel six displays the information about the configuration you have entered.
14. Click Build to build the configuration.

Add a Stream to a System in the SCDS

After the build completes, you are ready to add a logstream or substream to a system in the SCDS.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Hide at the bottom of the Build Configuration Task display.
2. Proceed to the Configurations display.

The configuration that you just built is available with a status of Build Complete.
3. Click Action at the far right of the line with the SCDS allocation configuration.
4. Select Implement from the menu.

The Configuration Implementation Wizard appears, showing one step that allocates and initializes the SCDS.
5. Click Release Next or Release All at the top to start the allocation.

CSM runs the SCDS allocation. If successful, the SCDS is set up to index and to manage SMF data from the system.
The system that is named in the SYS-SMF ID field and the logstream or substream named in the ST-Stream Name
field.
The output from SMF Director is available on the system where CSM is running as an output generated from an
auxiliary address space.

NOTE
For more information about locating JES2 output from CSM processes, see the CSM documentation.
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Add Logstreams and Substreams to Systems in the SCDS
This section how to add logstreams and substreams to systems in the SCDS.

If a system is using SMF logstreams to record SMF data or you want to use SMF Director substreams, you can define the
streams in SCS, as explained on this page. If you are only using the traditional SMF MAN File recording method and you
want to keep all of the SMF data for the same amount of time, skip this page.

Build the Configuration for a Stream

Configure a system in the SCDS, before adding a logstream or a substream to this system.

The stream options can be used to set management criteria for a stream only for this system. These options are in
addition to the global options that were set to provide default values to all system and individual systems. The stream
options are listed on the STREAMOPTIONS control statement available outside of SCS. To determine which options you
want to set for this stream use this list:

Stream Options Defined on SCS Panels Options on the STREAMOPTIONS Control Statement

ST-SDAY Hour and Minute SDAY

ST-Primary Allocation Units and SMS Classes PSTORC, PDATAC, PMGMTC, PDEVN

ST-Alternate Allocation Units and SMS Classes ASTORC, ADATAC, AMGMTC, ADEVN

ST-MAXFILES on Volume MAXFILESONVOL

ST-Primary EXPDT Year and Date EXPDT

ST-Alt EXPDT Year and Date AEXPDT

ST-Primary RETPD RETPD

ST-Alt RETPD ARETPD

ST-Primary DSN Large PDSNLARGE

ST-Alt DSN Large ADSNLARGE

ST-Daystack DAYSTACK

ST-First Year FIRSTYEAR

ST-Primary TRTCH TRTCH

ST-Alt TRTCH ATRTCH

ST-Prefix PREFIX

ST-Alt Prefix APREFIX

ST-Catalog CATLG, NOCATLG, UPCATLG

ST-Copies COPIES

NOTE
The EXPDT, AEXPDT, RETPD, ARETPD, PREFIX, APREFIX, and COPIES options allow an asterisk to default
to the value on the OPTIONS or DUMPOPTIONS control statement. The asterisk is only valid if you create the
stream using the STREAMOPTIONS control statement outside of SCS.

NOTE
For more information on the options, see the STREAMOPTIONS control statement in the Using section.

To build a configuration for each additional system.
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Follow these steps:

1. Display the configurable deployments on the CSM Deployments page.
2. Select the SMF Director deployment that is being configured.
3. Click Actions.

The Actions Menu is displayed.
4. Click Create Configuration.

The Configuration Wizard opens. The first panel is displayed.
5. Name your configuration or generate a name.
6. (Optional) Describe the operation that you are going to perform.
7. Select the system where you are going to build the configuration.
8. Click Next at the bottom.
9. Click Next to go past panel two.
10. Click Next to go past panel three.

Panel four, Target Settings, is displayed.
11. Perform this procedure on the Target Settings panel:

– Click Use Configuration Values on the right of the Wizard and select the configuration that added the system to
which you are adding the stream.
This action prepopulates the options that are used to configure the system for the stream.

– Expand the Global Variables Tree.
– Enter YES in the GL-Skip OPTIONS field since you have already set the global options for the SCDS.
– Expand the System Variables Tree.
– Expand the Stream Variables Tree under the System Variables Tree.
– Enter the name of the stream in the ST-Stream Name field.

• If you are defining an SMF logstream, enter the name of the logstream as coded in the active SMFPRMxx
member in PARMLIB.

• If you are defining a substream, the name can be any two or three node names. The first node cannot begin with
an “I” or the string “SYS.”

• Note: This action cannot be edited when defined in SCS.
– Indicate in the ST-Stream Type field if the stream is an SMF logstream or a SMF Director substream.
– For a substream, select either the ST-Select or the ST-Exclude field and insert the record types that you want the

substream to archive (Select) or not archive (Exclude). Set only one of the options and leave the other empty.

NOTE
For more information about the syntax for specifying record types, see the description of the SELECT and
EXCLUDE options on the STREAMOPTIONS statement in the Using section.

For a logstream, skip this step.
– Set the STREAMOPTIONS values for this logstream or substream only.

Note: We recommend that you only change the values that override the values that are set for the system.
12. Click Next at the bottom of the panel when all the options are filled in.

Panel five is displayed.
13. Click Next to move on.

Panel six displays the information about the configuration you have entered.
14. Click Build to build the configuration.

Add a Stream to a System in the SCDS

After the build completes, you are ready to add a logstream or substream to a system in the SCDS.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click Hide at the bottom of the Build Configuration Task display.
2. Proceed to the Configurations display.

The configuration that you just built is available with a status of Build Complete.
3. Click Action at the far right of the line with the SCDS allocation configuration.
4. Select Implement from the menu.

The Configuration Implementation Wizard appears, showing one step that allocates and initializes the SCDS.
5. Click Release Next or Release All at the top to start the allocation.

CSM runs the SCDS allocation. If successful, the SCDS is set up to index and to manage SMF data from the system.
The system that is named in the SYS-SMF ID field and the logstream or substream named in the ST-Stream Name
field.
The output from SMF Director is available on the system where CSM is running as an output generated from an
auxiliary address space.

NOTE
For more information about locating JES2 output from CSM processes, see the CSM documentation.

Configure the SCDS Without CSM
To configure the SCDS without CSM, follow this process:

Allocate the Control Data Set (SCDS)

For a first-time SMF Director installation, use the JCL member CASFJCL(CASFNCDS) to allocate the control data set. For
more information on how to define a system configuration, see Customize SMF Director, the next section on this page.

• When upgrading from a previous release of SMF Director do the following process using member
CASFJCL(CASFSCNV):

• Back up the existing SCDS file using the previous version load library.
• Allocate an SCDS for the new release.
• Restore the SCDS file using the backup file using the new version load library.

This process converts the old SCDS records to the format used by the new release.

After editing the supplied JCL and adjusting the space value for the SCDS data set, submit the job.

Customize SMF Director

You can tailor SMF Director to your environment. If this installation is not an upgrade from a previous release, you can
create a batch job to define the customized configuration of your system complex to SMF Director. For more information,
see Customization Considerations .

If you are upgrading from a previous release of this product, the previous SCDS file is converted to the format needed by
the new release. The previous configuration is copied intact.

Configure Batch Processing

Before you use SMF Director, configure the SCDS file. The archival properties for SMF data and other operational
parameters must be defined. Perform these tasks.

Determine the Size of the SCDS File and Initializing the SCDS File 

To perform this task, use the formula for Calculating SCDS Space Requirements to determine the size of the
SCDS. When estimating, be generous and allow for growth in case SMF dumping becomes more frequent with more SMF
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data being produced. You can use the CASFNCDS member in your CASFJCL library as a guide for setup. Adjust the
block count on the SPACE operand on the SCDS DD and select an appropriate volume.  We recommend that you use
a volume on which data sets are not archived. The SCDS data set can be placed on EAV-eligible DASD but cannot be
allocated in EA-space on that DASD as it is a BDAM file.

Determine the Global Settings and Global Archival Properties

Global settings are defined in the OPTIONS statement and are used in the operation of the product and in setting up
default archival properties for the SMF Data. Review the OPTIONS statement and determine what archival properties, if
any, you want to set globally. Also review the overall operational options available.

Determine the System-Level Settings

The DUMPOPTIONS statement sets archival properties for SMF data from a system that SMF Director manages. The
properties include such items as retention period, SMS and unit allocation information, data set naming conventions, and
so on. While it is not required, it is recommended that as many of the archival properties for a given system be set on the
DUMPOPTIONS statement.

Determine the Overrides for Logstreams and Substreams 

When you record SMF data to logstreams, use the STREAMOPTIONS statement to override any archival properties for
records coming from a particular logstream for a particular system. This statement is optional, and if a logstream does
not have a STREAMOPTIONS statement, SMF data from that logstream uses the archival properties as defined on the
DUMPOPTIONS statement for that system.

When recording SMF data to SMF MAN files, a STREAMOPTIONS statement is required for every substream being
defined, to identify the SMF record types that the substream owns. The STREAMOPTIONS statement can also be used to
override archival properties from the DUMPOPTIONS statement for that system.

More Information

A simple configuration example is in the CASFCTL1 member of your CASFJCL library. Examples for OPTIONS,
DUMPOPTIONS, and STREAMOPTIONS statements are on their respective pages.

 

Deploy Without CSM
You do not need to perform any additional procedures to deploy SMF Director without CSM. However, before you start
SMF Director, you must follow the procedures in Configure the SCDS Without CSM.

NOTE
It is not required to deploy SMF Director, because it can be run directly from the target libraries.

Post-Installation and Troubleshooting
This topic describes a post-installation consideration and explains the process for troubleshooting any installation
problems.

Post-Installation Consideration

For information on stopping the automated dumping of SMF data by SMF Director, see System Programming.
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Troubleshooting

To troubleshoot any installation problems, follow this process:

Verify the Problem
Before you contact Technical Support, attempt to resolve the problem using the following steps.

1. Examine the procedure that you used and compare it to the documented procedure for performing the
required activity.

2. If you find no discrepancies between your procedures and the documented procedures, repeat the activity
under conditions similar to those that existed when the problem first appeared. (If you no longer get
unsatisfactory results, an inadvertent error may have caused the problem.)

3. If the same error occurs when you repeat a given activity, and you can find nothing in the documentation to
suggest that your procedure is flawed, check with others at your site to determine if they have had the same or
similar problem and how they handled it.

Collect Diagnostic Data
In this table, use the left column to categorize the problem that your site has encountered. Then, follow the
instructions in the corresponding right column to generate useful diagnostic data.

Type of Problem Procedure

SMP error message See the IBM System Modification Program Extended Messages
and Codes and review the listing for all messages. Save all SMP
output.

Installation with SAMPJCL members See the installation steps in this document and all installation
PDCs. Save all output.

SMFD not link edited correctly, or not selected on APPLY install
step

The APPLY step must have the following APPLY select statement:
APPLY SELECT (CASFC70)
Save all SMP output.

Broadcom error message Review message in CAF Messages. Before you rerun the
SMFD program, verify that the JCL contains the SYSXDIAG
SYSOUT DD and SYSMDUMP DD statements. Save output from
SYSXDIAG, SYSPRINT, JES job, and messages log.

SMFD program abend Review the audit trail for error messages. See CAF Messages to
determine if the problem can be resolved. If not, save output from
SYSXDIAG, SYSMDUMP, SYSPRINT DD statements, with the
JES job and messages log.
Note: For the last two problems, back up the SCDS file at the time
of the error.

Interpret Diagnostic Data
When you have collected the specified diagnostic data, write down your answers to the following questions.

• What was the sequence of events prior to the error condition?
• What circumstances existed when the problem occurred and what action did you take?
• Has this situation occurred before? What was different then?
• Did the problem occur after a particular PTF was applied or after a new release of the software was installed?
• Have you recently installed a new release of the operating system?
• Has the hardware configuration (tape drives, disk drives, and so forth) changed?

From your response to these questions and the diagnostic data, try to identify the cause and resolve the problem.
If you determine that the problem is a result of an error in a Broadcom product, contact Broadcom Support.
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Administrating

This section provides information on how to administer SMF Director such as, system programming, securing functions,
using the EXTRACT command, utility functions, and more.

System Programming
SMF Director is an automated facility for dumping, storing, and extracting SMF data for all z/OS environments. This
product performs:

• Automatic dumping and clearing of the SMF SYSx.MANx data sets
• Archival dumping of the SMF logstreams.
• File management for dumping the SMF records.
• Logging or inventory for remote tapes containing SMF data.

This product also allows access to SMF data by date, time, SMF ID, record type, and logstream name, without knowing
where the SMF data is located.

SMF Director provides the functions available with the IBM SMF Dump programs IFASMFDP and IFASMFDL, and
enhances them to more effectively manage SMF data.

APF Authorization
This product requires the APF authorization to run successfully and perform all its functions. The APF authorization is
required for the following SMF Director tasks:

• Clearing the SMF MAN files after they are dumped.
• Accessing the SMF Logstreams to dump SMF Data. Also, this product also calls the authorized IBM logstream

dumping utility IFASMFDL, and provides user exits for IFASMFDL.
• Providing intercepts for the IBM System Exits IEFU29 and IEFU29L, invoked when a switch command is received by

SMF, or when the recording method for SMF data is changed.

Other functions of this product do not require APF authorization; however, these functions use some of the same load
modules that are called when processes requiring APF authorization are invoked.

SCDS File
SMF Director stores the SMF data inventory and its processing options on a Direct-Access file that is named the SMF
Control Data Set (SCDS). When the SMFD program is used to dump and clear the SMF SYSx.MANx data sets or archive
the SMF logstreams, an index entry is created within the SCDS by date, cross referencing the location of the SMF data
to the newly created history file. This product also stores an optional pool of tape volume serials on the SCDS that are
used to store the SMF data history files. The size of the SCDS primarily depends upon how often SMF dumps occur and
how long the inventory of SMF data is kept. For further details on how to calculate the size of the SCDS, see Installing or
SMFD Control Statement Reference.

SMF Director also provides the initialization, backup, restore, and rebuilding functions of the SCDS. The LISTC and LISTH
control statements can be used to report on the contents of the SCDS.

If the SCDS is shared by two or more LPARs, all LPARs sharing the SCDS must either belong to the same Global
Resource Serialization (GRS) ring or be connected to each other through MIM. If MIM is used, define a QNAME
of CAIMSMF for SMF Director. For more information about QNAME definitions, see the MII Systems Programmer
documentation.
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SMF Director includes an ISPF-based online interface that is named SMFDOL, which lets you examine information in the
SCDS file. See Set Up the Online Interface (Optional) for information about setting up SMFDOL and SMF Director Online
for information about using SMFDOL.

 

The SMFD Program
SMFD is an APF authorized program that acts as an intelligent dispatcher for SMF Director. This program has the
following features:

• Tests the syntax of commands and control statements
• Calls other SMF Director programs to perform these tasks:

– Dumping SMF data sets and archiving SMF logstreams
– Creating an inventory of the SMF data
– Printing or extracting SMF data, or both
– Reporting on processing options
– Reporting on SMF inventory
– Backup, restore, initialize, add, delete, and update utility functions

The SMFD program accepts specific processing options from the PARM keyword of the EXEC JCL statement. These
options are BACKUP, DUMP, FORCE, IGNORE, INIT, MIRROR, NOSTAE, READ, RESTORE, PERMIT, and NODUPS.

The SMFDLS Program
SMFDLS is an authorized program that acts as a wrapper for the IBM SMF logstream dump utility IFASMFDL. The
program also interfaces with SMFD by attaching it as a subtask when archiving data from logstreams. This program has
the following features.

• Tests the syntax of the control statements for SMFDLS (which are different from SMFD and are placed in a different
data set).

• Invokes the IBM SMF logstream utility IFASMFDL to read data from SMF logstreams. IFASMFDL is called with specific
user exits that process the records from the logstreams.

• Attaches SMFD to perform the dump process for the records in the logstream and create history files, dump indexes,
and so on.

NOTE
SMFDLS is only used at dump time for the archival of logstream records. The SMFD program handles all other
functions for the archived SMF data, whether it came from a logstream or MAN file.

NOTE
SMF Director and SMFDLS automatically detect the presence or absence of SMF digital signatures when
dumping SMF data on the LPAR where the data was created. If the data is created on a different LPAR,
signature detection cannot be done. For installations that dump SMF data from remote LPARs, SMFDLS must
be told that signature records are present by using the SIGNATURES control statement. For more information,
see SIGNATURES.

PARM Options for SMFD
Specify these options using the standard JCL PARM parameter on the EXEC statement for SMFD. If multiple options are
needed, specify them within quotes that are separated by a comma, like this:

PARM='READ,PERMIT'
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BACKUP
Copies the contents of the SCDS file to a sequential file, for a subsequent restore of the contents of the SCDS file.

DUMP
Indicates that the contents of one or more SMF files are to be written to tape or DASD. This option performs the same
function as the DUMP command.

FORCE
Avoids the CAF1232E message and user ABEND 3001, if the records with SIDs, other than the SID being dumped are
encountered in a MAN file. This option is like the IGNORE parameter. Unlike the IGNORE parameter, FORCE causes the
records to be written to the history file. When the FORCE option is in effect, the location of all nonconforming SMF records
is unknown to SMF Director and must be tracked manually.

Additionally, the FORCE parameter can be used with the DELETE control statement. Using the FORCE parameter with
DELETE allows for the deletion of configurations within the SCDS without making a prior BACKUP. We recommend when
using DELETE, do not use FORCE and run a BACKUP.

NOTE
FORCE and IGNORE are mutually exclusive parameters. If both are specified, this product issues error
message CAF0011T and terminates with return code 12.

IGNORE
Avoids the CAF1232E message and user ABEND 3001 if records with SIDs other than the SID being dumped are
encountered in a MAN file. If this parameter is specified, SMF Director continues dumping, but all the records with a
different SID are ignored.

NOTE

• This parameter is not recommended, because it can cause a data loss. Use it only as a workaround solution
when a MAN file accidentally contains records from multiple systems.

• FORCE and IGNORE are mutually exclusive parameters. If
both are specified, this product issues error message CAF0011T and terminates with return code 12.

INIT
Reinitialize the SCDS file, that is, to erase all configuration definitions, all data set indexes, and so on, from the SCDS file.
This option must be used with extreme caution.

MIRRORThis PARM is used to do a direct copy of a SCDS from a backup file that is created with BACKUP. It can be used
to make an identical copy of the SCDS, or used to enlarge the SCDS.  It cannot be used to migrate the SCDS to a new
release of SMF Director.

NODUPS
This PARM can be used with PRINT/EXTRACT processing when overlapping SMF data has been detected. If overlapping
index entries are detected, message CAF2411E is issued and processing ends with a return code of 8. If it is determined
there is duplicate data, use the NODUPS option to skip data in the overlap condition. Specifying PARM NODUPS causes
this product to continue processing data in overlapping index entries, while writing out records that are not in the overlap
condition.

NOSTAE
Prevents this product from establishing a recovery environment when it starts up. If SMF Director ABENDs, the diagnostic
facilities of the system are turned off when an OS dump is run. You can request this option connecting Broadcom Support
to aid in solving your issue.

PERMIT

Allows this product to PRINT/EXTRACT SMF data from history files even for SMF files that can overlap each other by
date and time. If overlapping index entries are detected and the PERMIT or NODUPS PARM has not been specified,
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message CAF2411E is issued and processing stops with a return code of 8. After the examination of the data, if there are
no duplicate records use the PERMIT option to create the output containing all the input data.

NOTE

• Specifying this parameter can result in duplicate SMF data in the output data set when an overlap condition
is detected.

• If the output SMF data set is created and an overlap condition is detected, then the EXTRACT/PRINT
completes with a return code of 4 and a warning that an overlap has been detected.

READ
Causes this product to access the SCDS file in read-only mode.

RESTORE
Causes this product to perform a restore of the SCDS file from a previously taken backup file.

PARM Options for SMFDLS
There are no PARM options for SMFDLS.

SMF MAN File Dump Processing
SMF MAN file dump processing can be initiated in the following ways using SMF Director:

• The computer operator can issue the z/OS START CASFDUMP command from the console.
• Through a batch job that invokes the CASFDUMP procedure.
• Automatically by Common Components and Services CAIRIM whenever an SMF data set is switched or becomes full.

To allow SMF Director to dump automatically a full or switched SMF data set, add the CAIRIM control statement that is
provided in the CASFPARM data set member CASFRIMP to the CARIMPRM member used by the CAS9 procedure that
executes CAIRIM. CAIRIM dynamically installs a module that receives control in a similar way to the SMF exit IEFU29.
To deactivate this facility, modify the CAIRIM control statement by changing the "ENABLE" keyword to DISABLE and
rerunning the CAS9 procedure.

For more details on CAIRIM and LMP, see Installing.

If you want a procedure name other than CASFDUMP or you want to change the command that is issued to initiate
the SMF MAN file dump process, you can do this with a user exit. A sample user exit, SMFIDTBL, is provided in the
CASFSRC library and can be used as a guide for altering the command that is issued by the SMF Director MAN file
switch process. The exit should be assembled and linked as a separate load module and placed in the system link list
(see SMFIDTBL sample JCL in CASFJCL). The exit can have any valid load module name.

The user exit for automated SMF MAN file dump processing is called with the following registers:

R13
Calling Save Area. The calling registers must be saved here and restored when the exit program returns to the caller, with
the exceptions noted here.

R14
The return address to branch to when returning.

NOTE
The addressing mode (AMODE) is not set in the register. The return should be made with a BR R14 instruction.

R15
The entry address of your exit.

R1
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A parameter list with the following parameters:

+0
Address of the name of the SMF MAN file to be dumped.

+4
Address of the start command to be Issued.

+8
Address of a 512-byte work area that is provided to your exit.

The exit may modify the start command to be issued to initiate the dump process, and perform other processing as
needed.

Upon return from the exit, registers 0 through 14 should be returned with the same values they had upon entry. Register
15 should be set to the return code from the exit that indicates what action the automated dumping process is to take:

0
Issue the start command.

12
Do not issue the start command.

256
Issue the start command, and retain the possibility of refreshing the SMFIDTBL module.

The automated MAN file dumping exit program includes a prefix that contains the command that is to be issued when
dumping and a list of pointers to the command and to the actual exit code. To see the layout of this prefix, consult the
SMFIDTBL sample in your SMF Director samples library.

The exit can be assembled and linked with the SMFIDTBL sample JCL provided in the JCL samples library.

Once you have coded your exit and linked it, make it available to SMF Director. To do this, change the CAIRIM parameter
in CASFRIMP to read “ENABLE,MX=(exitname)” where exitname is the name of the load module for your exit. This tells
the intercept to invoke your exit before issuing the command to start the dump process.

Once SMF Director is invoked to perform dump processing, SMFD does the following actions:

• Determines the SMF data set to be dumped and cleared
• Selects the tape volume serial to be used if magnetic tapes are used
• Dumps the data from the SMF data set and creates a history file
• Creates split files containing subsets of the dumped data if there are SPLIT control statements present
• Records an index entry for the newly created history file on the SCDS
• Clears the SMF data set for reuse by SMF
• Deletes any expired inventory/index entries if the autodelete feature is enabled
• Creates a duplicate copy of the newly created history file (duplexing) if enabled
• Writes selected SMF records to split files that can be used immediately following the DUMP process, if SPLIT

commands are present in the control statements

SMF Director verifies the SMF Record Header section according to the definition in the IBM z/OS System Management
Facilities Guide. This product requires that all SMF records adhere to the published standard. Other applications or
program products may write SMF records that do not conform to this standard. When detected by this product, these
records may be rejected by the SMFD program or may cause unpredictable results.

The following report illustrates the audit trail from DUMP Processing.

 CA                                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                             SMFD      

 PAGE     1
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 CA SMF Director       r12 SPn                                                              SYSA      10 JUL

 yyyy  10:36:24

 

 

 CAF2207I  SMF DATA WILL BE DUMPED FROM MVSXE44.SF16.MAN1 ON VOLUME MVXE44

 CAF2218I  SMF DATA USING CONFIGURATION XE44 IS BEING PROCESSED

 CAF2401I  PRIMARY DUMP IS TO TAPE VOLUME: 107652 FILE:1 DSN: SYS3.SMFDATA.P1071098.T1036115

 CAF2406I  XE44 SMF DATA WAS FROM 04/16/yyyy AT 13:15:00 TO 04/16/yyyy AT 13:29:59

 CAF2406I  ALL SMF DATA WAS FROM 04/16/yyyy AT 13:15:00 TO 04/16/yyyy AT 13:29:59

 

 CAF3300I  MVSXE44.SF16.MAN1 HAS BEEN RESET

 CAF2204I  DUMP COMPLETE, 8778 RECORDS COPIED

 

 

 CAF2900I  RUN COMPLETE

 CA                                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                            SMFD       PAGE

     2

 CA SMF Director      r12 SPn                                                              SYSA      10 JUL

 yyyy  10:36:27

 

                                                  SUMMARY OF RECORDS COPIED

 

             TYPE   AVGL   MAXL      TOTAL   ................................ SUBTYPE

 COUNTS ................................

               17    100    100           14

               18    144    144            8

               21     72     72            4

               32    230    236            2      1 -         2

               41    172    172            1

               42    198    212            6      2 -         6

               62    176    176           14

               99    188    246        5,146      3 -       440       4 -       704       5 -     4,002

              100    230    230            1

              118    128    128           15    118 -        15

              128    163    163          129

              187    111    177          123

              248    156    156            2

              252     87     87            5

              254    162    196        3,284  54465 -       179   54467 -     3,105

              255    182    204           24      1 -        15       7 -         8       8 -         1

              ALL    176    246        8,778

SMF Director automatically determines which SMF data set should be dumped. If you want the SMF data to be
dumped automatically when a data set is switched or becomes full, we recommend that the CASFDUMP procedure not
reference the SYSx.MANx files. This product examines the z/OS control blocks and dynamically allocates the SMF data
sets defined. This involves the procedure not having any 4-character DDname beginning with MAN as the first three
characters.

If there is a need to point to another set of SMF data sets, they should be specified as follows in the CASFDUMP
procedure:

//MANx  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.MANx
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Where:

x represents any character A-Z, or 0-9. When scheduling a job to invoke the CASFDUMP procedure to dump the SMF
data, the currently active SMF data set must be switched before the SMF data can be unloaded. See the z/OS SWITCH
SMF command.

Here is a sample of the provided CASFDUMP procedure:

//CASFDUMP PROC A='*',                /* SYSOUT Class

//         SCDDSN='CAI.CASMF.SCDS',   /* SCDS File

//         STEPLIB='CASFLOAD',        /* Load Library

//         PRIUNIT=TAPE,              /* Primary Pool Device

//         ALTUNIT=TAPE,              /* Alternate Pool Device

//         PRIDS='VOL=PRIVATE',       /* Dummy/Use Primary

//*        CTLLIB=CASFMAC,            /* Control Statement Library

//*        DPCTL=SMFDDUMP,            /* Dump Process Ctl Statements

//         ALTDS=DUMMY                /* Dummy/Use Alternate

//********************************************************************

//* PROCEDURE:   CASFDUMP

//* DESCRIPTION: CA-SMF Director utility procedure to unload the

//*              z/OS system SMF files (SYSx.MANy), allowing the

//*              CA-SMF Director Utility to manage SMF data storage

//*              and extraction.

//* REFERENCE:   DSN=CASFPROC(CASFDUMP)

//* NOTES:

//* (1) Optionally, you may specify the names of the SMF data sets

//*     to be dumped and cleared as shown below.  We do not

//*     recommend this, however.  Instead, we recommend that the

//*     CA-SMF Director utility be allowed to dynamically allocate

//*     the SMF data sets defined to your system.

//*

//* (2) If the DYNAM customization option and dumping to tape is

//*     used, comment out the HISTORY1 and HISTORY2 DD statements

//*     below, as well as the PRIDS, ALTDS, PRIUNIT, and ALTUNIT

//*     symbolic parameters above.

//*     If the DYNAM customization option and dumping to DASD is

//*     used, specify SPACE parameters in HISTORY1 and HISTORY2 DD

//*     statements.

//*

//* (3) If the primary pool is to be used for SMF history files with

//*     the NODYNAM customization option, specify:

//*     PRIDS='VOL=PRIVATE'.

//*

//* (4) If duplexing of the primary pool is desired and the NODYNAM

//*     customization option is used, specify:

//*     ALTDS='VOL=PRIVATE'.

//*

//* (5) If you employ tape history files, uncomment the first UNIT

//*     parameter for each history DD (i.e., the one with the

//*     DEFER option).

//*

//* (6) If you employ DASD history files, uncomment the second UNIT

//*     parameter for each history DD (i.e., the one without the
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//*     DEFER option).  You will also need to add a space parameter

//*     to the DASD History files.

//*

//* (7) If you need to have more control statements during the dump

//*     process, such as if you are writing to Split Files, then

//*     comment the DUMP1 EXEC statement that has PARM=DUMP coded

//*     and uncomment the DUMP2 EXEC statement.  Also see note (8)

//*     below for further changes that need to be made to this

//*     procedure to indicate the location of the control statements.

//*

//* (8) The SYSIN DD is required if the PARM=DUMP is not coded on

//*     the EXEC statement.  If you choose to create Split Files,

//*     for example, you will need to put all of the control

//*     statements into the dataset indicated in the DD.  You will

//*     need to change the parameters on the PROC statement above to

//*     point to the control statement library and member within the

//*     library that contain the control statements.  If a

//*     sequential dataset is prefered to a library, change the

//*     DSN and remove the member name reference.

//*

//* (9) For further details regarding customization options, please

//*     refer to the Using and Systems Programming documents.

//*

//*(10) After you have modified it, you may copy this procedure to a

//*     PROCLIB of your choice, or you may use it instream.

//*     Alternatively, you may add the CAI common procedure library

//*     to the system PROCLIB concatenations.

//*******************************************************************

//*

//DUMP1   EXEC PGM=SMFD,REGION=0M,PARM=DUMP     <<- See Note 7.

//*DUMP2   EXEC PGM=SMFD,REGION=0M              <<- See Note 7.

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&STEPLIB.

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=&A.

//SYSXDIAG DD  SYSOUT=&A.

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=&A.

//SCDS     DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&SCDDSN.

//HISTORY1 DD  &PRIDS.,DISP=(,KEEP),             <<- See Notes 2 and 3.

//         UNIT=(&PRIUNIT.,,DEFER)               <<- See Note 5.

//*        UNIT=&PRIUNIT.                        <<- See Note 6.

//HISTORY2 DD  &ALTDS.,DISP=(,KEEP),             <<- See Notes 2 and 4.

//         UNIT=(&ALTUNIT.,,DEFER)               <<- See Note 5.

//*        UNIT=&ALTUNIT.                        <<- See Note 6.

//*SYSIN    DD   DISP=SHR,

//*              DSN=&CTLLIB(.&DPCTL).            <<- See Note 8.

//*MANX     DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.MANX          <<- See Note 1.

//*MANY     DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.MANY          <<- See Note 1.

//*

The parameters that are specified for the CASFDUMP procedure depend on the options that are specified for the system
configuration that is defined to SMF Director.

SCDDSN
Specifies the name of the control data set.
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A
Specifies the JES SYSOUT class to be used.

STEPLIB
Specifies the name of the Load Library containing this product.

ALTDS
Allows for allocation of the alternate or duplex history file. If duplexing is not used, or the DYNAM complex-wide
customization option is enabled, specify ALTDS=DUMMY. Otherwise specify ALTDS='VOL=PRIVATE'.

ALTUNIT
Specifies the name of the device to be used for history files in the alternate pool.

PRIUNIT
Specifies the name of the device to be used for the primary history file data sets.

PRIDS
Allows for allocation of the primary history file. If the primary history file is not used or the DYNAM complex-wide
customization option is enabled, specify PRIDS=DUMMY. Otherwise specify PRIDS='VOL=PRIVATE'.

Sample JCL members (loaded during the install process) CASFDMP1 and CASFDMP4 illustrate how the CASFDUMP
procedure can be invoked to start the dump process using a batch job. An operator can also start the dump process
manually by entering the z/OS START command:

S CASFDUMP,ALTDS=DUMMY

Optionally, SMF Director can also write records out to individual files based on the record type, subtype, and other
selection criteria using the SPLIT command in the control statements. To do this, the DD statements for these files must
be in the DUMP procedure JCL if the TIME operand is not included in the SPLIT statement. Defined the files the same
way as the output files for an EXTRACT process.

If the TIME operand is included in the SPLIT statement, there is no need to code the ddname in the JCL. The files are
allocated using the attributes in the other TIME operands on the SPLIT statement. For more information about the SPLIT
command, see Using.

If in the unlikely event that SMF Director is unable to unload the SMF data from the SYSx.MANx files, the IBM utility
IFASMFDP can be used to dump and clear the SMF data sets and later the output file that is created by IFASMFDP
can be copied or manually added by this product. For more information, see SMF Logstream Dump Processing
and Overlapping SMF Data. In addition, if Service Desk Manager is installed and configured, SMF Director can open
requests to call attention to issues during the dump.

SMF Logstream Dump Processing
SMF logstream dump processing can be initiated in the following ways using SMF Director:

• By the computer operator, who can issue the z/OS START CASFDUML command from the console.
• Through a batch job that either invokes the CASFDUML procedure, or executes SMFDLS. The batch job is started by

a user or by an automated scheduling product such as CA 7.
• Automatically by Common Components and Services CAIRIM whenever a SWITCH SMF (I SMF) command is issued

To allow SMF Director to dump automatically a logstream, add a modified version of the CAIRIM control statement in
the CASFPARM data set member CARIMPRM to the CAIRIMPRM member used by the CAS9 procedure that executed
CAIRIM. The modification that is necessary to set up automatic logstream dumping is made by changing the value
of ENABLE to ENABLELS. CAIRIM dynamically installs a module that receives control in a similar way to the SMF
exit IEFU29L. To deactivate this facility, modify the CAIRIM control statement by changing the ENABLELS keyword to
DISABLE and then rerun the CAS9 procedure.
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NOTE
ENABLELS establishes active exit intercepts for both the IEFU29 and IEFU29L SMF exits. This is because z/
OS switches back to recording SMF data to MAN files if there is a catastrophic failure of the logstreams. To learn
more about how automatic dumping of MAN files is done, see SMF MAN file Dump Processing.

If you want a procedure name other than CASFDUML, we provide a user exit. This user exit allows you to change the
name of the automated dump procedure. In addition, the exit can also be used to suppress a dump for one or more
logstreams if multiple logstreams are in use. If the exit is not coded, the default command issued is:

S CASFDUML,LS=logstream.name

The logstream name is then passed to CASFDUML so that SMFDLS can process the logstream and can archive the data.
This command is issued once for each active SMF logstream unless the exit suppresses the command.

Logstream Dumping Exit Registration
z/OS 1.12 and above (and z/OS 1.9 through 1.11 with maintenance) require that you register all user exits called by the
IBM SMF utility programs IFASMFDP and IFASMFDL. To register your exits, use the SMFDLEXIT and SMFDPEXIT
parameters in the SMFPRMxx member in PARMLIB.

SMF Director uses IFASMFDL when running the dump process if you are using SMF logstream recording. To control
IFASMFDL, SMF Director uses the following user exit points in IFASMFDL and requires that you register the exits:

SMFDLX1
User Exit 1 in IFASMFDL (for all z/OS releases) and User Exit 4 in IFASMFDL (for z/OS 2.3 and above).

SMFDLX2
User Exit 2 in IFASMFDL (for all z/OS releases) and User Exit 5 in IFASMFDL (for z/OS 2.3 and above).

SMFDLX3
User Exit 3 in IFASMFDL.

To ensure that these exits are allowed to be called by IFASMFDL, the following statement must be in the active
SMFPRMxx member in PARMLIB on z/OS systems that have the SMFDLEXIT parameter available:

 The following statement applies to z/OS 2.3 and above:

SMFDLEXIT(USER1(SMFDLX1),USER2(SMFDLX2),USER3(SMFDLX3),USER4(SMFDLX1),USER5(SMFDLX2))

The following statement applies to all earlier z/OS releases:

SMFDLEXIT(USER1(SMFDLX1),USER2(SMFDLX2),USER3(SMFDLX3))

The values in the USER1 through USER5 subparameters can also contain other exits that you might need at your site
when running IFASMFDL. SMF Director requires that the subparameters contain the names of the exits that are used in
the logstream dump process.

SMF Director does not require the SMFDPEXIT parameter to be present or to be updated.

For more information about the SMFDLEXIT parameter, including the coding rules, see IBM MVS Initialization and Tuning
Reference.
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Logstream Dump Process User Exit
This exit has two purposes:

1. This exit can alter the command that is issued by the IEFU29L exit intercept. This way the command that starts the
automated dump procedure is tailored to your data center's needs.

NOTE
If the command length is altered, you are responsible for changing the value of the last byte of the command
to be issued in the parameter list.

2. This exit can be used to suppress some or all the START commands that are issued by using return codes.

This exit lets you tailor the command that is issued to the system to initiate automatic SMF logstream dump processing.
The exit is invoked in AMODE 31, and must remain in AMODE 31 for the entire time of operation. The exit follows typical
z/OS linkage for entry and return.

The following registers are meaningful on entry to the routines:

R13
Calling Save Area. The calling registers must be saved here and restored from here upon return, with the exceptions
noted here.

R14
Return Address. The address to branch to when exit processing is completed.

NOTE
The AMODE is not set in the address, and return should be done with a BR R14 instruction.

R15
The Entry Address. This address is the address of the exit.

R1
Four Fullword Parameter List:

Register 1 points to this four-word parameter list:

+0
Address of the first byte of the command to be issued. The command is:

S CASFDUML,LS=logstream.name

+4
Address of the last byte of the command to be issued. If the command is altered by the exit and the length changes, it is
the responsibility of the exit to update the value of this parameter with the new address of the last byte of the command.

+8
Address of the last byte of the command buffer (in case you want to lengthen the command.)

+C
A 256-byte work area for the exit's use. It is expected, but not required, that the exit uses this as a save area and work
area.

The return codes are as follows:

NOTE
If a return code is not listed, follow the directions for return code 0.

0
Issue the command that is in the buffer.

4
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Do not issue the command in the buffer, but call with the next logstream name, if any.

8
Do not issue the command in the buffer, and do not call the exit again.

12
Issue the command in the buffer, and do not call the exit again.

16
Terminate intercept processing. The exit is not called again, and no further START commands are issued for any
subsequent logstreams

NOTE
If a return code of 8 or 12 is set, a START command is issued to initiate automated dump processing for all
remaining active logstreams that have not yet been processed by the intercept. If you do not want to have any
more commands that are issued, use a return code of 16.

A sample exit that is named SMFLSTBL is provided in the CASFSRC library. The sample can be used as is, or it can be
modified as needed. Once you have constructed the exit, it must be assembled, linked, and placed into a link list library
(see LSTBLAL sample JCL). To activate the exit, modify the PARM settings for automated dumping as indicated in the
CASFRIMP sample from “ENABLE” to “ENABLELS,LX=(exitname).”

SMF Record Processing
Once SMFDLS is invoked to perform the logstream archive processing, it does the following actions:

• Determines which logstream is dumped and where to begin dumping the logstream.
• Generates control statements for IFASMFDL, the IBM utility that is used to read SMF data from logstreams.
• Attaches SMFD, which processes the records and build history files and dump indexes, for the data that is copied from

the logstream.
• Calls IFASMFDL, passing the built control statements and using three IFASMFDL user exits to control which records

are copied to SMFD, and to manage access to the logstream.

SMFD has been modified for the logstream environment to process as a subtask to SMFDLS. The process by which
records are archived in history files and indexed is different: the dump index entries for logstreams are managed by both
SMF ID and logstream name.

Processing of the logstream SMF data is similar to the MAN file processing, with the exception that the data is not being
read in directly by SMFD, but rather it is passed to SMFD by an IFASMFDL user exit. The history records are written to
history files and archived; then the index is updated as before.

A sample of the CASFDUML procedure follows:

//CASFDUML PROC LS=JCL.ERROR,A=A

//********************************************************************

//* CASFDUML - Logstream Dumping Procedure

//*

//* If automated dumping of SMF data recorded to logstreams is

//* being performed, modify a copy of this procedure and copy it

//* to a PROCLIB that contains started tasks.

//*

//* Modifications to be made (see notes in parentheses in the JCL):

//*

//* (1) Change the DSN to your Authorized CA SMF Director Load

//*     Library

//*
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//* (2) The SMFDOUT DD is needed to drive the user exits used by

//*     the SMFDLS wrapper in the IFASMFDL utility.  While the

//*     default is to set the DD up as a DUMMY, it can also be

//*     allocated to a disk or tape output dataset at your

//*     discretion.

//*

//* (3) Change the DSN to the name of your SMF Control Data Set

//*     (SCDS)

//*

//* (4) Change the dataset name and member name to point to the

//*     required CA SMF Director Control Statement File. The

//*     shipped default contains the following statement:

//*

//*     DUMP.

//*

//* (5) Change the dataset name and member name to point to the

//*     required CA SMF Director logstream dump utility control

//*     statement file. The shipped default contains the following

//*     statements:

//*

//*        UNIT(SYSDA)

//*     *  STORCLAS(TEMP)

//*        JCL

//*

//*       Note: In the above example STORCLAS is a comment.

//*

//* (6) Change the value of UNIT to indicate a temporary DASD

//*     location, or, if SMS is in use, change the UNIT parameter

//*     to STORCLAS and indicate a temporary DASD location

//*

//*

//********************************************************************

//DUMP    EXEC PGM=SMFDLS,REGION=0M,TIME=1440

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CASFLOAD                  (1)

//SMFDLSPR DD  SYSOUT=&A.                **PRINT FROM SMFDLS

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=&A.                **PRINT FROM IFASMFDL

//CAIPRINT DD  SYSOUT=&A.                **PRINT FROM SMFD

//SYSXDIAG DD  SYSOUT=&A.

//SMFDOUT  DD  DUMMY                                  (2)

//SCDS     DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CORP.CASMF.SCDS           (3)

//CAIIN    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CORP.CASMF.CNTL(SMFDDUMP) (4)

//SMFDLSIN DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CORP.CASMF.CNTL(SMFDIN)   (5)

//CAILSNM  DD  DISP=(NEW,DELETE),SPACE=(TRK,1),       (6)

//             UNIT=SYSDA,DSN=&LS.

The variables in the procedure allow a SYSOUT class to be set by the START command too. The LS operand is typically
the only one set.

The CAIIN file contains the control statements for SMFD, and the SMFDLSIN file contains the control statements for
SMFDLS. Typically, the CAIIN file should only contain the DUMP statement and any desired SPLIT statements.

The SMFDLSIN typically has two statements in this environment:
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• JCL that indicates that the logstream name to dump is the data set name on the CAILSNM DD statement.
• Either UNIT or STORCLAS, which indicates a valid unit esoteric or SMS storage class. This control statement tells

SMFDLS where to allocate the generated control statements for the IBM IFASMFDL utility.

For more information, see SMFD or SMFDLS control statements.

Overlapping SMF Data
Overlapping SMF data is detected at SMF dump processing time and a warning message is issued. Also a return code
of 4 is set for the dump process job step. The index record is written to the appropriate system configuration (SID) or
logstream configuration. The dump process does not abend or stop processing when an overlap or duplicate record
condition occurs. To display data around the time frame of the overlapping data, use the LISTH command. Also use ADDX
and DELETEX to "fix" the SCDS index entries.

If no action is taken to correct the SCDS entries after Dump processing, when an EXTRACT or PRINT command is
executed that encompasses the overlapped index entries, an error message will be issued and processing will stop.

To correct this issue, select one of these options:

1. Specify the SMFD PARM "PERMIT". The EXTRACT output now contains all the data from the overlapping indexes.
Use this option with caution and only after you have determined there is no duplicate data in the overlapping index
entries. When this product detects overlap between the history files for which the EXTRACT calls, it issues a warning
message, and the EXTRACT completes with return code 4.

2. Specify the SMFD PARM "NODUPS". This method causes the EXTRACT or PRINT process to execute and produce
in the resultant output, data that does not overlap. This method produces the desired results in the output but leaves
the overlapping index entries in the SCDS file. The major benefit this option is that no manual intervention against the
SCDS file is required.

3. Use the LISTH command which views index entries around the time frame in a question. Then manually update the
SCDS index entries using ADDX and DELETEX commands.

4. OVERLAP(nn) can also be used to correct this issue. The proper specification of this option can eliminate a false
detection of overlap conditions by this product. This option specifies a time from zero (no overlap grace time period)
to thirty seconds. When a number other than zero is specified, the number is used as the seconds of overlap allowed
between index entries before an overlap condition is detected. We introduced this option, because some applications
write out the SMF records. This issue depends on the time the SMF MANx files are dumped and can trigger a false
overlap detection without this option specified. For more information, see OVERLAP(n) option.

The following examples illustrate how this product deals with various settings of the OVERLAP complex level options, and
the PERMIT and NODUPS execution-time parameters.

The complex level overlap option has been specified as OVERLAP(0). This means that any data overlaps is flagged as a
warning during the dump process. Also any data is flagged as an error during EXTRACT/PRINT processing, unless the
PERMIT or NODUPS execution parameter has been specified. Consider that three SMF dumps have occurred for the
XAT1 system, with the following FROM and TO date/time ranges:

-------- FROM --------        -------- To --------

03/16/2008    14:00:00        03/16/2008  14:00:59 ------>  Dump 1

03/16/2008    14:00:56        03/16/2008  14:01:59 ------>  Dump 2

03/16/2008    14:01:56        03/16/2008  14:02:59 ------>  Dump 3

Because the overlap option has been set to zero, the overlaps that are detected during the dump process are flagged with
warning messages. Dump(1) does not produce a warning message when the dump occurs because it does not overlap
any existing index entries for SID XAT1. Dump(2) and dump(3) issue the following warning messages because the FROM
date/time of their dumps is less than the TO date/time of the previous dump.
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CAF2417W SMF DATA FOR XAT1 03/16/2008 at 14:00:56 OVERLAPS DATA ALREADY IN INDEX

CAF2417W SMF DATA FOR XAT1 03/16/2008 at 14:01:56 OVERLAPS DATA ALREADY IN INDEX

The dumped data is added to the SCDS file as an index entry for the SID being processed (XAT1). Use the LISTH and
CHECKIT commands, and upon examination of the data. If it is determined there is duplicated data, use the DELETEX
and ADDX commands to update the SCDS to reflect properly the correct index entries.

If an index entry is duplicated, use the DELETEX command to remove the duplicated entry. If there is an overlap, you
can DELETEX the overlapped index entry. Then manually dump SMF data using the SOURCE DUMP command after
eliminating overlapped or duplicated data. If there is a small overlap and it is determined there are not any duplicate data
in the SMF files, use the DELETEX and ADDX. These commands put the entries back into the SCDS without the FROM
and TO date/times being overlapped. If an EXTRACT is run at a later point in time, no error messages are issued.

Another recommended approach, is to leave the index entries as they exist in the SCDS. Then use the PERMIT or
NODUPS options, depending on the outcome of your research into the overlap condition. This approach requires less
manual intervention and lets this product create the desired output from EXTRACT processing with little intervention from
the user. Consider an EXTRACT request that encompasses all three of the dumps in this section:

EXTRACT SID(XAT1) FROM(031608 140000) TO (031608 140300).

If this EXTRACT command is issued with OVERLAP(0) and without the execution parameter PERMIT or NODUPS
specified, all the data from dump(1) is written to the extract file. Two error messages, one for the dump(2) index entry, and
one for the dump(3) index entry are issued.

CAF2411E SMF DATA FOR XAT1 03/16/2008 AT 14:00:56 OVERLAPS DATA ALREADY IN INDEX

CAF2411E SMF DATA FOR XAT1 03/16/2008 AT 14:01:56 OVERLAPS DATA ALREADY IN INDEX

Data from the dump(2) and dump(3) index entries are not extracted.

If this EXTRACT command is issued with OVERLAP(0), and the execution parm PERMIT specified, warning messages
are issued, and all data from all three index entries are written to the extract file. The PERMIT option should only be used
when the data has been examined and it has been determined that no duplicate data exists. The warning messages are
as follows:

CAF2417W SMF DATA FOR XAT1 03/16/2008 AT 14:00:56 OVERLAPS DATA ALREADY IN INDEX

CAF2417W SMF DATA FOR XAT1 03/16/2008 AT 14:01:56 OVERLAPS DATA ALREADY IN INDEX

If this EXTRACT command is issued with OVERLAP(0), and the execution parameter NODUPS specified, warning
messages are issued. All data in the three dump files that are not considered to be in an overlap condition are written to
the output file. For example, SMF data in dump(2) from 03/16/2008 at 14:00:56 up until the first SMF record in dump(2),
with a start date/time greater than 14:00:59, is discarded. All SMF data in dump(3) from 03/16/2008 at 14:01:56 up until
the first SMF record with a start date/time greater than 14:01:59 is discarded. Use this parameter when it has been
determined that the overlapped portion of files does indeed contain duplicate data, and you want to skip data in the
overlap condition. The following warning messages are issued in this case:

CAF2417W SMF DATA FOR XAT1 03/16/2008 AT 14:00:56 OVERLAPS DATA ALREADY IN INDEX

CAF2417W SMF DATA FOR XAT1 03/16/2008 AT 14:01:56 OVERLAPS DATA ALREADY IN INDEX

Another possible condition is an SMF data set that somehow is dumped twice, the second dump creating a complete
duplicate index entry. For example, consider that dump(3) data was dumped twice, and the following index entries for SID
XAT1 now exist:

-------- FROM --------        -------- To --------
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03/16/2008    14:00:00        03/16/2008  14:00:59 ------>  Dump 1

03/16/2008    14:00:56        03/16/2008  14:01:59 ------>  Dump 2

03/16/2008    14:01:56        03/16/2008  14:02:59 ------>  Dump 3

03/16/2008    14:01:56        03/16/2008  14:02:59 ------>  Dump 4

At the time of the dump processing, a warning message appears indicating that overlapping data exists, but the index
entry is added to the SCDS file. At extract time, when a duplicate index entry is detected, the following message is issued:

CAF3902W DUPLICATE SMF DATA DETECTED FOR XAT1 03/16/2008 14:02:59 DATA SKIPPED

This message is issued regardless of the execution parameters PERMIT or NODUPS. PERMIT and NODUPS have no
effect on processing of complete duplicate index entries. No data from a duplicate index entry is written to the output file,
and the index entry is skipped.

In the previous examples, the dump(2) and dump(3) index entries overlapped their preceding index entries by three
seconds. Specifying OVERLAP(5) for the complex level option can overlap indicates that index entries overlap other index
entries by less than five seconds. This value cannot be flagged as overlaps. Warning or error messages are not received
during dump or extract processing. The PERMIT or NODUPS options are not needed. If the overlap condition exceeds
the overlap option specification, then processing occurs exactly as previously explained. For example, using the same
dump files, if the complex level option is specified as OVERLAP(2). Then all the illustrated warning and error messages
appears as if OVERLAP(0) has been specified. The reason is the index entries that are overlapped by three seconds,
which triggers the overlap condition.

Customization Considerations
SMF Director allows you to customize processing options to provide flexible SMF data management. SMF Director saves
your processing options on the SCDS. When the DUMP process is performed, processing options are retrieved and used
to tailor how this product manages the SMF data.

You can customize three major categories of processing options:

• Logstream and substream configuration options are set by one or more STREAMOPTIONS Control Statements. The
STREAMOPTIONS statements appear within a BEGIN/END block and are coded similar to the DUMPOPTIONS
statement, which covers the entire system. You don't need to code all of the operands on the STREAMOPTIONS
statement. The values that are not coded are set on the DUMPOPTIONS statement or on the global OPTIONS
statement.

• System configuration options are set by the BEGIN, DUMPOPTIONS, DUMPTAPES, and END Control Statements.
During DUMP processing, SMF Director determines which options are in effect by matching the SMF SYSID within the
SMF data to be dumped with the system configuration definition stored on the SCDS. You don't need to code all of the
operands on the DUMPOPTIONS statement. Defaults values are picked up from either the OPTIONS statement or
the DUMPOPTIONS statement. For information on the default values for OPTIONS and DUMPOPTIONS operands,
see Using.

• Complex-wide configuration options are set by the OPTIONS Control Statement. These options control product
features and are not specific to any system generating SMF data.

The following table summarizes the functions, their related keywords, and Control Statements:

Function Keyword Control Statement
Dynamically allocate history files to reduce
JCL complexity or dependency, or both

DYNAM * OPTIONS
DUMPOPTIONS

Automatically delete expired SMF history
file index entries

AUTODEL OPTIONS
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Define what storage media to use for SMF
history files by:
Specifying esoteric device name
Specifying IBM DFSMS classes

 
PDEVN, ADEVN
PSTORC, ASTORC,
PDATAC, ADATAC,
PMGMTC, AMGMTC

 
OPTIONS
DUMPOPTIONS
STREAMOPTIONS

Set the time when a logical day begins for
SMF data extraction.

SDAY OPTIONS
DUMPOPTIONS
STREAMOPTIONS

Set the maximum number of lines per page
for the audit trail.

MAXLINES OPTIONS

Report on events that require attention,
either immediately or in the near future

SERVICEDESK, SDURL, SDUSERID,
SDPASSWORD, SDHIGHSEVERITY,
SDLOWSEVERITY, NOSERVICEDESK

OPTIONS

Limit the number of data sets on a single
tape volume.

MAXFILESONVOL OPTIONS
DUMPOPTIONS
STREAMOPTIONS

Control which magnetic tape volumes to
use:
Using a specific pool of Tape volume serials
Using any volume serial in Tape Library
Remove volume serials from a pool of
volume serials.

ADD, NOSCRATCH
SCRATCH *
DELETE

DUMPTAPES
DUMPOPTIONS
OPTIONS
DUMPOPTIONS
DUMPTAPES

Provide a duplicate set of SMF data
(duplexing).

COPIES OPTIONS
DUMPOPTIONS
STREAMOPTIONS

Set how long to retain SMF data. RETPD, EXPDT OPTIONS
DUMPOPTIONS
STREAMOPTIONS

Specify how long to retain duplicated SMF
data.

ARETPD, AEXPDT OPTIONS
DUMPOPTIONS
STREAMOPTIONS

Set a high-level qualifier for history file data
set names.

PREFIX, APREFIX OPTIONS
DUMPOPTIONS
STREAMOPTIONS

Catalog SMF history files also in the
System Catalog

CATLG, NOCATLG OPTIONS
DUMPOPTIONS
STREAMOPTIONS

Specify recording technique on dynamically
allocated tapes.

TRTCH, ATRTCH OPTIONS
DUMPOPTIONS
STREAMOPTIONS

Indicate which logstreams or substreams
are managed.

LSNAME*, SUBNAME* DUMPOPTIONS
STREAMOPTIONS

* These keywords must be present and active for SMF logstream or substream processing.

NOTE

Two special expiration dates are supported:
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• 099000 indicates that the data set does not expire as long as it remains in the system catalog. The data set
must be deleted manually.

• 099366 indicates that the data set never expires.

If you installed SMF Director by upgrading from JARS SMF Utility, specify the following new options to be in effect:

• DYNAM
• AUTODEL
• PDEVN
• ADEVN
• PSTORC
• ASTORC
• PDATAC
• ADATAC
• PMGMTC
• AMGMTC
• SERVICEDESK
• TRTCH
• ATRTCH

If you are recording SMF data to logstreams, the SCRATCH and DYNAM options must be set in the DUMPOPTIONS and
OPTIONS control statements respectively.

AUTODEL Option
During SMF Director dump processing, if the AUTODEL complex-wide configuration option is enabled, this product
checks the SCDS for any index entries to SMF data history files that have expired. If any are found, it deletes the entries
from the SCDS, uncatalog the history file data set if it was cataloged in the z/OS System Catalog, and scratch the data set
if the data set resides on a DASD device. If an expired history file resided on DASD but has been archived, SMF Director
issues an HDELETE request to remove the history file from the archive.

This feature can result in lower storage costs, and keeps the size of the SCDS from increasing at a substantial rate.
For the AUTODEL feature to work properly, we recommend that retention periods be used for history files instead of
expiration dates. For example, if RETPD(1095) is specified in the DUMPOPTIONS control statement, the history files that
are created in the primary pool will expire 1,095 days after the history file was created. In 1,098 days (1,095 plus a three-
day grace period) SMF Director removes the index entry from the SCDS. However, if EXPDT(108.365) is specified on
the DUMPOPTIONS control statement, the history files that are created in the primary pool will expire after December 30,
2008. Any history files that are created after that date will expire the next day, and the index entry from the SCDS will be
removed three days later. Using a permanent retention date such as EXPDT(99.366) causes this product to retain the
history file index entry indefinitely, or until it is manually deleted. If all history files use permanent retention dates, enabling
the AUTODEL feature has no effect.

Because zero is the default retention period, SMF Director does not automatically delete any SCDS entry that has a zero
retention period. Such entries can only be deleted manually, using the DELETEX command. Likewise, any SCDS entry
with an expiration date of 099000, which has a special meaning to tape library management products, can only be deleted
manually.

DYNAM Option
SMF Director determines where to place the SMF history files by using the information that is specified on the JCL
statements for the HISTORY1 (primary) and HISTORY2 (alternate) DD names. When the DYNAM option is enabled, it
is not necessary to specify the HISTORYn DD statements within the JCL used to invoke this product. The values that
are specified in the PDEVN, ADEVN, or SMS storage class operands are used to determine the storage device for the
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history files. If the HISTORY1 and/or HISTORY2 DD statement is specified in the JCL with the DYNAM option enabled.
The JCL values override any values in the OPTIONS, DUMPOPTIONS, and STREAMOPTIONS control statements. For
the substreams, the DD names are different: the assigned stream code is part of the name. For example, if the assigned
stream code for the substream is “SA,” the DD names for the stream when allocated is HISTSA1 for the primary and
HISTSA2 for the alternate.

DYNAM is recommended if the primary or alternate history files resides on different device types.

If the DYNAM option is to be used on a newly converted SCDS from JARS SMF Utility, the UPDTX control statement can
be used to add a device name to a range of history file index entries on the SCDS. Use the UPDTX control statement
when it is necessary to copy or convert history files from one device type to another while retaining the data set name.

SMF Director dynamically allocates the z/OS SMF data sets independently from the DYNAM option specification. If a
MANx DD statement is specified, the SMF data sets are not dynamically allocated. This product dynamically allocates the
required SMF history files for extract processing when DYNAM is enabled.

The DYNAMVTS option was designed for data centers that employ virtual tape, but do not want SMF Director to perform
a dynamic allocation of history files. This option permits a dynamic allocation of the input history files to an EXTRACT or
PRINT operation only. This procedure is necessary to avoid problems, such as incorrect mount messages, that can arise
at such data centers when NODYNAM is in effect.

NOTE
The DYNAM option must be specified if SMF Director is going to manage SMF data that has been recorded to
logstreams or substreams.

CATLG Option
When CATLG is coded in the DUMPOPTIONS/STREAMOPTIONS for a SID, all history files that are generated for that
SID/stream are cataloged. When an extract calls for a cataloged DASD history file, it searches the system catalog. This
enables an extract to find a history file that has been archived by your site's DASD management system and later restored
to a volume other than its original volume.

If AUTODEL is in effect, SMF Director uses the system catalog to locate any cataloged DASD history file that meets the
expiration criteria. Thus, expired history files get deleted regardless of the volume on which they reside at the time. They
also are uncataloged. If a DASD history file is archived at the time that it expires, SMF Director uncatalogs it.

RETPD/EXPDT Value
The ARETPD and AEXPDT operands of the DUMPOPTIONS/STREAMOPTIONS control statement allow the setting
of a retention period or expiration date for SMF history files in the alternate pool that differs from that set for the history
files that are created in the Primary pool (RETPD, EXPDT). If duplexing of SMF data is specified by COPIES(2) with no
corresponding retention period or expiration date, this product uses the value that is specified for the primary pool.

Using a permanent retention date such as EXPDT(99.366) causes this product to retain the history file index entry
indefinitely, or until it is manually deleted. Tapes that are managed by Dynam/T and created with EXPDT(99.000) are kept
in permanent status as long as the data set name remains cataloged. Once the data set is uncataloged, the tape is placed
into scratch status and its corresponding SCDS entry is deleted. If the history files are created with EXPDT 99.000 or
99.366, the SCDS must be allocated with enough space to hold all the index entries for these history files, and new entries
created due to the SMF DUMP process. See Calculating SCDS Space Requirements.

Retention periods should be used rather than expiration dates, unless the SMF history files are kept permanently. If
EXPDT(108.365) is specified on the DUMPOPTIONS control statement, the history files that are created in the primary
pool will expire after December 30, 2008. Any history files that are created after that date will expire the next day and the
index entry will be removed from the SCDS three days later.
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SERVICEDESK Option
If Service Desk Manager is installed and available, SMF Director can be set up to open Service Desk requests
automatically at any instance of Service Desk installed in an enterprise. If the default Service Desk instance is the one
where SMF Director is to open Service Desk requests, then only the SERVICEDESK operand need be present on the
OPTIONS control statement. All the principal defaults used by Service Desk can be overridden using the other Service
Desk operands on the OPTIONS control statement.

NOTE
A NOSERVICEDESK operand is the default; therefore, it is not necessary to be specified if you do not want
SMF Director to issue Service Desk requests.

If Service Desk requests are to be opened, the Common Components and Services SOAP Client Service (CAISDI/soap)
address space must be up and running, because it is that address space that actually opens the Service Desk requests
in Service Desk. In addition, Common Communications Interface CAICCI must be installed and set up so that the Service
Desk API can locate the SOAP Client Service. For more information about the SOAP Client Service, see the Common
Components and Services documentation. For more information about CAICCI, see the Administrating section in the
Common Components and Services documentation.

If the SERVICEDESK operand is the only operand present, the following defaults are used for making Service Desk
requests:

High Severity Level 2
Low Severity Level 4
URL of Service Desk Web Service Value of SD_URL in the SOAP Client Address Space parameters
User ID for Service Desk Access Value of SD_UID in the SOAP Client Address Space parameters
Password for Service Desk Access Value of SD_PASS in the SOAP Client Address Space parameters

SMF Director provides operands on the OPTIONS statement to override these values. These operands require that the
SERVICEDESK operand be present; otherwise they are ignored.

If the Service Desk default request priorities are not what you want, the SDHIGHSEVERITY and SDLOWSEVERITY are
provided to set the priorities to the desired values:

• The SDHIGHSEVERITY operand can be set to any value from 1 through 4.
• The SDLOWSEVERITY operand can be set to any value between the value of SDHIGHSEVERITY and 5.
• SMF Director can also be set to issue all requests at a single priority by setting the two operands to the same value

from 1 through 4 (but not 5).

If SMF Director sends Service Desk requests to an instance of Service Desk that is not the default instance that is
indicated in the SOAP Server, the SDURL operand of the OPTIONS statement is provided to indicate the Service Desk
that should receive the request.

NOTE

The SDURL value is case-sensitive. Also, because the SDURL that is coded contains special characters, it must
be enclosed in single quotes within the parentheses. If the URL is not coded in single quotes, a parsing error is
returned and the COMPILE CONFIGURATION process fails.

If the Service Desk User ID and Password are different from the User ID and Password indicated that in the SOAP Client
address space, the SDUSERID and SDPASSWORD operands are available on the OPTIONS statement.

NOTE

Both parameters must be present if they are to be used. In addition, the values of the User ID and Password
are case-sensitive. If special characters are part of the User ID or Password, the operand values must also be
enclosed in single quotes.
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Securing Functions
SMF Director can provide SMF records containing performance and accounting information to anyone. Therefore, it may
be necessary to restrict certain functions of this product from certain users.

The functions of this product can be secured by using an external security product such as Top Secret, ACF2, or IBM's
RACF. The resource class CA$MSMF must be defined to the external security product before using SMF Director. IBM
RACF customers can use the ICHERCDE macro to modify the Class Descriptor Table (CDT) and the ICHRFRTB macro
to modify the RACF Router Table. Top Secret customers can modify their Resource Definition Table (RDT) using the TSS
ADD(RDT) command. ACF2 customers can create a CLASMAP and GSO SAFDEF records. For more details, see the
administrator guide for the security product.

The resource class CA$MSMF must allow the alphanumeric resource names up to 20 characters in length, and access
levels of UPDATE, READ, or NONE. SMF Director issues a RACROUTE REQUEST=AUTH using the resource class of
CA$MSMF, application ID of SMFDIR, and an ENTITY name (resource name) consisting of the format: PRM.xxxxxx or
CMD.xxxxxx. 'PRM' indicates that the function was requested through the JCL EXEC PARM keyword, whereas 'CMD'
represents the function was requested through the SYSIN data set.

We recommend that the default for the CA$MSMF resource class be set to disallow access. To allow use of this function,
the following resources must be defined or permitted to the security record of the user:

The Resource name... Performs the function...
PRM.BACKUP Backup of the SCDS file.
PRM.RESTORE Restore of the SCDS file. This resource is used for both

full restore operations using PARM=RESTORE and for the
PARM=MIRROR restore operations.

PRM.INIT SCDS Initialization.
PRM.DUMP Dumping of the SMF files.
CMD.xxxxxx CMD is the indicated command statement and xxxxxx is one

of the following options: ADDX, BEGIN, CHECKIT, COMPILE,
DELETE, DELETEX, DUMPOPTIONS, DUMPTAPES, DUMP,
EXTRACT, END, LISTC, LISTH, OPTIONS, SOURCE, SPLIT,
TAPEINIT, or UPDTX.

If the CASFDUMP procedure is started by operators or through the auto dump feature, then the default batch or STC
security record must contain permissions to PRM.DUMP or CMD.DUMP, or both. If other functions are performed by the
CASFDUMP procedure such as backup or restore, security permissions must also be allowed.

 

Secure The SMF Director Functions
When using an external security product to secure the SMF Director functions, the security product either allows or denies
access to these resources. If the security product denies access to a resource, SMF Director does not continue to process
the command. A message is issued indicating that authority was denied for the request and a return code of 12 is set.

By default this product requires update access to the SCDS file. Specifying PARM=READ on the EXEC statement calling
program SMFD allows this product to process functions that require read-only access. This access is provided as long
as the external security product grants access to the SCDS file, any related programs, and the specific function being
processed. Functions that require SCDS Update access fail with a message that READONLY processing was requested.
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In addition to defining these resources, the security product must allow access to the SMF Director programs, the SCDS
file, and SMF history files. The DUMP function requires create access for the SMF history files, with update access to the
SCDS file. Read access to the SMF history files for the EXTRACT and PRINT functions are needed.

The following commands require UPDATE access to the SCDS file. To perform the specified actions, use these
commands.

BEGIN
Start a series of configuration commands.

COMPILE
Compile the configuration definition.

END
End the configuration definition.

STREAMOPTIONS
Define specifications for SMF history files for a specific stream.

DUMPOPTIONS
Define specifications for SMF history files for each system.

OPTIONS
Define specifications for all systems.

DUMPTAPES
Modify the pool of tapes available for dumped SMF data.

TAPEINIT
Switch the current dump tape.

DUMP
Empty the contents of one or more SMF files.

SPLIT
Generate application-ready SMF files while dumping.

ADDX
Add index entries of SMF data.

DELETEX
Remove one index entry of SMF data at a time.

UPDTX
Modify a range of index entries.

DELETE
Delete configuration information.

The following commands require READ access to the SCDS file. To perform the specified actions, use these commands.

EXTRACT
Copy SMF data to be processed by another product.

PRINT
Print SMF data.

LISTC
List configuration information for one or more SIDs.

LISTH
List index information for SMF history files.
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SOURCE
Redefine the input source of data to be used in processing by SMF Director.

CHECKIT
To be used as a diagnostic tool used to display the SCDS records in dump format.

Top Secret
This example illustrates how a Top Secret security Administrator can define this product to the security system. This
example also shows how John Doe is allowed to perform PRINT or EXTRACT requests only:

TSS ADD (RDT) RESCLASS (CA$MSMF) RESCODE (XX) MAXLEN (20) ATTR (MASK)

 ACLST (READ=4000, UPDATE=8000, NONE=0000, ALL=FFFF)

This TSS command can be used as an example of how to update the Resource Descriptor Table. The resource class is
CA$MSMF for SMF Director. An available resource code can be selected by the user.

The following Top Secret commands define the ownership of resources to an already existing user USER01.

TSS ADD (USER01) CA$MSMF (PRM)

TSS ADD (USER01) CA$MSMF (CMD)

The following Top Secret commands remove access to all users, and define access for JOHNDOE to the EXTRACT and
PRINT commands.

TSS PERMIT(ALL) CA$MSMF(PRM.*) ACCESS(NONE)
TSS PERMIT(ALL) CA$MSMF(CMD.*) ACCESS(NONE)
TSS PERMIT(JOHNDOE) CA$MSMF(CMD.EXTRACT) ACCESS(UPDATE)
TSS PERMIT(JOHNDOE) CA$MSMF(CMD.PRINT) ACCESS(UPDATE)

ACF2
This example illustrates how an ACF2 security administrator defines SMF Director to ACF2. This can be used as a
document to securing commands. The SCDS data set can also be used to secure access to this product.

$KEY(CMD) TYPE(SAF)

$USERDATA(....)

EXTRACT UID(USER1) ALLOW

EXTRACT UID(USER2) ALLOW

- UID(***********SMFDUMP) ALLOW

- UID(***********SMFDADM) ALLOW

- UID(*) PREVENT

RACF
This example illustrates how a RACF security administrator would define SMF Director to RACF. The class descriptor
table is used to describe resource classes to be used by this product.

ICHERCDE  CLASS=CA$MSMF,               X

      id=128,                          X
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      FIRST=ALPHA,                     X

      OTHER=ANY,                       X

      POSIT=25,                        X

      MAXLNTH=20,                      X

      DFTUACC=NONE

For the RACF router table enter the following command:

ICHRFRTB  CLASS=CA$MSMF,               X

       ACTION=RACF

To define all RACF resources belonging to the new classes specified in the class descriptor table, use the RACF
RDEFINE command.

RDEFINE CA$MSMF (PRM.BACKUP) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (PRM.RESTORE) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (PRM.INIT) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (PRM.DUMP) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (CMD.ADDX) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (CMD.BEGIN) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (CMD.CHECKIT) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (CMD.COMPILE) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (CMD.DELETEX) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (CMD.DELETE) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (CMD.DUMPOPTIONS) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (CMD.DUMPTAPES) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (CMD.DUMP) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (CMD.EXTRACT) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (CMD.END) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (CMD.LISTC) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (CMD.LISTH) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (CMD.OPTIONS) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (CMD.SOURCE) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (CMD.SPLIT) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (CMS.STREAMOPTIONS) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (CMD.TAPEINIT) UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CA$MSMF (CMD.UPDTX) UACC(NONE)

Extraction, Split User Exits, and Split File Time Processing
This section describes extraction, using the EXTRACT command with the TODD operand.

Writing EXTRACT Exits

Through the EXIT operand of the EXTRACT command, you can identify user-written exit routines to:
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• Examine selected SMF records and/or
• Pass SMF data to other files.

Such routines are intended for the actual processing of SMF data, not for specifying more selection parameters. (To add
selection criteria, the exit routines themselves must contain the code to analyze and write the desired records.) You may
define your exit routines so that they process records selected by more than one EXTRACT statement.

Exit routines are linked as load modules and are placed in an APF authorized load library. They must be available for
dynamic loading when the SMF Director (SMFD) program executes. SMFD loads the exit routines before processing any
SMF records. They are resident until SMFD processing is completed.

The SMFD program calls each exit routine once before actually starting to process SMF records. This enables the
routines to perform initialization functions, such as opening data sets.

During the processing, each exit routine is called once for each SMF record that satisfies the selection criteria that are
specified in the EXTRACT statements calling for the exit.

After all SMF records have been processed, SMFD calls the exit routines a last time, permitting them to perform summary
and cleanup operations.

EXTRACT exit routines are called according to normal linkage conventions. The following registers are meaningful on
entry to the routines:

R1
Points to a four-word parameter list (described on the next page).

R13
Points to a standard 18-word Save Area, which exits may use to save registers.

R14
Contains the return address to SMFD.

R15
Contains the address of the exit's entry point.

Register 1 points to this four-word parameter list, where:

Word 1
Points to a halfword that contains a value of binary 1.

Word 2
Points to the header of the SMF record being passed to the exit. This fullword also signals the call to perform initialization
or cleanup functions. If the length field (Word 3) indicates no SMF record (value of zero), this word contains the address
of a halfword function code field. A binary value of zero in this field represents an initialization call; binary 1 represents a
termination call.

Word 3
Points to a halfword field that specifies the SMF record length. A value of zero indicates a start or end call.

Word 4
Points to a fullword. Its value is zero on the first call, then remains as set by the exit routine. It is generally used to address
an area that is acquired by the exit.

Upon your return to SMF Director, Register 15 must contain one of the following return codes:

0
Count the record, and write it if the TODD parameter was coded.

4
Count the record, but do not write it.

8
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Do not count or write the record.

A sample user exit is provided in the CASFSRC Library with the member name CASFXXIT.

Specify the TODD Operand

Whenever you specify a user exit in an EXTRACT statement, include the TODD operand. The presence of the TODD
operand causes SMF Director to write the selected SMF records to the file defined in the associated DD statement.
However, the presence of TODD does not prevent you from also having output that is written directly from the user exit
routine.
If the TODD parameter is not included, this product assumes that the exit routine itself should produce the output from the
selected SMF records. In this case, it would open an output file while servicing the initialization call, and would close the
output file while servicing the termination call.

Writing Split Exits
By using the EXIT parameter on the SPLIT statement, you can filter SMF records even more precisely than with the
operands indicated on a SPLIT statement. The exit is called at the following times in the dump process:

• When a SPLIT definition is initialized
• When a split file is opened
• When a record is about to be written to the split file
• When a split file is closed

The primary purpose of the exit is to allow a further examination of records that are to be written to a split file to determine
if they should be written to a split file. The exit must be placed in an APF authorized load library. The exit is called in
primary mode, with no locks held. An exit can be shared by multiple SPLIT statements and split files, but we recommend,
if this is done, that the exit be written so that it does not modify itself and that the exit be linked re-entrant. The exit should
not obtain any locks, and it should not hold any enqueues that are issued between calls. The exit should be written in
assembler language. Other languages and environments may work but are not supported. The exit may provide recovery,
but we strongly recommend that the exit recovery only handle errors within the exit and percolate any errors outside its
preview. The exit must follow standard 31-bit z/OS linkage conventions. Upon receiving control, the following values are
set in the registers:

R0

The function call. The register is set to one of these values:

00000000
A split definition is about to be processed for the first time.

00000001
The split file has been opened.

00000002
A record is about to be written to the split file.

00000003
The split file has been closed; the product is terminating.

It is expected that the 00000000 call is used to allocate any additional resources that the exit needs, and that the file
closed call is used for clean-up.

R1 A three-word parameter list:

+0
Address of the SMF record about to be written, if any. This value is set only if R0 is set to 00000002. Otherwise ignored
the value.

+4
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Address of a 128-byte work area that is preallocated for the exit's use. If more memory is needed, it can be obtained using
standard z/OS memory services. The memory can safely be released when the 00000003 call is made as the exit will not
be called after that. Do not release this 128-byte work area at termination time.

+8
Address of the DDNAME from the TODD field in the SPLIT statement.

R13
Save Area. Upon entry, the exit must save the registers passed to it, and must restore them upon return. Failure to do so
can produce unpredictable results.

R14
The return address and AMODE. The exit must return using a BSM 0,R14 instruction.

R15
The entry point and AMODE of the exit. The exit is called in the AMODE it was linked with.

Upon your return to SMF Director, Register 15 must contain one of the following return codes:

0
Normal return. If the function is 2, this allows the record to be written.

4
Normal return. If the function is 2, this suppresses the writing of the record.

8
This return code deactivates the exit and, if the function is 2, allow the record to be written.

12
This return code deactivates the exit and, if the function is 2, suppress the writing of the record.

16
This return code deactivates the SPLIT statement and the exit.

For functions 0 and 1, only return codes 0, 8, 12, and 16 are valid. For function 3, the return code is ignored. In all cases,
any return code value that differs from one of these indicated values are treated the same as setting a return code of 0.

Setting up for Split File Time Processing
To implement split file TIME operand processing during the dump process, perform the procedures in the following
sections in advance to ensure that processing works smoothly.

Establish the Breakpoint Times
Up to 24 breakpoint times can be specified in the TIME operand that is indicated on the SPLIT statement. It is important
that the times that are set up match the business needs of the organization.

NOTE
When setting up times for the SPLIT statements, there is not an automatic switch of split files at midnight.
In order to switch the split files at midnight, 8 AM and 4 PM, the TIME operand must be coded as
TIME(0000,0800,1600).

The TIME operand must appear on each individual SPLIT statement that is to be processed with the TIME operand.

If interval data is being managed by a TIME-based SPLIT file, you may need to adjust the times that an SMF switch is
issued to ensure that the interval data is available in a timely fashion. When SMF Director writes TIME-based SPLIT files,
it will not indicate that a file is ready for processing until a record for that split file shows up in the next interval that the
TIME statement indicates.
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NOTE
To ensure that the data is available, verify that the scheduled times for SMF switch operations are set to the
times mentioned in the TIME operand plus the value of the INTVAL in the active SMFPRMxx member, plus one
minute. Doing this ensures that data falls into the next interval.

For example, assume that a SPLIT statement has the following TIME operand:

TIME(0000,0800,1600)

This provides three iterations of the SPLIT file per day:

• One has data from midnight to 8 AM.
• One has data from 8 AM to 4 PM.
• One has data from 4 PM to midnight.

Assume also that the active SMFPRMxx member has INTVAL(15) coded so that interval data is generated every 15
minutes.

In this example, set the automated SMF switch commands (I SMF) to be issued at 00:16, 08:16, and 16:16 every day.
That way, once the dump is completed from the switch, the data from the previous portion of the day is available right
away.

Create the Generation Data Groups for TIME-Based Split Files
To use the TIME operand with the SPLIT statement, establish Generation Data Groups (GDGs) for the split files. The
GDG for writing split files is indicated in the required TIMEGDG parameter on the SPLIT statement.

The names of the GDGs begin with a 1-to-26 character prefix from the TIMEGDG operand on the SPLIT statement.
Follow the prefix with the .SIDxxxx extension, where xxxx is the SMF ID of the data being dumped.

For example, TIMEGDG(ACCT.SMFDATA.SOURCE) is coded on a SPLIT statement, data from a system with SMF ID.
SYSA is written to data sets in the ACCT.SMFDATA.SOURCE.SIDSYSA GDG. If the data came from a system with
the SMF ID set to SYSB, the GDG would be ACCT.SMFDATA.SOURCE.SIDSYSB. Adding the last node lets a SPLIT
statement with the TIME operand be shared among multiple systems.

Allocate Split File Indexes (Recommended)
To maximize the power of the TIME operand on SPLIT statements, we recommend that one or more split file indexes be
allocated. The TIME operand process uses the index to determine if more records can be written to the current generation
of the GDG, or if a new data set needs to be allocated to the GDG. The index must be allocated before it is used.

To determine the size of the index file, you must have the following information:

• The number of SPLIT statements that use the same index file, and the number of systems that each SPLIT statement
affect. For example, a SPLIT statement with the ALL operand is run on all systems, while one with a SID(SYSA)
operand only takes effect on a system where the SMF ID is SYSA.

• The number of SMF dump processes that goes on in a day. If MAN file switches and corresponding dumps are
scheduled regularly, this is easy to determine, but if dumps are only scheduled for when a MAN file fills, this can be
harder to predict.

• The number of days of data that need to be kept in the index.
• The number of intervals that are defined in the TIME operands on the SPLIT statements that reference this index.

The number of entries added to the index for a SPLIT statement is the number of TIME operand boundaries crossed, plus
1. For example, if a SPLIT statement is coded with TIME(0000,0800,1600), and the file being dumped spans from 0400 to
1200, two entries will be added to the index. The first entry will indicate that the data set with data up to 0800 is complete,
and the second entry will show that there is data in a data set from 0800 to 1200, but that the data set is incomplete,
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meaning that the next dump may add more data to the data set. If TIMECLOSE is active for this split file too, the entry
containing the last record that is written to the split file may be marked as complete, and a new entry may be created for
use by the next dump process.

Using this, an approximate number of entries can be calculated.

At half-track blocking, a one track data set can hold 290 entries. One cylinder can hold 4,350 entries, which should be
sufficient for most data centers.

In order to make processing slightly more efficient, the INDEXLIM operand can be used on the SPLIT statements to
indicate how large the index can be. It is not required, but if the parameter is not provided, the dump process assumes
that the file can be added to at the end without any restriction and an x37 ABEND might result.

The data set attributes for the split file index are:

DSORG=PS

LRECL=192

BLKSIZE=192 or a multiple of 192

RECFM=F or FB

Preallocate a Duplicate Index File (Recommended)
If the split file index is used by other applications, we recommend that the INDEXDUP operand be used on the SPLIT
statement. The duplicate index file should be a sequential file with the same file attributes as the main split file index. We
recommend that you allocate room for up to 10 more index entries (each is 192 bytes). Once the file is created, it should
be allocated with DISP=SHR. Update serialization is provided by SMF Director by using ENQ processing and must be
honored by applications that use the duplicate index. For more details on serializing the duplicate index, see SPLIT .

Utility and Maintenance Functions
The material that is presented in this section is intended primarily for systems programmers and other personnel
responsible for maintaining SMF files.

The SCDS indexes indicate available SMF history data for the configurations that your site has defined. Maintain the
SCDS with the following sample JCL:

To Use Member
Create a SCDS. CASFNCDS
Convert the old SCDS. CASFSCNV
Specify SCDS options CASFCTL1
Back up the SCDS CASFBKUP
Restore the SCDS. CASFRSTR
Enlarge the SCDS. CASFNLRG
Correct the SCDS. CASFSUTL
Sample SMF dump JCL CASFDMP1 and CASFDMP4

You can execute these sample JCL members after SMF Director has been installed. See the CASFJCL target library that
is loaded during the installation process. We also show you how to dump the SMF if, for some reason, this product cannot
do so.
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Creating the SCDS File
During the installation process, sample member CASFNCDS can be used to create the SCDS file. If you installed a
previous release of SMF Director, you can convert the existing SCDS for use with this release. Use the sample member
CASFSCNV to convert the file by.

• Backing up the existing SCDS file
• Allocating a new SCDS file for this release
• Restoring the contents of the existing SCDS into the new SCDS.

NOTE
Record conversion takes place during the restore process.

For more information about SCDS space requirements, see Calculating SCDS Space Requirements.

A sample of the JCL provided to allocate and initialize the SCDS file follows:

//CASFNCDS JOB (ACCTINFO),PGMR,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A

//*

//* THIS SAMPLE JCL ALLOCATES AND INITIALIZES A SCDS FILE

//*

//* NOTE: EDIT AS PER INSTALLATION STANDARDS

//*

//* REFERENCE: SEE 'CALCULATING SCDS SPACE REQUIREMENTS' in Installing.

//*

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=SMFD,REGION=2M,PARM=INIT

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CASFLOAD                   <-- EDIT

//SCDS DD  DSN=CAI.SMFDIR.SCDS,                       <-- EDIT

//         DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(4096,(400)),VOL=SER=??????,         <-- EDIT

//         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=4096,BLKSIZE=4096,DSORG=DA)

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSXDIAG DD SYSOUT=*

/*

//

Backing Up the SCDS
Because the SCDS file contains the index to the SMF data in your history files, back up this file often, preferably once a
day. This way, if a problem arises in this file, you are able to restore the SCDS with a minimal loss of information.

Illustrated is a sample JCL member CASFBKUP:

//CASFBKUP JOB (ACCTINFO),PGMR,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A

//*

//*THIS SAMPLE JCL PERFORMS A BACKUP OF CA SMF Director

//*CONTROL DATA SET (SCDS).

//*

//*NOTE: EDIT AS PER INSTALLATION STANDARDS

//*

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=SMFD,REGION=0M,PARM=BACKUP

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CASFLOAD

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
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//SYSXDIAG DD SYSOUT=*

//SCDS     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.SMFDIR.SCDS

//SCDSBACK DD DSN=CAI.SMFDIR,SCDSBKUP(+1),UNIT=CART,

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE)

/*

//

NOTE
SCDS backup data set is sequential and can reside on tape or disk. However, it must be backed up by the
SMFD program rather than by other file copy utilities.

This example of the audit trail report that is produced by executing the CASFBKUP sample JCL:

CA                            AUDIT TRAIL REPORT          SMFD  PAGE   1

CA SMF Director r12 SPn                       SYSA  22 DEC yyyy 17:52:19

CAF0503I SCDS BACKUP COMPLETE, 24 BLOCKS COPIED:

CAF0504I 3 CNFC RECORDS

CAF0504I 1 CNFA BLOCK

CAF0504I 1 CNFN BLOCK

CAF0504I 1 CTLR BLOCK

CAF0504I 123 DPIX RECORDS

CAF0504I 1734 DSIR BLOCKS

CAF0504I 536 FREE BLOCKS

CAF0504I 1 FSPR RECORD

CAF0504I 24 TOTAL BACKUP FILE RECORDS

CAF2900I RUN COMPLETE

WARNING

If there is an error in CASFBKUP, the true ABEND might not be immediately apparent. Examine the job output to
see if there are any system messages or SMF Director messages that might offer more insight. If the error is not
readily apparent, rerun the job with the PARM set to PARM='NOSTAE,BACKUP'.

Restoring the SCDS
The CASFRSTR sample JCL restores The SCDS whenever needed.

During the restore process, the SMFD program takes the information that is contained in the Backup data set, previously
created by SMFD, to rebuild the SCDS.

When the SCDS is restored, the SMFD program resets all pointers to active history tapes. This prevents the possibility of
a subsequent dump overlaying a history file that is produced after a backup from which a restore was performed. For this
reason, the next SMF dump for each configuration starts as file one on a new volume. (If this procedure releases a tape
with only one or two files on it, delete the index entries and then use the CASFDMP4 sample JCL to redump them to a
new history tape and make the old tape available for reuse.)

If index entries are missing in the restored file, you can recreate them after CASFRSTR has run. See ADDX command.

A sample of the JCL needed to restore the SCDS follows:

//CASFRSTR JOB (ACCTINFO),PGMR,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A

//*

//* THIS SAMPLE JCL CLEARS THE CURRENT CA SMF Director
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//* CONTROL DATA SET (SCDS) AND RESTORES ITS CONTENTS

//* FROM A BACKUP DATA SET.

//*

//* NOTE: EDIT AS PER INSTALLATION STANDARDS

//*

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEBGENER,REGION=248K

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD DUMMY,DCB=CAI.SMFDIR.SCDS

//SYSUT2   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.SMFDIR.SCDS

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//*

//STEP2    EXEC PGM=SMFD,REGION=4096K,PARM=RESTORE

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CASFLOAD

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSXDIAG DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//SCDS     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.SMFDIR.SCDS

//SCDSBACK DD DSN=CAI.SMFDIR.SCDSBKUP(),DISP=OLD

//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE) 

//SORTWK02 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE) 

//SORTWK03 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE)

/*

//

When you restore to an existing SCDS file, the operator receives a message indicating that a restore has been requested.
Advise the operator to respond either:

• RESTORE to overlay the old SCDS and initialize a new one, or
• BYPASS to deny the request.

WARNING
CASFRSTR ABENDs may not be recognized because normal ABEND notification may not be given. Unless
job output is examined, problems would not be apparent. To resolve this problem, change the EXEC PARM in
CASFRSTR to PARM='NOSTAE,RESTORE'.

Restoring the SMF Index Entries
When restoring the SCDS file, take great care to restore its index data entries correctly. If any entries were updated after
the backup was taken, apply them to the restored SCDS file manually, using the ADDX command. If you fail to do so, it is
not possible to retrieve the SMF records that correspond to the missing index entries automatically.

To maintain the SCDS file, you should:

1. Back up the SCDS following the procedure that is described in the section titled Backing Up the SCDS.
2. Retain the output listings of the SMF dumps, especially those since the last backup of the SCDS file, because they

contain the name of the index entries and all the data that is necessary to rebuild the index.
3. Restore the SCDS using the CASFRSTR sample JCL member that is described on the previous page.
4. Execute program SMFD using the LISTH command to see which entries are missing.
5. Use the output listings to determine which indexes are missing; then build an ADDX statement for each one. See

SMFD Control Statement Reference.
6. Execute program SMFD using the ADDX command to add the missing indexes manually.
7. Execute program SMFD using the LISTH command to verify that all index entries are present.

An example of the output from a SMF Director Restore Run follows.
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CA                               AUDIT TRAIL REPORT    SMFD      PAGE   1

CA SMF Director r12 SPn                       SYSA   22 DEC yyyy 16:52:45

CAF5I 24 SCDS BLOCKS FORMATTED

CAF525I 16:52:45 SCDS RESTORE FROM BACKUP FILE OF 12/22/yyyy 16:37:38 IN PROGRESS

CAF54I 15 CNFC RECORDS

CAF54I 15 CNFA RECORDS

CAF54I 1 CNFN BLOCK

CAF54I 1 CTLR BLOCK

CAF54I 369 DPIX RECORDS

CAF54I 1516 DSIR BLOCKS

CAF54I 95 FREE BLOCKS

CAF54I 9 FSPR RECORDS

CAF54I 2516 TOTAL BACKUP FILE RECORDS

CAF511I 17:12:29 SCDS RESTORE COMPLETE, 536 BLOCKS AVAILABLE

CAF29I RUN COMPLETE

WARNING
Do not dump SMF data using a restored file until after you have updated and verified the indexes. If the SMF
threatens to overflow the MANn files, dump it using the IBM dump program. See Alternative MAN File SMF
Dump Procedure. Then place that data under SMF Director control by the SOURCE and DUMP commands
using sample JCL CASFDMP4, or ADDX commands using sample JCL CASFCTL1.

Closing Out History Tapes
On occasion, it may be necessary to terminate the use of a history tape before it is full. This is especially true if you have
determined that the history tape is faulty. The procedure that is described in this section must also be performed if you are
switching from tape to DASD history files.

To force SMF Director to call for a new volume for the next SMF dump, simply use the TAPEINIT function specifying the
SID of the configuration and possibly logstream with the bad history tape. If the tape involved belongs to the alternate
pool, be sure that you specify the appropriate keyword.

Example: Audit trail resulting from execution of the TAPEINIT command follows:

CA                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT       SMFD     PAGE  1

CA SMF Director r12 SPn                         SYSA  22 DEC yyyy 12:37:35

TAPEINIT SID(XE44) ALTERNATE.

TAPEINIT SID(XE44) PRIMARY.

CAF81I PRIMARY POOL VOLUME 21731 FOR SID( XE44 ) MARKED COMPLETE, NEW TAPE ASSIGNED

CAF291I RUN COMPLETE, HIGHEST CONDITION CODE WAS 0
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Enlarging the SCDS
To make the SCDS larger, you can use the provided sample JCL member CASFNLRG. The steps that are executed in
CASFNLRG are:

1. Back up the current SCDS file to a backup sequential data set.
2. Rename the current SCDS file.
3. Restore the backup data set into a new, larger SCDS.
4. Delete the old SCDS file.

An illustration of the JCL provided in sample member CASFNLRG follows:

//CASFNLRG JOB (ACCTINFO),PGMR,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A

//*

//* THIS SAMPLE JCL INCREASES THE SIZE OF THE EXISTING

//* CA SMF Director CONTROL DATA SET (SCDS)

//*

//* NOTE: EDIT AS PER INSTALLATION STANDARDS

//*

//* REFERENCE: SEE 'CALCULATING SCDS SPACE REQUIREMENTS' in Installing

//*

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IDCAMS,REGION=248K

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD   *

/*                                                     */

/* RENAME THE CURRENT SCDS DATA SET                    */

/*                                                     */

ALTER CAI.SMFDIR.SCDS -

  NEWNAME(CAI.SMFDIR.SCDS.TEMP)

/*

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=SMFD,REGION=248K,PARM=BACKUP,

//      COND=(,NE,STEP1)

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CASFLOAD

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSXDIAG DD SYSOUT=*

//SCDS     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.SMFDIR.SCDS.TEMP

//SCDSBACK DD DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=SYSDA,

//            SPACE=(4096,(4,25),RLSE),

//            DSN=CAI.SMFDIR.SCDSBKUP

//*

//STEP3 EXEC PGM=SMFD,REGION=4096K,PARM=RESTORE,

//      COND=((,NE,STEP1),(,NE,STEP2))

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CASFLOAD

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSXDIAG DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE)

//SORTWK02 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE)

//SORTWK03 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE)

//SCDSBACK DD DSN=.STEP2.SCDSBACK,DISP=OLD

//SCDS     DD DSN=CAI.SMFDIR.SCDS.NEW,                <-- EDIT

//            DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=????,                <-- EDIT

//            SPACE=(4096,(45)),VOL=SER=??????,       <-- EDIT
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//            DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=4096,BLKSIZE=4096,DSORG=DA),

//*

//STEP4 EXEC PGM=IDCAMS,REGION=248K,

// COND=((,NE,STEP1),(,NE,STEP2),(,NE,STEP3))

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD

/*                                                     */

/* RENAME THE NEW SCDS TO PRODUCTION SCDS AND SCRATCH  */

/* OLDER SCDS.                                         */

/*                                                     */

ALTER CAI.SMFDIR.SCDS.NEW -

NEWNAME(CAI.SMFDIR.SCDS)

IF LASTCC LE 4 THEN DO

DELETE (CAI.SMFDIR.SCDS.TEMP)

END

/*

//

If the SCDS enlargement must be done quickly, then PARM=MIRROR can be used to enlarge the SCDS.
This JCL performs "RESTORE in Place" in that none of the blocks are moved and there is no reorganization of the SCDS.
 Free blocks are added to the end of the SCDS.

Calculating SCDS Space Requirements
We recommend that you monitor, from time to time, the number of free records within the SCDS. Each time a backup of
the SCDS is run (see CASFBKUP), you get an audit trail report indicating the number of free blocks remaining. For more
information, see Backing Up the SCDS.

If the free block value drops below 5 free blocks, SMF Director begins issuing warning messages whenever the SCDS is
accessed. When less than 3 free blocks are present, this product terminates dump processing. Therefore, we recommend
that you maintain a comfortable margin of free blocks.

In calculating the size of the SCDS file, it is helpful to understand the factors that affect its size:

• The number of systems (SMF IDs) for which SMF history and inventory information
• If recording SMF data to logstreams, the number of logstreams that each system is using for SMF recording.
• The number of history data sets
• The number of magnetic tape volume serials to be defined for use by this product, and how long the SMF data is kept.

The SCDS consists of 4096-byte blocks with a minimum of at least 6 blocks that are needed for use by SMF Director.
One and a half blocks are required for every 7 system configurations defined. If specific magnetic tape volumes are to
be used by SMF Director, one block can contain 135 volume serials. These volumes are predefined to this product using
the DUMPTAPES Control Statement (see Using.) If no volumes are defined, SMF Director requests a scratch tape (non-
specific tape request) when a magnetic tape volume is needed.

The number of history data sets depends upon how frequently SMF dumps occur. Up to 30 data sets can be described
per block, with one block that is required for every different year of SMF data retained.

The following formula can be used to calculate the number of blocks that are needed for the SCDS file:

  n1 = (c/4)

+ n2 = (v/135)

+ n3 = (((d * 365)/30)* y)* c

+ n4 = (cl * l) + (cs * (l + s)/4)

+ y
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+ 6

________________________

z   Total number of SCDS blocks (note: round up fractional numbers)

Where:

c
Number of different systems for which SMF data is retained.

v
Number of specific magnetic tape volumes to be defined.

d
Average number of SMF dump requests per day.

y
Number of years for which SMF data is kept.

cl
Number of systems that are recording SMF data to logstreams.

l
Maximum number of logstreams that any system is using to record SMF data.

cs
Number of systems that are using any streams (logstreams or substreams).

s
Maximum number of substreams that any system use.

Example:

    1 = (3/4)                         Three systems (remember to always round up)

+   0 = (0/135)                       No dedicated tapes (using DASD or SCRATCH)

+ 365 = (((2 * 365/30) * 5) * 3       Two dumps a day per system for 5 years

+   4 = (1 * 2) + (2 * (2 + 2)/4)     Three systems: one with 2 logstreams,

                                                     one with 2 substreams

+   5                                 Five years of SMF data

+   6                                 Six management blocks

______________________________________________________________________________

381                                   Total blocks needed

Alternative MAN File SMF Dump Procedure
If, for some reason, SMF Director is unable to dump the SMF, use the IBM SMF Dump Program (IFASMFDP). The IBM
System Management Facilities (SMF) Manual provides detailed procedures on the use of IFASMFDP.

Later, after the problem has been resolved, you can place the dumped data under SMF Director control. Two methods are
available to do this follows:

1. Run a batch job to execute program SMFD to place the SMF data into history files and the index entries into the SCDS
For more information, see Customizing SMF Director.

2. Run the SMFD program with ADDX commands to add only index entries to the SCDS for the volumes containing the
IBM utility's dumped SMF data.
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Correcting the SCDS File
The SMFIGADX program helps you delete or add index entries within the SCDS file. This is a stand-alone program that
converts the output from the LISTH command to DELETEX or ADDX control statements.

The SMFIGADX program can be used to keep the SCDS file to a manageable size by generating DELETEX control
statements to remove old SMF data inventory information that has expired or no longer exists. See the AUTODEL
keyword of the OPTIONS control statement in SMFD Control Statement Reference.

Another possible use of SMFIGADX is to generate ADDX control statements to consolidate several SCDS files into one,
or to move index entries to a different (logstream or MAN file) index.

The PARM operand, on the EXEC JCL statement that is used to invoke SMFIGADX, indicates which type of statements
to generate:

• To generate DELETEX statements, use PARM=DELETEX.
• To generate ADDX statements, use PARM=ADDX.

The SIDs, indexes, and timespan for which the statements are generated are controlled by the operands of the LISTH
statement that is used to generate the input for SMFIGADX.

If the output of SMFIGADX is placed into a permanent data set, it can be edited manually, then input to SMFD in a later
JOB after modification. This technique gives you maximum control over the SCDS maintenance process.

Sample JCL member CASFSUTL is provided to demonstrate how SMFIGADX is used to build control statements.
DDNAME SYSIN is the input data set created from the SYSPRINT output of the LISTH control statement. The SYSPRINT
DDNAME designates the output data set in which the control statements are placed.

//CASFSUTL JOB (ACCTINFO),PGMR,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A

//*

//* THIS SAMPLE JCL ILLUSTRATES HOW TO USE THE SMFIGADX

//* CA SMF Director TO GENERATE CONTROL STATEMENTS

//*

//* NOTES:

//* (1) CHANGE DEFAULTS AS PER THE INSTALLATION WORKSHEET

//* (2) SYSPRINT FROM STEP1 WILL BE INPUT TO STEP2

//* (3) STEP2 WILL CREATE 'DELETEX' CA SMF Director CONTROL STATEMENTS

//*     IN A SEQUENTIAL DATA SET. THESE CONTROL STATEMENTS CAN BE

//*     EDITED MANUALLY, THEN INPUT TO SMFD, IN A LATER JOB, AFTER

//*     MODIFICATION.

//*

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=SMFD,PARM=READ

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CASFLOAD                            <-- EDIT

//SCDS     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.JSMF.SCDS                       <-- EDIT

//SYSPRINT DD DISP=(NEW,PASS),DSN=&&LISTING,

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(266,(16,8),RLSE),

//            DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=266)

//SYSXDIAG DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD

LISTH ALL.

/*

//STEP2    EXEC PGM=SMFIGADX,PARM='DELETEX'

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CASFLOAD                          <-- EDIT

//SYSIN    DD   DSN=&&LISTING,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYSPRINT DD   DSN=USER.DELETEX.OUTPUT,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),      <-- EDIT
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//              UNIT=3390,VOL=SER=VVVVVV,                      <-- EDIT

//              SPACE=(266,(16,8),RLSE)

/*

//

To recover the SCDS file if corrupted, use the SMF Director backup and restore facilities.

Generating COMPILE Statements from an existing SCDS File
SMFIGCMB is a batch utility program that creates a complete set of compile (OPTIONS, DUMPOPTIONS, and
STREAMOPTIONS) statements representing the SCDS specified as input. These generated statements can be used
to create an SCDS with the same values as the original SCDS used as input to SMFIGCMP. The statements that
are generated cannot replicate exactly the original statements that are used to create the input SCDS. Instead these
statements generate an SCDS with the same option values. The file that is created by SMFIGCMP has an LRECL of 80
bytes and does not contain sequence numbers in columns 73-80.

NOTE
If the SDPASSWORD parameter was specified on the OPTIONS statement when the current configurations
were compiled, it is not generated in the output file. The Service Desk password must be obtained and entered
manually before recompiling the generated configuration.

Sample JCL member CASFGCMB is provided to demonstrate how the SMFIGCMB utility is used to generate compile
statements from an existing SCDS. The SCDS DDNAME designates the SCDS file to be used as input. The CAISFGC
DDNAME designates the output data set in which the control statements are placed.

//CASFGCMB JOB (ACCTINFO),PGMR,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A

//*

//* THIS SAMPLE JCL ILLUSTRATES HOW TO USE THE SMFIGCMB

//* UTILITY TO GENERATE SCDS COMPILE STATEMENTS

//*

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=SMFIGCMB,REGION=0M

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CASFLOAD        <-- EDIT

//SCDS     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CASMF.SCDS      <-- EDIT

//SYSPRINT DD *

//SYSXDIAG DD SYSOUT=*

//CAISFGC  DD DSN=USER.COMPILE.STATEMENT.OUTPUT,               <-- EDIT

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG),                                        

//            UNIT=3390,VOL=SER=VVVVVV,                        <-- EDIT

//            SPACE=(TRK,10)                                           

Troubleshooting
The following flowchart provides a summary of the procedures you should follow if you have a problem with a Broadcom
product. These procedures are detailed on the following pages.
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Problem Resolution
Before you contact Broadcom Support, attempt to resolve the problem using the following steps.

Verifying the Problem

Examine the procedure that you used and compare it to the documented procedure for performing the required activity.

If you find no discrepancies between your procedures and the documented procedures, repeat the activity under
conditions similar to those that existed when the problem first appeared. If you no longer get unsatisfactory results, an
inadvertent error may have caused the problem.

If the same error occurs when you repeat a given activity, and you can find nothing in the documentation to suggest that
your procedure is flawed, check with others at your site to determine if they have had the same or similar problem and
how they handled it.
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Collecting Diagnostic Data

The following information is helpful in diagnosing problems that might occur:

• Short description of the problem
• Control statements that are used to activate your product
• JCL used to install or activate your product
• Relevant system log or console listings
• Relevant system dumps or product dumps
• List of IBM or third-party products that might be involved
• Manufacturer, model number, and capacity of your hardware
• Numbers and text of IBM or Broadcom error messages that are associated with the problem
• Names of panels where the problem occurs
• Listings of all fixes that are applied to all relevant software, including:

– The dates fixes were applied
– Fix numbers
– Names of components to which fixes were applied

In this table, use the left column to categorize the problem that your site has encountered. Then, follow the instructions in
the corresponding right column to generate useful diagnostic data.

Type of Problem Procedure

SMP error message See IBM's System Modification Program Extended Messages
and Codes and review the listing for all messages. Save all SMP
output.

Installation with SAMPJCL members See Installing steps and all installation PDCs. Save all output.

SMFD not link edited correctly, or not selected on APPLY install
step

The APPLY step must have the following APPLY select statement:
APPLY SELECT (CSFC000)
Save all SMP output.

Broadcom error message Review message in CAF Messages. Before you rerun the SMFD
program, verify that the JCL contains the SYSXDIAG SYSOUT
DD statement and the SYSMDUMP DD statement. Save output
from SYSXDIAG, SYSPRINT, JES job, and messages log.

SMFD program abend Review the audit trail for error messages. See CAF Messages to
determine if the problem can be resolved. If not, save output from
SYSXDIAG, SYSMDUMP, SYSPRINT DD statements, and the
JES job and messages log.
Note: For the last two problems that are listed in this table, back
up the SCDS file at the time of the error.

Interpreting Diagnostic Data

When you have collected the specified diagnostic data, write down your answers to the following questions.

• What was the sequence of events before the error condition?
• What circumstances existed when the problem occurred and what action did you take?
• Has this situation occurred before? What was different then?
• Did the problem occur after a particular PTF was applied or after a new release of the software was installed?
• Have you recently installed a new release of the operating system?
• Has the hardware configuration (tape drives, disk drives, and so forth) changed?

From your response to these questions and the diagnostic data, try to identify the cause and resolve the problem.
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If you determine that the problem is a result of an error in a Broadcom product, you can use the Broadcom online support
system to see if a fix (APAR or PTF) or other solution to your problem has been published. Otherwise, call Broadcom
Support.

Accessing the Online Support System
Broadcom has an online product support and service system available on the Internet. Click Broadcom Support. The
following information is included in the support site:

• Knowledge Base
• Solution downloads
• Technical Support issue management
• License key downloads
• Virus signature downloads
• Product downloads
• Product documentation downloads
• Newsgroup open forums
• E-News newsletters

Requirements for Using Broadcom Support Online
For full access to all the services related to your licensed products, log in. Many areas on the website require that you
register as a Broadcom Support Online user. You can enroll on the site.

Licensing
Many Broadcom products use license keys or authorization codes to validate your hardware configuration. If you need
assistance obtaining a license key or authorization code, click the Licensing link on Broadcom Support.

Contact Technical Support
For online technical assistance and a complete list of locations, primary service hours, and telephone numbers, contact
Broadcom Support.

NOTE
Only your local Broadcom Support Center can provide native language assistance. Use English when contacting
any North American center.

If you are unable to resolve the problem, have the following information ready before contacting Technical Support:

• All the diagnostic information that is described under "Collecting Diagnostic Data."
• Product name, release number, operating system, and genlevel
• Product name and release number of any other software you suspect is involved.
• Release/version level and PUTLEVEL of the operating system.
• Your name, telephone number, and extension (if any)
• Your company name
• Your site ID
• Severity code. This code is a number (from 1 to 4) that you assign to the problem. Use the following information to

determine the severity of the problem:

1
"System down" or inoperative condition
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2
Suspected high-impact condition that is associated with the product

3
Question concerning product performance or an intermittent low-impact condition that is associated with the product.

4
Question concerning general product utilization or implementation.

Product Releases and Maintenance
Customers are requested to operate only under currently supported releases of the product.

Customers with current maintenance agreements also receive ongoing product maintenance. When a new release of the
system is available, a notice is sent to all current customers.

Requesting Enhancements
Broadcom welcomes your suggestions for product enhancements. All suggestions are considered and acknowledged.
Contact your account manager.
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Using

SMF Director is a cost-effective tool for tracking and maintaining IBM Systems Management Facilities (SMF) data in a
z/OS environment. Manual SMF data management can lead to the loss of valuable SMF records. Failing to dump and
clear SMF SYS.MANx files or SMF logstreams can degrade overall system performance and in some cases can halt your
operating system. Use SMF Director to automate the SMF data management process and reduce the likelihood of errors
when copying, recording, and protecting SMF data.

Features
This section includes descriptions of the SMF Director feature set.

Automatic Copying or Unloading of SMF Data from Logstreams
This product can automatically be configured to copy SMF data from logstreams that SMF uses to record data. The
history files that are created are identical to those files created when SMF data is recorded to and dumped from MAN files.

Unlike MAN file dumping, where IFASMFDP is replaced, SMF Director uses the IBM logstream dumping utility,
IFASMFDL, to access the data from the logstream for dumping. This utility is controlled by a driver program and three user
exits that are provided.

Data is copied from SMF logstreams but not cleared from the logstreams by default. The default method uses standard
logstream management techniques to have the data that is deleted from the logstreams after it has reached a certain
age. We recommend using this technique for managing logstream SMF Data, as it reduces the overhead in archiving the
data to the history files. If there is a need to delete the data from the logstreams, this product can be set up to issue the
ARCHIVE directive to IFASMFDL. This directive tells IFASMFDL to delete the copied SMF data following a successful
dump of the SMF data.

Automatic Unloading of SMF Data from SYSx.MANx Files
This product can automatically be customized to unload (dump and clear) the SMF records from switched or full
SYSx.MANx files to history files. The product determines which data set to unload by inspecting the System Control
Blocks and the actual SYSx.MANx files.

The history files can reside on DASD devices, magnetic tape volumes, or on Optical Library CDs.

SMF Director can honor explicit dump requests, and can replace the need to use the IBM SMF dump program IFASMFDP.

Integrating with Other Products
This product was primarily designed to manage the storing of SMF data for long-term use on magnetic tape or DASD.
Also, it can be used with Storage Management products such as ASM2 or IBM's DFSMS. This procedure is accomplished
by using storage devices under management of the Storage Management product for the SMF history files. If this
procedure is done, the maintaining of the SMF data for long-term use becomes the responsibility of the Storage
Management product. For example, the primary pool can use DASD or optical disk storage devices that are managed
by DFSMS. Storage management attributes defined to DFSMS for the SMF history files determine when these data
sets are archived, backed up to another medium, or scratched. Long-term storage of the SMF data is dependent upon
the Management Class attributes in DFSMS, and not on the retention period or expiration date values defined to SMF
Director.

This product can be used with other performance management and resource accounting products such as JARS or MICS.
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Maintaining Inventory of SMF Records by Date, Time, and Volume Serial
Upon successful completion of the dump process, SMF Director tracks the date and time of the SMF records placed on
a history file, the volume serial of the device where the history data set resides, with the date and time when the dump
process was performed. This eliminates the need for manual recording/tracking of data sets containing SMF records.
Optionally an entry for a history file can also be added to the Operating Systems Catalog.

If expiration dates/retention periods are desired for the history files, this product can be customized to delete automatically
any entries referring to the expired history data set, and optionally uncatalog the data set from the system catalog.

Online Query Interface
SMF Director provides an ISPF interface to the SMF Director Control Data Set, SCDS, that lets you view most of the
information in the SCDS. See, Online Interface.

Optionally Segregating SMF Data by Day onto a Single Tape Volume
The DAYSTACK feature forces SMF Director to request a new tape volume when the end of the day is reached during a
dump. The end of the day (and start of the next day) is defined by the SDAY option.

The DAYSTACK feature also determines whether a new dump goes on a new tape or on the same tape that is used in the
previous dump. A new tape is used if the timestamp of the first record in the dump is after the SDAY boundary of the last
record on the old tape.

Optional Segregation of SMF Records
With SMF Director, it is possible to break up your SMF MAN file records into several historical archives named
substreams. These substreams can be set up with different retention periods, archival methods, and other properties. This
way, records can be kept for different lengths of time or on different media that are based on their record types.

Extract and Print SMF Records by Date and Time
Because SMF Director maintains a catalog of the SMF records and history files, you can extract and print SMF records by
date, time and/or record type without regard to what file or device contains the desired SMF records. This product can be
dynamically customized to allocate the desired history file data sets to perform the requests.

It is also possible to copy all or any part of the SMF data to one or more data sets for analysis and further processing,
depending upon SMF ID, time period, and record type.

Protecting Data Sets Containing SMF Records
Various control keywords are provided in SMF Director allowing the specification of the retention period or expiration date
of a history file. Permanent retention of history files is also provided if desired by specifying a never-expire expiration date
such as 99.366. Because the history files are created with an expiration date, it minimizes the possibility of destroying a
history file containing SMF records.

Providing Automatic Duplexing and Multiplexing of SMF Records
SMF Director can automatically create a duplicate copy of a history file during the dump/unload process.

In addition to duplexing, SMF Director can also be directed to write a portion of the SMF records being dumped to other
output files. These records can then be processed immediately, without an intervening step to extract them from the
history files that were recently dumped.
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Data management information is also provided for the additional output files, called split files, in the form of an index,
called the split file index. The index itself is managed and used, but a copy of it can be produced by SMF Director for use
by other applications, if needed.

Providing Automatic Magnetic Tape Management
If the use of magnetic tape volumes is desired for SMF history files, SMF Director automatically determines which tape
is eligible for use by the dump/unload process. This product can be customized to request non-specific tape volumes
(scratch tapes) or specific tape volumes. A specific "pool" of volume serials can be defined to SMF Director from which it
chooses a tape volume for the mount request. After one of these volumes expires (if allowed), it is set to be reused.

NOTE
A specific pool of tapes is not allowed for substream or logstream archives.

Regardless of whether SMF Director requests specific or non-specific tape volumes, this product fills up the tape volume
as much as possible with multiple files, ensuring full use of a tape volume.

SMF Director can be easily integrated to be used with CA 1, TLMS, Vtape, or any other tape management facility.

Providing SMF Record Verification
SMF Director checks the standard SMF record header information for validity, according to the definition contained in
the IBM System Management Facilities Manual. Any records not meeting the proper requirements are printed for further
investigation.

As part of its verification, this product checks to ensure that all records in a particular MAN file contain the same SMF ID. If
the dump process encounters SMF records containing more than one SID, it issues this error message: CAF1232E SMF
DATA FROM MULTIPLE SYSTEMS WAS DETECTED. This procedure then aborts the dump.

Program Operation
The SMFD program is at the heart of SMF Director. As the system's intelligent dispatcher, it tests for selection criteria
and calls the individual modules that actually perform the tasks of dumping the SMF data, taking inventory of data, and
executing selective processing requests.

When the dump processing begins, SMF Director allocates the history files:

• Based on default allocation parameters
• Defined in the SCDS
• And parameters that are coded in the history DD statements, if present.

If this program writes to tape, it calls for the volume that was last written to the dump. It then copies the SMF data set to a
history file and updates its history index in the SCDS. If the SMF data is recorded to a SYSx.MANx file or the ARCHIVE
method of logstream dumping is being used, then the data is erased from the container once it has been successfully
copied and indexed.

The SCDS is a DASD data set that contains all the index entries for dumped SMF files, including cross-references to their
location. This product uses tapes until they are filled. A history tape may contain the contents of several SMF dumps. With
these index entries, you can access specific records for extraction and printing.

Once the DUMP process is complete, you can access the SMF records for extraction or printing by:

• Date and time
• SYSID
• Record type
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SMF Director locates the index entry that satisfies the EXTRACT or PRINT request, and allocates the corresponding
history file. The history file is read copying the SMF records to the specified output location.

If SMF logstream recording is being used with z/OS 1.9 or above, SMF Director also provides an interface program for
dumping, SMFDLS. This program interfaces with the IBM Utility IFASMFDL through user exits and then activate SMF
Director dynamically to manage the data being dumped to the history files.

Customizing SMF Director
Before you customize SMF Director, plan the following tasks:

• How often SMF data is unloaded from SYSx.MANx files or from SMF logstreams.
• Where the SMF data is kept (DASD or TAPE)
• How long the SMF data is kept.
• What the naming convention is for the SMF data.
• Whether a duplicate copy of the SMF data is to be maintained, and for how long (duplexing).

Setting up the Files
Configuration information is stored on a direct-access data set known as the SCDS file (SMF Director Control Data Set).
This file is also the repository for the inventory of SMF data and the optional pool of magnetic tape volumes to be used by
this product. For further details on how to define a configuration, see Customization Considerations.

 

Primary Pool
The primary pool is the main repository for the SMF records. Files that are created in the primary pool can reside on
magnetic tape or DASD. If DASD is used, you may use DFHSM or another Storage Management product such as ASM2
to manage the data sets within this pool, allowing archival to tape after a predetermined time period. When an extract or
print request is issued, DFHSM restores the data set to its original DASD volume, allowing the request to be satisfied.

For more information about a tape pool of volume-specific tapes, see the DUMPTAPES control statement. For more
information about a tape pool of non-specific tapes, see the SCRATCH operand on the OPTIONS, DUMPOPTIONS,
and STREAMOPTIONS control statements.  If the SMF data is being recorded to logstreams or is being archived in a
substream, then the SCRATCH operand is required, and the tapes in the tape pool managed by the DUMPTAPES control
statement will be ignored.

Alternate Pool
The alternate pool is used when duplexing is specified. SMF Director keeps a second entry for this history file that is
created on the SCDS for this pool. You can specify whether this product is to extract or print SMF records using the
primary or the alternate copy of the history file containing the desired SMF records. Files that are created in the alternate
pool can reside on magnetic tape or DASD.

NOTE
We recommend that you use duplexing to ensure that data is preserved in case something happens to the
primary pool.

Configuring SMF Director
You customize SMF Director by defining configuration options. These customized configuration options are maintained in
the SCDS. Three levels of granularity are available when configuring this product:
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Complex-wide configuration optionsThese options define specifications to SMF Director, regardless of the z/OS
system within the computing complex on which it executes. These options are specified on the OPTIONS control
statement.

System configuration optionsThese options control how this product creates and maintains the SMF history files. Every
system that generates SMF data that this product manages must also be defined to this product. Options that are specific
to a particular system are specified on the DUMPOPTIONS control statement.

Stream configuration optionsThese options allow overrides for a particular stream of SMF records, whether they come
from an SMF logstream or from a SMF Director substream. With this level, records can be managed more effectively
based on business needs. Options that are specific to only one stream are specified on the STREAMOPTIONS control
statement.

The DUMPOPTIONS control statement is used to indicate which logstreams or substreams are to have their data
that is managed by SMF Director. The other operands on the DUMPOPTIONS statement set the default SMF record
management parameters for the specific system. The STREAMOPTIONS statement can be used to override most of the
DUMPOPTIONS as needed for a specific stream that is being used by a system for SMF records.

Granular Options
SMF Director lets you manage SMF records based on business needs. You can retain records for varying timeframes,
according to these factors:

• Originating system
• Log stream (if applicable)
• Record type

You can manage the following retention attributes at any level (complex, system, and stream):

• Whether to duplex the archive
• Whether to catalog the history files in the archive
• The retention period or expiration date of the history files (if any)
• The data set prefix of the history files in the archive
• The tape recording technique for history files that are written to tape
• Whether to force the end of volume if the date changes in the SMF records
• The time when a new day starts
• The unit or SMS storage class where you allocate history files
• The maximum number of files to write to a single tape volume

The following options are available on both a system basis and a complex-wide basis:

• Whether SMF Director uses scratch tapes for tape history files. (Using scratch tapes is required for any systems with
log stream or substream archives.)

• Whether SMF Director dynamically allocates history files. (Dynamic allocation is required for any systems with log
stream or substream archives.)

Complex-Wide Configuration Options
On the OPTIONS control statement you can specify:

• A site name for your complex or the maximum number of lines per page for SMF Director SYSOUT, or both.
• (Optional) This product can be set up to open requests in Service Desk Manager in the unlikely event of an error

during the dump process.
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System Configuration Options
SMF Director requires that each z/OS system that generates SMF data be defined. Specify a comment describing each
system with the options that control the creation of SMF history files. For example, naming all the logstreams if SMF is
recording data to logstreams, or naming all the substreams if data is going to be archived in separate streams on a single
system.

History File Allocation Considerations
A history file can be associated with a MAN file, a logstream, or a substream. This product assigns a unique DD name
to each history file for a given SID. The DD name for a history file that is associated with a MAN file or logstream
is HISTORY1 (primary pool) or HISTORY2 (alternate pool). The DD name for a history file that is associated with a
substream is HISTcc1 (primary) or HISTcc2 (alternate), where "cc" is the stream code for the substream. The stream code
can be found in a listing that is generated by the LISTC command, which is designated by "ID: cc" and located to the right
of the STREAMNAME.

When using SMS-managed DASD for history files, the OPTIONS, DUMPOPTIONS, and STREAMOPTIONS operands
that are associated with SMS construct definitions can influence how this products history files are allocated on SMS-
managed volumes. Issues can arise with DASD history file allocations, depending on how SMS is set up at your data
center.

For DASD history allocations with the DYNAM option in effect, SMF Director preallocates a temporary history file data
set. The parameters for this allocation come from the OPTIONS / DUMPOPTIONS / STREAMOPTIONS settings and
from parameters that may be coded on the //HISTORYn or //HISTccn DD statement. The amount of DASD space that is
allocated is taken from the SPACE parameter.

When SMS constructs are coded in the DD statement, these codes override any PSTORC, PMGMTC, PDATAC,
ASTORC, AMGMTC, and ADATAC operands that were coded in the OPTIONS / DUMPOPTIONS / STREAMOPTIONS
statements. Likewise, when DSNTYPE=LARGE is coded on the history file DD statement, the history file is allocated with
the large format attribute, even when the PDSNLARGE / ADSNLARGE parameter was not coded in the options.

WARNING
The ACS routine trumps any SMS specifications in JCL or elsewhere. Based on the ACS routine, SMS might
not allow an allocation using the classes that are specified in the PSTORC/ASTORC, PDATAC/ADATAC, and
PMGMTC/AMGMTC operands or in SMS construct parameters that are coded in the history file DD statement.
This can result in the allocation of the history file with attributes other than the desired attributes. It can also
result in an allocation error, causing the DUMP process to terminate.

Non-SMS history file allocation can be used:

• Based on the required JCL DD statement that is coded for the //HISTORYn DD
• By using a DYNAM operand and a suitable PDEVN or ADEVN operand value

Defining a Configuration to SMF Director
A SMF Director configuration definition can be produced through the execution of the batch program. The following
example shows how a configuration is defined to this product. See member CASFCTL1 in the CASFJCL library, loaded
during the installation process.

//CASFUTIL JOB ... MSGLEVEL=(1,1),CLASS=A

//STEP1  EXEC PGM=SMFD,REGION=512K

//SCDS    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CORP.SMFD.SCDS

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSXDIAG DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *
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   COMPILE CONFIGURATION STORE.

     OPTIONS AUTODEL DYNAM MAXLINES(56) SDAY(0600).              (2)

      BEGIN CONFIG(050) SID(XAD1) NAME('CORPORATE-NAME').        (1)

           DUMPOPTIONS COPIES(2) CATLG SCRATCH NOVERIFY

             RETPD(730) PREFIX(SYS2.SMFDATA)                     (3)

             ARETPD(90) APREFIX(SYS3.SMFDATA).

      END CONFIG(050).

   COMPILE CONFIGURATION STORE.

      BEGIN CONFIG(052) SID(H001)  NAME('CORP TEXT SYSTEM-1').

           DUMPOPTIONS COPIES(1) CATLG SCRATCH NOVERIFY          (4)

           LSNAME(IFASMF.ACCT IFASMF.RMFDATA IFASMF.TCPIP        (5)

                IFASMF.CICS IFASMF.DB2 IFASMF.OTHER)

           RETPD(90) PREFIX(SYS2.H001.SMFDATA).

      END CONFIG(052).

   COMPILE CONFIGURATION STORE.

      BEGIN CONFIG(053) SID(H002)  NAME('CORP TEXT SYSTEM-2').

           DUMPOPTIONS COPIES(1) CATLG SCRATCH NOVERIFY          (4)

           LSNAME(IFASMF.ACCT IFASMF.RMFDATA IFASMF.TCPIP        (5)

                IFASMF.CICS IFASMF.DB2 IFASMF.OTHER)

           RETPD(90) PREFIX(SYS2.H002.SMFDATA).

      END CONFIG(053).

/*

//

NOTE

1. In this example, configurations for three z/OS systems with the SMF IDs of XAD1, H001, and H002 are
defined.

2. The OPTIONS control statement allows the setting of product options, such as the maximum number of lines
per page, and what time of day is considered to be the beginning of a logical work day.

3. The XAD1 configuration retains history file data sets with the high level qualifiers of 'SYS2.SMFDATA' for 2
years, and 90 days with the high level qualifier of "SYS3.SMFDATA".

4. Since the configurations specify SCRATCH, any available scratch tape volume is used to dump SMF data.
However, once a tape volume is started, future dumps go to that tape volume until it is full, or until the
maximum number of dumps on a single volume is reached.

5. If SMF Director is going to archive and manage SMF data that is being recorded to logstreams, these
logstreams must be named in the LSNAME operand in the DUMPOPTIONS control statement. If a logstream
is being shared between two or more systems, it must be named in all the configurations for all the systems
that are recording data to that logstream.

6. If SMF Director is going to archive and manage SMF data that is being recorded to substreams, these
substreams must be named in the SUBNAME operand in the DUMPOPTIONS control statement.
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Defining Service Desk Support
When defining configurations, SMF Director can be configured to create Service Desk requests in the unlikely event of an
error during the dump process. Events are split into two categories:

High Priority Requests

High priority Service Desk requests are opened when there is a problem that could result in a loss of SMF data if the
dump process does not complete:

Allocation error on history file
SMF Director can dynamically allocate history files where the SMF data is dumped during the dump process. If the file
does not get allocated, the dump process terminates before any data is dumped.

I/O error on history file
If one of the output history files encounters an error while being written to, the dump process terminates before all the data
in the input SMF data set is dumped.

Low Priority Requests

Low priority Service Desk requests are issued if something goes wrong during the Dump Process, but there is no risk of
the loss of SMF data because the history files were written to completion as intended:

• Allocation and deallocation errors on split files
• I/O error on split file
• Error cataloging history file. The data was successfully written to the history file, but the attempt to CATALOG the data

set was unsuccessful. The Service Desk request indicates the catalog operation that is required to catalog the history
file.

• Overlap error in SMF data that is written to history file.

To enable SMF Director to open Service Desk requests, code the SERVICEDESK operand on the OPTIONS statement
when compiling configurations. If the indication is made and an error occurs during the Dump Process, which is defined
as a Service Desk event, SMF Director makes only one attempt to open a Service Desk request. To allow for greater
flexibility in the creation of Service Desk requests, more operands that are provided on the OPTIONS control statement
can indicate which instance of Service Desk is to be used (SDURL), what user ID and password work for that instance
(SDUSERID, SDPASSWORD), and what Service Desk severity levels should be used for high priority and low priority
requests.

In order for the Dump Process to open Service Desk requests successfully, follow these steps:

• The Common Components and Services SOAP Client Service (CAISDI/soap) address space must be installed and
configured. For information about configuring the SOAP Client Service, see the Common Components and Services
documentation.

• Service Desk must be installed at your site. See the Service Desk documentation for installation and setup procedures
for Service Desk.

Unloading SMF Data Sets
Once the desired configuration has been defined, this product is ready to manage your SMF data. If you have existing
files that contain SMF records, but were not managed by this product, you can copy the existing data sets to SMF Director
history files. During this process, this product creates an inventory of what data resides on the output history file and
stores it on the SCDS file. You can use CASFJCL target library member CASFDMP4 to perform this function.

The Common Components and Services program CAIRIM is used by SMF Director to enable or disable the automatic
dump feature For more information, see Installing.

SMF Director can be used to unload (dump and clear) the SYSx.MANx z/OS operating system SMF data sets at the
operator's discretion, at specific times by a job scheduling product such as Scheduler, or automatically when an SMF
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data set is switched or becomes full. Procedure CASFDUMP has been provided in the CASFPROC library to perform this
function. It can be modified to meet your site requirements. In addition, the procedure may be modified to indicate one or
more files, named split files, that is written to as indicated by SPLIT control statements. See SPLIT control statement.

CASFJCL target library member CASFDMP1 illustrates how the CASFDUMP procedure can be invoked to start the dump
process using a batch job. An operator can also start the dump process manually by entering the z/OS START command:

S CASFDUMP,ALTDS=DUMMY

In the unlikely event that SMF Director is unable to unload the SMF data from the SYSx.MANx files, the IBM utility
IFASMFDP can be used to dump and clear the SMF data sets, and later the output file that is created by IFASMFDP can
be copied or manually added by SMF Director. For more information, see Placing Existing SMF Data under SMF Director
Control.

Unloading SMF Logstreams
Versions of z/OS from 1.9 and higher can also write SMF data to the system logger logstreams instead of to the traditional
SYSx.MANx files. This change in operation works with SMF Director, and setting up to process logstream data is similar
to setting up for the SYSx.MANx files. The major difference is that the logstream must be provided to the logstream dump
driver program SMFDLS in the input control statements or via the JCL.

If your logstream dumping needs are similar for all SMF logstreams, we recommend that you modify and use the
CASFDUML procedure that has been included in the CASFPROC target library. The procedure can be invoked with a
variable that is the name of the logstream to be processed.

The Common Components and Services program CAIRIM is used by this product to enable or disable the automatic
dump feature. For more details, see Installing. The intercept for IEFU29L can be used if desired, or dumps can be started
regularly using scheduling software such as CA 7.

Samples of control statements and JCL for SMFDLS are provided for setting up dump processes. The following listed
members are available in the target libraries:

Item Name Target Library Description
CASFDUML CASFPROC Automated dumping procedure that is

invoked by this products IEFU29L intercept
if installed. This procedure can also be
started through a system command or
within a batch job.

SMFDDUMP CASFPARM Standard control statements for this
product's dump process.

SMFDIN CASFPARM Standard control statements for this
product's logstream dump interface
program.

SMFLSTBL CASFSRC Sample user exit that can be used to
tailor the commands that are issued to the
system to start the dumping of logstream
data by this product automatically.

Typically, dump time range information is not needed for SMFDLS, which automatically determines where to resume the
dump for a given logstream and SYSID. Once the dump has completed, information is kept to determine where to begin
the next dump.

By default, this product is set up to copy data from the SMF logstreams with the expectation that an installation’s system
logger policies remove records from the logstreams when they are no longer needed. We recommend this method of
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operation as it has more built-in fail-safes and uses less overhead. If you are recording SMF Data from multiple LPARs
within a Sysplex to a single logstream, you must use this method to copy your logstream data.

This product can also be set up to delete records from the logstream once they are copied to history files and indexed.
This procedure is allowed only if the SMF logstream contains SMF data from a single system.

For logstreams that are generating digital signatures for SMF records, the product includes the digital signature records in
the archive automatically. Also, if signature generation is added, modified or eliminated, no changes are necessary to the
configuration of SMF Director. The signature records are dumped and stored in the history files during the dump process.

If SPLIT files are generated during the dump process for SMF records that are being digitally signed, these records are
not written to the SPLIT file by default. The signature records can be written to the SPLIT file if the SIGNATURES operand
is set to YES on the SPLIT statement.

Placing Existing SMF Data under SMF Director Control
This section explains how to place existing SMF data under SMF Director Control.

Placing a Single System Archive under Control
You can place previously dumped SMF data under SMF Director control manually (such as when logging tapes at a
remote site) by using the following JCL and control statements:

//CASFCTL1 JOB (ACCTINFO),PGMR,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A

//*

//* THIS SAMPLE JCL ILLUSTRATES HOW CA SMF Director CONTROL

//* STATEMENTS CAN BE SPECIFIED.

//*

//* NOTE: REFER TO YOUR USER GUIDE

//*       FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT:

//*

//*        . CUSTOMIZING CA SMF Director

//*        . SELECTIVE PROCESSING OF SMF DATA

//*        . COMMAND REFERENCE

//*

//STEP1   EXEC PGM=SMFD,REGION=2048K

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CASFLOAD

//SCDS     DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CORP.SMFD.SCDS

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSXDIAG DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *

*

* -----------------------------------------------------------------

* MANUALLY ADD SMF DATA INDEX INFORMATION TO THE CONTROL DATA SET

* FOR THE FOLLOWING DATA SETS FROM SYSID H002:

* 1. SYS4.SEPT.D093099 - 09/30/yyyy 16:30:58 TO 09/30/yyyy 16:59:58

* 2. SYS4.JUNE.D060100 - 06/01/yyyy 08:00:25 TO 06/02/yyyy 23:58:10

* -----------------------------------------------------------------

*

ADDX SID(H002) LOW(093099 163058) HIGH(093099 165958)

     VOLUME(122318) FILESEQ(1)  DUMPD(060300 013000)

           DSNAME(SYS4.SEPT.D093099) UNIT(3490).

ADDX SID(H002) LOW(060100 080025) HIGH(060200 235810)
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     VOLUME(122316) FILESEQ(1)  DUMPD(060300 013000)

           DSNAME(SYS4.JUNE.D060100) UNIT(3490).

/*

//

CASFJCL target library member CASFCTL1 can be used as a prototype to create the previous job stream. For a complete
description of the ADDX control statement, see SMFD Control Statement Reference.

To put existing SMF data under SMF Director control by copying the SMF records, CASFJCL member CASFDMP4 can be
used as a prototype. The provided job stream that is shown next instructs SMF Director to locate the SMF data in data set
CORP.YR1992.SMFDATA using the ddname SMFDATA, and copy it to the primary history file. During the copy process,
SMF Director automatically creates an index entry in the SCDS for the SMF records copied, thus producing an inventory
of the SMF data.

//CASFDMP4   JOB...

//STEP 1  EXEC  PGM=SMFD,REGION=4096K

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CASFLOAD

//SCDS     DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CORP.SMFD.SCDS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSXDIAG DD   SYSOUT=A

//SMFDATA  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CORP.YR1992.SMFDATA

//SYSIN    DD   *

  SOURCE DUMP(SMFDATA).

  DUMP.

/*

//

See SOURCE and DUMP control statements, for complete descriptions.

Placing a Multiple System Archive under Control
The architecture of the SMF Director historical archive requires that the SMF data be managed by a single SMF ID. For
sites that have archives of SMF data with multiple SMF IDs, separate the data by SMF ID before it can be added to the
SMF Director archive.

The most efficient way to do this is to set up a multiple-step job that reads the archived data with IFASMFDP. IFASMFDP
can then be directed to create one temporary output data set for each SMF ID that you want to migrate. Then, in
subsequent steps, SMF Director can be invoked for each system in the manner that is described here.

As an example, suppose one of your archives contains SMF data from two systems with the SMF IDs SYSP and SYST.
The JCL to migrate this data would look like this:

 //         JOB

 //STEP001  EXEC PGM=IFASMFDP,REGION=0M

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SMFIN    DD   DSN=your.archive.data.set,DISP=SHR

 //SYSPOUT  DD   DSN=&&SYSP,DISP=(NEW,PASS),STORCLAS=TEMP,

 //              SPACE=(CYL,(200,100),RLSE),

 //              DCB=*.SMFIN

   INDD(SMFIN,OPTIONS(DUMP))

   OUTDD(SYSPOUT)

   SID(SYSP)

 /*

 //STEP002  EXEC PGM=SORT,REGION=6M
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 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

 //SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

 //STEPLIB  DD  DSN=SYS1.SORTLIB,DISP=SHR

 //SORTWK01 DD  SPACE=(CYL,(300,50)),UNIT=SYSDA

 //SORTWK02 DD  SPACE=(CYL,(300,50)),UNIT=SYSDA

 //SORTWK03 DD  SPACE=(CYL,(300,50)),UNIT=SYSDA

 //SORTWK04 DD  SPACE=(CYL,(300,50)),UNIT=SYSDA

 //SORTIN  DD  DSN=&&SYSP,DISP=SHR

 //SORTOUT DD  DSN=&&SYSPS,DISP=(NEW,PASS),STORCLAS=TEMP,

 //             DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

 //             SPACE=(CYL,(200,100),RLSE),

 //             DCB=*.SORTIN

 //SYSIN   DD   *

  SORT FIELDS=(11,4,PD,A,7,4,BI,A)

 /*

 //STEP003  EXEC PGM=IFASMFDP,REGION=0M

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SMFIN    DD   DSN=your.archive.data.set,DISP=SHR

 //SYSTOUT  DD   DSN=&&SYST,DISP=(NEW,PASS),STORCLAS=TEMP,

 //              SPACE=(CYL,(200,100),RLSE),

 //              DCB=*.SMFIN

 //SYSIN    DD   *

   INDD(SMFIN,OPTIONS(DUMP))

   OUTDD(SYSTOUT)

   SID(SYST)

 /*

 //STEP004  EXEC PGM=SORT,REGION=6M

 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

 //SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

 //STEPLIB  DD  DSN=SYS1.SORTLIB,DISP=SHR

 //SORTWK01 DD  SPACE=(CYL,(300,50)),UNIT=SYSDA

 //SORTWK02 DD  SPACE=(CYL,(300,50)),UNIT=SYSDA

 //SORTWK03 DD  SPACE=(CYL,(300,50)),UNIT=SYSDA

 //SORTWK04 DD  SPACE=(CYL,(300,50)),UNIT=SYSDA

 //SORTIN  DD  DSN=&&SYST,DISP=SHR

 //SORTOUT DD  DSN=&&SYSTS,DISP=(NEW,PASS),STORCLAS=TEMP,

 //             DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

 //             SPACE=(CYL,(200,100),RLSE),

 //             DCB=*.SORTIN

 //SYSIN   DD   *

   SORT FIELDS=(11,4,PD,A,7,4,BI,A)

 /*

 //*

 //STEP005  EXEC PGM=SMFD,REGION=0M

 //STEPLIB  DD   DSN=CAI.CASFLOAD,DISP=SHR

 //SCDS     DD   DSN=CAI.SMFD.SCDS,DISP=SHR

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSXDIAG DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SMFIN    DD   DSN=&&SYSPS,DISP=SHR

 //SYSIN    DD   *

  SOURCE DUMP(SMFIN).

  DUMP.

 //*
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 //STEP006  EXEC PGM=SMFD,REGION=0M

 //STEPLIB  DD   DSN=CAI.CASFLOAD,DISP=SHR

 //SCDS     DD   DSN=CAI.SMFD.SCDS,DISP=SHR

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSXDIAG DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SMFIN    DD   DSN=&&SYSTS,DISP=SHR

 //SYSIN    DD   *

  SOURCE DUMP(SMFIN).

  DUMP.

 //

This example assumes:

• The history files are being written to tape or to a virtual tape subsystem (VTS).
• The DYNAM option is set so that the history files are allocated dynamically by SMF Director.
• The original recording method for the SMF data was to a MAN file. If the SMF data was originally from a logstream

file, it can be imported and archived with the correct logstream using the LSNAME and SID operands on the SOURCE
statement.

Once the older SMF data archive has been placed under the control of SMF Director, the old archive can be deleted or
migrated offsite. There is no need to keep the original archive.

Attributes of History Files
The SMF files are emptied into standard OS data sets. These files are SMF Director's history data sets, which are
available for selective processing that is extracting and printing.

This product automatically generates the names of these history data sets, because they are created as needed. This
automating naming assures that all collected SMF data is uniquely identified.

You can have a measure of control over the naming of history data sets by specifying a standard prefix or high level
qualifier for them. This control is done with the PREFIX and APREFIX keywords of the OPTIONS, DUMPOPTIONS or
STREAMOPTIONS control statements.

DUMPOPTIONS PREFIX(SYS1.SMFDATA).

The default prefix is SYS1.SMFDATA. The prefix can be single or multilevel, and is initially set during the installation. If no
value is specified for APREFIX, the name that is used is taken from the PREFIX operand that is in use.

For further details regarding the control statement, see SMFD Command Statement Reference.

NOTE
We recommend setting a unique prefix for different configurations.

The structure of a history file data set name is as follows:

• For SYSx.MANx file dumps:

prefix.Mfmmddyy.Thhmmtnn 

• For logstream dumps:

prefix.ijmmddyy.Thhmmtnn 

• For substream dumps:

prefix.ifmmddyy.jhhmmtnn 
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Where:

prefix
Represents the standard data set name prefix that this product automatically supplies whenever it dumps an SMF file.
Default: SYS1.SMFDATA.

M
Represents a SYSx.MANx history file.

f
Represents the suffix for the specific SMF file name (0-9, A-L). A value of 'S' indicates that previously dumped data from
the SYSx.MANx files was manually added to SMF Director control.

mmddyy
Identifies the date that this product dumped the SMF data.

T
Represents the time prefix.

hhmm
Specifies the time the SMF data was dumped (twenty-four-hour clock).

t
Represents the history file pool type where the SMF data is located. Values are:

P
Primary or main history file. (Default.)

A
Alternate (duplex data set)

nn
Represents a sequence number that is set to 01 when dumping SYSx.MANx files, and is set to the seconds when
dumping data from an SMF logstream.  This number is incremented by one each time an EOV occurs for a single dumped
SMF MAN file.

i
Represents the first character of a unique logstream or substream identifier for a history file. The identifiers are generated
when the logstream and substream definitions are added at COMPILE time. These identifiers can also be seen in a LISTC
report or in the ISPF online interface.

j
Represents the second character of a unique logstream or substream identifier for a history file. The identifiers are
generated when the logstream and substream definitions are added at COMPILE time. These identifiers can also be seen
in a LISTC report or in the ISPF online interface.

A sample follows:

SYS1.SMFDATA.MS090108.T1418P01

SMF Director creates its history files with a logical record length of 37260. The records are by default variable length
spanned. The default block size that is used depends on the device type that is used for the history files. For the DASD
devices, the default block size is 27998, and for a magnetic tape the default is 32748. If you prefer a block size or logical
record length other than the default, you can code the desired attributes in a DCB parameter on the HISTORY1 or
HISTORY2 DD JCL statements.
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Selective Processing of SMF Data
This section explains how to access the SMF data that is managed by SMF Director for billing/chargeback, performance
measurement, job tracking/scheduling, and other processing.

This product allows you to EXTRACT or PRINT the SMF records contained in the history file data sets with the minimal
knowledge of where these history file data sets exist. Using the EXTRACT or PRINT control statements, or both, select
SMF records for further processing by SMF ID (SID), record type, or date/time range.Limit the number of SMF records
placed in the output file by count, or call your own user exit. Create the user exit to determine which criteria to use in
select in SMF records for the output file.

The remainder of this section illustrates how to specify the JCL and control statements to extract or print SMF records in
various ways.

NOTE
The default file attributes for an EXTRACT file are as follows:

• If the file is on DASD, RECFM=VBS, LRECL=32760, and BLKSIZE=27998.
• If the file is on a tape device (including virtual tape), RECFM=VBS, LRECL=32760, and BLKSIZE=32760.

These defaults can be overridden in the DD statement.

Creating Extract Files (CASFXSMF)
You can retrieve SMF data from history files by specifying the EXTRACT or PRINT commands with the CASFXSMF
procedure, which is shown in the example in this section. The operands for the EXTRACT and PRINT commands specify
the type, quantity, and time period of records to retrieve.

The EXTRACT command has operands that specify:

• Where the records are to be written.
• Whether SMF type 100, 101. 102 and 110 records that are compressed are expanded in the output SMF file.
• The name of an exit that is called to process the SMF records before they are written.

In one run, you can code multiple EXTRACT/PRINT statements. Each EXTRACT statement typically creates a separate
output file. Wiith a user exit, a single EXTRACT statement can create more than one output file.

A single SMF record may be routed to several destinations. However, an SMF record is never written to the same
destination more than once.

The EXTRACT control statement can also be used to rebuild split files if a split file was not generated properly during a
dump process. To facilitate application processing that uses the split file index, the EXTRACT process can also update a
split file index. Because of this, applications can run unchanged whether the SMF data is in a split file or in an extracted
file.

When SMF data originates from history volumes that contain more than one SMF ID (SID), logstreams, or substreams:

• The SIDs are processed one at a time.
• Logstreams or substreams, if in use, are processed one at a time within a selected SID.
• Records within a SID appear in the output in chronological order if logstreams and substreams are not in use.
• Records within each logstream or substream appear in the output in chronological order within the logstream or

substream.
• If you use the SOURCE command, SMF Director outputs all data in input sequence.

CASFXSMF Procedure Example

The following JCL illustrates the procedure CASFXSMF, which creates extract files:
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WARNING

 If you use NODYNAM, you must change the values in PRIUNIT and ALTUNIT operands in the example
from DUMMY  to UNIT=(xxxx,,DEFER) . If you do not change these operands when you use NODYNAM,
unexpected results can occur. See Note 1 in the JCL example for more information. 

//   JOB (ACCTINFO),PGMR,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A

//*

//*

//CASFXSMF PROC A='*',                   /* SYSOUT CLASS

//         SCDDSN='CAI.JSMF.SCDS',       /* SCDS DSNAME

//         STEPLIB='CASFLOAD',           /* LOAD LIBRARY DSNAME

//         PRIUNIT=DUMMY,                /* PRIMARY POOL DEVICE

//         ALTUNIT=DUMMY                 /* ALTERNATE POOL DEVICE

//******************************************************************

//* PROCEDURE CASFXSMF - CA SMF Director DATA EXTRACT PROCEDURE

//*                      USED TO EXTRACT SMF DATA.

//*

//* NOTES:

//* (1) THIS PROCEDURE HAS BEEN SETUP WITH THE DYNAM OPTION OF

//*     CA SMF Director ENABLED,  WHICH  IS RECOMMENDED.  IF  THIS

//*     OPTION  IS NOT  USED,  CHANGE  PRIUNIT AND/OR ALTUNIT

//*     TO 'UNIT=(XXXX,,DEFER)' WHERE XXXX IS THE UNIT

//*     OR  DEVICE  NAME  (E.G. SYSDA, DISK, TAPE, CART).  FOR

//*     FURTHER DETAILS,  SEE SYSTEMS

//*     PROGRAMMING OR USING.

//*

//* NOTE: AFTER MODIFICATION, THE PROC CAN BE COPIED INTO A

//*       PROCLIB OF YOUR CHOICE, USED INSTREAM, OR THE CAI

//*       COMMON PROCEDURE LIBRARY CAN BE ADDED TO THE SYSTEM

//*       PROCLIB CONCATENATIONS.

//*

//* REFERENCE: DSN=CASFPROC(CASFXSMF)

//******************************************************************

//EXTRACT EXEC PGM=SMFD,REGION=2048K,PARM=READ

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&STEPLIB.,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=&A.

//SYSXDIAG DD  SYSOUT=&A.

//SCDS     DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&SCDDSN.

//HISTORY1 DD  &PRIUNIT.,DISP=OLD

//HISTORY2 DD  &ALTUNIT.,DISP=OLD

//*

//    PEND

//*

EXTRACT One Day's Data
The following example extracts all SMF data on a given day for an SMF ID (SID).

//jobname  JOB  job accounting parameters

//STEP0001 EXEC CASFXSMF,A='A',PARM.STEP1='READ',  (3)
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//         STEPLIB='CASFLOAD',

//         SCDDSN='CAI.MSMF.SCDS'

//EXTRACT  DD   DISP=OLD,                (1)

//         DSN=CAI.MSMF.EXTRACT

//SYSIN    DD   *

   EXTRACT DAY(012508) SID(SID1).           (2)

/*

NOTE

1. Since the EXTRACT command does not specify the TODD name, the ddname EXTRACT automatically
becomes the default. This is where extracted records are written.

2. Extract all SMF data for SID1 on January 25, 2008. If this job ran on January 26, 2008, then EXTRACT
SID(SID1) YESTERDAY could have been used.

3. For read-only execution, replace the EXEC statement with this statement containing the PARM to specify
read-only access of the SCDS file

See the EXTRACT command and its operands, for a complete description.

EXTRACT One Week's Data
The following example illustrates how to extract SMF data on a weekly basis for a specific SMF ID (SID).

//jobname  JOB  accounting information

//STEP001  EXEC CASFXSMF,A='*'

//SMFOUT   DD  DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=(CART,,DEFER),DSN=CAI.PMA.WEEKLY(+1)    (1)

//         DCB=(LRECL=32760,RECFM=VBS,BLKSIZE=32748)

//SYSIN    DD  *

   EXTRACT  SID(XAT1)  LWEEK  TODD(SMFOUT)   (2)

/*

//

NOTE

1. SMF records for system XAT1 are extracted and send to the output file SMFOUT.
2. The LWEEK operand indicates the date and time range for the SMF records that go to the SMFOUT file. The SMF

records written to the SMFOUT DD is for seven days starting from the first day of the previous week. This product
assumes that a week starts on a Sunday and ends on a Saturday.

See the EXTRACT command and its operands, for a complete description.

EXTRACT One Month's Data
The following example performs two extractions of designated SMF data over a period of one month.

//jobname  JOB  job accounting parameters

//STEP0001 EXEC CASFXSMF,A='A',           /* SYSOUT CLASS

//         STEPLIB='CASFLOAD',

//         SCDDSN='CAI.MSMF.SCDS'
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//JOBRECS  DD   DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//         DSN=CAI.MSMF.JOBRECS,

//         UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(50,20),RLSE),

//         DCB=(RECFM=VB,BLKSIZE=13030,LRECL=13022)

//TSORECS  DD   DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//         DSN=CAI.MSMF.TSORECS,

//         UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(50,20),RLSE),

//         DCB=(RECFM=VB,BLKSIZE=13030,LRECL=13022)

//SYSIN    DD   *

    EXTRACT MONTH(0208) SID(SYS1) SELECT(4:6 20 26) TODD(JOBRECS).  (1)

    EXTRACT MONTH(0208) SID(SYS1) SELECT(34 35) TODD(TSORECS).      (2,3)

/*

NOTE

1. For system SYS1, extract all February 2008 occurrences of SMF record types 4, 5, 6, 20, and 26. Write them
to the data set defined by the JOBRECS DD statement, where they are available for further analysis and
processing.

2. Extract SMF record types 34 and 35 for system SYS1 during February 2008. Write these records to ddname
TSORECS.

3. If this job ran on any day in March 2008, the EXTRACT command: EXTRACT LMONTH SID(SYS1) SELECT
(34 35) TODD (TSORECS) would perform the same function.

See the EXTRACT command and its operands, for a complete description.

EXTRACT Using a User Exit
EXTRACT Using a User Exit examples.

The following example illustrates the use of a user exit that is written to separate SMF records by JOB name, and place
them in separate output files. The user exit CASFXXIT contains logic to count the number of SMF type 14 and 15 records
and write every eighth record to the output file.

//jobname  JOB  accounting information

//*

//STEP001 EXEC CASFXSMF,A='*'

//SMF01   DD DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=SYSDA,DSN=CAIMICS.JOB01,

//        SPACE=(CYL,(10,10),RLSE),

//        DCB=(LRECL=32760,RECFM=VBS,BLKSIZE=32748)

//SYSIN DD  *

    EXTRACT SID(ALL) YESTERDAY EXIT(CASFXXIT) TODD(SMF01)

See SMFD Control Statement Reference for a complete description of the EXTRACT command and its operands.
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Extracting SMF Data with Digital Signatures
The following example extracts one day’s worth of SMF Type 70 data with the digital signature records that verify the Type
70 records:

//jobname JOB job accounting parameters 

//STEP0001 EXEC CASFXSMF,A='A',PARM.STEP1='READ', 

// STEPLIB='CASFLOAD', 

// SCDDSN='CAI.MSMF.SCDS' 

//EXTRACT DD DISP=OLD, 

// DSN=CAI.MSMF.EXTRACT 

//SYSIN DD * 

EXTRACT DAY(103015) SID(SID1) SELECT(70) SIGNATURES(YES). 

/*

See SMFD Control Statement Reference for a complete description of the EXTRACT command and its operands.

Extracting SMF Digital Signatures Only
The following example extracts one day’s worth of SMF Digital Signature Records:

//jobname JOB job accounting parameters 

//STEP0001 EXEC CASFXSMF,A='A',PARM.STEP1='READ', 

// STEPLIB='CASFLOAD', 

// SCDDSN='CAI.MSMF.SCDS' 

//EXTRACT DD DISP=OLD, 

// DSN=CAI.MSMF.EXTRACT 

//SYSIN DD * 

EXTRACT DAY(103015) SID(SID1) SELECT(2) . (1)

/*

When extracting only signature records (1), the SIGNATURES operand must be omitted or set to NO. Setting
SIGNATURES(YES) on EXTRACT means that the SMF Type 2 records are to be treated as digital signature records and
not as regular SMF records. By treating them as signature records, the checking for record type and subtype are different
resulting in no records being selected

See the EXTRACT command and its operands, for a complete description.

PRINT SMF Records
The PRINT command is processed like the EXTRACT command and also uses the CASFXSMF procedure. All selected
records are written to SYSPRINT.

The following example requests a printout of up to 15 SMF records, types 4 through 6 and 20 and 26, for system SID1.
The date of the SMF dump is January 18, 2008, and the time period to search for these records is 4 to 5 a.m. Records
with timestamps exactly equal to 4 a.m. will be selected if they match any of the selected types; records with timestamps
exactly equal to 5 a.m. will be excluded.

//jobname  JOB  job accounting parameters

//STEP0001 EXEC CASFXSMF,A='A',           /* SYSOUT CLASS

//         STEPLIB='CASFLOAD',

//         SCDDSN='CAI.MSMF.SCDS'
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     PRINT   FROM(011808 0400) TO(011808 0500) SID(SID1)

        SELECT (4:6 20 26) COUNT(15).

/*

See the EXTRACT command and its operands, for a complete description.

SMFD Control Statement Reference
This section contains detailed descriptions of all SMF Director control statements and their operands. Control statements
are listed in alphabetical order. Within each control statement, required operands are listed first, followed by optional
operands.

The following control statements allow you to conduct inventory functions and do selective processing on SMF data. Use
the control statements to perform these functions:

• ADDX
Add index entries of SMF data.

• AUDITREPORT
Direct the input data for the Record Summary Report to a file. 

• BEGIN
Start a series of configuration control statements.

• CHECKIT
Diagnostic tool that is used to display SCDS records in dump format.

• COMPILE
Compile the configuration definition.

• DELETE
Removes configuration definitions.

• DELETEX
Remove one index entry of SMF data at a time.

• DUMP
Empty the contents of one or more SMF files.

• DUMPOPTIONS
Define specifications for SMF history files for each system configuration and define any logstreams or substreams that
contains data that SMF Director is to manage.

• DUMPTAPES
Modify the pool of tapes available for dumped SMF data.

• END
End the configuration definition.

• EXTRACT
Copy SMF data to be processed by another application or product.

• LISTC
List configuration information for one or more SIDs.

• LISTH
List index information for SMF history files.

• OPTIONS
Define specifications for all systems.

• PRINT
Print SMF data.

• SOURCE
Redefine the input source of data to be used in processing by SMF Director.

• SPLIT
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Write selected SMF records to more files so they are available for processing by other applications without an
intermediate EXTRACT.

• STREAMOPTIONS
Set overrides for the DUMPOPTIONS for specific logstreams and substreams.

• TAPEINIT
Switch the current dump tape.

• UPDTX
Modify a range of index entries.

Control Statements Syntax and Rules
Control Statement Syntax and Rules details how to read syntax diagrams, specify control statements, and explains control
statement rules.

Reading Syntax Diagrams
Syntax diagrams are used to illustrate the format of statements and some basic language elements. Read syntax
diagrams from left to right and top to bottom.

The following terminology, symbols, and concepts are used in syntax diagrams:

• Keywords appear in uppercase letters, for example, COMMAND or PARM. These words must be entered exactly as
shown.

• Variables appear in italicized lowercase letters, for example, variable.
• Required keywords and variables appear on a main line.
• Optional keywords and variables appear below a main line.
• Default keywords are identified by a single arrowhead pointing to the left.
• Double arrowheads pointing to the right indicate the beginning of a statement.
• Double arrowheads pointing to each other indicate the end of a statement.
• Single arrowheads pointing to the right indicate a portion of a statement, or that the statement continues in another

diagram.
• Punctuation marks or arithmetic symbols that are shown with a keyword or variable must be entered as part of the

statement or command. The following punctuation marks and arithmetic symbols are included:

, Comma > Greater than symbol
. Period < Less than symbol
( Open parenthesis = Equal sign
) Close parenthesis ¬ Not sign.
+ Addition - Subtraction
* Multiplication / Division

A diagram of a statement without parameters follows:

Statement Without Parameters

►►─ COMMAND ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

The statement is written as follows:

COMMAND
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Required parameters appear on the same horizontal line, the main path of the diagram, as the command or statement.
Separate the parameters by one or more blanks.

Statement with Required Parameters

►►─ COMMAND ─ PARM1 ─ PARM2 ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

The statement is written as follows:

COMMAND PARM1 PARM2

Delimiters, such as parentheses, around parameters or clauses must be included.

Delimiters Around Parameters

►►─ COMMAND ─ (PARM1) ─ PARM2='variable' ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

If the word variable is a valid entry, the statement is written as follows:

COMMAND (PARM1) PARM2='variable'

When you see a vertical list of parameters as shown in the following example, select one of the parameters. This indicates
that one entry is required, and only one of the displayed parameters is allowed in the statement.

Choice of Required Parameters

►►─ COMMAND ─┬─ PARM1 ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             ├─ PARM2 ─┤

             └─ PARM3 ─┘

You can select one of the parameters from the vertical list, such as in the following examples:

COMMAND PARM1

COMMAND PARM2

COMMAND PARM3

When a required parameter in a syntax diagram has a default value, the default value is identified by an arrowhead
pointing to the left. The default value is the value that is automatically assigned to the parameter if the command is not
specified. When specifying the command, code the parameter and specify one of the displayed values.

Default Value for a Required Parameter

►►─ COMMAND ─ PARM1= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─ PARM2 ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

                      └─ NO ────┘

If you specify the command, the statement is written as follows:

COMMAND PARM1=NO PARM2

COMMAND PARM1=YES PARM2

A single optional parameter appears below the horizontal line that marks the main path.

Optional Parameter
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►►─ COMMAND ─┬─────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             └─ PARAMETER ─┘

You can select (or not) to use the optional parameter, as shown in the following examples:

COMMAND

COMMAND PARAMETER

If you have a choice of more than one optional parameter, the parameters appear in a vertical list below the main path.

Choice of Optional Parameters

►►─ COMMAND ─┬─────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             ├─ PARM1 ─┤

             └─ PARM2 ─┘

You can select any of the parameters from the vertical list, or you can write the statement without an optional parameter,
such as in the following examples:

COMMAND

COMMAND PARM1

COMMAND PARM2

In some statements, you can specify a single parameter more than once. A repeat symbol indicates that you can specify
multiple parameters.

Repeatable Variable Parameter

             ┌────────────┐

►►─ COMMAND ─▼─ variable ─┴───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

In the preceding diagram, the word variable is in lowercase italics, indicating that it is a value you supply, but it is also on
the main path, which means that you are required to specify at least one entry. The repeat symbol indicates that you can
specify a parameter more than once. Assume that you have three values that are named VALUEX, VALUEY, and VALUEZ
for the variable. The following are some of the statements you might write:

COMMAND VALUEX

COMMAND VALUEX VALUEY

COMMAND VALUEX VALUEX VALUEZ

If the repeat symbol contains punctuation such as a comma, separate multiple parameters with the punctuation. The
following diagram includes the repeat symbol, a comma, and parentheses:

Separator with Repeatable Variable and Delimiter

                 ┌─ , ────────┐

►►─ COMMAND ─ ( ─▼─ variable ─┴─ ) ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

In the preceding diagram, the word variable is in lowercase italics, indicating that it is a value you supply. It is also on
the main path, which means that you must specify at least one entry. The repeat symbol indicates that you can specify
more than one variable and that you must separate the entries with commas. The parentheses indicate that the group of
entries must be enclosed within parentheses. Assume that you have three values that are named VALUEA, VALUEB, and
VALUEC for the variable. The following statements are some that you can write:
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COMMAND (VALUEC)

COMMAND (VALUEB,VALUEC)

COMMAND (VALUEB,VALUEA)

COMMAND (VALUEA,VALUEB,VALUEC)

The following diagram shows a list of parameters with the repeat symbol:

Optional Repeatable Parameters

             ┌─────────────┐ ┌─────────────┐ ┌─────────────┐

►►─ COMMAND ─▼─┬─────────┬─┴─▼─┬─────────┬─┴─▼─┬─────────┬─┴──────────────────►◄

               └─ PARM1 ─┘     └─ PARM2 ─┘     └─ PARM3 ─┘

The statement is written as follows:

COMMAND PARM1

COMMAND PARM1 PARM2 PARM3

COMMAND PARM1 PARM1 PARM3

The arrowhead pointing to YES in the following diagram indicates that it is the default value for the parameter. If you do
not include the parameter when you write the statement, the result is the same as if you had specified the parameter with
the default value.

Default Value for a Parameter

►►─ COMMAND ─┬──────────────────────┬─ PARM2 ─────────────────────────────────►◄

             └─ PARM1= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

                        └─ NO ────┘

For this command, COMMAND PARM2 is the equivalent of COMMAND PARM1=YES PARM2.

In some syntax diagrams, a set of several parameters is represented by a single reference.

Variables Representing Several Parameters

►►─ COMMAND ─┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             ├─ PARM1 ─────────────┤

             └─┤ Parameter Block ├─┘

Expansion of Parameter Block

├──┬─────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PARM2 ─────────────┤

   └─ PARM3 ─┬─────────┬─┘

             ├─ PARM4 ─┤

             └─ PARM5 ─┘

The Parameter Block can be displayed in a separate syntax diagram.

Selections that are made from this syntax diagram include, but are not limited to, the following statements:

COMMAND PARM1

COMMAND PARM3
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COMMAND PARM3 PARM4

NOTE
Before you can specify PARM4 or PARM5 in this command, specify PARM3.

Specifying Control Statements
The following code illustrates how the various commands and control statements can be specified to SMF Director. See
member CASFCTL1 in the CASFJCL library, loaded during the installation process.

//CASFCTL1  JOB...

//STEP1     EXEC  PGM=SMFD,REGION=0M

//STEPLIB    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CASFLOAD

//SCDS       DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CORP.SMFD.SCDS

//SYSPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSXDIAG   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN      DD *

*

*...PLACE CONTROL STATEMENTS HERE...

*

/*

//

Control Statement Language Rules
Statements are free-form. Control statements and operands need not start in a specific column. Operands can be
specified in any order.

• Each statement must end with a "." (period). This permits you to write statements that exceed one card image (80
bytes) in length. There is no special continuation indicator.

• There must be at least one blank space between a control statement and its first operand. Also, we recommend at
least one blank space between operands.

• Operands and their values can be written with or without an intervening blanks; for example, SID(sid1) or SID (sid1).
• Values for operands are enclosed by parentheses. When you want to specify two or more values, separate them by a

"," (comma), a blank, or both. We recommend that you use either commas or blanks consistently.
• When you are specifying a range of values, the lower and upper limits can be separated by a ":" (colon), to save

coding time and space.
• Comments are specified by placing an "*" (asterisk) in column one. Blank cards are also treated as comments.
• SMF Director checks for sequence numbers only on the first control statement (in positions 73-80; 73-76 must be

numeric). If sequence numbers are present in the first statement, it ignores positions 73-80 in all following statements.
• Date fields that are entered as operands to SMF Director control statements can be in one of two formats, Julian

(cyyddd) or Gregorian (mmddyy). Some control statements accept either format. For Gregorian date formats, the two-
digit year (yy) having a value of 00 through 59 represents the year 2000 through 2059, and 60 through 99 represents
the years 1960 through 1999. 'mm' represents the two-digit month (01-12) and 'dd' represents the two-digit day of the
month (01-31).
For Julian date formats, the three-digit year (cyy) having a value of 060 through 099 represents the year 1960 through
1999, and values of 100 through 141 represent the year 2000 through 2041. The three-digit day (ddd) represents
the day of the year relative to the first day of the year. For example, January 28, 2008 in Julian date format would be
108028.

• If the description of an operand indicates that an asterisk (*) is an acceptable value, you can use the asterisk to copy
the value that is specified at a higher level. For example, on the OPTIONS statement.
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NOTE

Two special expiration dates are supported:
099000 indicates that the data set does not expire as long as it remains in the system catalog.
099366 indicates that the data set never expire.

AUDITREPORT
The AUDITREPORT control statement lets you copy the raw data that is used to produce the Record Summary Report
(created at the end of the dump or extract process). You can write the data to a file for report processing outside of SMF
Director. Also, you can use the AUDITREPORT PRINT statement to generate a customized Record Summary Report.

NOTE

When you create a customized Record Summary Report with AUDITREPORT PRINT, the classic Record
Summary Report is not produced.

Statement Format

The statement has the following syntax:

►►─ AUDITREPORT

 ─┬───────────────┬──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►◄

                 └──TODD(ddname)─┘ 

 └──PRINT──┬─────────────────┬───┬─────────────┬──┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─┘ 

                                              └─PRINTDD(ddname)─┘   └TYPES(W|R|A)─┘  └SUBTYPES(C|D|N)──┘

 └──DETAIL(column detail list)─────────┘

Operands

The statement has the following operands:

TODD(ddname)
Specifies the name of an output file where the raw report data is written. You can use this file to format your own
data reports. The file has the following attributes:

• RECFM=VB
• LRECL=80

The block size can be any allowable block size up to 32756. LBI is not supported. The file is written using the
QSAM access method, so you can specify z/EDC compression and pervasive encryption with SMS policies and
classes or in the JCL definition of the file.
The records are mapped with the SMFMROUT assembly language macro, which is available in the CASFMAC
library.

PRINT
Indicates that SMF Director should produce a customized Record Summary Report with the data generated. The
report is formatted based on the selections in the TYPE, SUBTYPE, and DETAIL operands, and written to the file
defined in the PRINTDD operand.

NOTE

When you create a customized Record Summary Report with AUDITREPORT PRINT, the classic
Record Summary Report is not produced.
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PRINTDD(ddname|CAIAUDIT)
Specifies the output file for the generated print file. The output print file is produced as a file of 133-byte print lines.
Page breaks are produced based on the value of MAXLINES defined in the SCDS global configuration. As with
the standard Audit Report file, if the MAXLINES value is set to zero, no page breaks are produced.
If this operand is omitted, the report is written to the CAIAUDIT DD.

TYPES(W|R|A)
Indicates which record types to report on reported on. The following values are allowed:
(default) W

Produce a report line for all SMF record types that were written by the dump or extract process.
R

Produce a report line for all SMF record types that were read in by the dump or extract process. For the
dump process, this produces an identical report as TYPES(W) because all records read in by the product
during the dump process are written to the history file archive. During an extract process, the report
shows which record types were read in during the extract and the count of the records read. Detail data is
not produced for record types that were not written out.

A
Produce a report line for all SMF record types, whether they were read in or written out during the dump
or extract process.

SUBTYPES(C|D|N)
Indicates the level of detail to be produced in the report for SMF record subtypes. There are three values that are
allowed:
(default) C

Produce a count of each subtype at the end of the record type report lines. Each subtype and the count of
the number of records are produced. If more space is needed, the report will line break and more subtype
entries will be placed on the next line until all subtypes for a given type are listed.

D
Produce an individual report line with all detail values for each subtype. These lines are presented in
order after the line covering the SMF record type.

N
Produce no subtype information.

NOTE

Only subtypes that are written out in the dump or extract process are reported on. There is no reporting
on subtypes that were written during the dump or extract process.

DETAIL(column detail list)
Indicates which columns to produce in the report. If this operand is omitted, only the "count of records read"
and "count of records written" columns are produced. The operand allows for a list of up to six operands, each
of which indicates which data columns to generate for each type, and for each subtype if the SUBTYPES(D)
operand is indicated. The allowed detail items are:
MIN

– The minimum LRECL for a record of the type/subtype indicated.
MAX

– The maximum LRECL for a record of the type/subtype indicated.
AVG

– The average LRECL for all records of the type/subtype indicated.
TOT

– The total number of bytes for all records of the type/subtype indicated.
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OLD
– The oldest time stamp that is found for all records of the type/subtype indicated.

NEW
– The most recent time stamp that is found for all records of the type/subtype indicated.

NOTE

The operand indicates which columns to produce. The order that they are produced in the report is not
necessarily the same as the order that the columns are coded in the operand. There are no operands
for records that are read or records written, since these columns are always produced in the report.

Example: Use AUDITREPORT to Dump SMF Data in the Dump Process

The following example shows how you can use the AUDITREPORT control statement to dump SMF data in the dump
process:

//        JOB                                         

//DUMP   EXEC PGM=SMFD,REGION=0M                                   

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=HLQ.CASFLOAD                      

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                                             

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*                                             

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*                                             

//SCDS     DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HLQ.SMFDIR.SCDS                             

//REPDATA  DD  UNIT=3390,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),         

//             DSN=APPL1.SMFDIR.REPDATA,                                       

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,BLKSIZE=29000,DSORG=PS,LRECL=80)       

//SYSIN    DD  *                                                    

 AUDITREPORT TODD(REPDATA).                                                                                  

  

 DUMP.                                                              

/*                                                                   

Example: Customized Record Summary Report

The following example shows a customized report that is produced AUDITREPORT PRINT:

 BROADCOM                                        AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                            SMFD       PAGE

     1                

 CA SMF Director  r12.7                                                              XAD1      28 FEB 2019 

 14:06:34                 

                                                                                                             

                       

 CAF0530I  CONTROL DATA SET LIVMI02.SMFR127.SCDS IS ON VOLUME PMA001                                         

                        

                                                                                                             

                       

  AUDITREPORT PRINT PRINTDD(AUDPRINT) TYPES(W) SUBTYPES(C)                                                   

                        

         DETAIL(MIN,MAX,AVG) .
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  SOURCE DUMP(SMFDATA).                                                                                      

                       

 CAF2800I  SOURCE OPTION SET                                                                                 

                        

                                                                                                             

                       

  DUMP.                                                                                                      

                        

                                                                                                             

                       

                                                                                                             

                        

 CAF2207I  SMF DATA WILL BE READ FROM FILE: SMFDATA   DSN: LIVMI02.SMFD127.AUDREP.XAD1DATA ON VOLUME TSU049  

                        

 CAF2218I  SMF DATA USING CONFIGURATION XAD1 IS BEING PROCESSED                                              

                       

 CAF2401I  DUMP IS TO PRIMARY POOL TAPE VOLUME 253476  FILE: 13  DSN: LIVMI02.SMF16.XAD1.MS022819.T1406P01   

                        

 CAF2406I  XAD1 SMF DATA WAS FROM 02/20/2019 AT  0:00:00 TO 02/20/2019 AT  0:02:26                           

                       

 CAF2406I  ALL SMF DATA WAS FROM 02/20/2019 AT  0:00:00 TO 02/20/2019 AT  0:02:12                            

                        

 BROADCOM                                            RECORD SUMMARY REPORT                                PAGE

 00001                

 CA SMF DIRECTOR 12.7                                                                XAD1      28 02  2019 

 14:06:38                

   TYPE  WRITTEN      READ          MINL   MAXL   AVGL   SUBTYPE COUNTS                                      

                       

                                                                                                             

                        

     14         664          664     432    652    452                                                       

                       

     15         301          301     432    460    438                                                       

                       

     17         127          127     100    100    100                                                       

                       

     21          14           14     104    104    104                                                       

                       

     22          14           14      60     60     60                                                       

                       

     26          37           37     511    524    523                                                       

                       

     30         210          210     480   4550   1354     1-        55       2-        10       3-        63

       4-        63    

                                                           5-        19                                      

                       

     32           2            2     224    224    224     1-         2                                      

                       

     41           7            7     146    146    146     1-         4       2-         3                   
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     60         483          483     358   3167   1171                                                       

                        

     61          94           94     296   4220    450                                                       

                       

     62          46           46     254    254    254                                                       

                        

     64         329          329     474    474    474                                                       

                       

     65         125          125     310    388    311                                                       

                        

     66          70           70     304    336    304                                                       

                       

     80      20,340       20,340     256    434    257                                                       

                        

     84           1            1    1344   1344   1344 32771-         1                                      

                       

     92         736          736     160    348    217    10-       196      11-       196      14-        12

      16-       317    

                                                          17-        15                                      

                       

    100          10           10     678   9994   3065     0-         2       1-         2       2-         2

       3-         2    

                                                           4-         2                                      

                       

    101           7            7    2894   3006   2990     0-         7                                      

                       

    102          14           14     238    238    238                                                       

                       

    110         780          780     186  32742  22617     1-        60       2-       720                   

                       

    119         576          576     180    499    303     1-       287       2-       284      70-         5

                       

    231          13           13     298    302    301                                                       

                       

                                                                                                             

                        

 TOTAL       25,000       25,000                   994                                                       

                        

ADDX
This control statement adds entries to the index of SMF data that are contained in the SCDS. ADDX allows you to create
manual index entries so you can easily reference SMF data that was not dumped by SMF Director.

Statement Format:

ADDX

►►─ ADDX ─ SID(sid)─ FILESQ(filesq) ─ DSNAME(dsn) ──────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VOLUME(volser) ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬─ DUMPD(date time) ──────►

   ├─ LOW(date time) ──┤ ├─ HIGH(date time) ──┤
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   └─ JLOW(date time) ─┘ └─ JHIGH(date time) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬─┬─────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬─ . ───►◄

   └─ UNIT(device name) ─┘ └─ ALTERNATE ─┘ ├─ LSNAME(logstream name) ─┤

                                           └─ SUBNAME(substream name) ┘

Operands and Descriptions:

SID(sid)
Specifies the SMF ID for the history-file index, and defines the origin of the SMF input data.
"sid" is the value that is defined in the BEGIN statement.

VOLUME(volser)
Specifies the serial number of the volume on which the indexed data set resides.
VOLUME is required:

If the CATLG option is not in effect for the SID specified in the SID parameter.

If the data set is not cataloged.

(Optional) When the CATLG option is in effect and the data set is cataloged, as this product can locate the file through the
system catalog.

FILESQ(filesq)
Specifies the file sequence number of the indexed data set if it resides on tape. If the indexed data set resides on DASD,
this value should be 0.

DSNAME(dsn)
Specifies the complete name of the data set indexed by this request.

LOW(date time)
Specifies the date and time of the first SMF record in the file being added to the data set index.
"date" is in Gregorian (mmddyy) format.
"time" is in hour/minute/second format (hhmmss).

NOTE
The year portion of the date (yy) must be on or after the year specified in the FIRSTYEAR option on the
DUMPOPTIONS statement. If not, ADDX fails.

JLOW(date time)
Specifies the date and time in Julian format of the first SMF record in the file being added to SMF Director inventory.
"date" is in the format of (cyyddd) and "time" is in the format hhmmss. Specify either the LOW or JLOW keyword but not
both.

HIGH(date time)
Specifies the date and time of the last SMF record in the file being added to the data set index. "date" is in Gregorian
(mmddyy) format.
"time" is in hour/minute/second (hhmmss) format.

JHIGH(date time)
Specifies the date and time in Julian format of the last SMF record in the file being added to SMF Director inventory.
"date" is in the format of (cyyddd) and "time" is in the format of hhmmss. You must specify either the HIGH or JHIGH
keyword but not both.

DUMPD(date time)
Specifies the date (mmddyy) and time (hhmmss) that the SMF data was created on the indicated volume. This date
is used with the expiration date to determine when this entry should be removed from SMF Director inventory if the
AUTODEL option is enabled.

UNIT (device name)
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Specifies the esoteric name that is used to store the history file data. This can be 3490, 3480, and so on. It can also be an
SMF storage class.

ALTERNATE
Specifies that the file being indexed is the duplexed history file for this SMF ID.

LSNAME(logstream name)

SUBNAME(substream name)
Specifies the substream name for the history file index that this new entry is added to. The substream must be defined to
the specified SID. The LSNAME and SUBNAME operands are mutually exclusive.

Sample ADDX Statement:

ADDX SID(XE44) LOW(052198 010010) HIGH(052198 215900)

  VOLUME(115193) FILESQ(1)  UNIT(3490)

      DSNAME(SYSTEM.USER.SMFDATA.D052198) DUMPD(052298 000500)  .

ADDX statement output:

 CA                                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                           SMFD       PAGE

     1

 CA SMF Director     12.7                                                           SYSA      23 JUL yyyy 

 15:27:18

 

 

ADDX SID(XE44) LOW(052198 010010) HIGH(052198 215900)

VOLUME(115193) FILESQ(1)  UNIT(3490)

DSNAME(SYSTEM.USER.SMFDATA.D052198) DUMPD(052298 000500)  .

 

CAF3602I  DATASET INDEX UPDATE PERFORMED

 

CAF2900I  RUN COMPLETE

BEGIN
This control statement signals the start of a series of statements defining a configuration. BEGIN appears in:

• The input stream after a COMPILE control statement
• A data set referenced by a SOURCE operand in a COMPILE statement.

Each BEGIN must have a corresponding END to conclude the definition of that particular configuration. Each configuration
definition remains in the SCDS file. It can later be replaced but not deleted.

Statement Format:

BEGIN

►►─ BEGIN ─ CONFIG(n) ─ SID(sid) ─ NAME(name) ─ . ────────────────────────────►◄

Operands and Descriptions:

CONFIG(n)
Identifies the configuration that is defined in the statements that follow. This is a reference number and is not used by the
SMFD program.
(n) is a positive integer no greater than 255. It is unique to this configuration definition.
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SID(sid)
Identifies the SMF ID for this configuration. The SID is the 4-character identifier that appears in the SMF data. If this SID
already exists in the SCDS, the configuration definition is completely replaced.

NAME(name)
Specifies a comment of up to 20 characters long within quotes, which is printed on the heading portion of SMF Director
reports for this configuration definition.

Sample BEGIN Statement:

COMPILE CONFIGURATION STORE.

    BEGIN CONFIG(22) SID(XE22) NAME('C.A. DEMO SYSTEM-2') 

     DUMPOPTIONS COPIES(2) CATLG SCRATCH NOVERIFY

       RETPD(5) PREFIX(SYS3.SMFDATA)

      ARETPD(10) .

    END CONFIG(22) .

BEGIN statement output:

  CA                                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                         SMFD       PAGE 

    1

 CA SMF Director     12.7                                                            SYSA      23 JUL yyyy 

 15:34:10

 

    COMPILE CONFIGURATION STORE.

        BEGIN CONFIG(22) SID(XE22) NAME('C.A. DEMO SYSTEM-2') .

         DUMPOPTIONS COPIES(2) CATLG SCRATCH NOVERIFY

           RETPD(5) PREFIX(SYS3.SMFDATA)

          ARETPD(10) .

        END CONFIG(22) .

 

  CAF1301I  CONFIGURATION DEFINITION XE22 STORED

 

  CAF2900I  RUN COMPLETE

CHECKIT
NOTE
Use this control statement only when requested by Broadcom Support.

This control statement provides diagnostic displays of the record chain that is used for an EXTRACT control statement.
The diagnostic displays provide Broadcom Support with the information necessary to see if there are key or chain errors
when compared with a LISTH printout.

The CHECKIT control statement should be run when any of the following situations occur:

1. LISTH printout shows data out of sequence.
2. EXTRACT run does not contain all the SMF data for a time period although the proper operands (from time and to

time) were used.

Statement Format:

CHECKIT

►►─ CHECKIT ─ SID(sid) ─┬─ PRI ◄ ─┬─ DATE(mmddyy) ────────────────────────────►
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                        └─ ALT ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬─ . ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ LSNAME(logstream name) ─┤

   └─ SUBNAME(substream name) ┘

Operands and Descriptions:

SID(sid)
Specifies the SMF ID being checked.

PRIMARY
Specifies that index entries defining primary history files are the ones being checked.

ALTERNATE
Specifies that index entries defining alternate history files are the ones being checked.

DATE(mmddyy)
Specifies the day being checked in Gregorian date format.

LSNAME(logstream name)

Sample CHECKIT Statement:CHECKIT statement output:

CA                                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                           SMFD       PAGE     1

 CA SMF Director     12.7                                                                      21 APR yyyy  11:22:52

 

  CHECKIT  SID(XE44) DATE(041698) PRI.

 

CA                                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                           SMFD       PAGE     2

 CA SMF Director     12.7                                                                      21 APR yyyy  11:22:52

 

                              PRIMARY INDEX CHECK FOR SYSID  XE44  DATE:   98.106

 

          1 HISTORY FILE INDEX ENTRIES REFERENCING  15,809 SMF RECORDS CHECKED, WITH  0 ERRORS FOUND

 

 SYSTEM CONTROL BLOCK

         0000    C3E3D3D9 00000000 0098107F 00507C42   0000000C 00000000 00000000 00000000    *CTLR............................*

         0020    00000000 00000000 00000030 00000001   00000020 00000005 00000000 00000000    *................................*

         0040    00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   ...                                    *................................*

 

 CONFIGURATION CONTROL DATA FOR SID  XE44

         0000    00000003 E7C5F4F4 E2E8E2E3 C5D440E4   E2C9D3C4 C1D4E840 40404040 0097353F    *....XE44SYSTEM USILDAMY     ....*

         0020    000000B7 70000000 00000000 FFFF0030   ...                                    *................................*

 

         0000    E7C5F4F4 0000000F 00000000 0000000F   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000    *XE44............................*

         0020    00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   ...                                    *................................*

 

 HISTORY FILE INDEX BLOCK(S)

         0000    C4D7C9E7 0000000D 00000000 00000000   E7C5F4F4 00620000 00000000 00000000    *DPIX............XE44............*

         0020    00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000    *................................*

         0120    00000000 00000000 00000C00 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000    *................................*

         0140    00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 000C0000    *................................*

         0160    00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000    *................................*

         0FE0    00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000    *................................*
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         0000    C4E2C9D9 00000006 00000000 0000000C   0097344F 003535AC 0097344F 0039AD73    *DSIR............................*

         0020    0F550087 0097344F 003535AC 0097344F   0039AD73 0098106F 005440B6 D4E5E2E7    *.......................... .MVSX*

         0040    C5F9F64B E2C6F1F6 4BD4E2F0 F4F1F6F9   F84BE3F1 F5F2F0C9 F1404040 40404040    *E96.SF16.MS041698.T1520I1       *

         0060    40404040 40404040 F4F8F8F2 F2F40001   40404040 4040F3F4 F8F0E740 40400098    *        488224..      3480X   ..*

         0080    111CC000 000041CC 00036522 8060216E   E3F28068 0E021A00 84000000 00000014    *................T2..............*

         00A0    00000000 0000008B 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000    *................................*

         00C0    00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000    *................................*

         0FE0    00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000    *................................*

 

         0000    C4E2C9D9 0000000C 00000006 00000000   0098089F 0042CD6C 0098106F 0058CE40    *DSIR........................... *

         0020    0E470195 0098089F 0042CD6C 0098089F   00439BB5 0098092F 0050D791 D4E5E2E7    *..........................P.MVSX*

         0040    C5F9F64B E2C6F1F6 4BD4F1F0 F4F0F2F9   F84BE3F1 F4F4F3C9 F1404040 40404040    *E96.SF16.M1040298.T1443I1       *

         01C0    00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000    *................................*

         0FE0    00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000    *................................*

 

CAF2900I  RUN COMPLETE

Record dumps in hex format are provided for all records that could contain indexes for the date specified.

COMPILE
This control statement initiates the compiling and optional storing on the SCDS of a configuration's definition at installation
and whenever a configuration changes. COMPILE is followed immediately by the BEGIN control statements; the entire
configuration definition must conclude with an END control statement.

Statement Format:

COMPILE

►►─ COMPILE ─ CONFIGURATION ─┬──────────────────┬─┬─────────┬─ . ─────────────►◄

                             └─ SOURCE(ddname) ─┘ └─ STORE ─┘

Operands and Descriptions:

CONFIGURATION
Instructs the system to compile the definition of a configuration.

SOURCE(ddname)
Indicates that the statements defining this configuration are not in the input stream but, rather, in a file that is specified by
"(ddname)".
"(ddname)" consists of a 1-character to 8-character ddname for which there is a DD statement in the execution JCL for the
SMFD program.

STORE
Instructs the system to place the compiled configuration definition in the SCDS file. The definition can be brand-new or a
replacement. A replacement must redefine all DUMPOPTIONS or STREAMOPTIONS characteristics.
If you do not specify STORE, the definition is temporary. It is no longer active after this execution of SMFD.

If the SCDS is to be shared by two or more LPARs, review the system requirements for sharing a SCDS in Installing.

Sample COMPILE Statement:

COMPILE CONFIGURATION STORE.

    BEGIN CONFIG(22) SID(XE22) NAME('C.A. DEMO SYSTEM-2') .

     DUMPOPTIONS COPIES(2) CATLG SCRATCH NOVERIFY

       RETPD(5) PREFIX(SYS3.SMFDATA)
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      ARETPD(10) .

    END CONFIG(22) .

COMPILE statement output:

 CA                                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                          SMFD       PAGE     1

 CA SMF Director     12.7                                                           SYSA      23 JUL yyyy  15:39:41

 

   COMPILE CONFIGURATION STORE.

       BEGIN CONFIG(22) SID(XE22) NAME('C.A. DEMO SYSTEM-2') .

        DUMPOPTIONS COPIES(2) CATLG SCRATCH NOVERIFY

          RETPD(5) PREFIX(SYS3.SMFDATA)

         ARETPD(10) .

       END CONFIG(22) .

 

 CAF1301I  CONFIGURATION DEFINITION XE22 REPLACED

 

 CAF2900I  RUN COMPLETE

DELETE
This control statement removes configurations from the SCDS. DELETE removes any history information for the indicated
system or stream, and removes all configuration information too.

To DELETE a stream or a full system configuration, run a BACKUP of the SCDS after the last time data was dumped.
If there are not any dumps for a configuration, the configuration can be deleted without running the BACKUP. If a
BACKUP has not been run before the DELETE, the DELETE terminates in error. This termination can be overridden with
PARM=FORCE. However, overriding the termination is not recommended because once the configuration and history
archive information is erased it cannot be recovered.

Statement Format:

DELETE

►►─ DELETE ─ SID(sid) ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

                             ├─ LSNAME(logstream name───┤

                             └─ SUBNAME(substream name) ┘

Operands and Descriptions:

SID(sid)
Specifies the SMF ID for the history-file index. This operand is the four character identifier that appears in the SMF data.
If this operand is specified alone, all history file archive records and configuration information are removed for the entire
SMF ID. This removal includes all streams and their information.

LSNAME(logstream name)
Deletes the specified logstream. The LSNAME and SUBNAME operands are mutually exclusive.

SUBNAME(substream name)
Deletes the specified substream. The LSNAME and SUBNAME operands are mutually exclusive.

Sample DELETE Statement:

DELETE SID(XE44) .

The DELETE statement output:
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1CA HERNDON                                      AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                            SMFD       PAGE     1                 

 CA SMF Director  r12.7                                                              XAD1      22 AUG yyyy   9:39:58                 

DELETE SID(XAD1) . 

CAF0723I  DELETE ACCEPTED FOR PROCESSING

CAF0726I  SID XAD1 DELETED

CAF0530I  CONTROL DATA SET LIVMI02.SMFR127.SCDS IS ON VOLUME PMA001

CAF2900I  RUN COMPLETE  

DELETEX
This control statement removes entries from the index of SMF data that is maintained on the SCDS. DELETEX is useful
for removing old or duplicate entries for overlapping data. For more information, Systems Programming.

WARNING
We highly recommend that the SCDS is backed up before execution of any DELETEX command, especially with
the ALL parameter coded.

Statement Format:

DELETEX

►►─ DELETEX ─ SID(sid) ─ LOW(date time) ─ HIGH(date time) ────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────┬─┬───────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬─ . ─────────────────►◄

   └─ ALTERNATE ─┘ └─ ALL ─┘ ├─ LSNAME(logstream name) ─┤

                             └─ SUBNAME(substream name) ┘

Operands and Descriptions:

SID(sid)
Specifies the SMF ID for the history-file index. This ID is the 4-character identifier that appears in the SMF data.

LOW(date time)
Specifies the date and time of the first SMF record in the entry being deleted from the data set index.
"date" - Gregorian (mmddyy) format.
"time" is in hour/minute/second format (hhmmss).

HIGH(date time)
Specifies the date and time of the last SMF record in the entry being deleted from the data set index. "date" is in
Gregorian (mmddyy) format. "time" is in hour/minute/second format (hhmmss).

ALTERNATE
Specifies that the index being deleted is the alternate history index for this SID. If not specified, the primary index is
deleted.

ALL
Deletes all index entries within the date and time range that is specified on the LOW and HIGH operands. The LOW and
HIGH operands must exactly equal, respectively, the low date/timestamp of a SCDS entry and the high date/timestamp
of a SCDS entry; otherwise, nothing is deleted. If ALL is not coded, the LOW and HIGH operands must exactly equal,
respectively, the low and high timestamps of a single SCDS entry for that entry to be deleted.

LSNAME(logstream name)Deletes entries in the specified logstream. If the name is omitted, the delete is performed on
dumps that are not associated with a logstream. The LSNAME and SUBNAME operands are mutually exclusive.
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SUBNAME(substream name)
Deletes entries in the specified substream. If the name is omitted, the delete is performed on dumps that are not
associated with a substream. The LSNAME and SUBNAME operands are mutually exclusive.

Sample DELETEX Statement:

DELETEX SID(XE44) LOW(042998 103019) HIGH(042998 104444)

  ALTERNATE .

DELETEX statement output:

  CA                                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                         SMFD       PAGE     1

 CA SMF Director     12.7                                                            SYSA      23 JUL yyyy  15:42:00

 

    DELETEX SID(XE44) LOW(042998 103019) HIGH(042998 104444)

      ALTERNATE .

 

  CAF3602I  DATASET INDEX UPDATE PERFORMED

 

  CAF2900I  RUN COMPLETE

DUMP
This control statement copies SMF data from z/OS data sets or an alternate input source, to SMF Director history files,
and creates an index entry to the SMF data for future reference. When the SMF data is from the z/OS SMF data sets, this
product automatically clears these data sets for reuse after successfully copying the SMF data. This control statement can
be used instead of specifying PARM=DUMP on the EXEC JCL statement invoking SMF Director.

Statement Format:

DUMP

►►─ DUMP ─ . ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Sample DUMP Statement:

SOURCE DUMP(SMFDATA).

  DUMP.

The previous example copies SMF data from a sequential data set to SMF Director history files.

DUMP statement output:

 CA                                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                          SMFD

 CA SMF Director     12.7                                                            SYSA      20 MAY yyyy 

 15:42:05

 

  SOURCE DUMP(SMFDATA).

 

 CAF2800I  SOURCE OPTION SET

 

  DUMP.
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 CAF2207I  SMF DATA WILL BE READ FROM FILE:  SMFDATA  DSN: PMA.DEVLTEST.SF16.SMFDATA1 ON VOLUME PMA003

 CAF2218I  SMF DATA USING CONFIGURATION XE44 IS BEING PROCESSED

 CAF2401I  PRIMARY DUMP IS TO  DISK VOLUME: PMA003  FILE: 0  DSN: PMA.DEVLTEST.MS052008.T1542I19

 CAF2406I  XE44 SMF DATA WAS FROM 12/10/1997 AT  9:41:11 TO 12/10/1997 AT 10:29:59

 CAF2406I  ALL SMF DATA WAS FROM 12/10/1997 AT  9:41:11 TO 12/10/1997 AT 10:29:59

 

                                                  SUMMARY OF RECORDS COPIED

 

             TYPE   AVGL   MAXL      TOTAL   ................................ SUBTYPE

 COUNTS ................................

               14    321    848        2,825

               15    301    326        1,985

               17    100    100           24

               18    144    144            2

               21     72     72            4

               23    134    134            1

               26    404    413           34

               30   1290  32732          896      1 -        70       2 -       148       3 -       304      

 4 -       303

                                                  5 -        58       6 -        13

               32    282    332           51      1 -        34       2 -        17

               41    159    172            6      1 -         1       2 -         2

               42    383  15172        4,429      1 -         1       2 -         8       5 -         2      

 6 -     4,418

               50    114    114           13

               55     58     58            1

               57    116    116            1

               58     42     42            1

               60    498    663          129

               61    482   5832           33

               62    176    176           61

               64    459    524          103

               65    306    314           23

               66    304    304            7

               70   1396   1396            3      1 -         3

               71   1308   1308            3      1 -         3

               72    517   1040           75      1 -        75

               73   5368   5368            3      1 -         3

               74  16976  32744           75      1 -        24       5 -        51

               75    264    264            9      1 -         9

               78   6190  11240            6      2 -         3       3 -         3

               80    256    256        3,690

               89   1441   2140            3      1 -         2       2 -         1

               90    164    164            1

               92    212    212            1     11 -         1

              100   1111   1794           16

              101    830    830           10

              102    850   1470            6

              110    609   1178            3      2 -         3

              115    553    660            6

              116    420    420          148

              118    128    128           46    118 -        46

              128    163    163          713
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              133    239    840           69

              187    117    685          258

              189    856   2680            8      1 -         2       3 -         2       5 -         2   

 1025 -         2

              248    156    156            1

              252     87     87            1

              254    164    196          963  54465 -       860   54467 -       103

              255    433   1024           98      1 -        41       4 -        37       7 -         8     

 17 -         2

                                                 23 -         8      25 -         2

              ALL    436  32744       16,844

The following list gives an explanation of the fields that are contained in the Summary of Records Copied section of the
report:

TYPE
SMF record type (numeric value 0-2047).

AVGL
Average record length of records for this type.

MAXL
Maximum record length of records for this type.

TOTAL
Number of records for this type successfully written.

SUBTYPE COUNTS
A list of SMF record subtypes and how many records for each subtype were successfully written. The first number that is
shown is the numeric SMF record subtype, followed by the number of records. Counts for records with no subtype (zero)
are not shown on the report. However, they are included in the total number of records.

ALL
Indicates the grand total line for all SMF record types.

DUMPOPTIONS
This control statement allows systems personnel to define the specifications for dumping SMF records to history files
managed by SMF Director. The DUMPOPTIONS control statement must follow the BEGIN control statement that defines
the dump options for the specified system configuration. This statement must also precede the END CONFIG control
statement.

Statement Format:
►►─ DUMPOPTIONS ─ COPIES( ─┬─ 1 ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┬─────────────┬─┬─────────────┬──────►

                           ├─ 2 ───┤     ├─ NOCATLG ◄ ─┤ ├─ SCRATCH ◄ ─┤

                           └─ * ───┘     ├─ CATLG ─────┤ ├─ NOSCRATCH ─┤

                                         └─ UPCATLG ───┘ └─ UPSCRATCH ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ NOVERIFY ◄ ─┤

   └─ VERIFY ─────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ PREFIX(─┬──*─────┬─)──┤

   ├─         └ prefix ┘    │

   └─ NOPREFIX ◄ ───────────┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ APREFIX(─┬──*─────┬─)──┤

   ├─          └ prefix ┘    │

   └─ NOAPREFIX ─────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ RETPD(──┬──0 ◄ ──┬─)┤

              ├ nnnn ──┤  │

   └─         └─ * ────┘ ─┘

   ├─ EXPDT(──┬──0 ◄ ──┬─)│

              ├ yyyddd ┤  │

   └─         └─ * ────┘ ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ ARETPD(─┬──*───┬─)──┤

   ├─         └ nnnn ┘    │

   ├─ AEXPDT(─┬──*─────┬─)│

   └─         └ yyyddd ┘  ┘ 

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TRTCH(──┬──*────┬─)──┘

              └ value ┘    

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ATRTCH(─┬──*────┬─)──┘

              └ value ┘    

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬────────┬───────────────────┬────────────►

   ├─ LSNAME(lsname lsname ...)    ─┤        └─ FIRSTYEAR(yyyy) ─┘

   └─ SUBNAME(subname subname ...) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MAXFILESONVOL( ─┬─ * ───┬─ ) ─┘

                      └─ n ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DAYSTACK( ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┘

                 ├─ YES ──┤

                 └─ * ────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────►

   └─ PDSNLARGE( ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─) ─┘ └─ ADSNLARGE( ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┘

                  ├─ YES ──┤                     ├─ YES ──┤

                  └── * ───┘                     └── * ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   ├─ NODYNAM ───┤              ├─ PDEVN( ─┬─ dname ─┬─ ) ──│              

   ├─ DYNAM ─────┤              │          ├─ NONE ──┤      │                             

   ├─ DYNAMVTS ──┤              │          └── * ────┘      │                          

   └─ UPDYNAM ◄ ─┘              └─ PSTORC( ─┬─ class ─┬─ ) ─┘

                                            ├─ NONE ──┤

                                            └── * ────┘
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►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────┬────────────────┬─────── . ───►◄

   ├─ ADEVN( ─┬─ dname ─┬─ ) ──┤└─ ASTORC( ─┬─ class ─┬─ ) ──┤   └─ SDAY(hhmm) ───┘ 

   │          └─ NONE ──┘                   └─ NONE ──┘│

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬───────────────┬───────────┬──────────── . ───►◄

   │  PMGMTC( ─┬─ class ─┬─ )  └─ PDATAC( ─┬─ class ─┬─ ) ─┘

   │           ├─ NONE ──┤     │           ├─ NONE ──┤

   │           └── * ────┘     │           └── * ────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬───────────────┬───────────┬──────────── . ───►◄

   │  AMGMTC( ─┬─ class ─┬─ )  └─ ADATAC( ─┬─ class ─┬─ ) ─┘

   │           ├─ NONE ──┤     │           ├─ NONE ──┤

   │           └── * ────┘     │           └── * ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─ FALLBACK(─┬───────────────*──────┬─)───────────┘

                └ (mmddyy|000000 hhmm) ┘    

Operands and Descriptions:

 COPIES(1|2|*) 

Specifies whether SMF Director creates a duplicate copy of the dumped SMF data (duplexing). If 1 is specified, no
duplexing is performed. If 2 is specified, duplexing of the history file is performed. A duplicate index entry is also created
on the SCDS file to maintain an inventory of the SMF data for the duplex file. The duplex files are placed in the alternate
archive. The default is COPIES(1). We recommend setting COPIES(2) for all SMF data that are kept on a long-term basis.
To use the value that is coded on the OPTIONS statement, specify COPIES(*).

  NOCATLG|CATLG|UPCATLG 

Indicates whether SMF Director catalogs the history file data set, creating an entry within the System Catalog. The default
is NOCATLG. To indicate that the system being configured uses the value that is coded on the OPTIONS statement,
specify the UPCATLG operand.

 Notes: 

• When history files are written to DASD, the CATLG option is recommended. If DASD history files are not cataloged,
there is a danger that a history file can be archived and then later restored to a different volume. This action causes a
S213 ABEND in a subsequent EXTRACT that attempted to access the history file. The EXTRACT looks for the file on
the volume on which it originally resided.

• If the PSTORC or ASTORC option is in effect, SMS classes are used then SMS can override the NOCATLG/CATLG
specification.

  SCRATCH|NOSCRATCH|UPSCRATCH 

Specifies whether SMF Director requests specific or nonspecific magnetic tape volumes when creating the history file.

 SCRATCH
SCRATCH is the default. Specifying this option allows a nonspecific mount request for a scratch tape to perform when a
new tape volume is needed for a history file.

 NOSCRATCH
Specifying this option, selects a volume serial from the predefined pool of volumes when a new tape volume is needed for
a history file. For more information, see the DUMPTAPES control statement. To indicate that the system being configured
can use the value that is coded on the OPTIONS statement, specify the UPSCRATCH operand.

 Notes: 
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• – If Tape Management products such as CA 1, Vtape, or TLMS are used, SCRATCH is recommended.
– If DASD history files are used, this parameter has no direct impact. SCRATCH is recommended, as it is required for

some other options.
– If logstreams or substreams are going to be dumped in this configuration, SCRATCH is required.

  NOVERIFY|VERIFY 

Indicates whether SMF Director enables the Write Validity Check Feature if available on the device that is used to create a
history file. This option ensures the integrity of the SMF data written. This product also checks the validity of the standard
header on each SMF record. The record length, date, and time are all checked for validity.

 NOVERIFY 

This option is the default. If an error is detected, a dump of the record in question is dumped to the SYSPRINT DD
statement, and processing continues.

 VERIFY 

When VERIFY is specified, the hardware supplied Write Validity Check feature is enabled. Any errors that are detected by
SMF Director results in the termination of processing.

 Note: This feature is obsolete, however it is supported for backward compatibility.

  NOPREFIX|PREFIX(prefix|*) 

Specifies the high level qualifiers to be used for the primary history file data set names.

 Note: When no APREFIX operand is coded, this qualifier is used for the APREFIX.

 NOPREFIX 

This option is the default. If NOPREFIX is specified, SMF Director uses SYS1.SMFDATA,

 PREFIX(prefix|*)
To use the value of the PREFIX operand on the global OPTIONS statement, code PREFIX(*).

The prefix can be up to 26 characters. For more information, see the Attributes of History Files.

  NOAPREFIX|APREFIX(prefix|*) 

Specifies the high level qualifiers to be used for the alternate or duplex history file data set names. If NOAPREFIX is
specified or this operand is not specified, the value that is specified by the PREFIX keyword is used. To use the value of
the APREFIX operand on the global OPTIONS statement, code APREFIX(*).

For more information, see the Attributes of History Files.

 EXPDT(0|yyyddd)|*|RETPD(0|nnnn|*)
Specifies the expiration date or retention period of the history file data sets within the primary pool. If the expiration date
is specified, it must be in the Julian date format. The default is EXPDT(0) or RETPD(0) which causes SMF Director not
to set an expiration date for the history file. To use the value of the EXPDT or RETPD operand on the global OPTIONS
statement, code either EXPDT(*) or RETPD(*).

See Control Statement Language Rules for a description of two special expiration dates: 099000 and 099366.

We recommend that expiration dates or retention periods be used, as it increases the integrity of the SMF data. If the
AUTODEL feature is desired, setting expiration dates or retention periods is required.

 Note: When the AEXPDT|ARETPD operand is not coded, the EXPDT|RETPD specification is used for AEXPDT|
ARETPD.

 Note: If the PSTORC option is in effect, SMS can override the specified expiration date or retention period.

 AEXPDT(yyyddd|*)|ARETPD(nnnn|*) 
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Specifies the expiration date or retention period of the history file data sets within the alternate pool. If the expiration date
is specified, it must be in the Julian date format. For data sets created on a DASD device it requires an operator response
and confirmation if the data set is to be scratched or overwritten. If AEXPDT or ARETPD is not specified, SMF Director
uses the values that are specified for EXPDT or RETPD. To use the value of the AEXPDT or ARETPD operand on the
global OPTIONS statement, code either AEXPDT(*) or ARETPD(*).

See Control Statement Language Rules for a description of two special expiration dates: 099000 and 099366.

We recommend that expiration dates or retention periods be used, as it increases the integrity of the SMF data. If the
AUTODEL feature is desired, setting expiration dates or retention periods is required.

 Note: If the ASTORC option is in effect, SMS can override the specified expiration date or retention period

 TRTCH(value|*) 

 ATRTCH(value|*) 

Lets you use the z/OS JCL TRTCH parameter on dynamically allocated history files in SMF Director. The values of the
TRTCH and ATRTCH operands are the same as the values allowed in z/OS JCL when writing an output file to tape.
TRTCH is used to set the recording technique for the primary history file, while ATRTCH is used to set the TRTCH for the
alternate history file.

The valid values are as follows:

 NOCOMP
For cartridge tapes, writes the history file without using any data compression.

 COMP
For cartridge tapes, writes the history file using the data compression.

 C
Performs data conversion for history files on reel tapes.

 E
Writes history files to reel tape with even parity.

 ET
Writes history files to reel tape with even parity and perform the EBCDIC translation.

 T
Writes history files to reel tape and perform the EBCDIC translation.

 Note: Although SMF Director does support TRTCH options C, E, ET, and T, they are not recommended for history files.
If TRTCH or ATRTCH is not specified, the system defaults are used. These values can be set in SYS1.PARMLIB or within
SMS. To use the value of the TRTCH or ATRTCH operand on the global OPTIONS statement, code them with (*).

 LSNAME(lsname lsname ...) 

Specifies which logstreams are recording data that are managed. Each logstream must be indicated in the configuration
for each system that is writing data to that logstream. Up to 21 logstreams can be indicated in one compile. If more than
21 logstreams are needed, run the compile more than once with the additional names in the LSNAME operand. These
logstreams are added to the configuration being processed.

 SUBNAME(subname subname ...) 

Specifies any substreams that you are defining to manage SMF MAN file recorded data. By using substreams, you can
define the specific recording management attributes for SMF data that is recorded to SYS1.MANx files that are based
on the SMF record type. The substream names can be up to 26 characters long in a standard 8.8.8 format similar to
logstream names. Unlike logstream names, the subnames cannot begin with “I” or "SYS" and must contain at least two
nodes. That is, SUBNAME(VALID.NAME) is allowed but SUBNAME(INVALID) is not allowed.
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 Note: Each substream that is named in the SUBNAME operand is required to have a STREAMOPTIONS statement so
that the SMF Record types being archived in that stream can be specified.

See the STREAMOPTIONS control statement for more information related to substream requirements.

 FIRSTYEAR(yyyy)
Specifies the first year of data that is allowed in the history file index. During the dump, if an SMF record for this
configuration has a lower year than this specified year, then the record is rejected as invalid. When adding a history file
manually through ADDX, the low date also has to be higher than or equal to this year; otherwise the ADDX fails. The valid
values for this option range from 1960 to the current year or 2059, whichever is lower. The default is 1960.

 Note: Changing this option has no effect on history files already in the index.

 MAXFILESONVOL(n|*) 

Lets you override the global MAXFILESONVOL at the configuration level. (See the description of MAXFILESONVOL on
the OPTIONS statement.) To use the value of the MAXFILESONVOL operand on the global OPTIONS statement, code
either MAXFILESONVOL(0) or MAXFILESONVOL(*).

 DAYSTACK(NO|YES|*) 

Specifies whether the daystacking feature can be turned on or off. The default is NO, which turns daystacking off. To
use the value of the DAYSTACK operand on the global OPTIONS statement, code DAYSTACK(*). See Features for a
description of the daystacking feature.

 PDSNLARGE(NO|YES|*) 

Allocates the primary history file with the DSNTYPE=LARGE operand. This operand is only used for DASD history files
when the DYNAM operand is specified on the OPTIONS statement; otherwise it is ignored. To use the value of the
PDSNLARGE operand on the global OPTIONS statement, code PDSNLARGE(*).

 Note: When a history file (HISTORY1) DD statement with DSNTYPE=LARGE is present in the DUMP JCL, then the
history file is allocated with the large format attribute regardless of the PDSNLARGE specification.

 ADSNLARGE(NO|YES|*) 

Allocates the alternate history file with the DSNTYPE=LARGE operand. This operand is only used for DASD history
files when the DYNAM operand is specified on the OPTIONS statement; otherwise it is ignored. To use the value of the
ADSNLARGE operand on the global OPTIONS statement, code ADSNLARGE(*).

 Note: When a history file (HISTORY2) DD statement with DSNTYPE=LARGE is present in the DUMP JCL, then the
history file is allocated with the large format attribute regardless of the ADSNLARGE specification.

 DYNAM|DYNAMVTS|UPDYNAM|NODYNAM 

Controls whether SMF Director can dynamically allocate history files when performing dump, extract, and print operations.
DYNAM allows the dynamic allocation of history files for all dumps and EXTRACT/PRINT operations. NODYNAM
prevents the dynamic allocation of history files under any circumstances. DYNAMVTS allows the dynamic allocation of
input history files to EXTRACT and the PRINT operations, but suppresses the dynamic allocation of output history files
from dump operations. To indicate that the system being configured can use the value that is coded on the OPTIONS
statement, use the UPDYNAM operand. The UPDYNAM is the default.

 Notes: 
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• When configurations are defined with SMF logstreams or substreams for the first time, the DYNAM operand must be
set in the DUMPOPTIONS to confirm that the setting is in place. The default setting on the OPTIONS statement is not
considered when configuring a stream.

• If the DYNAM option is in effect and a history DD statement is coded, the parameters in the DD statement override
the dynamic allocation options such as PSTORC and ASTORC. See the descriptions of the PSTORC and ASTORC
operands for more information.

• The NODYNAM option can cause problems involving incorrect mount messages at data centers that employ virtual
tape. The DYNAMVTS option can be used to avoid this problem while maintaining control over the allocation of output
history files during dumps.

• If the logstream or substream recorded SMF data is managed with this configuration, DYNAM must be active for
this configuration. This can be set either by specifying DYNAM on the DUMPOPTIONS statement or by specifying
UPDYNAM on this DUMPOPTIONS statement and having DYNAM coded on the enterprise-wide OPTIONS statement.
We recommend that you code DYNAM on the DUMPOPTIONS statement in case the OPTIONS statement changes in
the future.

 PDEVN(dname|NONE|*) 

'dname' is the esoteric device name to be used when creating SMF history files in the primary pool. Up to eight characters
can be specified. If no device name or SMS classes are specified and the DYNAM option is enabled, the system default
device name is used. This default name can be set in the active ALLOCxx member of the system PARMLIB. Specify
NONE to reset the device name. To use the value of the PDEVN operand on the global OPTIONS statement, code
PDEVN(*).

 Note: If you are changing the PDEVN parameter from one tape unit name to another, from tape to DASD, or DASD to
tape, immediately run a TAPEINIT command against this SID.

If using DASD for history files, this parameter must only be used for non-SMS managed volumes.

 Note: When a history file (HISTORY1) DD statement with the UNIT parameter is present in the DUMP JCL, the UNIT
parameter specification overrides the PDEVN option.

 PSTORC(class|NONE|*) 

'class' is the IBM DFSMS storage class to be used when creating SMF history files in the primary pool. Up to eight
characters can be specified. Specify NONE to reset the storage class. To use the value of the PSTORC operand on the
global OPTIONS statement, code PSTORC(*).

If using DASD for history files, this operand can allocate files only to SMS-managed volumes. Some issues can arise
with DASD history file allocations based on how SMS is set up at your data center. For DASD history allocations with
the DYNAM option set, there must be a temporary history file that is allocated in the JCL. This temporary file indicates
how large the history file can be. SMS may not allow the allocation on the storage class that is indicated in the PSTORC
operand and indicates an allocation error for the history file. This error causes the dump process to end prematurely

To avoid this issue, here are some remedies that you can use:

• Include a data set name on the history DD statement. This name can be any valid data set name that would be
allocated in the storage class that is indicated in the PSTORC operand.
Note: This remedy is the simplest remedy and the one that we recommend.

• Alter the ACS routines in the SMS DASD allocation. Assign no class to temporary data sets. The fourth node of the
name is the same as the dump process JCL job name or procedure name.
 Note: These changes are only for DASD history files that are allocated with SMS. Non-DASD and non-SMS
allocations are not affected by this remedy.

 PMGMTC(class|NONE|*) 

'class' is the IBM DFSMS management class to be used when creating SMF history files in the primary pool. Up to eight
characters can be specified. Specify NONE to reset the storage class. To use the value of the PMGMTC operand on the
global OPTIONS statement, code PMGMTC(*).
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If using DASD for history files, this operand allocates files only to SMS-managed volumes.

 Note: Some issues can arise with DASD history file allocations based on how SMS is set up at your data center.

For DASD history allocations with the DYNAM option set, there must be a temporary history file. This file is allocated
in the JCL indicating the maximum size of the history files. SMS may not allow the allocation on the storage class that
is indicated in the PSTORC operand and indicates an allocation error for the history file. This action causes the dump
process to end prematurely.

To avoid this issue, here are some remedies that you can use:

• Include a data set name on the history DD statement. This inclusion can be any valid data set name that would be
allocated in the management class that is indicated in the PMGMTC operand.
Note: This remedy is the simplest and the one that we recommend.

• Alter the ACS routines in the SMS DASD allocation to assign no class to temporary data sets, where the fourth node of
the name is the same as the dump process JCL job name or procedure name.
Note: These changes are only for DASD history files that are allocated with SMS. Non-DASD and non-SMS
allocations are not affected by this remedy.

 PDATAC(class|NONE|*) 

'class' is the IBM DFSMS data class to be used when creating SMF history files in the primary pool. Up to eight characters
can be specified. Specify NONE to reset the storage class. To use the value of the PDATAC operand on the global
OPTIONS statement, code PDATAC(*).If using DASD for history files, this operand allocates files only to SMS-managed
volumes.

 Note: Some issues may arise with DASD history file allocations based on how SMS is set up at your data center.

For DASD history allocations with the DYNAM option set, there must be a temporary history. This file is allocated in the
JCL that indicating the maximum size of the history files. SMS may not allow the allocation on the storage class that
is indicated in the PSTORC operand and indicates an allocation error for the history file. This action causes the dump
process to end prematurely.

To avoid this issue, here are some remedies that you can use:

• Include a data set name on the history DD statement. This can be any valid data set name that would be allocated in
the data class that is indicated in the PDATAC operand.
Note: This remedy is the simplest and the one that we recommend.

• Alter the ACS routines in the SMS DASD allocation to assign no class to temporary data sets, where the fourth node of
the name is the same as the dump process JCL job name or procedure name.
Note: These changes are only for DASD history files that are allocated with SMS. Non-DASD and non-SMS
allocations are not affected by this remedy.

 ADEVN(dname|NONE|*)
'dname' is the esoteric device name to be used when creating SMF history files in the alternate pool. Up to eight
characters can be specified. If no device name or SMS classes are specified and the DYNAM option is enabled, the
default device name used is the device name used for the primary pool. Specify NONE to reset the device name. To use
the value of the ADEVN operand on the global OPTIONS statement, code ADEVN(*).

 Note: If you are changing the ADEVN parameter from one tape unit name to another, from tape to DASD, or DASD to
tape, immediately run a TAPEINIT command against this SID.

If using DASD for history files, this parameter must only be used for non-SMS managed volumes.

 Note: When a history file (HISTORY2) DD statement with the UNIT parameter is present in the DUMP JCL, the UNIT
parameter specification overrides the ADEVN option.

 ASTORC(class|NONE|*)
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'class' is the IBM DFSMS storage class to be used when creating SMF history files in the alternate pool. Up to eight
characters can be specified. Specify NONE to reset the storage class. To use the value of the ASTORC operand on the
global OPTIONS statement, code ASTORC(*).
If using DASD for history files, this operand allocates files only to SMS-managed volumes.

 Note: Some issues may arise with DASD history file allocations based on how SMS is set up at your data center. For
DASD history allocations with the DYNAM option set, there must be a temporary history file. This file is allocated in the
JCL that indicating the maximum size of the history files. SMS may not allow the allocation on the storage class that
is indicated in the ASTORC operand and indicates an allocation error for the history file. This action causes the dump
process to end prematurely.

To avoid this issue, here are some remedies that you can use:

• Include a data set name on the history DD statement. This can be any valid data set name that would be allocated in
the storage class that is indicated in the PSTORC operand.
Note: This remedy is the simplest and the one that we recommend.

• Alter the ACS routines in the SMS DASD allocation to assign no class to temporary data sets, where the fourth node of
the name is the same as the dump process JCL job name or procedure name.
Note: These changes are only for DASD history files that are allocated with SMS. Non-DASD and non-SMS
allocations are not affected by this remedy.

 AMGMTC(class|NONE|*) 

'class' is the IBM DFSMS management class to be used when creating SMF history files in the alternate pool. Up to eight
characters can be specified. Specify NONE to reset the storage class. To use the value of the AMGMTC operand on the
global OPTIONS statement, code AMGMTC(*).

If using DASD for history files, this operand allocates files only to SMS-managed volumes.
Note: Some issues may arise with DASD history file allocations based on how SMS is set up at your data center.

For DASD history allocations with the DYNAM option set, there must be a temporary history file that is allocated in the
JCL that indicating the maximum size of the history files. SMS may not allow the allocation on the storage class that
is indicated in the ASTORC operand and indicates an allocation error for the history file. This action causes the dump
process to end prematurely.
To avoid this issue, here are some remedies that you can use:

• Include a data set name on the history DD statement. This name can be any valid data set name that would be
allocated in the management class that is indicated in the AMGMTC operand.
Note: This remedy is the simplest and the one that we recommend.

• Alter the ACS routines in the SMS DASD allocation to assign no class to temporary data sets, where the fourth node of
the name is the same as the dump process JCL job name or procedure name.
Note: These changes are only for DASD history files that are allocated with SMS. Non-DASD and non-SMS
allocations are not affected by this remedy.

 ADATAC(class|NONE|*) 

'class' is the IBM DFSMS data class to be used when creating SMF history files in the alternate pool. Up to eight
characters can be specified. Specify NONE to reset the storage class. To use the value of the ADATAC operand on the
global OPTIONS statement, code ADATAC(*).If using DASD for history files, this operand allocates files only to SMS-
managed volumes.

 Note: Some issues may arise with DASD history file that is allocations based on how SMS is set up at your data center.

For DASD history allocations with the DYNAM option set, there must be a temporary history file that is allocated in
the JCL indicating the maximum size of the history files. SMS may not allow the allocation on the storage class that
is indicated in the ASTORC operand and indicates an allocation error for the history file. This action causes the dump
process to end prematurely.

To avoid this issue, here are some remedies that you can use:
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• Include a data set name on the history DD statement. This name can be any valid data set name that would be
allocated in the data class that is indicated in the ADATAC operand.
Note: This remedy is the simplest and the one that we recommend.

• Alter the ACS routines in the SMS DASD allocation to assign no class to temporary data sets, where the fourth node of
the name is the same as the dump process JCL job name or procedure name.
Note: These changes are only for DASD history files that are allocated with SMS. Non-DASD and non-SMS
allocations are not affected by this remedy.

If a history file (HISTORYn) DD statement is coded for the configuration, any SMS construct parameters (STORCLAS,
MGMTCLAS, or DATACLAS) that are coded in the DD statement or assigned by the operating system as defaults
will override the PSTORC, PMGMTC, PDATAC, ASTORC, AMGMTC, and ADATAC specifications.

 SDAY(hhmm) 

Specifies the hour (hh) and minute (mm) that SMF Director is to treat as the logical start of a day. If this operand is not
coded, days start at the value indicated in the OPTIONS statement for this configuration. If no value is set, the value
defaults to midnight, which is coded as SDAY(0000).

 Note: The global SDAY value is used to determine the starting and ending times for all EXTRACT and PRINT requests.
The exception is when the FROM, JFROM, TO, or JTO operand gives a specific starting or ending time. The value that is
specified here is used for the daystacking feature only.

 FALLBACK(mmddyy|000000 hhmm) 

This operand is used to set the date, hour, and minute when clocks fall back one hour when daylight savings time ends.
The first value in the operand indicates the date as a two-digit month, two digit day and two digit year, with the year
representing the years 1960 through 2059. A special date value of 000000 can be used to deactivate the operand.

The time value set indicates the time of day when the clock is set back. For example, if the clock change is at 3 AM to set
the time back to 2 AM, code the second value as 0300.

Sample DUMPOPTIONS Statement:

COMPILE CONFIGURATION STORE.

  BEGIN CONFIG(002) SID(XE96) NAME('C.A. XE96')

    DUMPOPTIONS COPIES(2) NOCATLG SCRATCH NOVERIFY

      RETPD(002) ARETPD(001) PREFIX(SYSPROG.CASMF.XE96)

      LSNAME(IFASMF.ALL,IFASMF.T30,IFASMF.RMF)

      TRTCH(NOCOMP) ATRTCH(COMP).

  END CONFIG(002).

DUMPOPTIONS statement output:

CA                                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                            SMFD       PAGE

     1

 CA SMF Director     12.7                                                           SYSA      19 SEP yyyy 

 10:40:51

  COMPILE CONFIGURATION STORE .

  BEGIN CONFIG(002) SID(XE96) NAME('C.A. XE96') .

  DUMPOPTIONS COPIES(2) NOCATLG SCRATCH NOVERIFY

  RETPD(002) ARETPD(001) PREFIX(SYSPROG.CASMF.XE96)

  LSNAME(IFASMF.ALL,IFASMF.T30,IFASMF.RMF)

  TRTCH(NOCOMP) ATRTCH(COMP).
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  END CONFIG(002)  .

CAF1301I  CONFIGURATION DEFINITION XE96 STORED

DUMPTAPES
This control statement controls the pool of magnetic tape volume serials available to SMF Director for SMF dump
processing. A pool of volume serials must be defined to this product if any system configuration was defined with the
NOSCRATCH operand of the DUMPOPTIONS or OPTIONS control statement. During dump processing for systems with
a configuration definition having NOSCRATCH, this product selects which tape volume serial in the free pool should be
used for creating its SMF history files. If no volumes are in the free pool, new tape volume serials must be added.

NOTE
To list the available volumes in the SCDS pool of tapes, issue the control statements: LISTH VOLUMES (FREE).

Statement Format:

DUMPTAPES

                                ┌─ , ──────┐

►►─ DUMPTAPES ─┬─ ADD ────┬─ ( ─▼─ volser ─┴─ ) ──────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ DELETE ─┘

Operands and Descriptions:

ADD|DELETE

Indicates whether the system should ADD or DELETE the specified volume serial numbers from the pool of available
dump tapes.

Volser can contain up to 255 volume serial numbers in a single DUMPTAPES statement.

To ADD and DELETE volumes, separate DUMPTAPES statements.

Sample DUMPTAPES Statements:

    DUMPTAPES  ADD(SMF100 SMF101 SMF102 SMF103 SMF104 SMF105 SMF106) .

    DUMPTAPES  DELETE(SMF106 SMF107) .

DUMPTAPES statement output:

 CA                                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                            SMFD       PAGE

     1

 CA SMF Director     12.7                                                            SYSA      23 JUL yyyy 

 16:33:32

 

     DUMPTAPES  ADD(SMF100 SMF101 SMF102 SMF103 SMF104 SMF105 SMF106) .

 

 CAF2705I  DUMPTAPES ADD FUNCTION WAS SUCCESSFUL

 

     DUMPTAPES  DELETE(SMF106 SMF107) .

 

 CAF2500E  VOLUME SMF107 IS NOT IN AVAILABLE VOLUME POOL

 

 CAF2901I  RUN COMPLETE, HIGHEST CONDITION CODE WAS 8
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END
This control statement concludes the definition of a configuration to SMF Director. END is always used in association with
the COMPILE and BEGIN control statements.

Statement Format:

END

►►─ END ─ CONFIG(n) ─ . ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Operands and Descriptions:

CONFIG(n)

Specifies the end of a configuration's definition.

"(n)" must match the number that is specified in the associated BEGIN statement.

Sample END Statement:

COMPILE CONFIGURATION STORE.

    BEGIN CONFIG(22) SID(XE22) NAME('C.A. DEMO SYSTEM-2') .

     DUMPOPTIONS COPIES(2) CATLG SCRATCH NOVERIFY

       RETPD(5) PREFIX(SYS3.SMFDATA)

      ARETPD(10) .

    END CONFIG(22) .

END statement output:

  CA                                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                          SMFD       PAGE

     1

 CA SMF Director     12.7                                                             SYSA      23 JUL yyyy 

 15:34:10

 

    COMPILE CONFIGURATION STORE.

        BEGIN CONFIG(22) SID(XE22) NAME('C.A. DEMO SYSTEM-2') .

         DUMPOPTIONS COPIES(2) CATLG SCRATCH NOVERIFY

           RETPD(5) PREFIX(SYS3.SMFDATA)

          ARETPD(10) .

        END CONFIG(22) .

 

  CAF1301I  CONFIGURATION DEFINITION XE22 STORED

 

  CAF2900I  RUN COMPLETE

EXTRACT/PRINT
The EXTRACT and PRINT control statements select the SMF data that you want to be:

• Copied and processed by another program
• Printed in its original form
• Both copied and processed, and printed
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If this product detects duplicate or overlapping SMF data, by default it does not allow any records to be extracted or
printed from the history file data set causing this condition. To allow duplicate or overlapping SMF data to be extracted
or printed, specify the PERMIT parameter on the EXEC JCL statement. To have overlapping data that is automatically
discarded during the EXTRACT/PRINT process, specify the NODUPS parameter on the EXEC JCL statement.

When the PERMIT parameter has been coded on the EXEC statement, an overlap condition results in a warning
message, and the step completes with a condition code 4.

For further information, see Systems Programming.

EXTRACT and PRINT take the same operands except the EXIT and TODD parameters, which pertain only to EXTRACT.
You can include more than one EXTRACT or PRINT control statement in the same execution of SMF Director.

By default, EXTRACT and PRINT requests are satisfied from the primary pool of history files. You can use the SOURCE
control statement to specify the Alternate pool.

Only those SMF records having a standard header section as defined in the IBM z/OS Systems Management Facilities
Manual are selected for processing.

Special Characteristics of the EXTRACT Control Statements

SMF Director honors user-defined record formats and truncates or pads records, as required. During extraction, a
message is issued indicating the number of records that are truncated if the logical record length (LRECL) is not large
enough to accommodate the largest record encountered. If the DD statement for the output file does not specify a block
size, record length, or record format, SMF Director uses default values of LRECL=32760 and RECFM=VBS.

In addition, the EXTRACT statement can also create entries in a split file index to facilitate the automated application
processing of SMF data. This data would typically have been saved to a split file during the dump process. See the SPLIT
control statement for more information about split files and the index.

Special Characteristics of the PRINT Control Statements

Data is printed in standard dump format (character and hex), with a formatted heading of the information in the standard
SMF record header. The record descriptor word (RDW) of the SMF record is not printed.

Statement Format:

►►─┬─ EXTRACT ─┬─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ PRINT ───┘ ├─ SID(sid1 ... sidn) ───┤

                 ├─ XSID(sid1 ... sidn) ──┤

                 ├─ EXCLUDESID(sid1 ...) ─┤

                 └─ ALL ──────────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────────┬──►

   ├─ FROM(date time)TO(date time)             ───┤ └─ COUNT(nnnnnn) ─┘ └─ PROGRESSMSGS( ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─ )────┘

   ├─ JFROM(date time)JTO(date time)             ─┤                                       ├─YES────┤

   ├─ FROMDAYSAGO(days time)TODAYSAGO(days time) ─┤                                       └─WTO────┘

   ├─ SDAY(hhmm) ─────────────────────────────────┤                                       

   ├─ YEAR(yyyy) ─────────────────────────────────┤                                       

   ├─ MONTH(mmyy) ────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ WEEK(date) ─────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DAY(date) ──────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ YESTERDAY ──────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ LWEEK/LASTWEEK──────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ LMONTH/LASTMONTH────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ TODAY ──────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ SCRT(nn)────────────────────────────────────┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

   └─ WHEN( ─┬─ component,test,value,test,value... ─┬─ ) ─┘

             └─ aa,bb,cc,aa,bb,cc... ───────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   ├─ SELECT(list) ──┤        ├─SIGNATURES(─┬─ NO ◄─┬ )┤   

   └─ EXCLUDE(list) ─┘                      └─ YES ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TAPEVOLCHG( ─┬─ NORELEASE ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┘

                   └─ RELEASE ─────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

   └─ INDEXDSN(dsname) ─┬────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬─┘

                        └─ INDEXDUP(ddname) ─┘ └─ INDEXLIM(nnn) ─┘

                                               └─ INDEXDAYS(nnn)─┘

 ►─ EXIT(module) ─ TODD(ddname) ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ LSNAME( ─┬─ lsname lsname ... ─┬─ ) ─┤

   │           └─ NONE ──────────────┘     │

   └─ SUBNAME( ─┬ subname subname ... ─┬ ) ┘

                └ NONE ────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬─ ─────────►◄

   └─ MANFILE( ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┘ └─ EXPAND110( ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┘ └─ EXPANDDB2( ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┘

                └─ NO ────┘                      └─ YES ──┘                      └─ YES ──┘

 

Operands and Descriptions:

SID(sid1...sidn)

Specifies the identification of one or more (operating) systems for which data is extracted.

"(sid)" can identify up to 20 systems. You can code this part of the statement as follows: SID(sid1,sid2...). Either SID or
ALL operand must be specified.

ALL

Causes data to be extracted for all the indexed systems, for which SMF Director has an entry, that falls within the
specified time range. Either SID or ALL operand must be specified.

EXCLUDESID(sid1, sid2, …)

XSID(sid1, sid2, …)

The EXCLUDESID and XSID operands provide a way to indicate which systems the control statement does not apply
to. One or more systems can be specified. Any configurations in the SCDS that have any of the named SIDs are not
processed with the command. All other configured systems will be processed.

The EXCLUDESID and XSID operands are mutually exclusive synonyms of each other. These operands are also mutually
exclusive with the SID operand and the ALL operand.
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FROM (date time)

TO (date time)

Specifies the beginning and ending of the period for which SMF data is extracted. The SMF records whose timestamps
exactly match the FROM specification are considered to be inside the time range. The SMF records whose timestamps
exactly match the TO specification are considered to be outside the time range.

date

Date is in Gregorian (mmddyy) format. For example, July 1, 2008 would be 070108.

time

Time is coded in hour/minute (hhmm) format. For EXTRACT, time can be coded in hour/minute/second (hhmmss) format.
The time portion of the operand values is optional. For the FROM operand, the default time value is 000000 and for the
TO operand, the default time value is 240000.

JFROM(date time)

Specifies the beginning date and time for the SMF records to be extracted or printed.

date

Date is in Julian date format (cyyddd)

Where:

c

C is 0 for 1960 through 1999 and 1 for 2000 and thereafter. For example, 098182 represents July 1, 1998, and 101001
represents January 1, 2001.

time

Time is optionally coded in hours, minutes, and seconds format (hhmmss or hhmm). Code either the JFROM keyword or
the FROM keyword, but not both. The default value for the time if omitted is 000000.

JTO(date time)

Specifies the ending date and time for the SMF records to be extracted or printed.

date

Date is in the Julian format (cyyddd).

time

Time is optionally coded in hours, minutes, and seconds format (hhmmss or hhmm). Code either the JTO keyword or the
TO keyword, but not both. The default value for the time if omitted is 240000.

NOTE

The installation's logical day specification is ignored when an EXTRACT statement includes these parameters.
At least one FROM, TO, JFROM, or a JTO parameter with a starting or an ending time that is explicitly coded.
The logical day specification is the SDAY value that is defined on the OPTIONS statement. If only a starting time
is coded, the ending time defaults to midnight at the end of the TO/JTO date. If only an ending time is coded, the
starting time defaults to midnight at the beginning of the FROM/JFROM date.

• The SMF records whose timestamps exactly match the JFROM specification are considered to be inside the
time range.

• The SMF records whose timestamps exactly match the JTO specification are considered to be outside the
time range.
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FROMDAYSAGO(days time)
TODAYSAGO(days time)

Specifies that SMF data is extracted or printed from the date range indicated by the number of days past.

days

Specifies the number of days to count back from the current day. The value can be any number of days from zero
(meaning the current day) to 366.

time

Specifies an optional time value in HHMMSS format. The default is 000000 for FROMDAYSAGO and 240000 for
TODAYSAGO.

SDAY(hhmm)

Specifies an override TIME value for logical time ranges that override the configured SDAY value for the SMF data archive
or configuration.

YEAR(yy)

Specifies that the SMF data for an entire calendar year is processed. If "yy" is 59 or less, the year is treated as 20yy. If
"yy" is 60 or greater, the year is treated as 19yy.

For example, YEAR(2000) requests an extraction of data beginning January 1 and ending December 31, 2000.

MONTH(mmyy)

Specifies that the SMF data for an entire calendar month is processed. For example, "(0408)" specifies April 2008.

WEEK(date)

Specifies that the SMF data for an entire calendar week (168 continuous hours) beginning with the specified date, is
processed.

"Date" is in Gregorian (mmddyy) format.

DAY(date)
Specifies that the SMF data for one calendar day is processed.

"date" is in Gregorian (mmddyy) format.

YESTERDAY

Specifies processing of SMF data for yesterday's calendar day. "Yesterday" is the current logical date minus one, at the
time the extract is run.

LWEEK/LASTWEEK

Specifies that SMF data is extracted or printed for the last calendar week, running Sunday through Saturday.

LMONTH/LASTMONTH

Specifies that SMF data is extracted or printed for the last calendar month. For example, if an EXTRACT LMONTH is run
on July 2008, SMF Director extracts all data from June 2008.

LASTYEAR

Specifies that SMF data is extracted or printed for the last calendar year. .

TODAY

Specifies that SMF data is extracted or printed for the current logical day.
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NOTE
The installation's system-wide SDAY option is used to determine the current day, week, or month is for
processing the YESTERDAY, LWEEK, LMONTH, or TODAY parameters.

Examples:

The installation's SDAY option is set to 0900 and an EXTRACT is run at 0800 on Sunday, July 1, 2008.

The result for the LMONTH operand is the extraction of all data between 0900 on May 1, 2008 and 0900 on June 1, 2008.

The result for the LWEEK operand is the extraction of all data between 0900 on Sunday, June 17 and 0900 on Sunday,
June 24.

The result for the YESTERDAY operand is all data between 0900 on June 29 and 0900 on June 30 to be extracted.

The result for the TODAY operand is all data between 0900 on June 30 and 0900 on July 1 to be extracted.

These results are due to the logical date is Saturday, June 30. Running EXTRACT an hour later would change the results
of all three of these operands. Because the logical date would become July 1 at 0900 on that date. Thus, the LMONTH,
LWEEK, YESTERDAY, and TODAY operands would extract or print the data between:

• 0900 on June 1 and 0900 on July 1
• 0900 on Sunday, June 24 and 0900 on Sunday, July 1
• 0900 on June 30 and 0900 on July 1.
• 0900 on July 1 and 0900 on July 2.

For the SMF records whose timestamps exactly match the beginning of the specified interval are selected. For the SMF
records whose timestamps exactly match the end of the specified interval are not selected.

SCRT(previous relative month)

Specifies that SMF data is extracted or printed for the SCRT reporting period relative to the date of execution, and
adjusted by the previous month value. With a previous relative month specified as (1), the SCRT reporting period begins
on the second day of the previous month and ends on the first day of the current month if the current day of the month is
not the first. However, If the current day of month is the first, then the SCRT reporting period begins on the second day of
the month 2 months ago, and ends on the first day of the previous month. The SCRT previous relative month value must
be an integer value from 0 through 99 if specified.

SIGNATURES(NO|YES)

Specifies whether signature records should be selected for processing in the output. The default value is NO. If signature
records are required code SIGNATURES(YES). If only signature records are to be extracted, code SIGNATURES(NO)
and SELECT(2) as operands on the EXTRACT or PRINT statement.

COUNT(n)

Specifies the maximum number of records to be extracted.

"(n)" must be a positive integer.

WHEN(aa,bb,cc,aa,bb,cc…) or WHEN(component,test,value,test,value...)

Allows the specification of more selection criteria for the SMF records. The WHEN selection criteria can be based on
either up to four offsets or up to five components, but not both.
A full description of component-based WHEN selection criteria can be found under the description of SPLIT statement.
The rules for coding component-based WHEN criteria are identical for EXTRACT and SPLIT statements.

The offset-based WHEN selection criteria are described as follows.

Up to four aa,bb,cc WHEN subparameters can be coded. For an SMF record to be selected, it must meet ALL of the
specified conditions. Only one WHEN operand specifying an offset can be coded.
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NOTE

If the WHEN condition check goes past the end of an SMF record, the record is not written to the output SMF
file.

aa

'aa' is the numeric offset within the SMF record relative to zero (column 1) that is to be checked. The offset can be any
number up to 32767.

NOTE
If you are looking at a listing from an IDCAMS dump or SMF display from an earlier PRINT command, remember
that neither of these methods display the record descriptor word (RDW). Therefore, the WHEN offset must be
coded as 4 greater than the apparent displacement of the field as shown in an IDCAMS dump or a SMF Director
PRINT command listing.

bb

'bb' is any one of the following two-character operators:

EQ

Equal

NE

Not Equal

LT

Less than

LE

Less than or equal to

GT

Greater than

GE

Greater than or equal to

cc

'cc' is the character or hexadecimal constant up to 32 bytes in length. This parameter can be coded as a hexadecimal
value in the format X'zz', where 'zz' is an even number of hexadecimal digits. For example:

EXTRACT ALL MONTH(0408)SELECT(14,15)WHEN(68,EQ,'SYS1')

Results in the extraction of all SMF record type 14 and 15 records that are generated during April 2008 for data sets
whose names begin with SYS1.

This parameter cannot use wildcards. If this parameter contains any asterisks, the asterisks are interpreted literally.

SELECT(list)|EXCLUDE(list)

Specifies selection of only certain record types for processing, or exclusion of certain record types for processing. If
neither of these two operands are coded, this product processes all stored SMF records that fall within the specified date
and time range.

'list' can include any valid SMF record types and subtypes. Where a subtype is specified, a decimal point separates the
type from the subtype; for example, 30.1 signifies SMF record type 30, subtype 1. The valid numbers for SMF record
types are 0 through 2047. The valid numbers for subtypes are 0 through 65535.
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The type/subtype specifications can be expressed as individual record types/subtypes separated by commas or as a
range separated by a colon, or both.

Example:

SELECT(30.1:30.5) results in the retrieval of SMF record type 30, subtypes 1 through 5.

EXCLUDE(99.20,99.100) causes the retrieval of all stored SMF records except for type 99, subtypes 20 and 100.

Some SMF records have subtypes of zero. To specify subtype zero, code a zero to the right of the decimal point. For
example, SELECT(116) requests all type 116 records; SELECT(116.0) requests only type 116, subtype zero.

TAPEVOLCHG(NORELEASE|RELEASE)

Specifies whether SMF Director can release the history file tape unit when it is about to call for the mount of a new history
volume. The default is NORELEASE.

NOTE
TAPEVOLCHG does not apply to history files that reside on DASD.

INDEXDSN(dsn)

(For EXTRACT only.) Specifies the name of a split file index, where information about this extract is recorded. INDEXDSN
is an optional parameter that is provided to facilitate processes that use the split file index to process data that SMF
Director archived. The parameter can contain the data set name of the split file index that is used in the automated
process. For more information about split file indexes, see the description of the SPLIT control statement. For more
information about setting up a split file index, see Systems Programming .

A single, specific SID must be coded when using INDEXDSN. ALL is not supported.

INDEXDUP(ddname)

(For EXTRACT only.) Specifies the ddname in the extract JCL where a copy of the split file index is written. This operand
is valid only if the INDEXDSN operand is present; otherwise it is ignored.

INDEXLIM(nnn)

(For EXTRACT only.) Specifies the maximum number of entries that are kept in the split file index. This operand is valid
only if the INDEXDSN operand is present; otherwise it is ignored.

INDEXDAYS(nnn )

(For EXTRACT only.)

This optional operand can only be coded if INDEXDSN is coded. This operand indicates the maximum number of
complete days that entries are kept in the split file index that is indicated by INDEXDSN. If the creation date of an index
record is less than the yesterday’s date minus the INDEXDAYS value, the record is dropped from the index.

Example:

If INDEXDAYS(1) is coded, then all index records with a creation date of today and yesterday are retained and all older
records are discarded. This operand and the INDEXLIM operand are mutually exclusive. If both INDEXDAYS and
INDEXLIM are omitted, the index file has no limit on the number of records. The index records are not large; an index file
of one 3390 cylinder holds 4,350 index records at half-track blocking.

NOTE
Even when entries are deleted from the Index, the associated data sets in the entries are not deleted.

EXIT(module)

(For EXTRACT only.) Specifies the module to be called as an exit to receive extracted SMF data for further processing.
TODD must also be coded if this product is to write the extracted output file. If TODD is not coded, it assumes that the exit
module processed the extracted data as desired.
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"(module)" is the 1-character to 8-character name of a module to be dynamically loaded during the processing of this
request. For more information, see Writing EXTRACT Exits in Extraction, Split User Exits, and Split File Time Processing.

TODD(ddname)

(For EXTRACT only.) Specifies the name of the DD statement defining the file to which the extracted SMF records are to
be written.

"(ddname)" must be a 1-character to 8-character ddname, corresponding to a DD statement in the execution JCL for the
job.

More than one EXTRACT request can be coded for the same DD. If the TODD parameter is omitted, This product uses a
default ddname of EXTRACT.

NOTE
The default file attributes for an EXTRACT file are described Selective Processing of SMF Data.

PROGRESSMSGS(NO|YES|WTO)

Requests that SMF Director issue informational message CAF3107I whenever a history file is about to be opened during
an EXTRACT.

NO

(Default) Does not write the messages to SYSPRINT.

YES

Writes the messages to SYSPRINT.

WTO

Writes the messages to both SYSPRINT and the operator console.

NOTE
When there are multiple EXTRACT statements in one run, specification of PROGRESSMSGS(YES) in one
EXTRACT statement causes progress messages to be issued for all EXTRACT statements that are processed
in the run. Likewise, specification of PROGRESSMSGS(WTO) in one EXTRACT statement causes progress
messages to be written to the operator console for all EXTRACT statements that are processed in the run.

LSNAME(NONE|lsname lsname ...)

Specifies a subset of logstream names that SMF Director includes in the search to satisfy an EXTRACT or
PRINT request. If this operand is not included, all of the logstreams being managed are included in the requests.
LSNAME(NONE) means that none of the logstreams are included when searching for records to satisfy a request.

SUBNAME(NONE|subname subname ...)

Specifies a subset of substream names that SMF Director includes in the search to satisfy an EXTRACT or
PRINT request. If this operand is not included, all of the substreams being managed are included in the requests.
SUBNAME(NONE) means that none of the substreams are included when searching for records to satisfy a request.

MANFILE(YES|NO)

Specifies whether the MAN file archives are searched to find records to satisfy an EXTRACT or PRINT request.

YES

(Default) YES includes the MAN files in the search.

NO

NO limits the request to search only the logstreams and substreams.

EXPAND110(YES|NO)
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Indicates whether a compressed SMF type 110 records can be expanded before they are either written to the extract file
or printed.

YES
For YES, SMF Director expands any compressed type 110 records that are to be written to the output file or printed.

NO
(Default) NO means that no expansion of type 110 records are performed.

EXPANDDB2(YES|NO)

Indicates whether compressed SMF types 100 through 102 records should be expanded before they are either written to
the extract file or printed.

YES
For YES SMF Director expands any compressed types 100 through 102 records that are to be written to the output file or
printed.

NO
(Default) NO means that no expansion of types 100 through 102 records are performed.

Sample EXTRACT Statements:

Obtain the SMF records from systems XE21, XAE1, and XAE4 from December 16, 2008 at 8:00 a.m. to December 16,
2008 at 5:30 p.m. Exclude SMF record types: 14,15,70,71,72,73,74,75,76,77,78,79:

EXTRACT SID(XE21,XAE1,XAE4)

     FROM(121608 080000) TO(121608 173000)

        EXCLUDE(14:15,70:79).

Obtain the RMF records from all systems for the first quarter of the year 2008, January 1 2008 to March 31 2008:

EXTRACT SID(ALL) JFROM(108001 000000) JTO(108091 240000)

     SELECT(70:79).

Obtain all SMF records for system XE96 and XE74 from April 16, 2008 at 4:00 p.m. to September 27, 2008 at 12:30 p.m.
Place all records in the data set referenced in the JCL by ddname SMFOUT:

EXTRACT SID(XE96,XE74)  JFROM(108107 1600) JTO(108271 1230)

     TODD(SMFOUT).

Obtain the RMF records from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on January 17, 2008, but only include data from logstreams
IFASMF.LSTRM1 and IFASMF.LSTRM2 and only from system XFF1:

EXTRACT SID(XFF1) FROM(011708 100000) TO(011708 160000)

     SELECT(70:79) MANFILE(NO) TODD(SMFOUT)

     LSNAME(IFASMF.LSTRM1 IFASMF.LSTRM2).

Extract any records from the last month on system XFF1 that were not captured in a logstream:

EXTRACT SID(XFF1) LMONTH TODD(SMFOUT) LSNAME(NONE).

The EXTRACT statement output:
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CA HERNDON                                      AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                            SMFD       PAGE

     1

 CA SMF Director     12.7                                                           SYSA      20 SEP yyyy  

 8:50:57

 

  EXTRACT SID(XE96,XE74)  JFROM(107100 1600) JTO(107270 1230)

       TODD(SMFOUT).

 

CAF1010I  REQUEST ACCEPTED

 

CAF2218I  SMF DATA USING CONFIGURATION XE96 IS BEING PROCESSED

CAF2221I  SMF DATA USING CONFIGURATION XE96 IS BEING PROCESSED WITH LOGSTREAM IFASMF.ALL

CAF2221I  SMF DATA USING CONFIGURATION XE96 IS BEING PROCESSED WITH LOGSTREAM IFASMF.RMF

CAF2221I  SMF DATA USING CONFIGURATION XE96 IS BEING PROCESSED WITH LOGSTREAM IFASMF.T30

CAF2218I  SMF DATA USING CONFIGURATION XE74 IS BEING PROCESSED

CAF2221I  SMF DATA USING CONFIGURATION XE74 IS BEING PROCESSED WITH LOGSTREAM IFASMF.SMFDATA

CAF2221I  SMF DATA USING CONFIGURATION XE74 IS BEING PROCESSED WITH LOGSTREAM IFASMF.WHISTLE

CAF3100I  15669 RECORDS WRITTEN TO SMFOUT FILE

CAF3105I  6954 RECORDS PROCESSED FROM: 08/01/2008  9:33:37  TO: 09/19/2008 10:13:33 FOR SYSID XE96

CAF3105I  8715 RECORDS PROCESSED FROM: 07/23/2008 10:52:36  TO: 07/24/2008 11:14:03 FOR SYSID XE74

 

                                              SUMMARY OF RECORDS EXTRACTED

 

                     FROM: 07/23/2008 (107.204) 10:52:36.56    TO: 09/19/2008 (107.262) 10:13:33.83

 

         TYPE      AVGL   MAXL      TOTAL   ................................ SUBTYPE

 COUNTS ................................

            0        60     60            1

            4       238    319           71

            5       148    154           33

            8       624    624            1

           14       359    632          356

           15       333    344          134

           17       100    100           20

           19        72     72        1,425

           20        95    101           35

           22       302    302            1

           23       134    134           24

           26       443    451           52

           30      1062   3773        2,418      1 -       104       2 -     1,485       3 -       128       4

 -       127

                                                 5 -        64       6 -       510

           32       399    548           14      1 -         4       2 -         3       3 -         4       4

 -         3

           34       700    703            3

           35       154    154            3

           40       219    546           84

           41       136    212          104      1 -         2       3 -       102

           42       472  20972          771      5 -        51       6 -       720

           43        32     32            1

           50       164    242           50

           52        62     62           10

           60       516    600          104
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           61       615   3648           11

           62       188    188           92

           64       458    458           88

           65       316    381           12

           80       256    256        1,851

           88       222    308          109      1 -        55      11 -        54

           89      2363   4478          100      1 -        50       2 -        50

           90       326    596           32

           92       213    276        1,245      1 -         9      10 -        26      11 -     1,210

           99       907   2996        3,323      1 -       373       2 -     1,848       3 -       370       6

 -       372

                                                 9 -       360

          119       236    644           63      5 -         2       6 -         2       7 -         1      10

 -        58

          231       292    292            3

          255       760    760        3,025      2 -     3,025

          ALL       624  20972       15,669

 

CAF2900I  RUN COMPLETE

The following list gives an explanation of the fields that are contained in the Summary of Records Extracted section of the
report.

TYPE
SMF record type (numeric value 0-2047).

AVGL
Average record length of records for this type.

MAXL
Maximum record length of records for this type.

TOTAL
Number of records for this type that is successfully written to output.

SUBTYPE COUNTS
A list of SMF record subtypes and how many records for each subtype were successfully written. The first number that is
shown is the numeric SMF record subtype, followed by the number of records. Counts for records with no subtype (zero)
are not shown on the report. However, they are included in the total number of records.

ALL
Indicates the grand total line for all SMF record types written.

The sample PRINT Statement:

PRINT SID(XE44) FROM(041698 131500)  TO(041698 132000)

           COUNT(5).

The PRINT statement output:

 CA                                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                            SMFD       PAGE

     1

 CA SMF Director     12.7                                                              SYSA      27 JUL yyyy 

 11:45:24

 

  SOURCE PRIMARY.
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 CAF2800I  SOURCE OPTION SET

 

  PRINT SID(XE44) FROM(041698 131500)  TO(041698 132000) COUNT(5) .

 CAF1010I  REQUEST ACCEPTED

 

 

 CAF3200I  SMF RECORD TYPE 21 BUFFER DATE 04/16/2008 ( 98/106) TIME 13:16:44

          0000    1E150048 F1980098 106FE7C5 F4F40036   F3F0F5F0 F9F00752 78048081 00000033   

 *....1.....XE44..305090..........*

          0020    00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000100 00000000 00000000   

 *................................*

          0040    00000000                                                                     *....         

                   *

 

 CAF3200I  SMF RECORD TYPE 21 BUFFER DATE 04/16/2008 ( 98/106) TIME 13:16:56

          0000    1E150048 F6700098 106FE7C5 F4F40036   F3F0F3F3 F0F2074D 78048081 00000049   

 *....6.....XE44..303302..........*

          0020    00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00037800 00000000 00000000   

 *................................*

          0040    00000000                                                                     *....         

                   *

 CAF3100I  2 RECORDS WRITTEN TO SYSPRINT FILE

 

 CAF2900I  RUN COMPLETE

LISTC
This control statement enables you to list information associated with the configurations of one or more SIDs (SMF IDs).

Statement Format:

LISTC

►►─ LISTC ─┬────────────────────────┬─ . ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

           ├─ SID(sid1 ... sidn) ───┤

           ├─ XSID(sid1 ... sidn) ──┤

           ├─ EXCLUDESID(sid1 ...) ─┤

           └─ ALL ──────────────────┘

Operands and Descriptions:

SID(sid1...sidn)

Specifies one or more SMF IDs, up to a maximum of 20, for which the associated options are printed. This operation is
coded (sid1,sid2...).

ALL

Requests printing of the options for all configurations.

EXCLUDESID(sid1, sid2, …)

XSID(sid1, sid2, …)
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The EXCLUDESID and XSID operands provide a way to indicate which systems the control statement does not apply
to. One or more systems can be specified. Any configurations in the SCDS that have any of the named SIDs are not
processed with the command. All other configured systems will be processed.

The EXCLUDESID and XSID operands are mutually exclusive synonyms of each other. These operands are also mutually
exclusive with the SID operand and the ALL operand.

 

If no operands are specified, a list of all SID names on the SCDS file, including temporary SIDs defined in the input stream
before the LISTC control statements, are generated.

Sample LISTC Statement:

LISTC ALL.

LISTC statement output

Note: Operands that are preceded by an asterisk have picked up their values from a higher level:

CA HERNDON                                      AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                            SMFD       PAGE     1

CA SMF Director  12.7                                                              XE96      26 JAN YYYY   8:53:40

                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                   

LISTC ALL.                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                   

CA HERNDON                                      AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                            SMFD       PAGE     2

CA SMF Director  12.7                                                              XE96      26 JAN YYYY   8:53:40

                                                                                                                   

COMPLEX LEVEL CONFIGURATION:                                                                                       

     SITE NAME:  CA HERNDON           LAST DUMP ON: 01/26/

YYYY  3:50:40                                            

          SDAY(00:00)  MAXLINES(000)  OVERLAP(0005)    AUTODEL    DYNAM                                            

          PDEVN(3390    )  ADEVN(3390    )  MAXFILESONVOL(00002)                                                   

          COPIES(1)  NOCATLG  NOSCRATCH  DAYSTACK(NO) PDSNLARGE(NO) ADSNLARGE(NO)                                  

          EXPDT(0) NOPREFIX  AEXPDT(0) NOAPREFIX                                                                   

SYSTEM LEVEL CONFIGURATION:                                                                                        

  SYSID: XAD1  SEQ#: 1  DATE DEFINED: 01/07/

YYYY  NAME: C.A. XAD1                                                  

    OPTIONS:                                                                                                       

    COPIES(2)   NOVERIFY    SCRATCH     NOCATLG     RETPD(2)      PREFIX(PREFIX.CASMF.TEST.XAD1)                  

      ARETPD(1) APREFIX(PREFIX.CASMF.TEST.XAD1) TRTCH(NOCOMP ) ATRTCH(COMP   ) DAYSTACK(NO)                       

      *MAXFILESONVOL(00002) FIRSTYEAR(1960) PDSNLARGE(NO) ADSNLARGE(NO)                                            

      *DYNAM    *PDEVN(3390    )  *ADEVN(3390    )  *SDAY(00:00)                                                   

                                                                                                                   

SYSTEM LEVEL CONFIGURATION:                                                                                        

  SYSID: XE96  SEQ#: 2  DATE DEFINED: 01/07/

YYYY  NAME: C.A. XE96                                                  

    STATISTICS:                                                                                                    

     LAST DUMP ON: 01/26/

YYYY  3:50:38  ON SYSTEM: XE96      RECORD COUNT: 255  AVERAGE: 513                       

         CPU TIME:     0.126  AVERAGE:     0.023    SMF DATA TIME RANGE:   0:01  AVERAGE:   1:27                   

         LAST SMF RECORD TIMESTAMP: 01/26/

YYYY  3:50:30.98                                                         

    OPTIONS:                                                                                                       
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    COPIES(2)   NOVERIFY    SCRATCH     NOCATLG     RETPD(2)      PREFIX(PREFIX.CASMF.TEST.XE96)                  

      ARETPD(1) APREFIX(PREFIX.CASMF.TEST.XE96) TRTCH(NOCOMP ) ATRTCH(COMP   ) DAYSTACK(NO)                       

      *MAXFILESONVOL(00002) FIRSTYEAR(1960) PDSNLARGE(NO) ADSNLARGE(NO)                                            

      *DYNAM    *PDEVN(3390    )  *ADEVN(3390    )  *SDAY(00:00)                                                   

                                                                                                                   

STREAM LEVEL CONFIGURATION:                                                                                        

    STREAMNAME: DUMMY.STREAM               ID: RB  TYPE: SUBSTREAM  SYSID: XE96                                    

    STATISTICS:                                                                                                    

     DUMPS: 0                                                                                                      

    OPTIONS:                                                                                                       

    *COPIES(2)   *NOVERIFY    *SCRATCH     *NOCATLG     *RETPD(2)      *PREFIX(PREFIX.CASMF.TEST.XE96)            

      *ARETPD(1) *APREFIX(PREFIX.CASMF.TEST.XE96) *TRTCH(NOCOMP ) *ATRTCH(COMP   ) *DAYSTACK(NO)                  

      *MAXFILESONVOL(00002) FIRSTYEAR(1960) *PDSNLARGE(NO) *ADSNLARGE(NO)                                          

      *DYNAM    *PDEVN(3390    )  *ADEVN(3390    )  *SDAY(00:00)                                                    

    RECORDS:                                                                                                        

      NONE                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                    

    STREAMNAME: IFASMF.ALL                 ID: LA  TYPE: LOGSTREAM  SYSID: XE96                                     

    STATISTICS:                                                                                                     

     DUMPS: 35            LAST SMF RECORD TIMESTAMP: 01/26/

YYYY  3:43:46                                            

    OPTIONS:                                                                                                        

    *COPIES(2)   *NOVERIFY    *SCRATCH     *NOCATLG     *RETPD(2)      *PREFIX(PREFIX.CASMF.TEST.XE96)             

      *ARETPD(1) *APREFIX(PREFIX.CASMF.TEST.XE96) *TRTCH(NOCOMP ) *ATRTCH(COMP   ) *DAYSTACK(NO)                   

      *MAXFILESONVOL(00002) FIRSTYEAR(1960) *PDSNLARGE(NO) *ADSNLARGE(NO)                                           

      *DYNAM    *PDEVN(3390    )  *ADEVN(3390    )  *SDAY(00:00)                                                    

                                                                                                                    

    STREAMNAME: IFASMF.RMF                 ID: LC  TYPE: LOGSTREAM  SYSID: XE96                                     

    STATISTICS:                                                                                                     

     DUMPS: 0                                                                                                       

    OPTIONS:                                                                                                        

    *COPIES(2)   *NOVERIFY    *SCRATCH     *NOCATLG     *RETPD(2)      *PREFIX(PREFIX.CASMF.TEST.XE96)             

      *ARETPD(1) *APREFIX(PREFIX.CASMF.TEST.XE96) *TRTCH(NOCOMP ) *ATRTCH(COMP   ) *DAYSTACK(NO)                   

CA HERNDON                                      AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                            SMFD       PAGE     3 

CA SMF Director  12.7                                                              XE96      26 JAN YYYY   8:53:40 

                                                                                                                    

      *MAXFILESONVOL(00002) FIRSTYEAR(1960) *PDSNLARGE(NO) *ADSNLARGE(NO)                                           

      *DYNAM    *PDEVN(3390    )  *ADEVN(3390    )  *SDAY(00:00)                                                    

                                                                                                                    

    STREAMNAME: IFASMF.T30                 ID: LB  TYPE: LOGSTREAM  SYSID: XE96                                     

    STATISTICS:                                                                                                     

     DUMPS: 23            LAST SMF RECORD TIMESTAMP: 01/26/

YYYY  3:43:24                                            

    OPTIONS:                                                                                                        

    *COPIES(2)   *NOVERIFY    *SCRATCH     *NOCATLG     *RETPD(2)      *PREFIX(PREFIX.CASMF.TEST.XE96)             

      *ARETPD(1) *APREFIX(PREFIX.CASMF.TEST.XE96) *TRTCH(NOCOMP ) *ATRTCH(COMP   ) *DAYSTACK(NO)                   

      *MAXFILESONVOL(00002) FIRSTYEAR(1960) *PDSNLARGE(NO) *ADSNLARGE(NO)                                           

      *DYNAM    *PDEVN(3390    )  *ADEVN(3390    )  *SDAY(00:00)                                                    

                                                                                                                    

    STREAMNAME: SUBSTR.T30                 ID: RA  TYPE: SUBSTREAM  SYSID: XE96                                     

    STATISTICS:                                                                                                     

     DUMPS: 56            LAST SMF RECORD TIMESTAMP: 01/26/

YYYY  3:20:42                                            
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    OPTIONS:                                                                                                        

    *COPIES(2)   NOVERIFY    SCRATCH     *NOCATLG     *RETPD(2)      *PREFIX(PREFIX.CASMF.TEST.XE96)               

      *ARETPD(1) *APREFIX(PREFIX.CASMF.TEST.XE96) *TRTCH(NOCOMP ) *ATRTCH(COMP   ) *DAYSTACK(NO)                   

      *MAXFILESONVOL(00002) *PDSNLARGE(NO) *ADSNLARGE(NO)                                                           

      DYNAM    *PDEVN(3390    )  *ADEVN(3390    )  *SDAY(00:00)                                                     

    RECORDS:                                                                                                        

      030 031 032 033 034 035                                                                                       

                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                    

SYSTEM LEVEL CONFIGURATION:                                                                                         
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  SYSID: XE74  SEQ#: 3  DATE DEFINED: 01/07/

YYYY  NAME: C.A. XE74                                                   

    OPTIONS:                                                                                                        

    COPIES(2)   NOVERIFY    SCRATCH     NOCATLG     RETPD(2)      PREFIX(PREFIX.CASMF.TEST.XE74)                   

      ARETPD(1) APREFIX(PREFIX.CASMF.TEST.XE74) TRTCH(NOCOMP ) ATRTCH(COMP   ) DAYSTACK(NO)                        

      *MAXFILESONVOL(00002) FIRSTYEAR(1960) PDSNLARGE(NO) ADSNLARGE(NO)                                             

      *DYNAM    *PDEVN(3390    )  *ADEVN(3390    )  *SDAY(00:00)                                                    

                                                                                                                    

STREAM LEVEL CONFIGURATION:                                                                                         

    STREAMNAME: IFASMF.SMFDATA             ID: LB  TYPE: LOGSTREAM  SYSID: XE74                                     

    STATISTICS:                                                                                                     

     DUMPS: 0                                                                                                       

    OPTIONS:                                                                                                        

    *COPIES(2)   *NOVERIFY    *SCRATCH     *NOCATLG     *RETPD(2)      *PREFIX(PREFIX.CASMF.TEST.XE74)             

      *ARETPD(1) *APREFIX(PREFIX.CASMF.TEST.XE74) *TRTCH(NOCOMP ) *ATRTCH(COMP   ) *DAYSTACK(NO)                   

      *MAXFILESONVOL(00002) FIRSTYEAR(1960) *PDSNLARGE(NO) *ADSNLARGE(NO)                                           

      *DYNAM    *PDEVN(3390    )  *ADEVN(3390    )  *SDAY(00:00)                                                    

                                                                                                                    

    STREAMNAME: IFASMF.WHISTLE             ID: LA  TYPE: LOGSTREAM  SYSID: XE74                                     

    STATISTICS:                                                                                                     

     DUMPS: 0                                                                                                       

    OPTIONS:                                                                                                        

    *COPIES(2)   *NOVERIFY    *SCRATCH     *NOCATLG     *RETPD(2)      *PREFIX(PREFIX.CASMF.TEST.XE74)             

      *ARETPD(1) *APREFIX(PREFIX.CASMF.TEST.XE74) *TRTCH(NOCOMP ) *ATRTCH(COMP   ) *DAYSTACK(NO)                   

      *MAXFILESONVOL(00002) FIRSTYEAR(1960) *PDSNLARGE(NO) *ADSNLARGE(NO)                                           

      *DYNAM    *PDEVN(3390    )  *ADEVN(3390    )  *SDAY(00:00)                                                    
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CAF2900I  RUN COMPLETE                                                                                              

LISTH
This control statement enables you to print a list of all or part of the index information concerning its history data sets.
LISTH is also used to produce a list of available volumes in the tape pool (if any). This information is maintained in the
SCDS file.
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Statement Format:

LISTH

►►─ LISTH ─┬─ SID(sid1,...sidn,) ─────────────────────────┬───────────────────►    

           ├─ XSID(sid1 ... sidn) ────────────────────────┤

           ├─ EXCLUDESID(sid1 ...) ───────────────────────┤

           ├─ ALL ────────────────────────────────────────┤

           │            ┌─ , ──────────┐                  │

           └─ VOLUMES( ─▼─┬─ volser ─┬─┴─ ) ─┬──────────┬─┘

                          ├─ FREE ───┤       └─ DETAIL ─┘

                          └─ ALL ────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬─────────────►

   ├─ FROM(date)TO(date) ───┤ ├─ PRIMARY ───┤ ├─ SELECT(list) ──┤

   └─ JFROM(date)JTO(date) ─┘ └─ ALTERNATE ─┘ └─ EXCLUDE(list) ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ LSNAME( ─┬─ lsname lsname ... ─┬─ ) ─┤

   │           └─ NONE ──────────────┘     │

   └─ SUBNAME( ─┬ subname subname ... ─┬ ) ┘

                └ NONE ────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─ . ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ MANFILE( ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┘

                └─ NO ────┘

Operands and Descriptions:

SID(sid,sid,...)

Specifies one or more SMF IDs, up to a maximum of 20, for the history-file index. This operand is coded (sid1,sid2...).

This operand is the 4-character identifier that appears in the SMF data.

ALL

Specifies that index entries for all configurations are listed.

EXCLUDESID(sid1, sid2, …)

XSID(sid1, sid2, …)

The EXCLUDESID and XSID operands provide a way to indicate which systems the control statement does not apply
to. One or more systems can be specified. Any configurations in the SCDS that have any of the named SIDs are not
processed with the command. All other configured systems will be processed.

The EXCLUDESID and XSID operands are mutually exclusive synonyms of each other. These operands are also mutually
exclusive with the SID operand and the ALL operand.

FROM(date) TO(date)

Specifies the beginning and ending of the period for which SMF index entries are displayed.

'date' is in Gregorian (mmddyy) format.

JFROM (jdate) JTO (jdate)

Specifies the beginning and ending dates for the period for which

'jdate' is in Julian date format (cyyddd).
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PRIMARY

Specifies that index entries in the primary pool are the only ones to be listed.

ALTERNATE

Specifies that index entries in the alternate pool are the only ones to be listed.

VOLUMES (volser, volser, ...)

Produces a list of tape volume serials that are defined to this product. Only the volumes that are specified are listed.

VOLUMES (ALL)

Produces a list of all tape volume serials that are defined to this product.

VOLUMES (FREE)

Produces a list of all available volume serials in the free pool.

DETAIL

Specifies that the index entries that match the specified volume serials on the VOLUMES keyword are used.

SELECT(list)|EXCLUDE(list)

Lets you filter the history files index entries on an additional record type criteria. If SELECT is coded, all history files that
contain at least one of the specified record types are listed in the LISTH output. If EXCLUDE is coded, all history files that
contain only the specified record types and nothing else are excluded from the output.

The list may include any valid SMF record types from 0 through 2047. They may be coded as individual record types
separated by commas or as a range of record types that are separated by colons. Up to 2047 values may be coded.
Selection on subtypes is not allowed.

For example, SELECT(0,255,30:71) lists the history files that contain record types 0, 255, and 30 through 71.
EXCLUDE(255) suppresses all history files that contain only type 255 records.

NOTE
Entries that were manually added by ADDX do not contain information about their record types. Therefore, they
are always listed in the LISTH output. Record type information may be updated by an EXTRACT run, which
gathers information about record types, provided PARM=READ is not coded on the EXTRACT JCL.

LSNAME(NONE|lsname lsname ...)

Lets you filter the history file index entries on a specified logstream. Only the entries that contain the data from the
selected logstreams are listed. Up to 21 logstreams may be coded.

If NONE is coded, no logstream-related history file entry is included in the output.

If LSNAME is not coded, all history files that are dumped from all logstreams is included.

SUBNAME(NONE|subname subname ...)

Lets you filter the history file index entries on a specified substream. Only the entries that contain the data from the
selected substreams are listed. Up to 21 substreams may be coded.

If NONE is coded, no substream-related history file entry is included in the output.

If SUBNAME is not coded, all history files that are dumped from all substreams are included.

MANFILE(YES|NO)
Specifies whether the MAN file archives should be included in the LISTH output. The default value of YES lists all history
files containing the data that was dumped from MAN files. NO limits the output to only logstream-related history files.

Sample LISTH Statements:
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LISTH ALL .

LISTH  VOLUMES(FREE)    .

LISTH statement output:

 CA                                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                           SMFD       PAGE

     1

 CA SMF Director     12.7                                                           SYSA      27 JUL yyyy 

 11:09:54

 

  LISTH ALL .

 

 

 

 CA                                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                            SMFD       PAGE

     3

 CA SMF Director     12.7                                                            SYSA      27 JUL yyyy 

 11:09:54

 

                                     INDEXED SMF DATA FOR CONFIGURATION XE44

 

 ------ FROM ------- ------- TO -------- ------ DUMPED ----- VOLID/  UNIT  FILE -------------- DATA SET NAME

 ---------- SID   X

 04/29/2008 10:30:19 04/29/2008 10:44:44 07/08/2008 18:33:41 201825  3490  0001 SYSPROG.SF16.MM070898.T1833P79

          XE44  P

 04/29/2008 10:30:19 04/29/2008 10:44:44 07/10/2008 10:36:27 202338  3490  0001 SYSPROG.SF16.MM071098.T1036P26

          XE44  P

 05/20/2008 15:42:00 05/20/2008 21:59:00 05/21/2008  0:05:00 PMA003  3490  DISK SYSPROG.SF16.MS052008.T1542I1

           XE44  P

 05/21/2008  1:00:10 05/21/2008 21:59:00 05/22/2008  0:05:00 115193  3490  0001 SYSTEM.USER.SMFDATA.D052198  

           XE44  P

 

 CA                                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                           SMFD       PAGE

     4

 CA SMF Director     12.7                                                           SYSA      27 JUL yyyy 

 11:09:54

 

                                     INDEXED SMF DATA FOR CONFIGURATION XE44

 

 ------ FROM ------- ------- TO -------- ------ DUMPED ----- VOLID/  UNIT  FILE -------------- DATA SET NAME

 ---------- SID   X

 04/17/2008 12:00:00 04/29/2008 10:44:44 06/29/2008 12:32:56 PMA003  3390  DISK SYSPROG.SF16.MM062998.T1232A74

          XE44  A

 04/29/2008 10:30:19 04/29/2008 10:44:44 07/08/2008 18:33:41 PMA003  3390  DISK SYSPROG.SF16.MM070898.T1833A06

          XE44  A

 04/29/2008 10:30:19 04/29/2008 10:44:44 07/10/2008 10:36:27 PMA003  3390  DISK SYSPROG.SF16.MM071098.T1036A73

          XE44  A

 

 

 CA                                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                           SMFD       PAGE

     1
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 CA SMF Director     12.7                                                           SYSA      27 JUL yyyy 

 13:17:07

 

   LISTH  VOLUMES(FREE)    .

 

 AVAILABLE SMF DUMP VOLUMES:

     SMF100 SMF101 SMF102 SMF103 SMF104 SMF105 SMF106

 

 

 CAF2900I  RUN COMPLETE

Column Headings:

FROM

The oldest timestamp that was found in all records in the history file listed.

TO

The most recent timestamp that was found in all records in the history file listed.

DUMPED

The date and time that the history file was created.

VOLUME

The volume serial where the history file data set was originally written. History files that are written on DASD may be
moved to different volumes by SMS.

UNIT

The unit type that was reported by the system when the history file was created. For virtual tape systems (VTS), the UNIT
value reflects the tape device the VTS is emulating.

FILE

The file sequence number for history files that are written to tapes (real or virtual). For history files written to DASD,
the value in this column is DISK. If the FILE value is preceded with an asterisk (*), the history file is past its expiration
date and it is eligible for deletion using AUTODELETE.

DATA SET NAME

The data set name of the history file as generated during the dump process.

SID

The SMF ID of the data in the history file.

X

Indicates whether the history file is a primary (P) or alternate (A) history file.

OPTIONS
The OPTIONS control statement allows the specification of SMF Director program product options. The OPTIONS
statement can be used as a standalone statement or can appear after the COMPILE CONFIGURATION STORE
control statement. This statement must also be within the definition of a new configuration or the updating of an existing
configuration. If you are unsure about the current configuration definitions, use the LISTC SID (sidid) or LISTC All
command for a list of current parameter values. Use this list for a configuration during the process to add OPTIONS
values. When you are updating a configuration, any values that are not explicitly defined for a particular configuration
contain default values.
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The standalone OPTIONS statement is valid only if there are existing configurations that are defined. Any values that are
not explicitly coded in standalone OPTIONS statements remain unchanged and contain previous values.

This example shows output from a successful update of OPTIONS values.

Statement Format:

OPTIONS

►►─ OPTIONS ─ SDAY(hhmm) ─ MAXLINES(nnn) ─┬───────────────┬───────────────────►

                                          ├─ NOAUTODEL ◄ ─┤

                                          └─ AUTODEL ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬─ SITE(name) ─┬───────────────────────────┬───┬───────────────────────────┬──►

   ├─ NODYNAM ◄ ─┤              ├─ PDEVN( ─┬─ dname ─┬─ ) ──┤   └─ PSTORC( ─┬─ class──┬─ ) ─┘

   ├─ DYNAM ─────┤              │          └─ NONE ──┘                      └─ NONE ──┘

   └─ DYNAMVTS ──┘             

                                          

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ ADEVN( ─┬─ dname ─┬─ ) ──┤└─ ASTORC( ─┬─ class ─┬─ ) ──┤

   │          └─ NONE ──┘                   └─ NONE ──┘│

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ PMGMTC( ─┬─ class ─┬─ )──┤└─ PDATAC( ─┬─ class ─┬─ ) ──┤

   │          └─ NONE ──┘                   └─ NONE ──┘      │

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ AMGMTC( ─┬─ class ─┬─ )──┤└─ ADATAC( ─┬─ class ─┬─ ) ──┤

   │           └─ NONE ──┘                  └─ NONE ──┘      │

 ►─┬──────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OVERLAP(n) ─┘ └─ MAXFILESONVOL(n) ─┘

 ►────COPIES( ─┬─ 1 ◄ ─┬─ ) ──────┬─────────────┬──────┬───────────────┬──────►

               └─ 2 ───┘          ├─ NOCATLG ◄ ─┤      ├─ SCRATCH ─────┤

                                  └─ CATLG ─────┘      └─ NOSCRATCH ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬─────────►

   ├─ EXPDT(yyyddd) ─┤ ├─ AEXPDT(yyyddd) ◄ ─────┘ └─ TRTCH(value) ──┘

   └─ RETPD(nnnn) ───┘ └─ ARETPD(nnnn) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ ATRTCH(value) ─┘    └─ DAYSTACK( ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┘

                                        └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────►

   └─ PDSNLARGE( ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─) ─┘ └─ ADSNLARGE( ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┘

                  └─ YES ──┘                     └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────┬───────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   ├─ NOPREFIX ◄ ───────┤         ├─ NOAPREFIX ◄ ─────┤

   └─ PREFIX(prefix) ───┘         └─ APREFIX(prefix) ─┘
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►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────►

  └─ WTOERR( ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─) ─┘

              └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ FALLBACK(────────────┬──*────┬─)──┘

              └ (mmddyy|000000 hhmm) ┘    

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────── . ─────────────►◄

   ├─ NOSERVICEDESK ◄ ──────────┤ 

   ├─ SERVICEDESK ──────────────┤ 

   └─┤ SERVICEDESK parameters ├─┘ 

SERVICEDESK parameters

►►─┬─────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ SDHIGHSEVERITY(n) ─┘ └─ SDLOWSEVERITY(n) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────►◄

   └─ SDURL( ─┬─ url ──┬─ ) ─┘ ├─ SDUSERID( ─┬─ user ID ─┬─ ) ─┤

              └─ NONE ─┘       │             └─ NONE ────┘     │

                               └─ SDPASSWORD(password) ────────┘

Operands and Descriptions:

SDAY(hhmm)
Specifies the hour (hh) and minute (mm) that SMF Director is to treat as the logical start of a day. If this parameter is not
coded, a day is considered as starting at midnight (0000).

Note: The SDAY value is used to determine the starting and ending times for all EXTRACT and PRINT requests. The
exception is when the FROM, JFROM, TO or a JTO parameter gives a specific starting or ending time. :

Example: If the option SDAY(0600) is in effect, the command

EXTRACT ALL FROM(040208) TO(040608) 

This command causes the extraction of all SMF data from 0600 on April 2, 2008 up to, but not including, 0600 on April 7,
2008.

MAXLINES(nnn)
Specifies the maximum number of lines per page for SMF Director SYSPRINT output. "nnn" can be a numeric value from
0 or 10 through 255. The default is 0, which breaks pages every 60 lines.

AUTODEL|NOAUTODEL
Identifies if SMF Director performs the auto-delete feature. If AUTODEL is specified, this product scans the SCDS file for
any SMF inventory entries referencing history files. The scan is looking history files that have expired at least three days
earlier. If any entries exist, they are deleted from the SCDS and the system catalog entry is deleted too, if it exists. The
default is NOAUTODEL.
If an expired history file is on DASD, it is deleted from the volume on which it resides. If it was on DASD but the file has
been archived, this product performs the HDELETE operation to delete it from the archive.

The AUTODEL function decides if a history file has expired, based on the file expiration date. The date was set when the
file was created and not on the current setting of the RETPD or ARETPD option.
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This operand is a global option only. This option can be overridden by setting the EXPDT/RETPD operands on a system-
by-system or stream-by-stream basis on the DUMPOPTIONS or STREAMOPTIONS statements.

DYNAM|NODYNAM|DYNAMVTS
Controls if this product dynamically allocates history files when performing dump, extract, and print operations:

• DYNAM allows the dynamic allocation of history files for all dumps and EXTRACT/PRINT operations.
• (Default) NODYNAM prevents the dynamic allocation of history files under any circumstances.
• DYNAMVTS allows the dynamic allocation of input history files to EXTRACT and the PRINT operations. However, this

option suppresses the dynamic allocation of output history files from dump operations.

Notes:

• If the DYNAM option is in effect and a history DD statement is coded, the parameters in the DD statement override the
dynamic allocation options. For example. PSTORC, and ASTORC. For more information, see the descriptions of the
PSTORC and ASTORC operands.

• The NODYNAM option can cause problems involving incorrect mount messages at installations that employ virtual
tape. The DYNAMVTS option can be used to avoid this problem while maintaining control over allocation of output
history files during dumps.

• If the logstream or substream recorded SMF data is managed with any defined configuration, DYNAM must be
specified.

SITE(name)

'name' is an optional comment identifying the computing complex of up to 20 characters long and within quotes.

PDEVN(dname)
'dname' is the esoteric device name to be used when creating SMF history files in the primary pool. Up to eight characters
can be specified. If no device name or SMS classes are specified and the DYNAM option is enabled, the system default
device name is used. This default name can be set in the active ALLOCxx member of the system PARMLIB. NONE can
be used to reset the device name.

Note: When changing the PDEVN parameter from one tape unit name to another, from tape to DASD, or from DASD to
tape, immediately run a TAPEINIT command against every SID defined in your SCDS.

When using DASD for history files, this parameter must only be used for non-SMS managed volumes.

Note: When a history file (HISTORY1 or HISTcc1) DD statement with the UNIT parameter is present in the DUMP JCL,
the UNIT parameter specification overrides the PDEVN option.

PSTORC(class)
'class' is the IBM DFSMS storage class to be used when creating SMF history files in the primary pool. Up to eight
characters can be specified. NONE can be used to reset the storage class.

When using DASD for history files, this operand allocates files only to SMS-managed volumes.

Note: Some issues may arise with DASD history file allocations based on how SMS is set up at your data center. For
DASD history allocations with the DYNAM option set, there must be a temporary history file. This file is allocated in the
JCL and indicates the history file largest allowable size. SMS may not allow the allocation on the storage class that
is indicated in the PSTORC operand. This operand indicates an allocation error for the history file, causing the dump
process to end prematurely.

To avoid this issue, here are some remedies that you can use:

• – Include a data set name on the history DD statement. This name can be any valid data set name that would be
allocated in the storage class that is indicated in the PSTORC operand.
Note: This remedy is the simplest and the one that we recommend.

– Alter the ACS routines in the SMS DASD allocation by assigning no class to temporary data sets. Verify that the
fourth node of the name is the same as the dump process JCL job name or procedure name.
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Note: These changes are only for DASD history files that are allocated with SMS. Non-DASD and non-SMS
allocations are affected by these changes.

PMGMTC(class)

'class' is the IBM DFSMS management class to be used when creating SMF history files in the primary pool. Up to eight
characters can be specified. NONE can be used to reset the storage class.

If using DASD for history files, this operand allocates files only to SMS-managed volumes.

Note: Some issues can arise with DASD history file allocations based on how SMS is set up at your data center. For
DASD history allocations with the DYNAM option set, there must be a temporary history file. This file is allocated in the
JCL and indicates the history file largest allowable.size. SMS may not allow the allocation on the storage class that
is indicated in the PSTORC operand. This operand indicates an allocation error for the history file, causing the dump
process to end prematurely.

To avoid this issue, here are some remedies that you can use:

• Include a data set name on the history DD statement. This name can be any valid data set name that would be
allocated in the management class that is indicated in the PMGMTC operand. Note: This remedy is the simplest one
that we recommend.

• Alter the ACS routines in the SMS DASD allocation by assigning no class to temporary data sets. Verify that the fourth
node of the name is the same as the dump process JCL job name or procedure name.
Note: These changes are only for DASD history files that are allocated with SMS. Non-DASD and non-SMS
allocations that are not affected by this.

PDATAC(class)

'class' is the IBM DFSMS management class to be used when creating SMF history files in the primary pool. Up to eight
characters can be specified. NONE can be used to reset the storage class.

If using DASD for history files, this operand allocates files only to SMS-managed volumes.

Note: Some issues can arise with DASD history file allocations based on how SMS is set up at your data center. For
DASD history allocations with the DYNAM option set, there must be a temporary history. This file is allocated in the JCL
and indicates the history file largest allowable size. SMS may not allow the allocation on the storage class that is indicated
in the PSTORC operand. This operand indicates an allocation error for the history file, causing the dump process to end
prematurely.

To avoid this issue, here are some remedies that you can use:

• Include a data set name on the history DD statement. This name can be any valid data set name that would be
allocated in the data class that is indicated in the PDATAC operand.
Note: This remedy is the simplest one that we recommend.

• Alter the ACS routines in the SMS DASD allocation by assigning no class to temporary data sets. Verify that the fourth
node of the name is the same as the dump process JCL job name or procedure name.
Note: These changes are only for DASD history files that are allocated with SMS. Non-DASD and non-SMS
allocations are not affected by this.
When a history file (HISTORY1 or HISTcc1) DD statement is coded for any configuration (a SID, logstream, or
substream), any SMS construct parameters (STORCLAS, MGMTCLAS, or DATACLAS) that are coded in the
DD statement or assigned by the operating system as defaults override the PSTORC, PMGMTC, and ADATAC
specifications.

ADEVN(dname)

'dname' is the esoteric device name to be used when creating SMF history files in the alternate pool. Up to eight
characters can be specified. If no device name or SMS classes, are specified and the DYNAM option is enabled. The
default device name that is used is the device name that is used for the primary pool. NONE can be used to reset the
device name.
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Note: When changing the ADEVN parameter from one tape unit name to another, from tape to DASD, or from DASD to
tape. Immediately run a TAPEINIT command against every SID defined in your SCDS.

• If using DASD for history files, this parameter must only be used for non-SMS managed volumes.
Note: When a history file (HISTORY2 or HISTcc2) DD statement with the UNIT parameter is present in the DUMP JCL,
the UNIT parameter specification overrides the ADEVN option.

ASTORC(class)
'class' is the IBM DFSMS storage class to be used when creating SMF history files in the alternate pool. Up to eight
characters can be specified. NONE can be used to reset the storage class.

If using DASD for history files, this operand allocates files only to SMS-managed volumes.

Note: Some issues can arise with DASD history file allocations based on how SMS is set up at your data center. For
DASD history allocations with the DYNAM option set, there must be a temporary history file. This file is allocated in the
JCL that indicates the history file largest allowable size. SMS may not allow the allocation on the storage class that is
indicated in the ASTORC operand This operand indicates an allocation error for the history file, causing the dump process
to end prematurely.

To avoid this issue, here are some remedies you that can use:

• – Include a data set name on the history DD statement. This name can be any valid data set name that would be
allocated in the storage class that is indicated in the ASTORC operand.
Note: This remedy is the simplest remedy and the one that we recommend.

– Alter the ACS routines in the SMS DASD allocation by assigning no class to temporary data sets. Verify that the
fourth node of the name is the same as the dump process JCL job name or procedure name.
Note: These changes are only for DASD history files that are allocated with SMS. Non-DASD and non-SMS
allocations are not affected by this.

AMGMTC(class)

'class' is the IBM DFSMS management class to be used when creating SMF history files in the alternate pool. Up to eight
characters can be specified. NONE can be used to reset the storage class.

If using DASD for history files, this operand allocates files only to SMS-managed volumes.

Note: Some issues can arise with DASD history file that is allocations based on how SMS is set up at your data center.
For DASD history allocations with the DYNAM option set, there must be a temporary history file that is allocated in the
JCL that indicates the history file largest allowable size. SMS may not allow the allocation on the storage class that
is indicated in the ASTORC operand. This operand indicates an allocation error for the history file, causing the dump
process to end prematurely.

To avoid this issue, here are some remedies that you can use:

• Include a data set name on the history DD statement. This name can be any valid data set name that would be
allocated in the management class that is indicated in the AMGMTC operand.
Note: This remedy the simplest and the one that we recommend.

• Alter the ACS routines in the SMS DASD allocation by assigning no class to temporary data sets. Verify that where the
fourth node of the name is the same as the dump process JCL job name or procedure name.
Note: These changes are only for DASD history files that are allocated with SMS. Non-DASD and non-SMS
allocations are not affected by this.

ADATAC(class)

'class' is the IBM DFSMS data class to be used when creating SMF history files in the alternate pool. Up to eight
characters can be specified. NONE can be used to reset the storage class.

If using DASD for history files, this operand allocates files only to SMS-managed volumes.
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Note: Some issues can arise with DASD history file allocations based on how SMS is set up at your data center. For
DASD history allocations with the DYNAM option set, there must be a temporary history file that is allocated in the JCL
that indicates the history largest allowable size. SMS cannot allow the allocation on the storage class that is indicated in
the ASTORC operand. This operand indicates an allocation error for the history file, causing the dump process to end
prematurely.

To avoid this issue, here are some remedies that you can use:

• Include a data set name on the history DD statement. This name can be any valid data set name that would be
allocated in the data class that is indicated in the ADATAC operand.
Note: This remedy is the simplest and the one that we recommend.

• Alter the ACS routines in the SMS DASD allocation by assigning no class to temporary data sets. Verify that the fourth
node of the name is the same as the dump process JCL job name or procedure name.
Note: These changes are only for DASD history files that are allocated with SMS. Non-DASD and non-SMS
allocations are not affected by this.
When a history file (HISTORY2 or HISTcc2) DD statement is coded for any configuration (SID, logstream, or
substream), any SMS construct parameters (STORCLAS, MGMTCLAS, or DATACLAS) that are coded in the
DD statement or assigned by the operating system as defaults override the ASTORC, AMGMTC, and ADATAC
specifications.

OVERLAP(n)

'n' can be from 0 through 300 seconds, which is the maximum allowable overlap of SMF dump history files before SMF
Director considers a file to be in an 'overlap' condition. The default is zero.

For example, assume that two SMF data history files contain these date ranges:

• File A's date range is 09/08/00 08:00:00 - 09/08/00 12:15:45
• File B's date range is 09/08/00 12:15:43 - 09/08/00 17:30:55

If OVERLAP(0) was specified, File B would contain overlapped data with File A. If OVERLAP(3) was specified, neither of
these files would be considered to contain overlapped data.
Note: We recommend that you observe the overlap conditions that occur and analyze them to see if they are truly
overlaps. They may be records that are written with timestamps in error. These conditions are especially true with non-
IBM SMF records that may be created with timestamps that do not account for leap seconds.

MAXFILESONVOL(n)

Indicates the maximum number of history files that can be written to a single tape volume. With some devices that
use very large tapes, performance issues can occur if a large number of files are written to the tape. Using this operand,
the number of files that are placed on one tape can be limited so that the performance issues are avoided. The value of
the operand can be set to any integer value from 1 to 32760. If this operand is not specified, a default value of 300 is set.

COPIES(1|2)

Specifies whether this product can create a duplicate copy of the dumped SMF data (duplexing). This procedure is done if
the COPIES operand is not specified for the system with the DUMPOPTIONS or stream with the STREAMOPTIONS. If 1
is specified, no duplexing is performed. If 2 is specified, duplexing of the history file is performed. A duplicate index entry
is also created on the SCDS file to maintain an inventory of the SMF data for the duplex file. The Duplex files are placed in
the alternate archive. The default is COPIES(1). We recommended setting COPIES(2) for all SMF data that that is kept on
a long-term basis.

CATLG|NOCATLG

Indicates whether SMF Director catalog the history file data set, creating an entry within the system catalog, or not. The
default is NOCATLG. This value can be overridden on a system basis using DUMPOPTIONS or on a stream basis using
STREAMOPTIONS.
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Note: When history files are written to DASD, the CATLG option is recommended. If DASD history files are not cataloged,
there is a danger that a history file can get archived and then subsequently restored to a different volume. That action
causes a S213 ABEND in a subsequent EXTRACT that attempted to access the history file. The reason is the EXTRACT
would look for the file on the volume on which it originally resided.

Note: If the SMS operands are in use, SMS can override the NOCATLG/CATLG specification.

NOSCRATCH|SCRATCH

Specifies whether SMF Director can request specific or nonspecific magnetic tape volumes when creating history files:

SCRATCH

Specifies if, this product performs a nonspecific mount request for a scratch tape. This action is done when a new tape
volume is needed for a history file for all configurations that do not have a specific setting of NOSCRATCH.

NOSCRATCH

Specifies if, this product selects a volume serial from the predefined pool of volumes. This action is done when a new
tape volume is needed for a history file unless the configuration has a specific setting of SCRATCH. For more information
about setting up the predefined pool of tape volumes, see the DUMPTAPES control statement.

The value that is specified here is used for all configurations if UPSCRATCH is specified on the DUMPOPTIONS
statement.

Notes:

• We recommend using SCRATCH when [set the ca1tm variable for your book], [assign the variable value for vtape in
your book], or [set the ttm variable for your book] are used.

• If logstreams or substreams are going to be dumped in a configuration, SCRATCH must be set for that configuration. If
streams are going to be used, we recommend that the SCRATCH operand be set in each configuration.

EXPDT(yyyddd)|RETPD(nnnn)

Specifies the expiration date or retention period of the history file data sets within the primary pool. If the expiration date is
specified, it must be in Julian date format. The default is EXPDT(0) or RETPD(0), which causes this product not to set an
expiration date for the history file.

See Control Statement Language Rules for a description of two special expiration dates: 099000 and 099366.

We recommend that expiration dates or retention periods be used, because it increases the integrity of the SMF data. If
the AUTODEL feature is desired, setting expiration dates or retention periods is required.

Note: If the PSTORC option is in effect, SMS can override the specified expiration date or retention period.

AEXPDT(yyyddd)|ARETPD(nnnn)

Specifies the expiration date or retention period of the history file data sets within the alternate pool for configurations that
do not have a specific EXPDT or RETPD. If the expiration date is specified, it must be in Julian date format. The default is
EXPDT(0) or RETPD(0), which causes this product not to set an expiration date for the history file.

See Control Statement Language Rules for a description of two special expiration dates: 099000 and 099366.

We recommend that expiration dates or retention periods be used, because it increases the integrity of the SMF data. If
the AUTODEL feature is desired, setting expiration dates or retention periods is required.

Note: If the PSTORC option is in effect, SMS can override the specified expiration date or retention period.

TRTCH(value)

ATRTCH(value)
Lets you use the z/OS JCL TRTCH parameter on dynamically allocated history files in SMF Director. The values of the
TRTCH and ATRTCH operands are the same as the values allowed in z/OS JCL when writing an output file to tape.
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TRTCH is used to set the recording technique for the primary history file. ATRTCH is used to set the TRTCH for the
alternate history file.
The valid values are as follows:

NOCOMP
For cartridge tapes, writes the history file without a data compression.

COMP
For cartridge tapes, writes the history file with a data compression.

C
Performs data conversion for history files on reel tapes.

E
Writes history files to reel tape with even parity.

ET
Writes history files to reel tape with even parity and perform the EBCDIC translation.

T
Writes history files to reel tape and perform the EBCDIC translation.

Notes:

• Although this product does support TRTCH options C, E, ET, and T, they are not recommended for history files.
• If SMS is used in dynamic allocation for history files, the TRTCH setting for that history file can be changed by SMS.

If TRTCH or ATRTCH are not specified, the system defaults are used.

DAYSTACK(NO|YES)

Specifies whether the daystacking feature can be turned on or off. The default is NO, which turns daystacking off. See
Features for a description of the daystacking feature.

PDSNLARGE(NO|YES)

Allocates the primary history file with the DSNTYPE=LARGE operand. This operand is only used for DASD history files
when the DYNAM operand is specified on the OPTIONS statement; otherwise it is ignored.

Note: When a history file (HISTORY1 or HISTcc1) DD statement with DSNTYPE=LARGE is present in the DUMP JCL,
then the history file is allocated with the large format attribute regardless of the PDSNLARGE specification.

ADSNLARGE(NO|YES)

Allocates the alternate history file with the DSNTYPE=LARGE operand. This operand is only used for DASD history files
when the DYNAM operand is specified on the OPTIONS statement; otherwise it is ignored.

Note:When a history file (HISTORY2 or HISTcc2) DD statement with DSNTYPE=LARGE is present in the DUMP JCL,
then the history file is allocated with the large format attribute regardless of the ADSNLARGE specification.

NOPREFIX|PREFIX(prefix)

Specifies the high level qualifiers to be used for the primary history file data set names. If NOPREFIX is specified, this
product uses SYS1.SMFDATA, which is the default.
See Attributes of History Files for more details. The prefix can be up to 26 characters.

NOAPREFIX|APREFIX(prefix)

Specifies the high level qualifiers to be used for the primary history file data set names if nothing is specified for a specific
stream or system. If NOAPREFIX is specified, the value of SYS1.SMFDATA is used for systems that do not have a
PREFIX or APREFIX specified. The prefix can be up to 26 characters.
For more information, see the Attributes of History Files.

WTOERR(NO|YES)
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Specifies whether error messages with a Return Code of 8 or higher should be written to the operator console. The
default is NO. When set to YES, all critical error messages are written to the operator console in addition to their current
destination.

FALLBACK(mmddyy|000000 hhmm)

This operand is used to set the date, hour, and minute when clocks fall back one hour when daylight savings time ends.
The first value in the operand indicates the date as a two-digit month, two digit day and two digit year, with the year
representing the years 1960 through 2059. A special date value of 000000 can be used to deactivate the operand.

The time value set indicates the time of day when the clock is set back. For example, if the clock change is at 3 AM to set
the time back to 2 AM, code the second value as 0300.

NOSERVICEDESK|SERVICEDESK

SERVICEDESK specifies that an attempt can be made to open a Service Desk request in case of an error during SMP
dump processing. NOSERVICEDESK is the default.

SDHIGHSEVERITY
Specifies the severity level of high Service Desk requests that this product can open. The value can be set to any value
through 1 and 4. The value itself also becomes the lower bound for the value of SDLOWSEVERITY. If operand is not
specified and the SERVICEDESK operand is specified, the value defaults to 2.

SDLOWSEVERITY

Specifies the severity level of low Service Desk requests that this product opens. The value can be set to any value
between the value of SDHIGHSEVERITY and 5. The default value, if the operand is not specified is 4.

Note: If only one severity level is desired for all SMF Director, the value of SDHIGHSEVERITY and SDLOWSEVERITY
can be set to the same value from 1 to 4.

SDURL

Specifies an alternate URL for the Service Desk Web Service if the default Service Desk Web Service in the Common
Components and Services SOAP Client Service (CAISDI/soap) address space does not indicate the desired Service Desk
instance. NONE can be used to reset the URL.

Note: The URL value is case-sensitive and must be enclosed in single quotes because it contains special characters.

SDUSERID

Specifies an alternate user ID for the Service Desk Web Service if the default value set in the Common Components
and Services SOAP Client Service (CAISDI/soap) address space is not the correct User ID for the Service Desk. If the
SDUSERID operand is coded, SDPASSWORD is required. NONE can be used to reset the user ID. If NONE is used, the
alternate password for Service Desk is also reset, and the SDPASSWORD is ignored.

SDPASSWORD

Specifies an alternate password for the Service Desk Web Service if the default value set in the Common Components
and Services SOAP Client Service (CAISDI/soap) address space. If the SDUSERID operand is coded, SDPASSWORD is
required; otherwise, it is ignored.

Note: The operand is case-sensitive. If the operand contains special characters, it must be contained in single quotes.

Sample OPTIONS Statement:

OPTIONS AUTODEL DYNAM   PSTORC(TAPESILO)

The OPTIONS statement output:
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 CA                                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                            SMFD       PAGE

     1

 CA SMF Director     12.7                                                             SYSA      27 JUL yyyy 

 13:23:45

 

   COMPILE CONFIGURATION STORE.

   OPTIONS AUTODEL DYNAM  PSTORC(TAPESILO) .

    BEGIN CONFIG(001) SID(XAT1) NAME('C.A. HERNDON VA') .

     DUMPOPTIONS COPIES(1) CATLG SCRATCH   NOVERIFY

       RETPD(1095) PREFIX(ELLPH01.SF16)

      ARETPD(1461)

    END CONFIG(001)  .

 

 CAF1301I  CONFIGURATION DEFINITION XAT1 REPLACED

 

   COMPILE CONFIGURATION STORE.

     BEGIN CONFIG(002) SID(XAD1) NAME('C.A. ISLANDIA TSO1') .

       DUMPOPTIONS COPIES(2) CATLG NOSCRATCH NOVERIFY

         ARETPD(1461) RETPD(1095)

         PREFIX(ELLPH01.SF16).

     END CONFIG(002)    .

 

 CAF1301I  CONFIGURATION DEFINITION XAD1 REPLACED

 

 CAF2900I  RUN COMPLETE

SOURCE
This control statement lets you redefine the normal source of the data that SMF Director uses in its processing. It has
three forms:

• SOURCE DUMP lets you read in a data set containing SMF data from a single SID as though it were a MAN file or a
logstream and feed the data into SMF Director.

• SOURCE HISTORY lets you run an extract directly from a specified SMF Director history file instead of retrieving it
through the SCDS. This form causes the DYNAM option to be disabled.

• SOURCE ALTERNATE tells SMF Director to use the alternate index for all subsequent EXTRACT and PRINT requests
in the same execution.

You may specify SOURCE only once per run. The control statements can appear anywhere in the statement input stream.

Statement Format:

SOURCE

►►─ SOURCE ─┬───────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

            ├─ DUMP(ddname) ─┬────────────┬─┤

            │                └─ SID(sid) ─┘ │

            ├─ HISTORY(ddname) ─────────────┤

            └─ ALTERNATE ───────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LSNAME(logstream name) ─┬────────────┬─┘

                              └─ SID(sid) ─┘ 
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Operands and Descriptions:

DUMP(ddname)

Specifies a file "(ddname)" to be used as input to the dump process. The normal system SMF data sets are not read, and
only data from this file is processed. The file "(ddname)" cannot begin with "HIST."

HISTORY(ddname)

Specifies input file "(ddname)" for EXTRACT and PRINT requests, bypassing automatic retrieval of data from the history
data sets.

"(ddname)" must be a 1-character to 8-character name that corresponds to a DD statement in the execution JCL for this
run.

ALTERNATE

Specifies that the alternate index is to be accessed for files that are needed to satisfy any EXTRACT or PRINT requests.

LSNAME(logstream name)

Specifies which logstreams are processed during a dump from an archive. If SID is specified, the logstreams must be
within the SID.

SID(SID)

Specifies the SMF ID of records that are processed during a dump from a source file. This operand is primarily intended
to be used when you are source dumping archival data from SMF logstreams because an SMF logstream can contain
records from more than one system when the logstreams are backed by a list structure in a coupling facility.

The default SID is the SMF ID of the first record in the source SMF file. This operand is valid only when the DUMP and
LSNAME operands are present.

Sample SOURCE Statement:

SOURCE ALTERNATE.

SOURCE statement output:

 CA                                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                          SMFD       PAGE 

    1

 CA SMF Director     12.7                                                           SYSA      27 JUL yyyy 

 11:45:24

 

  SOURCE ALTERNATE.

 

 CAF2800I  SOURCE OPTION SET

 

  PRINT SID(XE44) FROM(041698 131500)  TO(041698 132000) COUNT(5) .

 CAF1010I  REQUEST ACCEPTED

 

 

 CAF3200I  SMF RECORD TYPE 21 BUFFER DATE 04/16/2008 ( 98/106) TIME 13:16:44

          0000    1E150048 F1980098 106FE7C5 F4F40036   F3F0F5F0 F9F00752 78048081 00000033   

 *....1.....XE44..305090..........*

          0020    00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000100 00000000 00000000   

 *................................*

          0040    00000000                                                                     *....         

                   *
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 CAF3200I  SMF RECORD TYPE 21 BUFFER DATE 04/16/2008 ( 98/106) TIME 13:16:56

          0000    1E150048 F6700098 106FE7C5 F4F40036   F3F0F3F3 F0F2074D 78048081 00000049   

 *....6.....XE44..303302..........*

          0020    00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00037800 00000000 00000000   

 *................................*

          0040    00000000                                                                     *....         

                   *

 CAF3100I  2 RECORDS WRITTEN TO SYSPRINT FILE

 

 CAF2900I  RUN COMPLETE

SPLIT
This control statement is used only during the DUMP process. This statement indicates if any records should be written
to more files, called split files. These split files can be used as input to other applications without the need for any
intermediate extractions. A split file has the same attributes as an EXTRACT file, and can be processed the same way as
an extract. The actual SPLIT control statement must follow a DUMP statement in the control statement input file or else an
error occurs.

Since the SPLIT command runs during a critical process, the dump process, there are no chances that are taken when
creating split files. If an error occurs when a split file is written, abend, or otherwise the split file is disabled and the dump
process continues without interruption. If it cannot be determined, which split file is active all split files are deactivated and
the dump process continues without interruption.

If there are errors, diagnostic information is produced in the dump process output. This output can be used to correct
the problem in future dump process executions. If Service Desk Manager is installed and this product is set up to open
Service Desk requests, an attempt is made to open a request.

If a split file was disabled, the output can be recreated by using the EXTRACT process after the dump has completed.

Statement Format

SPLIT

►►─ SPLIT ─┬─ SID(smfid,smfid...) ──┬─ TODD(ddname) ─┬────────────────┬────────►

           ├─ XSID(sid1 ... sidn) ──┤                └─ EXIT(module) ─┘

           ├─ EXCLUDESID(sid1 ...) ─┤                                    

           └─ ALL ──────────────────┘               

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   ├─ SELECT(list) ──┤        ├─SIGNATURES(─┬─ NO ◄─┬ )┤   

   └─ EXCLUDE(list) ─┘                      └─ YES ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►

   └─ INDEXDSN(dsname) ─┬────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬─┘

                        └─ INDEXLIM(nn) ─┘ └─ INDEXDUP(ddname) ─┘

                        └ INDEXDAYS(nnn)┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   ├─ WHEN(component,test,value,test,value...) ─┤
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   ├─ WHEN(component,test,value,test,value...) ─┤

   ├─ WHEN(component,test,value,test,value...) ─┤

   ├─ WHEN(component,test,value,test,value...) ─┤

   └─ WHEN(component,test,value,test,value...) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ EXPAND110( ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┘

                  └─ YES ──┘

►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ EXPANDDB2( ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┘

                  └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TIMEFILL( ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┘

                 └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TIMECLOSE( ─┬─ NO ◄ ──┬─ ) ─┘

                  ├─ YES ───┤

                  └─ FORCE ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ───────────────────►◄

   └─ TIME(hhmm,hhmm,hhmm,hhmm) ─┤ TIME Parameters ├ ─┘

Expansion of TIME Parameters

├── TIMEGDG(gdgname) ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬) ─┬───────────────────────────┬───────────┬───►

   │                              ├─ TIMEEXPDT(yyyyddd) ──────┤           │

   │                              └─ TIMERETPD(nnnn) ─────────┘           │

   └─ TIMEUNIT(unit) ─┬───────────────────────────┬───────────────────────┘

   │TIMESTORC(SMSstorageclass}

─┬───────────────────────────┬───────────────────────┘

   │TIMEDATAC(SMSdataclass}

─┬───────────────────────────┬───────────────────────┘

   │TIMEMGMTC(SMSmanagementclass

─┬───────────────────────────┬───────────────────────┘

  ├─TIMEVOL(volser)┬──────────────┬────────────────────────┘

─┬───────────────────────────┬───────────────────────┘

  ├─TIMESPACE(type,pri,sec))┬──────────────┬──────────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ TIMEBLKSIZE(blksize) ─┬────────────────────┬─┘

                            └─ TIMELRECL(lrecl) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TIMEVOLCOUNT(nnn) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TIMERECFM( ─┬─ VB ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┘

                  └─ VBS ──┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ TIMEDSNLARGE( ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┘

                     └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────┤

   └─ TIMEKEYLABEL( ── encryption-key-label ── ) ─┘

                     

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ TIMEEXTREQ( ───┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┘

                     └─ YES ──┘

Operands and Descriptions

SID|ALL

Identifies the configurations that the SPLIT statement applies to.

ALL
Indicates that the SPLIT statement is applied to all configurations being processed.

SID
This operand limits the SPLIT statement to the SMF IDs listed. Up to 20 values can be listed. A wildcard asterisk is
allowed. Mix wildcard and non-wildcard values are allowed.

Example:

To limit an SPLIT statement to only SMF IDs SYSA and SYSB, specify SID(SYSA,SYSB). To apply the SPLIT statement
only to production systems that have SMF IDs beginning with PR, specify SID(PR**).

EXCLUDESID(sid1, sid2, …)

XSID(sid1, sid2, …)

The EXCLUDESID and XSID operands provide a way to indicate which systems the control statement does not apply
to. One or more systems can be specified. Any configurations in the SCDS that have any of the named SIDs are not
processed with the command. All other configured systems will be processed.

The EXCLUDESID and XSID operands are mutually exclusive synonyms of each other. These operands are also mutually
exclusive with the SID operand and the ALL operand.

TODD(ddname)
Indicates the ddname of the split file, the file that receives the records that are written out. To avoid potential conflicts with
existing and reserved ddnames, we strongly recommend that the ddname not begin with SYS or CA.

If the TIME operand is not coded in the SPLIT statement, then this ddname must be in the JCL and the file allocated. If the
TIME operand is indicated in the SPLIT statement, then this ddname must not be in the JCL. The reason is the ddname is
used in dynamic allocation of the GDG members indicated in the TIMEGDG operand.

NOTE
This value is also placed in the split file index. This value can also be used as a logical identifier for split files that
are related because they are used in the same definition.

EXIT(module)

Specifies the load module entry point name for a split exit module. The module must be located in the STEPLIB or
JOBLIB concatenation for the dump process, in the system linklist, or in LPA. For more information, see Systems
Programming for specifications on writing an SPLIT exit.

SELECT|EXCLUDE
Either selects only certain record types for processing or excludes certain record types from processing.
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NOTE

These operands are optional; but if neither is coded, all SMF records being dumped are processed. In that case,
the split file contains every record in the dump.

The list of records can include any valid SMF record types and subtypes. Where a subtype is specified, a
decimal point separates the type from the subtype; for example, 30.1 signifies SMF record type 30, subtype
1. The valid numbers for SMF record types are 0 through 2047. The valid numbers for subtypes are 0 through
65535.

The type/subtype specifications can be expressed as individual record types/subtypes separated by commas or
as a range separated by a colon, or both.

Example:

SELECT(30.1:30.5) results in the splitting out of SMF record type 30, subtypes 1 through 5.

EXCLUDE(99.20,99.100) causes the splitting out of all SMF records being dumped except for type 99, subtypes 20 and
100.

Some SMF records have subtypes of zero. To specify subtype zero, code a zero to the right of the decimal point. For
example, SELECT(116) requests all type 116 records; SELECT(116.0) requests only type 116, subtype zero.

INDEXDSN(dsname)
Indicates the DSN of an index data set for split files that are generated by the SPLIT control statement. If it is not
specified, no split file index records are generated. The file must be created and cataloged with the following DCB
attributes:

DSORG=PS

RECFM=FB or F

LRECL=192

BLKSIZE=192 or a multiple of 192

In this example, RECFM=F, the BLKSIZE must be 192; otherwise the BLKSIZE must be a multiple of 192. The data set
must also be created in advance. If the file is not found, the SPLIT statement is disabled.

INDEXDUP(ddname)
This optional operand should only be coded if INDEXDSN is coded. This operand makes a copy of the split file index and
writes it to the ddname specified. We recommend that the index is copied to a duplicate file if the split file index is used for
processing other than within this product. The reason is this product needs exclusive control of the real index to process it
properly.

The attributes of the duplicate index file are the same as for the index file. See INDEXDSN.

NOTE
If the dump process cannot get access to the duplicate file, the duplicate file is not produced. However, the
dump process completes, and the original index is updated. If necessary, a duplicate of the split file index is
created by copying the index with IEBGENER or a similar utility.

To ensure that the dump process or other applications are delayed due to a data set allocation, the duplicate index
data set must be allocated with DISP=SHR. This product provides a serialization of the duplicate index. When this
product dump process updates the duplicate index file, it issues an exclusive SYSTEMS level ENQ with the following
characteristics:

• QNAME: CAIMSMF
• RNAME: DUPINDEX:data set name of the duplicate index, padded with spaces
• RNAME Length: 53
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Applications that read the duplicate index can issue a shared SYSTEMS ENQ for the QNAME and RNAME before
attempting to read the duplicate index. The application can also DEQ the QNAME/RNAME immediately after processing
the duplicate index.

NOTE
All Broadcom software that accesses SMF Director duplicate indexes honors this ENQ.

INDEXLIM(number)

This optional operand can only be coded if INDEXDSN is coded. This operand indicates the maximum size of the split file
index that is indicated by INDEXDSN. If the number of records in the split file exceeds this limit, the oldest records in the
index are dropped. These records are drooped until the index has as many records as the value indicates. This operand
and the INDEXDAYS operand are mutually exclusive. If both INDEXDAYS and INDEXLIM are omitted, the index file has
no limit on the number of records. The index records are not large; an index file of one 3390 cylinder holds 4,350 index
records at half-track blocking.

INDEXDAYS(nnn)

This optional operand can only be coded if INDEXDSN is coded. This operand indicates the maximum number of
complete days that entries are kept in the split file index that is indicated by INDEXDSN. If a date of an index record is
less than the yesterday’s date minus the INDEXDAYS value, the record is dropped from the index.

Example:

If INDEXDAYS(1) is coded, then all index records with the creation date of today and yesterday are retained and all
older records are discarded. This operand and the INDEXLIM operand are mutually exclusive. If both INDEXDAYS and
INDEXLIM are omitted, the index file has no limit on the number of records. The index records are not large; an index file
of one 3390 cylinder holds 4,350 index records at half-track blocking.

NOTE

Even when entries are deleted from the Index, the associated data sets in the entries are not deleted.

WHEN(component,test,value,test,value...)

Lets you reduce the number of records that are based on identification characteristics that are contained within the
component SMF data. Components that are supported are as follows:

CICS
Type 110 records which are keyed on the CICS APPL ID.

DB2
Type 100, 101, and 102 records which are keyed on the DB2 subsystem name.

DSN
Type 14, 15, 17, 18, 61, 62, 64, 65, and 66 records which are keyed on the DSN.

JOB
Type 6, 26, and 30 records which are keyed on the job name.

SECR
Type 80 records which are keyed on the response code.

SECU
Type 80 records which are keyed on the user ID.

TSO
Type 32 records which are keyed on the user ID.

The valid values for a test are as follows:

EQ
Equal
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NE
Not Equal

GE
Greater than or equal

GT
Greater than

LE
Less than or equal

LT
Less than

The value parameter is a text field that represents an identifying characteristic in the SMF record. For CICS, it represents
the Application ID (APPLID), an eight-byte field. For DB2, it represents the DB2 subsystem name, a four- byte field.

Up to 4 test/value pairs can be listed in a WHEN statement. For a record to be selected it must pass all the tests within the
WHEN statement. For mutually exclusive type tests, multiple WHEN statements for the same component can be used.
A SPLIT statement can contain up to 5 WHEN statements.

An asterisk in the value parameter represents a wildcard match. If the asterisk is at the beginning or in the middle of the
value string, it represents a single character. If the asterisk is at the end, it represents one or more characters.

NOTE
Even if a component is mentioned in a WHEN statement, the SMF record types that are represented by the
component must be indicated in a SELECT operand or left out of an EXCLUDE operand; otherwise the records
are not written to the split file.

EXPAND110(YES|NO)

NOTE
Indicates whether a compressed SMF type 110 records can be expanded before they are written to the split file.

EXPANDDB2(YES|NO)

Indicates whether a compressed SMF types 100 through 102 records can be expanded before they are written to the split
file.

YES
This product expands any compressed types 100 through 102 records that are written to the output file.

NO
No is the default value. When this parameter, is specified expansion of types 100 through 102 records are not performed.

SIGNATURES(NO|YES)

Specifies whether signature records should be selected for processing in the output. The default value is NO. If signature
records are required code SIGNATURES(YES). If only signature records are to be extracted, code SIGNATURES(NO)
and SELECT(2) as operands on the EXTRACT or PRINT statement.

TIME(hhmm,hhmm,hhmm,hhmm)

Indicates a time of day when the split file defined by this SPLIT statement can be closed. This operand marks the file
complete and another split file can be opened to contain further records. This operand lets you break up the created split
files at dump time on logical boundaries that are not determined by the times. If the TIME operand is being used, the split
files that are written to must be part of a generation data group (GDG).

Up to 24 times for a switch can be indicated.
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NOTE
Midnight (indicated by 0000) is not an automatic switch. If a switch of split files is to take place at midnight, 0000
must be coded as the first value in the TIME operand.

The values in the TIME operand must be coded in sequential order.

If the TIME operand is coded, the TIMEGDG operand must also be coded. Either the TIMESTORC or TIMEUNIT operand
must also be coded. In addition, if the output split files are to be on a disk, the TIMESPACE operand must be coded.

NOTE
The SPLIT files management has special consideration for records on specific intervals with TIME-based SPLIT
files. A TIME-based SPLIT file can only be made ready for processing if it is in the Complete state. The file is
only Complete if it is closed during the dump process before end-of-input is reached for the SMF data being
archived. The last TIME-based SPLIT file is left in the Incomplete state, and is added to when the next dump
process begins.

To ensure that interval-based SMF data is available as soon as possible for processing, the dump process must begin at
least one minute after the values in the TIME operand plus the value of INTVAL in your active SMFPRMxx member.

Example:

The TIME operand is coded as TIME(0000,1200). The active SMFPRMxx member has INTVAL(15) set. Schedule the
dump for 0016 and 1216 (or later) to ensure records to be archived are past the current TIME boundary that this product
manages. By having records past the current TIME boundary, the TIME-based SPLIT file can be set to Complete and be
ready for processing.

TIMEFILL(NO|YES)

If there are no records for an interval, this operand indicates whether this product creates empty split files in a TIME-based
split file GDG.

The split file processing creates empty files and fills in the relative generations in the split file GDG for empty intervals.
We recommend setting the TIMEFILL to YES for split files that are produced for applications that expect the production of
input SMF files. These split files are produced at regular intervals even if there is no data in the file.

NOTE

Files that are added to the split file GDG when YES is specified have a status of EMPTY (E) in the split file
index. These files are complete and contain no records.

TIMECLOSE(NO|YES|FORCE)

Indicates whether a file in a TIME-based split file can be marked closed and made available for application processing.
Normally split files are closed when a record for that file crosses a time boundary value listed in the TIME operand. Setting
TIMECLOSE(YES) will check and see at dump process termination if the highest time stamp on an IBM system SMF
record is past a time boundary value listed in the TIME operand. If the IBM system SMF record time stamp is past the
boundary value, the current split file is marked as closed and a new split file is allocated in the GDG with no records in it.

If TIMECLOSE(FORCE) is specified, no time check is made and the current split file being written to at the end of the
dump is marked complete, regardless of the times that are found in the records. A new generation is added to the split file
GDG.

TIMEGDG(gdgname)

This operand is required if the TIME operand is coded; otherwise it is ignored. This operand must contain the name of
a predefined generation data group (GDG). GDC does not require that any files in it when it is first created. Up to 26
characters can be used in the name, as the value of ".SIDssss" is appended to the GDG name, ensuring that data with
different SMF IDs is not mixed in the same GDG.

TIMEMGMTC(SMSmanagementclass)
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This operand is used to set an SMS management class if needed for the split file allocation. The value can be a
predefined SMS management class.

TIMEDATAC(SMSdataclass)

This operand is used to set an SMS data class if needed for the split file allocation. The value can be a predefined SMS
data class.

TIMESTORC(SMSstorageclass)

This operand is required if SMS is used for an allocation of new split files during the dump process. The value can be a
predefined SMS storage class.

NOTE
Both TIMESTORC and TIMEUNIT can be specified, but one is required.

TIMEUNIT(unit)

This operand is required if a non-SMS allocation is made for new split files during the dump process. The value can be a
valid value for the UNIT= parameter of a JCL DD statement.

NOTE

 Both TIMESTORC and TIMEUNIT can be specified, but only one is required.

TIMEVOL(volser)

This optional operand is used with the TIMEUNIT operand to indicate which specific volume can contain the new split
file. If the storage class indicated by TIMESTORC, allows the selection of volumes this operand can be used with
TIMESTORC.

TIMESPACE(type,pri,sec)

This operand is required if the new split files are allocated on DASD. This operand requires 2 or 3 values, the first of which
must be either TRK (for track allocations) or CYL (for cylinder allocations). The second value is the primary quantity of
tracks or cylinders. The optional third value is the secondary quantity. This parameter cannot be used if the split files are
being written to tape. This parameter is for DASD files only.

TIMEEXPDT(yyyyddd|yyddd)

Sets a specific expiration date for a dynamically allocated split file that is written to tape.

yyyyddd
The full four-digit year followed by the day of the year

yyddd
Indicates the last two digits of the year followed by the day of the year. When the yyddd format is used, the year is set
from 1960 through 2059.

See Control Statement Language Rules for a description of two special expiration dates: 099000 and 099366.

NOTE
TIMEEXPDT and TIMERETPD are mutually exclusive.

TIMERETPD(days)

Can be used if split files are written on tape. This option sets the retention period for new, dynamically allocated split files.

NOTE
TIMEEXPDT and TIMERETPD are mutually exclusive.

TIMEBLKSIZE(blksize)
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This optional operand indicates the maximum block size for the allocated split files. The default value is four more than the
value of TIMELRECL. If neither TIMELRECL nor TIMEBLKSIZE is coded but TIMERECFM(VBS) is coded, TIMELRECL is
set to 32760 and TIMEBLKSIZE is set to 27998.

If neither TIMELRECL nor TIMEBLKSIZE is coded and TIMERECFM(VB) is coded or the TIMERECFM parameter is
omitted, TIMELRECL is set to 32756 and TIMEBLKSIZE is set to 32760.

TIMELRECL(lrecl)

This option is the maximum logical record length for the SMF records that is written to the split file. This value is optional
and can only be used if it is certain that all the records that qualify to be part of the split file are less than the IBM SMF
maximum of 32756. The default value is 32756 unless TIMERECFM(VBS) is coded, in which case the default value for
TIMELRECL is 32760.

TIMEVOLCOUNT(count)

This optional operand can be used to indicate the number of volumes a split file is use when it is created. The value must
be an integer from 1 through 255.

TIMERECFM(VB|VBS)

Indicates which record format a split file has when it is defined with the TIME operand. The values are the same as in the
RECFM operand on the JCL DD statement, although only the VB and VBS values are supported. The default value is
VBS.

TIMEDSNLARGE(NO|YES)

Indicates whether a DASD split file that is defined with the TIME operand can be allocated with the DSNTYPE=LARGE
attribute. If the split file is allocated to tape, this operand is ignored. The default value is NO.

TIMEKEYLABEL(encryption-key-label)

This optional operand allows an encryption key label to be used when allocating new SPLIT files dynamically based
on the TIME operand. The key label that should be provided is the key label that would be provided on the DSKEYLBL
keyword on a DD statement for allocation. 

TIMEEXTREQ(YES|NO)

This optional operand allows for the dynamic allocation of new SPLIT files using DSNTYPE=EXTREQ. This operand is
mutually exclusive from the TIMEDSNLARGE operands, as both set the DSNTYPE keyword. The default value for this
operand is NO, meaning DSNTYPE=EXTREQ will not be used.

Sample SPLIT Statements

Split off all the SMF Type 30 records to the file allocated to ddname SMF30X1 for dumps on all systems:

SOURCE DUMP(SMFDATA).

DUMP.

SPLIT ALL SELECT(30) TODD(SMF30X1).

Split off all SMF Type 30, Subtypes 1 through 5 only to ddname SMF30X2 and tracks the last 10 data sets written:

SOURCE DUMP(SMFDATA).

DUMP.

SPLIT ALL SELECT(30.1:30.5) TODD(SMF30X2)

   INDEXDSN(CAI.SMFSPLIT.INDEX) INDEXLIM(10).

Split all production CICS SMF 110 records to the SMFCICS file, In this example, all production CICS APPLIDs begin with
"PROD". Also dumps all the RMF data to the RMFDATA file, but only for the system SYSP:
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SOURCE DUMP(SMFDATA).

DUMP.

SPLIT ALL SELECT(110) TODD(SMFCICS)

  WHEN(CICS,EQ,PROD*).

SPLIT SID(SYSP) SELECT(70:79) TODD(RMFDATA).

Split all production and test CICS SMF 110 records to the SMFCICS file. In this example, production CICS APPLIDs begin
with P and test CICS APPLIDs begin with T:

SOURCE DUMP(SMFDATA).

DUMP.

SPLIT ALL SELECT(110) TODD(SMFCICS)

  WHEN(CICS,EQ,P*)

  WHEN(CICS,EQ,T*).

Split all user SMF records to the SMFUSER file and use exit HYD83SMF to further filter the data:

SOURCE DUMP(SMFDATA).

DUMP.

SPLIT ALL EXCLUDE(0:127) TODD(SMFUSER) EXIT(HYD83SMF).

Split all SMF Type 30 records out to a group of split files that are created every 6 hours and are part of a GDG. These can
be allocated on a 3390 disk pack and can be 20 cylinders with a secondary allocation of 5 cylinders. The index file that
manages the split file information is CAI.SMFSPLIT.INDEX. A copy of the Index can be written to the APPLIDX DD.

SOURCE DUMP(SMFDATA).

DUMP

SPLIT ALL SELECT(30) TODD(TYPE30S) TIME(0000,0600,1200,1800)

  TIMEGDG(ACCT.SMF30.RAWFILE) TIMEUNIT(3390)

  TIMESPACE(CYL,20,5) INDEXDSN(CAI.SMFSPLIT.INDEX)

  INDEXDUP(APPLIDX).

Restrictions on Use
The SPLIT statement must follow a DUMP statement in the control statement file. SPLIT commands are not allowed at
any other time other than DUMP time. If records are needed after dumping, the EXTRACT control statement can be used
to create equivalent files. This is also true if an error occurs in split file creation during the dump process.

Split File Processing
The split files that themselves have the following characteristics:

RECFM=VB or VBS

LRECL= up to 32756 for RECFM=VB; up to 32760 for RECFM=VBS

BLKSIZE= up to 32760 (must be at least 4 more than LRECL when RECFM=VB)

DSORG=PS

The default LRECL and BLKSIZE for the split files are 32756 and 32760 respectively. A lower LRECL and BLKSIZE
can be specified, but this should be done only if it is certain that the all the records that are written to the split file has a
record length less than or equal to the LRECL. If a record is found with a greater record length than the LRECL, an error
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condition is raised on the split file and processing for that split file is terminated. Generate the split file with an EXTRACT
following the termination of the dump process.

There are considerations for processing split files if the index file and TIME operands are in use, both separately and
together.

Split File Index Processing
The split file index file has the following characteristics:

RECFM=FB or F

LRECL=192

DSORG=PS

BLKSIZE=192 or a multiple of 192

To have SMF Director use a split file index, the file must be created and cataloged before the first dump process that
accesses the index. This product does not create the index file while running. The index file is dynamically allocated with
DISP=OLD when being processed.

The index is a character format file, and is read by column or by using a space character as a delimiter. The layout is
available in member $SPINDEX in CASFMAC.

A split file has four possible states that are indicated in the index. In addition, diagnostic records that do not contain
information about a split file can also appear in the index. These diagnostic records provide information that can be used
on an EXTRACT process to help in recreating a split file that has failed.

The split file states are as follows:

Complete (C)
The split file has all of the records it contains. No further records are written to it. The file is ready for post processing.
Files are marked Complete at the end of a dump process when there is no TIME operand on the SPLIT statement, or
when a boundary is crossed as indicated by a TIME or TIMECLOSE operand.

Diagnostic (D)
This type of index record always follows an abnormally terminated (X) record. Used with the X record that it follows, it can
be used to generate an EXTRACT statement to create the failed SPLIT file.

Empty (E)
This split file has no records in it, and will not have any records added to it. This option is a special form of the Complete
state that can be checked on by post-processors so that the file can be skipped.

Incomplete (I)
This state indicates that a split file was created when there was a TIME operand on the SPLIT statement. The file was the
last file that was allocated during the dump process for the SPLIT statement, and more records can be added to this file
during the next dump process.

Abnormally Terminated (X)
This state indicates that an abnormal termination was encountered when generating a split file. The statistics in the entry
indicate the number of records that are written to the split file and the time range of the records when the error occurred.
The ABEND code is also reported.
When an abnormal termination record appears in the split file index, it is followed by a diagnostic record. A diagnostic
record is indicated with a state of D. The information in the abnormal termination record and diagnostic record can be
used to create an EXTRACT statement to recreate the failed split file.

At the time of termination, if the INDEXDUP operand is indicated on the SPLIT statement, a copy of the index is written to
the ddname indicated in the INDEXDUP operand.
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NOTE
If multiple SPLIT statements are sharing a single split file index, place the INDEXDUP operand on the last SPLIT
statement that indicates that index.

Using Split Files Generated with the TIME Operand
To ensure that your data is processed effectively and correctly, review the following considerations and requirements
when processing split files generated from SPLIT statements with the TIME operand.

WARNING
Important! SMF Director is the owner of the GDG data set with relative generation 0 so it can keep adding
records to it, if necessary. Since this generation 0 data set may not be complete, application code should not
process or access it.

Older generations in the GDG are freely available for application use and can be processed by any programs or
processes that consume the SMF records in the split file. These files can be accessed either via the relative generation
number or by the fully qualified data set name that is in the split file index (or a duplicate copy of the index). SMF Director
does not use the relative index to allocate these split files, so application JCL can be coded to use -1, -2, or any other
negative relative value.

If a complete file must be processed immediately, such as a split file that must be processed soon after midnight, the
TIMECLOSE operand can be used to ensure that the interval is closed if the SMF timestamp value passes the boundary
of a split file. Traditional TIME-based split files only switches to a new generation if an SMF record for that split file is
archived during the dump process. By using TIMECLOSE, the file will be closed if any system SMF record is found to be
in the next interval that is defined in the TIME operand.

For example, to generate a split file that contains a full day of RMF data and that would be available a few minutes past
midnight, the following SPLIT statement could be coded:

SPLIT TODD(DAILYRMF) SID(PROD) TIME(0000) TIMECLOSE(YES) SELECT(70:79) TIMEGDG(SYS2.DAILYRMF) TIMEUNIT(SYSDA) TIMEFILL(YES).

If a switch command is issued soon after midnight (at about 12:05 a.m. for example), the dump process that runs will
finish writing the previous day's generation in the SYS2.DAILYRMF.SIDPROD GDG and will allocate the current day's
data set in the GDG. The RMF data for yesterday would be available by allocating this data set:

SYS2.DAILYRMF.SIDPROD(-1)

The job that processes this daily RMF file could be run every day without changing the JCL.

By setting TIMEFILL to YES, SMF Director creates a daily RMF file even on days when RMF data is not being recorded.
This way the daily application that processes the RMF data can always use the -1 relative generation without there being
a chance of processing the same data twice.

STREAMOPTIONS
This control statement can be used to override options that are indicated on the OPTIONS and DUMPOPTIONS
statements for a particular logstream or substream within a configuration. The STREAMOPTIONS statements must be
included in a COMPILE CONFIGURATION block between the BEGIN and END statements. The STREAMOPTIONS
statement is optional for logstreams that are defined within a configuration. The logstreams are optional because all the
archival properties for a logstream can be defined in the OPTIONS and DUMPOPTIONS statement.

A STREAMOPTIONS statement is required for each substream so that the SMF record types for the stream can be
indicated. For the substreams, the record types that are archived to the stream must be indicated in a SELECT operand
or excluded in an EXCLUDE operand. Records that are not represented by the SELECT or EXCLUDE operands will be
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written to the MAN File archive which is also active during the dump process.  An SMF record type can be directed to only
one substream.

Each STREAMOPTIONS statement applies to one logstream or substream that is defined within the configuration
being compiled. The SMF logstreams that are shared between systems that need specific settings must have a
STREAMOPTIONS statement within each configuration for each system. This procedure is not recommended. Almost
all of the operands in the STREAMOPTIONS statement are optional. If the statements are omitted, the values are taken
from either:

• The DUMPOPTIONS statement that is in effect for the configuration or;
• The OPTIONS statement that contains the global options for the SCDS.

Statement Format:

STREAMOPTIONS

►►─ STREAMOPTIONS ─┬SUBNAME(subname)─────┬SELECT(list) ┬───┬──────────────────►

                   │                     └EXCLUDE(list)┘   │

                   └LSNAME(lsname) ────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └COPIES( ─┬─ * ◄ ─┬─ ) ──────┘

             ├─ 1 ───┤

             └─ 2 ───┘     

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ UPCATLG ◄ ─┤ 

   ├─ NOCATLG ───┤

   └─ CATLG ─────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ PREFIX(─┬──*◄ ───┬─)──┤

   ├─         └ prefix ┘    │

   └─ NOPREFIX ─────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ APREFIX(─┬──*◄ ───┬─)──┤

   ├─          └ prefix ┘    │

   └─ NOAPREFIX ─────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ RETPD(──┬──*◄ ─┬─)──┤

   ├─         └ nnnn ┘    │

   ├─ EXPDT(──┬──*◄ ───┬─)│

   └─         └ yyyddd ┘ ─┘ 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ ARETPD(─┬──*◄ ─┬─)──┤

   ├─         └ nnnn ┘    │

   ├─ AEXPDT(─┬──*◄ ───┬─)│

   └─         └ yyyddd ┘  ┘ 

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TRTCH(──┬──*◄ ──┬─)──┘
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              └ value ┘    

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ATRTCH(─┬──*◄ ──┬─)──┘

              └ value ┘    

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MAXFILESONVOL( ─┬─ * ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┘

                      └─ n ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DAYSTACK( ─┬─ * ◄ ──┬─ ) ─┘

                 ├─ YES ──┤

                 └─ NO ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────►

   └─ PDSNLARGE( ─┬─ * ◄ ──┬─) ─┘ └─ ADSNLARGE( ─┬─ * ◄ ──┬─ ) ─┘

                  ├─ YES ──┤                     ├─ YES ──┤

                  └─ NO ───┘                     └─ NO ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ SDAY(──┬──*◄ ─┬─)──┘

             └ hhmm ┘    

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ PDEVN(──┬──*◄ ──┬─)─ PSTORC(─┬──*◄ ──┬─)─┤┤

   ├─         ├ dname ┤ ──┤  ─     ├ class ┤ ──┤

   ├─         └ NONE ─┘ ──┤        └ NONE ─┘ ──┘

   └

►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ ADEVN( ─┬─ dname ─┬─ ) ──┤└─ ASTORC( ─┬─ class ─┬─ ) ──┤

   │          └─ NONE ──┘                   └─ NONE ──┘│

Operands and Descriptions:

LSNAME(lsname)|SUBNAME(subname)

Identifies the stream that this definition applies to, for the configuration being compiled. The name of the stream must be
included either in a DUMPOPTIONS statement that is processed in this compilation or in a previous DUMPOPTIONS
statement. Both logstream names and substream names can be up to 26 characters. The logstream names must also
begin with IFASMF and can contain up to two more 8-byte nodes. Substream names cannot begin with a first node that
begins with the letter “I” or the three characters "SYS" and must contain at least two nodes.

SELECT(list)|EXCLUDE(list)

Determines which record types are included or excluded within a substream. The list can include any valid SMF record
types, numbers 0 through 2047

, listed as individual record types separated by a comma or as a range separated by a colon, or both.
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If SUBNAME is specified, one of these operands is required. If SELECT or EXCLUDE is not specified, the selection
defaults to EXCLUDE(0:2047), which effectively disables the substream.

If LSNAME is specified, and SELECT or EXCLUDE is also specified an error is reported.

Note: Multiple logstreams can archive the same records, but this procedure is not allowed for substreams. A record type
can only be assigned to one substream.

Records that are not assigned are dumped into the traditional MAN file archive.

COPIES(*|1|2)

Specifies whether the records can be saved in a single archive (the primary) or in two archives (primary and alternate). If
this operand is not coded or the asterisk is coded, the default value is taken from the levels above the stream definition.

UPCATLG|NOCATLG|CATLG

Indicates whether the history files generated for this stream during the dump process can be cataloged:

• If NOCATLG is specified, the history files are not cataloged.
• If CATLG is specified, the history files are cataloged.
• If the default UPCATLG is specified, the catalog value is taken from the levels above the stream definition.

Note: When history files are written to DASD, the CATLG option is recommended. If DASD history files are not cataloged,
there is a danger that a history file can be archived and then later restored to a different volume. This action causes a
S213 ABEND in a subsequent EXTRACT that attempted to access the history file. The EXTRACT looks for the file on the
volume on which it originally resided.

PREFIX(*|prefix)|NOPREFIX

Sets the first 26 characters of the history file data set names (DSNs) for the primary archive. If this operand is not coded
or the asterisk is coded, the default value is taken from the levels above the stream definition.

APREFIX(*|prefix)|NOAPREFIX

Sets the first 26 characters of the history file data set names (DSNs) for the alternate archive. If this operand is not coded
or the asterisk is coded, the default value is taken from the levels above the stream definition.

EXPDT(*|yyyddd)|RETPD(*|nnnn)

Specifies the expiration date or retention period of the history file data sets within the primary pool. If the expiration date
is specified, it must be in the Julian date format. If this operand is not coded or the asterisk is coded, the default value is
taken from the levels above the stream definition.

See Control Statement Language Rules for a description of two special expiration dates: 099000 and 099366.

We recommend that expiration dates or retention periods be used. They increase the integrity of the SMF data. If you use
the AUTODEL feature, set either expiration dates or retention periods.

Note: If the PSTORC option is in effect, SMS can override the specified expiration date or retention period.

AEXPDT(*|yyyddd)|ARETPD(*|nnnn)

Specifies the expiration date or retention period of the history file data sets within the alternate pool. If the expiration date
is specified, it must be in the Julian date format. If this operand is not coded or the asterisk is coded, the default value is
taken from the levels above the stream definition.

See Control Statement Language Rules for a description of two special expiration dates: 099000 and 099366.

We recommend that expiration dates or retention periods be used. They increase the integrity of the SMF data. If you use
the AUTODEL feature, set either expiration dates or retention periods.

Note: If the ASTORC option is in effect, SMS can override the specified expiration date or retention period.

TRTCH(*|value)
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ATRTCH(*|value)

Lets you use the z/OS JCL TRTCH parameter on dynamically allocated history files in SMF Director. The values of the
TRTCH and ATRTCH operands are the same as the values allowed in z/OS JCL when writing an output file to tape.
TRTCH is used to set the recording technique for the primary history file. ATRTCH is used to set the TRTCH for the
alternate history file.
The valid values are as follows:

NOCOMP
For cartridge tapes, writes the history file without a data compression.

COMP
For cartridge tapes, writes the history file with a data compression.

C
Performs data conversion for history files on reel tapes.

E
Writes history files to reel tape with even parity.

ET
Writes history files to reel tape with even parity and performs an EBCDIC translation.

T
Writes history files to reel tape and performs an EBCDIC translation.

Note: Although SMF Director supports TRTCH options C, E, ET, and T, they are not recommended for history files.

If TRTCH or ATRTCH are not specified, the value is taken from the levels above the stream definition. If not specified at a
higher level, the system default is used.

MAXFILESONVOL(*|n)
Lets you override the value that is set for MAXFILESONVOL. For more information, see the description of
MAXFILESONVOL on the DUMPOPTIONS and OPTIONS statements.)

To set the value for this stream only, specify a number Specify.

Specify 0 to reset the value for this stream (the local value) so that the global value from the OPTIONS statement is used
instead.

If this operand is not coded or the asterisk is coded, the value is taken from the DUMPOPTIONS statement.

DAYSTACK(NO|YES|*)
Specifies whether the daystacking feature can be turned on or off. NO turns daystacking off. See Features for a
description of the daystacking feature. If this operand is not coded or the asterisk is coded, the default value is taken from
the levels above the stream definition.

PDSNLARGE(*|YES|NO)
Allocates the primary history file with the DSNTYPE=LARGE operand. This operand is only used for DASD history files
when the DYNAM operand is specified; otherwise it is ignored. If this operand is not coded or the asterisk is coded, the
default value is taken from the levels above the stream definition.

Note: When a history file (HISTORY1 or HISTcc1) DD statement with DSNTYPE=LARGE is present in the DUMP JCL,
then the history file is allocated with the large format attribute regardless of the PDSNLARGE specification.

ADSNLARGE(*|YES|NO)
Allocates the alternate history file with the DSNTYPE=LARGE operand. This operand is only used for DASD history files
when the DYNAM operand is specified; otherwise it is ignored. If this operand is not coded or the asterisk is coded, the
default value is taken from the levels above the stream definition.

Note: When a history file (HISTORY2 or HISTcc2) DD statement with DSNTYPE=LARGE is present in the DUMP JCL,
then the history file is allocated with the large format attribute regardless of the ADSNLARGE specification.
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SDAY(*|hhmm)
Specifies the hour (hh) and minute (mm) that SMF Director is to treat as the logical start of a day. If this operand is not
coded or the asterisk is coded, days start at the value indicated in the DUMPOPTIONS statement for this configuration. If
no value is set, the value defaults to midnight, which is coded as SDAY(0000).

Note: The global SDAY value is used to determine the starting and ending times for all EXTRACT and PRINT requests,
except when the FROM, JFROM, TO, or JTO operand gives a specific starting or ending time. The value that is specified
here is used for the daystacking feature only.

PDEVN(*|dname|NONE)
'dname' is the esoteric device name to be used when creating SMF history files for this stream in the primary pool. Up
to eight characters can be specified. Specify NONE to reset the device name. If PDEVN or PSTORC are not specified,
and the DYNAM option is enabled. Then the device name or storage class that is used is taken from the DUMPOPTIONS
statement.

Note: If you are changing the PDEVN operand from one tape unit name to another, immediately run a TAPEINIT
command indicating this stream.

If using DASD for history files, this operand must only be used for non-SMS managed volumes.
Note: When a history file (HISTORY1 or HISTcc1) DD statement with the UNIT parameter is present in the DUMP JCL,
the UNIT parameter specification overrides the PDEVN option.

PSTORC(*|class|NONE)
'class' is the IBM DFSMS storage class to be used when creating SMF history files for this stream in the primary pool. Up
to eight characters can be specified. Specify NONE to reset the storage class. If PDEVN or PSTORC are not specified
and the DYNAM option is enabled, the device name or storage class that is used is taken from the DUMPOPTIONS
statement.
If using DASD for history files, this operand allocates files only to SMS-managed volumes.

Note: Some issues can arise with DASD history file allocations based on how SMS is set up at your data center. For
DASD history allocations with the DYNAM option set, there must be a temporary history file that is allocated in the
JCL. This file indicates the history file size. SMS cannot allow the allocation on the storage class that is indicated in
the PSTORC operand and indicates an allocation error for the history file. This error causes the dump process to end
prematurely.

To avoid this issue, here are some remedies that you can:

• – Include a data set name on the HISTORY1 or HISTcc1 DD statement. This name can be any valid data set name
that would be allocated in the storage class that is indicated in the PSTORC operand.
Note: This remedy is the simplest and we recommend this remedy.

• – To assign no class to temporary data sets, alter the ACS routines in the SMS DASD allocation. Where the fourth
node of the name is the same as the dump process JCL job name or procedure name.
Note: These changes are only for DASD history files that are allocated with SMS. Non-DASD and non-SMS
allocations are not affected by this option.

PMGMTC(*|class|NONE)

'class' is the IBM DFSMS management class to be used when creating SMF history files for this stream in the primary
pool. Up to eight characters can be specified. Specify NONE to reset the management class. If PMGMTC is not specified
and the DYNAM option is enabled, the management class that is used is taken from the DUMPOPTIONS statement if
present.If using DASD for history files, this operand allocates files only to SMS-managed volumes.

Note: Some issues can arise with DASD history file allocations based on how SMS is set up at your data center. For
DASD history allocations with the DYNAM option set, there must be a temporary history file that is allocated in the JCL.
This temporary file indicates how large the history file can be. SMS cannot allow the allocation on the storage class that is
indicated in the PSTORC operand and indicates an allocation error for the history file. This error causes the dump process
to end prematurely.
To avoid this issue, here are some remedies that you can:
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• Include a data set name on the HISTORY1 or HISTcc1 DD statement. This name can be any valid data set name that
would be allocated in the management class that is indicated in the PMGMTC operand.
Note: This remedy is the simplest remedy and the one that we recommend.

• Alter the ACS routines in the SMS DASD allocation. To assign no class to temporary data sets. The fourth node of the
name is the same as the dump process JCL job name or procedure name.
Note: These changes are only for DASD history files that are allocated with SMS. Non-DASD and non-SMS
allocations are not affected by this remedy.

PDATAC(*|class|NONE)

'class' is the IBM DFSMS data class to be used when creating SMF history files for this stream in the primary pool. Up
to eight characters can be specified. Specify NONE to reset the data class. If PDATAC is not specified and the DYNAM
option is enabled, the management class that is used is taken from the DUMPOPTIONS statement if present. If using
DASD for history files, this operand allocates files only to SMS-managed volumes.

Note: Some issues can arise with DASD history file allocations based on how SMS is set up at your data center. For
DASD history allocations with the DYNAM option set, there must be a temporary history file that is allocated in the JCL.
This temporary file indicates how large the history file should be. SMS cannot allow the allocation on the storage class that
is indicated in the PSTORC operand and indicates an allocation error for the history file, causing the dump process to end
prematurely.

To avoid this issue, here are some remedies that you can:

• Include a data set name on the HISTORY1 or HISTcc1 DD statement. This name can be any valid data set name that
would be allocated in the data class that is indicated in the PDATAC operand.
Note: This remedy is the simplest remedy and the one that we recommend.

• Alter the ACS routines in the SMS DASD allocation to assign no class to temporary data sets. The fourth node of the
name is the same as the dump process JCL job name or procedure name.
Note: These changes are only for DASD history files that are allocated with SMS. Non-DASD and non-SMS
allocations are not affected by this.
When a history file (HISTORY1 or HISTcc1) DD statement is coded for the substream, any SMS construct parameters
(STORCLAS, MGMTCLAS, or DATACLAS) that are coded in the DD statement or assigned by the operating system as
defaults override the PSTORC, PMGMTC, and PDATAC specifications.

ADEVN(*|dname|NONE)
'dname' is the esoteric device name to be used when creating SMF history files for or this stream in the alternate pool.
Up to eight characters can be specified. Specify NONE to reset the device name. If ADEVN or ASTORC are not specified
and the DYNAM option is enabled, the device name or storage class that is used is taken from the DUMPOPTIONS
statement.
Note: If you are changing the ADEVN operand from one tape unit name to another, immediately run a TAPEINIT
command against this stream.

If using DASD for history files, this operand must only be used for non-SMS managed volumes.

ASTORC(*|class|NONE)
'class' is the IBM DFSMS storage class to be used when creating SMF history files for this stream in the alternate pool.
Up to eight characters can be specified. If ADEVN or ASTORC are not specified and the DYNAM option is enabled, the
device name or storage class that is used is taken from the DUMPOPTIONS statement.

If using DASD for history files, this operand allocates files only to SMS-managed volumes.

Note: Some issues can arise with DASD history file allocations based on how SMS is set up at your data center. For
DASD history allocations with the DYNAM option set, there must be a temporary history file that is allocated in the JCL.
This temporary file indicates how large the history file should be. SMS cannot allow the allocation on the storage class that
is indicated in the ASTORC operand and indicates an allocation error for the history file, causing the dump process to end
prematurely.

To avoid this issue, here are some remedies that you can use:
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• – Include a data set name on the HISTORY2 or HISTcc2 DD statement. This name can be any valid data set name
that would be allocated in the storage class that is indicated in the PSTORC operand.
Note: This remedy is the simplest and the one that we recommend.

– Alter the ACS routines in the SMS DASD allocation to assign no class to temporary data sets. The fourth node of
the name is the same as the dump process JCL job name or procedure name.
Note: These changes are only for DASD history files that are allocated with SMS. Non-DASD and non-SMS
allocations are not affected by this.

AMGMTC(*|class|NONE)

'class' is the IBM DFSMS management class to be used when creating SMF history files for this stream in the alternate
pool. Up to eight characters can be specified. Specify NONE to reset the storage class. If AMGMTC is not specified and
the DYNAM option is enabled, the management class that is used is taken from the DUMPOPTIONS statement if present.
If using DASD for history files, this operand allocates files only to SMS-managed volumes.

Note: Some issues can arise with DASD history file allocations based on how SMS is set up at your data center. For
DASD history allocations with the DYNAM option set, there must be a temporary history file that is allocated in the JCL.
This temporary file indicates how large the history file should be. SMS cannot allow the allocation on the storage class that
is indicated in the ASTORC operand and indicates an allocation error for the history file, causing the dump process to end
prematurely.

To avoid this issue, here are some remedies you can:

• Include a data set name on the HISTORY1 or HISTcc1 DD statement. This name can be any valid data set name that
would be allocated in the management class that is indicated in the AMGMTC operand.
Note: This remedy is the simplest and the one that we recommend.

• Alter the ACS routines in the SMS DASD allocation to assign no class to temporary data sets. The fourth node of the
name is the same as the dump process JCL job name or procedure name.
Note: These changes are only for DASD history files that are allocated with SMS. Non-DASD and non-SMS
allocations are not affected by this.

ADATAC(*|class|NONE)

'class' is the IBM DFSMS data class to be used when creating SMF history files for this stream in the alternate pool. Up
to eight characters can be specified. Specify NONE to reset the data class. If ADATAC is not specified and the DYNAM
option is enabled, the management class that is used is taken from the DUMPOPTIONS statement if present. If using
DASD for history files, this operand allocates files only to SMS-managed volumes.

Note: Some issues can arise with DASD history file allocations based on how SMS is set up at your data center. For
DASD history allocations with the DYNAM option set, there must be a temporary history file that is allocated in the JCL.
This temporary file indicates how large the history file should be. SMS cannot allow the allocation on the storage class that
is indicated in the ASTORC operand and indicates an allocation error for the history file, causing the dump process to end
prematurely.

To avoid this issue, here are some remedies that you can:

• Include a data set name on the HISTORY1 or HISTcc1 DD statement. This name can be any valid data set name that
would be allocated in the data class that is indicated in the ADATAC operand. 
Note: This remedy is the simplest and the one that we recommend.

• Alter the ACS routines in the SMS DASD allocation to assign no class to temporary data sets. The fourth node of the
name is the same as the dump process JCL job name or procedure name.
Note: These changes are only for DASD history files that are allocated with SMS. Non-DASD and non-SMS
allocations are not affected by this.

When a history file (HISTORY2 or HISTcc2) DD statement is coded for the substream, any SMS construct parameters
(STORCLAS, MGMTCLAS, or DATACLAS) that are coded in the DD statement or assigned by the operating system as
defaults override the ASTORC, AMGMTC, and ADATAC specifications.
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Sample STREAMOPTIONS Statement:

COMPILE CONFIGURATION STORE. 

  BEGIN CONFIG(002) SID(XE96) NAME('C.A. XE96'). 

    DUMPOPTIONS COPIES(2) NOCATLG SCRATCH NOVERIFY 

    RETPD(60) ARETPD(365) PREFIX(SYSPROG.CASMF.XE96)    

    LSNAME(IFASMF.ALL,IFASMF.T30,IFASMF.RMF)    

    TCH(NOCOMP) ATRTCH(COMP).   

    STREAMOPTIONS LSNAME(IFASMF.RMF) RETPD(90) PREFIX(SYSPROG.CASMF.XE96RMF)

    COPIES(1).  

  END CONFIG(002).

TAPEINIT
This control statement forces SMF Director to use a new magnetic tape volume the next time an SMF history file is
created. When using a tape device, this product writes multiple files to a single tape volume until the end of the volume
has been reached, unless this control statement has been issued. TAPEINIT is useful when a tape volume becomes
damaged, or a new volume is desired for some other reason.

TAPEINIT must be used if you are migrating from tape to DASD history files.

NOTE
If a configuration has streams defined that have active tapes being used for dumping, the TAPEINIT process
forces all streams to begin using new tapes.

Statement Format:

TAPEINIT

►►─ TAPEINIT ─ SID(sid) ─┬─────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────┬─ . ─►◄

                         ├─ PRIMARY ◄ ─┤ ├─ LSNAME( ─┬─ lsname ─┬─ ) ┤

                         └─ ALTERNATE ─┘ │           └─ NONE ───┘    │

                                         └─ SUBNAME( ─┬ subname ─┬ ) ┘

                                                      └ NONE ────┘

Operands and Descriptions:

SID(SID)

Specifies the SMF ID for the system configuration to be used in processing the TAPEINIT control statements.

PRIMARY

Identifies that the history tape to be changed is for the primary pool. The default is primary.

ALTERNATE

Identifies that the history tape to be changed is for the alternate pool.

LSNAME(lsname|NONE)

Forces an end of volume on a tape being used for dumping the specified logstream. All other tapes remain valid. If NONE
is coded, only the MAN file archive tape and substream tapes are to be reset. All other tapes remain valid. LSNAME and
SUBNAME are mutually exclusive unless both are NONE.

SUBNAME(subname|NONE)
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Forces an end of volume on a tape being used for dumping the specified substream. All other tapes remain valid. If NONE
is coded, only the MAN file archive tape and logstream tapes are to be reset. All other tapes remain valid. LSNAME and
SUBNAME are mutually exclusive unless both are NONE.

Sample TAPEINIT Statement:

TAPEINIT SID(XE44) PRIMARY.

TAPEINIT statement output:

 CA                                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                           SMFD       PAGE

     1

 CA SMF Director     12.7                                                             SYSA      01 JUL yyyy 

 12:37:35

 

   TAPEINIT SID(XE44) PRIMARY  .

 

 CAF0801I  PRIMARY  POOL VOLUME 201731 FOR SID(XE44) MARKED COMPLETE - NEW TAPE REQUESTED

 

 CAF2901I  RUN COMPLETE, HIGHEST CONDITION CODE WAS 0

UPDTX
This control statement changes the device name, expiration date, volume serials, or file sequence number for a range of
index entries on the SCDS. The actual history file data set attributes are not changed. All entries within the date range that
is specified are updated with the new information.

WARNING
We highly recommend that the SCDS be backed up before execution of any UPDTX command, especially with
the ALL parameter coded.

Statement Format:

UPDTX

►►─ UPDTX ─┬─ LOW(date time) ──┬─┬─ HIGH(date time) ──┬─ SID(sid) ────────────►

           └─ JLOW(date time) ─┘ └─ JHIGH(date time) ─┘

 ►─┬───────┬─┬─────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬─┬──────────────────┬───────►

   └─ ALL ─┘ └─ UNIT(devname) ─┘ └─ EXPDT(date) ─┘ └─ FILESQ(filesq) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬─┬─────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬─ . ──────►◄

   └─ VOLUME(volser) ─┘ └─ ALTERNATE ─┘ ├─ LSNAME(logstream name) ─┤

                                        └─ SUBNAME(substream name) ┘

Operands and Descriptions:

LOW(date time)
If the ALL parameter is coded, this specifies the exact starting date and time of the first SCDS index entry to be updated.
Otherwise, it specifies the exact starting date and time of the only SCDS entry to be updated.
"date" is in Gregorian (mmddyy) format.
"time" is in hour/minute/second format (hhmmss).

HIGH(date time)
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If the ALL parameter is coded, this operand specifies the exact ending date and time of the last SCDS index entry to be
updated. Otherwise, it specifies the exact ending date and time of the only SCDS entry to be updated.
"date" is in Gregorian (mmddyy) format.
"time" is in hour/minute/second (hhmmss) format.

SID(sid)
Specifies the SMF ID for the history file index, and defines the origin of the SMF input data.
"sid" is a valid SMF SYSID.

JLOW(date time)
If the ALL parameter is coded, this specifies the exact starting date and time of the first SCDS index entry to be updated.
Otherwise, it specifies the exact starting date and time of the only SCDS entry to be updated.
"date" is in Gregorian (mmddyy) format.
"time" is in hour/minute/second format (hhmmss).

JHIGH(date time)
If the ALL parameter is coded, this specifies the exact ending date and time of the last SCDS index entry to be updated.
Otherwise, it specifies the exact ending date and time of the only SCDS entry to be updated.
"date" is in Gregorian (mmddyy) format.
"time" is in hour/minute/second (hhmmss) format.

ALL
Indicates that more than one SCDS index entry is to be updated. If this parameter is coded, the LOW/JLOW specification
must exactly equal the starting date and time of a SCDS index entry, and the HIGH/JHIGH specification must exactly
equal the ending date and time of a SCDS entry. If ALL is not coded, the LOW/JLOW and HIGH/JHIGH operands must
exactly equal, respectively, the starting and ending dates and times of a single SCDS index entry.

UNIT(devname)
Specifies the new device name to be used when allocating the history file.

VOLUME(volser)
Specifies the new serial number of the volume on which the indexed data set resides.

EXPDT(date)
Specifies the new Julian date in the form of (cyyddd) when the index entry expires, where c designates the century (0 is
the 20th century and 1 is the 21st century). If the AUTODEL option is enabled, index entries that are expired are removed
from the SCDS file.
See Control Statement Language Rules for a description of two special expiration dates: 099000 and 099366.

FILESQ(filesq)
Specifies the new file sequence number of the indexed data set if it resides on tape. If the data set resides on DASD, the
value should be 0.

ALTERNATE
Specifies that the entry to be updated is for the alternate pool index.

LSNAME(logstream name)

Indicates the name of the logstream archive that is to be updated with the command. This operand is mutually exclusive of
the SUBNAME operand.

SUBNAME(substream name)

Indicates the name of the substream archive that is to be updated with the command. This operand is mutually exclusive
of the LSNAME operand.

If LSNAME or SUBNAME are not included, then the MAN File archive will be updated.

Sample UPDTX Statement:
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UPDTX    SID(XE44) LOW(040198 010100) HIGH(041898 235800) ALL

         UNIT(3490) ALTERNATE.

UPDTX statement output:

 CA                                              AUDIT TRAIL REPORT                           SMFD       PAGE     1

 CA SMF Director     12.7----                                                         SYSA      27 JUL yyyy  13:39:55

 

   UPDTX    SID(XE44) LOW(040198 010100) HIGH(041898 235800) ALL

            UNIT(3490) ALTERNATE.

 

 CAF3610I  INDEX ENTRY FOR SYSPROG.SF16.MS070698.T1626I15               UPDATED

 CAF3610I  INDEX ENTRY FOR SYSPROG.SF16.MS071098.T1036I15               UPDATED

 CAF3610I  INDEX ENTRY FOR SYSPROG.SF16.MS070798.T1736I57               UPDATED

 CAF3611I  3 INDEX ENTRIES UPDATED

 

 CAF2900I  RUN COMPLETE

SMFDLS Control Statement Reference
This section contains detailed descriptions of the control statements that are used by SMFDLS, the SMF Director
logstream dump driver. If you are recording SMF data to logstreams, use this section to help set up and customize the
way SMFDLS processes data from the logstreams and provides it to SMF Director.

If you are not using logstreams to record SMF data, you can skip this section.

The SMFDLS Driver
In order to access data that SMF has recorded in logstreams, IBM recommends that their IFASMFDL utility be used (the
IBM logstream dump utility). SMF Director uses the SMFDLS driver program to interface with the IFASMFDL utility. The
driver also interfaces with SMF Director, acting as an intermediary.

The driver provides three user exits for IFASMFDL. They are used to move records from the logstreams to SMF Director.

Changes to Dump Process JCL
Change the program name in the JCL from SMFD to SMFDLS.

Also, change your SMF Director dump process JCL if data is being dumped from log streams, due to ddname conflicts.

This table shows the non-logstream dump process ddnames to change to logstream dump process ddnames:

Change this: To this:
SYSIN CAIIN
SYSPRINT CAIPRINT

NOTE
Change only the ddname. Nothing else about the file is different.

Finally, update the following new ddnames for the driver program:

CAILSNM
Placeholder ddname. This data set passes the name of the log stream to be dumped to SMFDLS. This data set is
optional, and is only needed if the JCL control statement is coded in the SMFDLSIN file.

SMFDLSIN
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Input control statement file for SMFDLS control statements.  

Allocate SMFD control statements to CAIIN, not SMFDLSIN.

SMFDLSPR
Output print file for SMFDLS only. SMFD output is written to CAIPRINT.

SMFDOUT
Output data set for SMF records being read from the log stream. This file has differing requirements that vary according to
whether SMF Director deletes the SMF records from the log stream after copying and indexing them.

If the product is not going to delete the records, then the file can be allocated to DUMMY, DASD, or tape. If SMF Director
is set to delete the records, then the SMFDOUT must point to an allocated DASD or tape file. If SMFDOUT is allocated to
DASD, the allocated file must be large enough to accommodate all of the dumped records. Otherwise the dump process
fails.

We recommend that sites set up their SMF log streams to be cleared through the definitions in their System logger
policies. Having SMF Director delete the records after copying them results in an increase in overhead during the
logstream dump process. This deleting method also adds another possible failure point in the process if something goes
wrong with the SMFDOUT file.

CASFDUML Example Procedure
A copy of the CASFDUML procedure is provided in the CASFPROC target library. It is set up so that a start command
can be issued to select an appropriate set of control statements, which are based on the logstream that is to be dumped
from. CASFPARM target library member SMFDDUMP contains the DUMP control statement for SMFD, and any SPLIT
statements that are required. See System Programming  for more information about setting up automated dumping with
CASFDUML.

The SMFDOUT DD is required for processing because this is the ddname in the generated statements that are passed to
IFASMFDL. SMFDOUT can also be an allocated DASD or tape data set, if an additional copy of the records is desired.

The CAILSNM DD is optional. It gives the name of the logstream containing the records to be dumped. By placing this
ddname in the procedure, and adding a JCL control statement in the SMFDLSIN control statements, the logstream name
is passed to SMFDLS outside of the control statements. That way, there is no need to have a separate set of SMFDLS
control statements for each logstream.

 

//CASFDUML PROC LS=JCL.ERROR,A=A

//********************************************************************

//* CASFDUML - Logstream Dumping Procedure

//*

//* If automated dumping of SMF data recorded to logstreams is

//* being performed, modify a copy of this procedure and copy it

//* to a PROCLIB that contains started tasks.

//*

//* Modifications to be made (see notes in parentheses in the JCL):

//*

//* (1) Change the DSN to your Authorized CA SMF Director Load

//*     Library

//*

//* (2) The SMFDOUT DD is needed to drive the user exits used by 

//*     the SMFDLS wrapper in the IFASMFDL utility. While the

//*     default is to set the DD up as a DUMMY, it can also be

//*     allocated to a disk or tape output dataset at your
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//*     discretion. If ARCHIVE is being used when dumping, then 

//*     SMFDOUT must be an allocated dataset.  If the dataset is on 

//*     DASD, then it must be large enough to receive all of

//*     the records to be dumped.

//*

//* (3) Change the DSN to the name of your SMF Control Data Set

//*     (SCDS)

//*

//* (4) Change the dataset name and member name to point to the

//*     required CA SMF Director Control Statement File. The

//*     shipped default contains the following statement:

//*

//*     DUMP.

//*

//* (5) Change the dataset name and member name to point to the

//*     required CA SMF Director logstream dump utility control

//*     statement file. The shipped default contains the following

//*     statements:

//*

//*        UNIT(SYSDA)

//*     *  STORCLAS(TEMP)

//*        JCL

//*

//*       Note: In the above example STORCLAS is a comment.

//*

//* (6) Change the value of UNIT to indicate a temporary DASD

//*     location, or, if SMS is in use, change the UNIT parameter

//*     to STORCLAS and indicate a temporary DASD location

//*

//*

//********************************************************************

//DUMP    EXEC PGM=SMFDLS,REGION=0M,TIME=1440

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CASFLOAD                  (1)

//SMFDLSPR DD  SYSOUT=&A.                **PRINT FROM SMFDLS

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=&A.                **PRINT FROM IFASMFDL

//CAIPRINT DD  SYSOUT=&A.                **PRINT FROM SMFD

//SYSXDIAG DD  SYSOUT=&A.

//SMFDOUT  DD  DUMMY                                  (2)

//SCDS     DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CORP.CASMF.SCDS           (3)

//CAIIN    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CORP.CASMF.CNTL(SMFDDUMP) (4)

//SMFDLSIN DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CORP.CASMF.CNTL(SMFDIN)   (5)

//CAILSNM  DD  DISP=(NEW,DELETE),SPACE=(TRK,1),       (6)

//             UNIT=SYSDA,DSN=&LS.

Control Statement Syntax
Control statements for SMFDLS differ from control statements for SMFD. They are more similar to control statements for
IFASMFDL. The input control statement file (ddname SMFDLSIN) must have the following attributes:

LRECL= 80

BLKSIZE=multiple of 80

RECFM=F or FB
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The file can be a sequential data set or a PDS member. Statement text must be placed in columns 1 through 72 (columns
73 through 80 are ignored as sequence numbers.) Each input record can be a comment or can contain exactly one
statement. Since the longest statement possible is 34 characters, there is no facility that is provided to continue a
statement to a second line.

Records that begin with an asterisk in column one are considered to be comments. In addition, records that are blank from
columns 1 through 72 are also considered to be comments.

Statements that themselves can begin in any column, and can be in any order, but they must be completed in one single
record in the file.

All the control statements that are used by SMFDLS fall into one of two categories:

Type of Statement Syntax
Statements with Operands statement(operand value) comment
Statements without Operands statement comment

NOTE
Operand values must be in parentheses right after the operand with no spaces in between. See the sample
statements in the rest of this section for examples.

Dump Processing of Logstreams
To dump data into SMF Director from SMF logstreams, use the SMFDLS driver utility. Usually, the only control statements
that are needed by SMFDLS are the logstream name statement (LSNAME) or the JCL control statement, which indicates
that the logstream name is in the JCL. In addition, either a UNIT name or SMS storage class must be provided to
SMFDLS so that the data set for the control statements for IFASMFDL can be allocated dynamically to the SYSIN DD.

More parameters are provided to tailor dump processing to your needs. For example, because logstreams that are
backed by a list structure in a coupling facility can contain data from multiple systems, a statement is provided to allow the
dumping of one system's data on another system. This can come in handy when recording data from smaller systems that
may not have tape drives. Rather than needing a two-step process on two systems (a dump with the IBM utility followed
by a SOURCE dump), the data can be processed directly by SMF Director.

Using ARCHIVE When Dumping SMF Logstreams
When the SMF logstream recording was first introduced, the logstream dumping utility only copied the data from the
logstream and did not delete the data. The logstream could be set up with a retention period in the defining policy,
allowing the System Logger to remove older data when it had expired. This method is still the preferred way for managing
SMF logstreams, and we recommend using this method.

When z/OS 1.11 was released, there was a new option added to IFASMFDL, named ARCHIVE. ARCHIVE is used to
dump data from an SMF logstream and then delete it once it has been dumped successfully. This product can be set up to
do this procedure too, but there are some restrictions when using ARCHIVE with the product:

• SMF Director only supports ARCHIVE for logstreams that contain SMF Data from a single system. Multiple system
SMF logstreams are not supported.

• The SMFDOUT file must be an allocated file to accept a copy of the records when dumping. A DUMMY on the DD is
not allowed.

• The Date and Time control statements for determining the interval to dump are not supported when using ARCHIVE.

When ARCHIVE is used, SMF Director begins accepting records from the logstream and processes every record that is
passed to it by the IFASMFDL. IFASMFDL is the IBM dumping utility. Records are processed until the utility stops sending
records. When records are in the logstream from a prior, non-ARCHIVE dump, they are processed by this product.
However these records are not added to the history files, because they were added through a previous dump, but they are
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deleted from the logstream. Other records that are deleted with this procedure are all the other records that were dumped
and added to the history files.

While this product provides the capability to delete the SMF records after dumping by offering the ARCHIVE control
statement, it is not the recommended method for dumping SMF logstreams. The additional overhead of writing the records
to the SMFDOUT DD increases both CPU consumption and the duration of the dump process. Also, by writing all the
records to the SMFDOUT data set, there is the possibility of failure when writing the data set.

Date and Time Management for Logstream Dumps
Parameters let you specify date and time ranges. They are not needed by default because SMF Director tracks its location
in the logstream and begins dumping from that point. You can even switch to MAN file recording, then back to logstream
recording; SMF Director can handle that possibility and can ensure that all the SMF records are processed and archived.

The default start date/time values are as follows for dump processing:

First Logstream Dump
January 1, 1900 at 00:00

Subsequent Logstream Dumps
The date/time of the last record that is dumped in the previous dump for that system and logstream

The default end date/time for all logstream dumps is the current date and time less one minute.

We recommend that you allow SMF Director to manage the start and end times of SMF logstream dumps. If the
recommendation is followed, most dumps can be run with only the logstream name, obtained either through control
statement or from the CAILSNM DD, plus either the UNIT or STORCLAS control statements. This ensures that all the
data in the logstream is archived.

Here are typical dump control statements for SYSB. Use STORCLAS WORKDA for dynamic allocation of SYSIN
statements for IFASMFDL. The logstream name is IFASMF.LOGGER1. These statements are passed to SMFDLS
through the SMFDLSIN DD:

LSNAME(IFASMF.LOGGER1)

STORCLAS(WORKDA)

SID(SYSB)

NOTE
If the dump is run on SYSB, the SID control statement can also be omitted.

If the CASFDUML procedure is used and the logstream name is passed to the procedure in the START command,
SMFDLSIN DD could contain these statements:

STORCLAS(WORKDA)

JCL

The JCL statement says to use the logstream name that is identified by the data set name that is defined in the CAILSNM
DD.

When to Use Date and Time Control Statements
For the first dump of a logstream, we recommend that SMF Director be allowed to dump the contents without any
timestamps, unless you want to begin from a certain point. If that is the case, we recommend that you only specify start
date for the dump, and allow the end date/time to default to the current date/time.
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The STARTDATE, STARTTIME, ENDDATE, and ENDTIME parameters are available for recovery situations, where a
dump may have been missed. They are also available if you want to begin SMF Director management of logstream SMF
data from a particular date and time.

NOTE
When you are going to use the ARCHIVE control statement and have IFASMFDL delete the records after they
are dumped to SMF Director, then you cannot use date and time control statements in the dump.

Sample Date and Time Statements

Manage SMF data from logstream IFASMF.SMFLOGR1 beginning at midnight on January 1, 2008:

LSNAME(IFASMF.SMFLOGR1)

UNIT(3390)

STARTDATE(2008001)

Dump all data for SMF ID SYSB from logstream IFASMF.SMFLOGR1 from January 15, 2008 to January 19, 2008:

LSNAME(IFASMF.SMFLOGR1)

UNIT(3390)

STARTDATE(2008015)

ENDDATE(2008019)

SID(SYSB)

Dump all records for SYSB from logstream IFASMF.SMFLOGR1 from 5 a.m. to 8 p.m. on January 19, 2008:

LSNAME(IFASMF.SMFLOGR1)

UNIT(3390)

STARTDATE(2008019)

STARTTIME(0500)

ENDDATE(2008019)

ENDTIME(2000)

SID(SYSB)

Control Statement Summary
The table lists the statements and provides brief descriptions:

Statement Description
ABEND Converts non-zero return codes of 100 or higher into user abends.

Use this control statement only at the direction of Broadcom
Support.

ARCHIVE Tells IFASMFDL to delete records from the log stream once they
have been successfully dumped and indexed.

ENDDATE(yyyyddd) Specifies the end date for records being dumped from a log
stream. The default is the current date or the previous date if the
dump begins in the first minute of a day (see ENDTIME for more
details).

ENDTIME(hhmm) Specifies the end time for records being dumped from a log
stream. The default is the current minute less one.
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JCL Gets the log stream name for the dump from the JCL in the
ddname CAILSNM. This statement overrides the LSNAME control
statement, if both are present.

LSNAME(log stream name) Indicates the name of the SMF log stream to be dumped. The
value of the log stream name must follow the standard IBM log
stream naming conventions. In addition, SMF requires that the
high-order node of the log stream name must be IFASMF.

NOSTAE Deactivates any recovery in both the log stream dump driver and
SMF Director. Use this control statement only at the direction of
Broadcom Support.

SID(smfid) Indicates the system ID of the SMF data to be dumped. The
default is to dump SMF data from the system where the driver and
SMF Director is running. This operand can only be used to dump
data from other systems if the SMF log streams are backed by a
list structure in the coupling facility.

SIGNATURES Forces SMF Director to copy and write SMF Digital Signature
Records to the history files when dumping SMF Data from a
remote system.

SOFTINFLATE Decompresses SMF records from systems where the zEDC
system is installed when dumping on a system where zEDC is not
installed.

STARTDATE(yyyyddd) Indicates the start date for records being dumped. The default is
the end date from the last dump for the named log stream for the
SID being dumped.

STARTTIME(hhmm) Start time for records being dumped. The default is the end time
from the last dump for the named log stream for the SID being
dumped.

STORCLAS(sms storage class) Specifies the storage class to use when allocating the generated
SYSIN statements for the IBM utility IFASMFDL that is used to
copy the data from the log streams. For non-SMS allocations, the
UNIT statement can be used.

UNIT(unit name/address) Which unit to use when allocating the generated SYSIN
statements for the IBM utility IFASMFDL that is used to copy the
data from the log streams. For SMS allocations, the STORCLAS
statement can be used.

NOTE
Either the LSNAME or JCL control statement must be present in control statements. Also either a UNIT or
STORCLAS control statement must be present.

ABEND
WARNING
Only use the ABEND control statement under Broadcom's direction.

Under normal circumstances the ABEND statement is not required. Its purpose is to issue a return code when there is a
failure in a dump process run. If added to your input statements, all return codes of 100 or higher are converted into user
ABENDs with the value that would have been set as the return code.

Statement Format:

ABEND
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►►─ ABEND ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

ARCHIVE
The ARCHIVE control statement tells SMF Director that the dump process should not only copy the records from the
logstream, but also should delete the records from the logstream once they are successfully copied to the history files and
indexed in the SCDS. There are several restrictions on the use of ARCHIVE:

1. ARCHIVE cannot be used on logstreams that contain data from multiple systems.
2. ARCHIVE is mutually exclusive with the following operands: ENDDATE, ENDTIME, STARTDATE, STARTTIME.
3. The SMFDOUT file must be an allocated file to accept a copy of the records when dumping. A DUMMY on the DD is

not allowed.

When using ARCHIVE in your SMF logstream dump process, it is required that the SMFDOUT DD in your dump process
JCL point to an allocated DASD or tape dataset. Also, the data sets that are allocated to DASD be sufficient in size to
accommodate all the SMF records that are dumped. When SMFDOUT is assigned to DUMMY, the dump terminates with
a User ABEND code of 1006.

NOTE
ARCHIVE cannot be used when your logstream records data from multiple systems. The indexing architecture
in SMF Director requires that the SMF logstream dump process only dumps data from a combination of one
system and one logstream only. If you are recording data from multiple systems to a single SMF logstream, use
the non-ARCHIVE method of dumping.

Statement Format:

ARCHIVE

►►─ ARCHIVE ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

ENDDATE
The ENDDATE statement is not required. It should only be used if you want to limit the time range of dumps for a
logstream. This control statement is mutually exclusive with ARCHIVE.

Statement Format:

ENDDATE

►►─ ENDDATE(yyyyddd) ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Operands and Descriptions:

(yyyyddd)
Specifies which records should or should not be dumped. Records in a logstream dated after this date will not be dumped
in this run. The format is a seven-digit Julian date. The default value is the current date.

Sample ENDDATE Statement:

To archive one week's worth of data from a logstream:

LSNAME(IFASMF.ACCT.DATA)

STORCLAS(WORK)

STARTDATE(2008318)

ENDDATE(2008324)
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ENDTIME
The ENDTIME statement is not required and can only be used if the ENDDATE statement is used. ENDTIME lets you limit
the date range of dumps for a logstream. This control statement is mutually exclusive with ARCHIVE.

Statement Format:

ENDTIME

►►─ ENDTIME(hhmmssth) ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Operands and Descriptions:

(hhmmssth)
Specifies which records should or should not be dumped. The value indicates that only records with a timestamp value
that is less than the value indicated are dumped. The syntax is a 4, 6, or 8-digit 24-hour clock value.

• If the value is 4 digits long, the digits are processed as a two-digit hour and a two-digit minute.
• If the value is 6 digits, the value is processed as hours, minutes, and seconds.
• If the value is 8 digits, the value is processed as hours, minutes, seconds, and hundredths of a second.

The default is the current time of day unless the ENDDATE statement is coded and specified as a date other than today's
date, in which case the default is 2359.
The control statements that are generated for IFASMFDL only reflect the hour and minute values from the ENDTIME
control statement due to the syntax of the IFASMFDL control statements. The generated control statements are printed in
the CAF4035I message in the SMFDLSPR print data set. The exits that are used by SMFDLS to interact with IFASMFDL
ensures that the seconds and fraction are honored during the dump process.

Sample ENDTIME Statement:

To dump 8 hours worth of data from 10 p.m. on August 19, 2008 to 6 a.m. on August 20, 2008:

LSNAME(IFASMF.ACCTG)

STORCLAS(WORK)

STARTDATE(2008231)

STARTTIME(2200)

ENDDATE(2008232)

ENDTIME(0600)

JCL
The JCL control statement is used to indicate that the logstream to be dumped is set as the DSN of the data set indicated
by the CAILSNM DD.

NOTE
Either the JCL control statement or LSNAME control statement must be present in the SMFDLSIN statements.

Statement Format:

JCL

►►─ JCL ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Sample JCL Statement:

These are routine dump control statements for a procedure that is used to dump many different logstreams:
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UNIT(3390)

JCL

LSNAME
The LSNAME control statement identifies the logstream that is going to be dumped in this run of SMFDLS. The
logstream must be predefined to SMF Director by the LSNAME operand in the DUMPOPTIONS control statement during
configuration compilation.

NOTE
Either the JCL control statement or LSNAME control statement must be present in the SMFDLSIN statements.

Statement Format:

LSNAME

►►─ LSNAME(logstream name) ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Operands and Descriptions:

(logstream name)
Identifies the logstream that is going to be dumped. The name begins with IFASMF and follows standard logstream
naming conventions.

Sample LSNAME Statement:

These are routine dump control statements for logstream IFASMF.ACCTG:

LSNAME(IFASMF.ACCTG)

UNIT(3390)

NOSTAE
WARNING
The NOSTAE control statement should only be used at Broadcom's direction.

Under normal circumstances the NOSTAE statement is not required. When used, it disables all recovery within SMFDLS
and SMF Director.

Statement Format:

NOSTAE

►►─ NOSTAE ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

SID
 

If you have SMF logstreams that are backed by a list structure in a coupling facility, this operand can be used to perform
dumps of records from another system. The statement might be used if you have a system without tape drives, but you
want to archive the SMF data to tape. If the logstreams are available to a system with tape drives, then the dumps can be
performed on the remote system.

Statement Format:
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SID

►►─ SID(smf id) ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Operands and Descriptions:

(smf id)
Specifies which system's records to dump. This operand can only be used if the logstreams are backed by a list structure
in the coupling facility, as DASD-only logstreams are single-system in scope. The default is the SMF ID of the system
where SMF Director is running.

Sample SID Statement:

To dump any data that is not archived for SYSB from logstream IFASMF.ACCTG:

LSNAME(IFASMF.ACCTG)

UNIT(3390)

SID(SYSB)

 

 

SIGNATURES
SMF Director attempts to determine if a logstream has SMF digital signature records that are associated with it when
running. And if the logstream indicates that there are signature records being recorded, they are dumped. This product
cannot always determine if signature records are being produced, such as when SMF Director is dumping SMF data
from a logstream that is produced on a different LPAR. If so, SMF Director can be told that digital signatures are being
generated by using the SIGNATURES operand.

Statement Format:

►►─ SIGNATURES ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

There are no operands on the SIGNATURES statement.

Sample SIGNATURES Statement:

To dump SMF data from a logstream that is shared with an LPAR recording with a SID of SYSB including the signatures
from logstream IFASMF.ACCTG:

LSNAME(IFASMF.ACCTG)

UNIT(3390)

SID(SYSB)

SIGNATURES

NOTE
If the LPAR where the dump is taking place is not at a sufficient release to support digital signatures, the
SIGNATURES control statement is ignored.
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SOFTINFLATE
When dumping SMF data from a system that uses IBM’s zEDC compression feature on a system that does not have
the zEDC feature, include the SOFTINFLATE statement. This statement directs the IFASMFDL utility to inflate the SMF
records.

Statement Format:

SOFTINFLATE

►►─ SOFTINFLATE ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Sample SOFTINFLATE Statement:

To activate SOFTINFLATE when dumping SMF data from SYSB:

LSNAME(IFASMF.ACCTG)

UNIT(3390)

SID(SYSB)

SOFTINFLATE

STARTDATE
The STARTDATE statement is not required. It should only be used if you want to start dumping records in a logstream
from a specified date, rather than have SMF Director start with the most recent dump or with January 1, 1900, if this is the
first dump. After the first dump, we recommend that you only use it if you do not want SMF Director to manage the date
range of dumps for you. This control statement is mutually exclusive with ARCHIVE.

Statement Format:

STARTDATE

►►─ STARTDATE(yyyyddd) ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Operands and Descriptions:

(yyyyddd)

Specifies which records should or should not be dumped. Records in a logstream dated on or after this date are dumped
in this run. The format is a seven-digit Julian date.
The default value is the date of the most recent record that is dumped from a logstream. If this is the first dump for a
logstream, the default is January 1, 1900.

Sample STARTDATE Statement:

To archive one week's worth of data from a logstream:

LSNAME(IFASMF.ACCT.DATA)

STORCLAS(WORK)

STARTDATE(2008318)

ENDDATE(2008324)
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STARTTIME
The STARTTIME statement is not required and can only be used if the STARTDATE statement is used. STARTTIME lets
you specify a beginning point for managing data from a logstream, rather than have SMF Director begin managing data
from the oldest record in the logstream. After the first dump, we recommend that you only use it if you do not want SMF
Director to manage the time range of dumps for you. This control statement is mutually exclusive with ARCHIVE.

Statement Format:

STARTTIME

►►─ STARTTIME(hhmmssth) ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Operands and Descriptions:

(hhmmssth)
Specifies which records should or should not be dumped. The value indicates that only records with a timestamp value
that is less than the value indicated are dumped. The syntax is a 4, 6, or 8-digit 24-hour clock value.

• If the value is 4 digits long, the digits are processed as a two-digit hour and a two-digit minute.
• If the value is 6 digits, the value is processed as hours, minutes, and seconds.
• If the value is 8 digits, the value is processed as hours, minutes, seconds, and hundredths of a second.

The default is midnight of the STARTDATE. If STARTDATE is not specified, the start time is set to the time when the last
record was dumped from the logstream.
The control statements that are generated for IFASMFDL only reflect the hour and minute values from the STARTTIME
control statement due to the syntax of the IFASMFDL control statements. The generated control statements are printed in
the CAF4035I message in the SMFDLSPR print data set. The exits that are used by SMFDLS to interact with IFASMFDL
ensures that the seconds and fractions are honored during the dump process.

Sample STARTTIME Statement:

To dump 8 hours worth of data from 10 p.m. on August 19, 2008 to 6 a.m. on August 20, 2008:

LSNAME(IFASMF.ACCTG)

STORCLAS(WORK)

STARTDATE(2008231)

STARTTIME(2200)

ENDDATE(2008232)

ENDTIME(0600)

STORCLAS
If you use SMS to allocate temporary DASD data sets, use this statement to identify the storage class to be used during
the allocation of the generated SYSIN data set for IFASMFDL.

NOTE
Either STORCLAS or UNIT must be specified, but not both. Neither statement has a default so one must be
present so that a dynamic allocation request can be made by SMFDLS for disk space for the generation of the
input control statements for IFASMFDL.

Statement Format:

STORCLAS

►►─ STORCLAS(sms storage class) ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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Operands and Descriptions:

(sms storage class)
Specifies which SMS storage class is typically used for temporary DASD data sets.

Sample STORCLAS Statement:

To dump the most recent records from logstream IFASMF.ACCTG, and allocate the SYSIN data set on DASD with a
storage class of WORKTEMP:

LSNAME(IFASMF.ACCT.DATA)

STORCLAS(WORKTEMP)

UNIT
If you do not allocate temporary data sets using SMS, the UNIT operand can be used to indicate a DASD unit type or
specific device where SMFDLS can dynamically allocate the SYSIN data set for IFASMFDL.

NOTE
Either STORCLAS or UNIT must be specified, but not both. Neither statement has a default so one must be
present so that a dynamic allocation request can be made by SMFDLS for disk space for the generation of the
input control statements for IFASMFDL.

Statement Format:

UNIT

►►─ UNIT(unit name or address) ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Operands and Descriptions:

(unit name or address)
Identifies the unit by the name or address you use for the DASD device where the SYSIN data set for IFASMFDL is
allocated. This operand has no default.

Sample UNIT Statement:

To dump all recent data for the local system from logstream IFASMF.ACCTG, and allocate the SYSIN data set for
IFASMFDL on a 3390:

LSNAME(IFASMF.ACCTG)

UNIT(3390)

Return Codes from Logstream Dumping
During the interaction between SMFDLS and IFASMFDL, issues can arise. Return codes are provided to assist you in
resolving these issues.

Return Codes from SMFDLS and its IFASMFDL Exits
Non-zero return codes from SMFDLS are numbered from 100 to 999m with the exception of 4.
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• Any return code that is less than 100 comes from IFASMFDL, except for return code 4, which can come either from
IFASMFDL or from SMF Director.

• Return codes of 505 through 599 originate in SMF Director itself.
• Return codes under 1000 are from SMFDLS itself, from IFASMFDL, or from the SMF Director dump process.
• Return codes 1000-1999 are from the IFASMFDL Exit 1 program, and 2000-2999 are from the IFASMFDL Exit 2

program and 3000-3999 are from the IFASMFDL Exit 3 program.

Return Code Explanation and Action
100 Region error. Increase the REGION on the EXEC statement in the

JCL and retry the dump.
110 SMFDLSPR did not open. Verify that it is allocated and set up as a

print file and retry the dump.
111 SMFDLSIN did not open. Verify that it is allocated and set up as

an input file with LRECL=80 and retry the dump.
120 Syntax error in SMFDLSIN control statements. Messages

indicating which statements contain errors appear in the
SMFDLSPR printed report. Correct any errors and retry the dump.

121 Invalid logstream name. Logstream names can be up to 26
characters, consisting of three nodes of 8 alphanumeric or
national characters. The nodes that themselves must begin
with an alphabetic character or national character. Also for SMF
recording, the logstream name must begin with the string IFASMF.
Correct any errors and retry the dump.

122 No LSNAME control statement that was found and the JCL control
statement was also not found in the control statements. Place
either of these control statements into the input stream and retry
the dump.

123 No UNIT or STORCLAS control statement found. Make sure one
or the other is included in the input stream and retry the dump.

124 Either STARTTIME was found in the control statements without a
STARTDATE, or ENDTIME was found in the control statements
without an ENDDATE. Correct any errors and retry the dump.

125 The date indicated that in STARTDATE is higher than the date
indicated in ENDDATE.

126 The date and time that is indicated in STARTDATE/STARTTIME
is higher than the date and time that is indicated in ENDDATE/
ENDTIME.

127 One or more of the following control statements was found with
ARCHIVE: ENDDATE, ENDTIME, STARTDATE, STARTTIME.

140 Failure to obtain the necessary ENQs for dumping. Contact your
systems programmer.

141 Name/token services failure. Contact your systems programmer.
150 SCDS not allocated. Ensure that the SCDS data set is allocated to

the ddname SCDS. Correct any errors and retry the dump.
160 SCDS failed to open. Ensure that the SCDS data set is allocated

to the ddname SCDS. If it is, consult the error messages and error
code in the resulting IBM messages. Correct any errors and retry
the dump.

161 Region error for SCDS record buffer. Increase the REGION
parameter in the JCL and retry the dump.
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162 An unexpected error that occurred when reading the SCDS data
set. Contact Broadcom Support. Be prepared to provide a copy of
your SCDS data set and any printed output.

163 SCDS not up to version level for logstream support. Perform a
backup and restore of the SCDS with the latest version of SMF
Director with all maintenance applied and retry the dump.

164 Configuration not found. There is no configuration in the SCDS for
the system that produced the SMF records to be dumped. Define
the system to the SCDS using the COMPILE CONFIGURATION
control statement, making sure to include the logstream names
that are needed in the DUMPOPTIONS. After the compilation,
retry the dump.

165 Configuration has no logstreams. There is a configuration in the
SCDS for the system that produced the SMF records, but there
are no logstreams defined to the configuration. Recompile the
configuration and ensure that the needed logstreams are named
in the DUMPOPTIONS. After the compilation is complete, retry the
dump.

166 Logstream not found. The configuration in the SCDS for the
system that produced the SMF records has logstreams defined,
but not the logstream named in the LSNAME control statement.
After verifying that the logstream name in the LSNAME control
statement is correct, recompile the configuration adding the
logstream name. After successful compilation, retry the dump.

167 Region error for SCDS record buffer. Increase the REGION
parameter in the JCL and retry the dump.

170 Dynamic allocation failure for the SYSIN data set that are used
as input to IFASMFDL. Check and verify that the SYSIN DD is
not present in your JCL. If it is not present, ensure that the value
of the UNIT or STORCLAS contains a valid value for your data
center. If all of these check out, contact Broadcom Support and
be prepared to provide the return codes and messages that are
produced in the SMFDLSPR printed output. Otherwise correct any
errors and retry the dump.

171 SYSIN failed to open for output. After allocating the SYSIN data
set, SMFDLS could not open it for output. See the error messages
that are produced by IBM that come with the OPEN failure.
Correct any errors and retry the dump.

172 CLOSE failed for SYSIN. The constructed control statements
for IFASMFDL were written to the SYSIN file, but the file did not
close. See the error messages that are produced by IBM that
come with the CLOSE failure. Correct any errors and retry the
dump.

180 Attach failed for SMF Director. The main SMF Director load
module could not be attached by SMFDLS so that the SMF
records can be processed. See any IBM error messages, correct
any errors found, and retry the dump.
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181 IFASMFDL encountered an error in processing and SMFDLS
needed to post termination for SMF Director as opposed to
IFASMFDL User Exit 3. Likely causes for this condition are as
follows:
A logstream has been defined in a system configuration in the
SCDS but does not exist in the SMF configuration for that system.
One or more of the SMF Director logstream dump process exits
are not registered with SMF.
Examine the messages that have been produced by IFASMFDL
and take appropriate action that is based on the information in the
messages and the message descriptions in the IBM MVS System
Messages documentation.

400 LOAD failed for IFASMFDL. Ensure that the dump job is being run
on a system that is z/OS 1.9 or higher. If the system is z/OS 1.9 or
higher, consult with your systems programmer.

401 No logstreams were generated in the SYSIN control statements.
Contact Broadcom Support. Be prepared to provide your output
and a copy of your SCDS data set.

500 SMF Director abended during the run. The attached subtask has
diagnostics available and error messages. See CAF Messages
and Systems Programming, correct any errors found, and retry the
dump.

505 up to 599 SMF Director encountered an error during processing and
completed with a non-zero return code. See the output in the
CAIPRINT output file and CAF Messages. Correct any errors and
retry the dump.

1001* Insufficient region for exit processing. Increase the region size and
retry the dump.

1002* Name/token services failure. Contact your systems programmer.
1003* Corrupt token found. Contact Broadcom Support. Have ready the

printed output from your dump job.
1004 Mismatched logstream name. The logstream name that is

indicated in IFASMFDL is not the same as the logstream name
indicated in the parameters that are provided to SMFDLS.

1005* SMF Director early termination. The attached subtask of SMF
Director terminated. Look at the messages in the CAIPRINT Audit
Trail Report and correct any errors; then retry the dump.

1006* SMFDOUT DD allocated to DUMMY or not allocated when
running with ARCHIVE.

2001* SMF Director early termination. The attached subtask of SMF
Director terminated. Look at the messages in the CAIPRINT Audit
Trail Report and correct any errors; then retry the dump.

2002* Abnormal termination that is detected in ARCHIVE processing.
3001* Abnormal termination that is detected in ARCHIVE processing.

* Return codes that are marked with an asterisk are issued as user abends and not as actual return codes from SMFDLS.

Retrying a Logstream Dump
This product tracks the last SMF record dumped from a logstream, so there is no need to make any major changes to
retry a logstream dump. Make any corrections that are needed, and restart the procedure or resubmit the dump job.
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When not using ARCHIVE, the logstream files do not get emptied when dumping and are more like a continuous queue of
data. While it is important to archive data properly, the process of archival is not as urgent as it has been before. The only
concern is to ensure that the dump is completed before the records are deleted from the logstream that is based on the
logstream's autodelete policy.

When using ARCHIVE when dumping, the data is removed from the logstream once a dump completes successfully.
This means that the data has been copied into SMF Director’s history files and has been indexed. Once this procedure
is completed, then and only then is the data that are removed from the logstream. As with dumping without ARCHIVE, if
there is a failure, the dump process job can be resubmitted or restarted once any errors have been corrected.

NOTE
The time that it takes to make the correction, more SMF data can be added to the logstream, therefore it is
important to check to see that SMFDOUT is sufficiently large (if on DASD) to handle the records from the
previous dump and any new records that are added.

SMF Director Online
This section describes the SMF Director Online, an ISPF interface to the SMF Director. This online interface lets you view
most of the information in the SCDS and the setup for the on-demand EXTRACT requests.

NOTE
You can only use the online interface if the SCDS format is at SMF Director release 12 or later.

You can use this online interface instead of batch commands, like LISTC and LISTH. You can browse the history file index
(primary or alternate) for any configuration select MAN File History Files or logstream/substream. You can see details
about the history file, including specific record types that are contained in that file. You can browse the lists or jump to a
specific point in time by entering a date in the Locate Start Date Field when you get to the History File panel.

You can use the other panels to see the following options:

• The configuration-specific options as specified by the DUMPOPTIONS command.
• The stream-specific options as specified by the STREAMOPTIONS command.
• The site-specific options (as specified by the OPTIONS command)
• SCDS statistics such as the date and time of the last dump.
• Current tape pool that is similar to the LISTH VOLUMES command.
• Free space in the SCDS

Also, with release 12.7 and later, SMF Director Online can be used to help in setting up an on-demand EXTRACT request.
The online EXTRACT generator can set up an EXTRACT control statement with explicit time boundaries, record types
and, optionally, SMF IDs. The EXTRACT generator generates the JCL that can be submitted, or the JCL can be further
edited before being submitted.

To start the online interface, run the SMFDOL EXEC under ISPF. For information about how to set up the SMFDOL EXEC,
see the step that sets up the online interface in Installing.

When the online interface is started, an introductory panel prompts you to select the SCDS you want to view. When the
SCDS is opened, the main menu appears, and you can use its options to navigate through the interface. Every panel in
the online interface has a help panel with complete information.

The following options use the online interface:

• The SCDS is opened with shared ENQ, allowing dumps and extracts to run while viewing it online.
• The utility functions such as RESTORE, ADDX, DELETEX, and UPDTX are blocked, because they require exclusive

access to the SCDS.
• Only one SCDS can be opened at a time, but multiple instances of the online interface can be opened with the same

SCDS within a single TSO session. Multiple users can open the same SCDS with SMFDOL.
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Messages and Codes

This section includes details for all CAF messages and ABENDS in SMF Director.

CAF Messages
This document contains messages for CA SMF Director. The messages are listed in numerical order by message code,
with the one-letter code at the end of each message giving you additional information:

The code Means
A Perform a specific action before continuing (Condition Code 0).
D Make a decision before continuing. (You must reply to this

message.)
E An error has occurred (Condition Code 8).
I This message is for information only (Condition Code 0).
P The currently running task has stopped. An operator command is

required.
T Terminal error. ABEND (Condition Code 16 or higher).
S Severe error (Condition Code 12).
W Warning message. Something has gone wrong, but it is not

serious enough to stop processing (Condition Code 4).

CAF0
This section contains the CAF0 messages for CA SMF Director.

CAF0001T
INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR nn DETECTED BY mod

Reason:

An internal logic error message appears when SMF Director detected an illogical condition or an error from which it
could not recover. In either case, SMF Director was unable to complete the current transaction successfully. If the
SYSXDIAG DD statement was specified in the JCL, diagnostic information is written to this file to assist in determining
and resolving the problem. SMF Director was designed not to abend with every error it encounters, but to recover and
continue processing if at all possible. Hence, the first error that occurs may cause other errors. Sever errors may cause an
internal logic error.

Action:

Review the JOBLOG, System Messages log, and SMF Director Audit Trail for any messages issued prior to the internal
logic error message. Perform the following steps.

1. Identify the first error message that occurred. Read the reason and action documented. Follow the recommended
action in the error message if it applies. Rerun the job.

2. If the previous step does not correct the problem, or if the logic error occurs again, save all output, run a SMF Director
backup of the current SCDS, and contact Technical Support at Broadcom Support.
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CAF0003I
text

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

No action required.

CAF0004I
text

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

No action required.

CAF0005I
text

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

No action required.

CAF0006I
text

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

No action required.

CAF0007I
text

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

No action required.
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CAF0008I
text

Reason:

Informational.

Action:

No action required.

CAF0009W
CA SMF Director INITIALIZATION FAILED RC=nnn

Reason:

Common Components and Services CAIRIM was processing the control statement to enable or disable the automatic
SMF dump feature, but was unable to complete successfully.

Action:

Note the return code (RC) and respond according to the table below.

RC
Reason/Action

08-16
For assistance, contact Technical Support at Broadcom Support.

10xx
SMF Director is not licensed to run. Obtain a valid LMP code for this release of SMF Director to run on the indicated CPU.

2001
The SMF Director automatic SMF dump feature was already enabled. No action required.

2002 or 0002
SMF Director initialization module detected an invalid parameter on the CAIRIM control statement. Correct the parameter
and rerun the CAIRIM.

CAF0010T
NO DD STATEMENT FOR SYSPRINT

Reason:

There was no DD statement in the JCL for the SYSPRINT file.

Action:

Place the appropriate DD statement in the JCL and rerun the job. Note that when dumping SMF data from logstreams,
this message will appear if the CAIPRINT DD is not allocated in the JCL.

CAF0011T
PARM FIELD SPECIFICATION ERROR

Reason:

A PARM field in the EXEC JCL statement was incorrectly specified.
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Action:

Correct the PARM field and rerun the job.

CAF0012W
INVALID SID DETECTED IN BLOCK nnn

Reason:

SMF Director has detected a nonalphanumeric SMF ID during the BACKUP process, or RESTORE process, or both. The
configuration information for the SMF ID (SID) shown in the dumped block is ignored along with any associated History file
entries.

Action:

Determine if any associated History file entries for this SID are valid. If so, manually add the entries to the SCDS using the
ADDX and UPDTX Control Statements with a proper SMF ID (SID).

CAF0016W
NO CONTROL STATEMENT INPUT OR ACTION PARAMETERS FOUND

Reason:

There were no input control statements to SMFD; and no action parameter (BACKUP, DUMP, INIT, or RESTORE) was
coded in the JCL.

Action:

Supply appropriate input control statements or an appropriate JCL action parameter.

CAF0030T
SMF DUMP PROCESS FAILED

Reason:

The SMF Director Dump Process has terminated abnormally, and the job will end with a return code of 16.

Action:

Examine the associated error messages that are generated along with this message to determine the problem. Take the
necessary actions as described in this manual.

CAF0200E
KEYWORD SPECIFIED kw IS AMBIGUOUS

Reason:

A keyword was incorrectly used. The keyword 'kw' incorrectly used appears in the message.

Action:

Correct the statement and rerun the job.

CAF0201E
KEYWORD SPECIFIED - kw - IS INVALID
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Reason:

A keyword was incorrectly specified. The invalid keyword 'kw' appears in the message.

Action:

Correct the statement and rerun the job.

CAF0202E
KEYWORD kw SPECIFIED TOO OFTEN

Reason:

The keyword 'kw' has been used too often in the statement above.

Action:

Remove one or more occurrences of the keyword and rerun the job.

CAF0203E
REQUIRED VALUE FOR kw KEYWORD IS MISSING

Reason:

The keyword 'kw' is missing a required value.

Action:

Supply the correct value and rerun the job.

CAF0204E
VALUE NOT PERMITTED FOR kw KEYWORD

Reason:

An illegal value was used with keyword 'kw.'

Action:

Remove or correct the value and rerun the job.

CAF0205E
TOO MANY VALUES SUPPLIED FOR xxxx OPERAND ON yyyy STATEMENT

Reason:

If "yyyy" is WHEN, there are more than four conditions coded. If "yyyy" is EXTRACT, there are more than 128 type/
subtype combinations specified or implied. If "yyyy" is CHECKIT, more than one SID or substream/logstream name is
specified.

Action:

Remove or correct the values and rerun the job. See the description of the applicable control statement in Using for valid
values.
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CAF0206E
VALUE FORMAT IMPROPER FOR kw KEYWORD

Reason:

The format of the value is illegal for the keyword 'kw.'

Action:

Remove or correct the values and rerun the job.

CAF0207E
VALUE FOR kw KEYWORD IS TOO LONG

Reason:

The value contains too many characters for the keyword 'kw.' Verify that a right parenthesis is not missing. The
statement that caused the error might not be the one immediately preceding the error message. That statement might be
several statements earlier.

Action:

Correct the value and rerun the job.

CAF0208E
SYNTAX ERROR IN STATEMENT

Reason:

The statement contains syntax errors. It may have been missing a closing quotation mark or right parenthesis. The
statement that caused the error may not be the one immediately preceding the error message but may be a number of
statements back.

Action:

Review the statement and its operands. Correct the statement and rerun the job.

CAF0209E
END OF FILE REACHED WHILE PROCESSING STATEMENT

Reason:

An end-of-file condition was sensed on the input before a statement was completely processed.

Action:

Review the use of the statement and its operands. Ensure that a period appeared at the end of the statement. Correct the
statement and rerun the job.

CAF0210E
VALUE FOR kw KEYWORD MUST BE NUMERIC

Reason:

The value for keyword 'kw' must be numeric.
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Action:

Correct the value in the statement and rerun the job.

CAF0211E
MAGNITUDE OF VALUE FOR kw KEYWORD TOO GREAT

Reason:

A numeric value specified in keyword 'kw' is too large.

Action:

Correct the value in the statement and rerun the job.

CAF0212E
VALUE FOR kw KEYWORD MUST BE A RANGE

Reason:

A range must be specified for the values in the keyword 'kw.'

Action:

Ensure that a range was used (a colon causes a range to be defined). Correct the statement and rerun the job.

CAF0213E
op OPERAND IS REQUIRED

Reason:

The operand 'op' must be specified in the statement.

Action:

Place the operand in the statement and rerun the job.

CAF0214E
op1 IS MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE WITH op2

Reason:

Operands 'op1' and 'op2' cannot be used in the same statement.

Action:

Correct the operands in the statement and rerun the job.

CAF0215E
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING MUST BE SPECIFIED: op1 ... opn

Reason:

At least one of the operands in the list (op1 ... opn) must be specified.

Action:
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Correct the operands in the statement and rerun the job.

CAF0216E
op1 ... opn

Reason:

This is a continuation of the operand list in the message CAF0215E.

Action:

Same as CAF0215E

CAF0217W
SUBTYPE SPECIFICATION nnnnn GREATER THAN 65535, IGNORED

Reason:

A subtype number greater than 65535 was coded in the SELECT or EXCLUDE parameter of an EXTRACT, PRINT, or
SPLIT statement. SMF record subtypes can never be greater than 65535.

Action:

Correct the specification, and rerun the job.

CAF0218E
OMITTED VALUES ARE NOT VALID WITH THE kw KEYWORD

Reason:

Keyword 'kw' is missing necessary values or subfields defined in single quotation marks have not been separated from
other subfields by spaces.

Action:

Supply all necessary values for the keyword or separate subfields enclosed in quotes from other subfields with spaces,
not commas; rerun the job.

CAF0219E
VALUE value SPECIFIED FOR THE kw KEYWORD IS TOO LOW

Reason:

Value is too low for keyword 'kw.'

Action:

Correct the value and rerun the job.

CAF0220E
VALUE value SPECIFIED FOR THE kw KEYWORD IS TOO HIGH

Reason:

Value is too high for keyword 'kw.'
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Action:

Correct the value and rerun the job.

CAF0221E
POSITIONAL OPERAND IS MISSING

Reason:

A required operand in a specific position is missing.

Action:

Supply the missing operand and rerun the job.

CAF0222E
POSITIONAL OPERAND IS TOO LONG

Reason:

A required operand in a specific position is too long.

Action:

Verify that the operand is spelled correctly, correct the operand, and rerun the job.

CAF0223E
VALUE LIST following op POSITIONAL OPERAND IS MISSING

Reason:

A list of values in parentheses is required for the operand 'op.'

Action:

Ensure that the list is in parentheses, correct or supply the list, and rerun the job.

CAF0224W
xxx IS NOT PERMITTED FOR yyyy - IGNORED

Reason:

The specified value 'xxx' is not permitted on the 'yyyy' control statement or keyword. SMF Director will ignore this value
and try to continue processing the rest of the control statement.

Action:

If necessary, correct the value specified and rerun.

CAF0300E
CONTROL STATEMENT NOT RECOGNIZED OR BYPASSED DUE TO PREVIOUS ERROR

Reason:

The statement is not a valid statement.
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Action:

Correct the statement name and rerun the job.

CAF0305W
RECORD SUMMARY REPORT FAILURE RC=nn

Reason:

SMF Director was unable to produce the report. The AUDITREPORT control statement returned a non-zero return code.

NOTE

This message does not indicate a problem with the extract or dump process. The AUDITREPORT return code is
not passed on as the main return code for SMF Director. 

Action: 

Refer to following table to understand the specific problem with generating the report. Take the appropriate corrective
action:

Code Description
00 Report produced.
04 Report produced, but subtype counts not available due to lack of

column space.
08 Report not produced: columns too wide for page.
12 Missing DD name as specified in the AUDITREPORT control

statement.
16 Requested output print file did not open.
20 Report not produced: insufficient memory.

CAF0400W
EXPAND110 SERVICE INITIALIZATION FAILED RC=xx

Reason:

The facility used to expand SMF 110 records during EXTRACT, PRINT, or SPLIT failed to initialize. The return code from
the initialization is passed in the message.

Action:

The action to be taken depends on the return code:

4
Insufficient memory for decompression. Increase the region size for the next execution.

8
Compression Service is not supported on the architecture or platform where SMF Director is executing.

24
An attempt to acquire storage for the decompression module failed. Increase the region size for the next execution.

28
The attempt to load the decompression module, SMFIX110, failed. Check to make sure SMFIX110 is in a library pointed to
by the STEPLIB DD statement.
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In all cases, the EXTRACT, PRINT, or SPLIT operation will run without interruption. Any compressed SMF type 110
records will be written to the output files if selected, but they will not be expanded.

CAF0401W
INPUT RECORD OF TYPE XXX SUBTYPE XXXXX CANNOT BE PROCESSED| INPUT RECORD VERSION
PREDATES COMPRESSED CICS SMF RECORDS| COMPRESSION SERVICE CSRCESRV FAILED RC=XXX

Reason:

One of the three possible messages above will appear if there is an error in the decompression service during an
EXTRACT or PRINT operation.

Action:

Contact Technical Support at Broadcom Support. Be prepared to send in all of the printed output from the EXTRACT or
PRINT job including JCL, system messages, and SMF Director messages. The EXTRACT or PRINT job will continue
uninterrupted. Compressed records will remain compressed.

CAF0500I
nnnn BLOCKS FORMATTED

Reason:

There were nnnn blocks formatted on the SCDS file.

Action:

No action required.

CAF0501W
SCDS LOCK AUTOMATICALLY RELEASED

Reason:

There was a lock on the SCDS yet SMF Director was able to automatically release the lock. This usually occurs when a
previous job abended but was rerun.

Action:

Informational.

CAF0502T
SCDS LOCK RELEASE CONFLICT

Reason:

There is a lock on the SCDS. The previous execution of SMF Director started to update a series of related records and
either was not properly terminated, or another job was running concurrently and had the SCDS lock when your job wanted
it.

Action:

Rerun the job if you suspect that another job could have been attempting to update the SCDS concurrently. If the problem
persists, restore the SCDS from backup.
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CAF0503I
SCDS BACKUP COMPLETE, nnnn BLOCKS COPIED

Reason:

There were nnnn blocks copied to the SCDS file as part of the backup process.

Action:

No action required.

CAF0504I
nnnn type RECORDS/BLOCKS

Reason:

This message indicates the number of records or blocks (nnnn) that SMF Director has processed during the SCDS file
Backup or Restore function. 'type' denotes the record/block type identifier.

Action:

Informational. No action required.

CAF0505I
INITIALIZATION REQUESTED FOR OLD SCDS

Reason:

Reinitialization of the SCDS file has been requested.

Action:

No action required.

CAF0506A
REPLY INITIALIZE OR BYPASS

Reason:

A request to reinitialize the SCDS file has been issued. The operator must approve or deny it.

Action:

Respond with BYPASS unless instructed otherwise. Respond INITIALIZE to destroy the old SCDS and initialize a new
one.

Be sure the operator is advised to respond INITIALIZE if the file is to be initialized. Otherwise, remove PARM=INIT from
the EXEC statement.

CAF0507I
SCDS INITIALIZATION BYPASSED BY OPERATOR

Reason:

The operator responded BYPASS to message CAF0506A.

Action:
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No action required.

CAF0508I
SCDS INITIALIZATION NOT ALLOWED BY OPERATOR

Reason:

The operator did not respond INITIALIZE to message CAF0506A.

Action:

No action required.

CAF0509E
NO SCDSBACK DD STATEMENT PROVIDED

Reason:

A backup was requested, but there was no DD statement supplied for the SCDSBACK file.

Action:

Place a DD statement in the JCL for the SCDSBACK file and rerun the job.

CAF0510E
SCDSBACK DD STATEMENT DOES NOT REFERENCE A VALID SCDS BACKUP

Reason:

A backup was requested, but the DD statement supplied for the SCDSBACK file specifies a file type on which the SCDS
cannot be built.

Action:

Change the DD statement in the JCL for the SCDSBACK file to specify a proper device and rerun the job.

CAF0511I
SCDS RESTORE COMPLETE, nnnn BLOCKS AVAILABLE

Reason:

SMF Director successfully completed restoring the SCDS file. 'nnnn' is the number of free blocks available on the SCDS
file.

Action:

Informational. No action required.

CAF0512I
RESTORE REQUESTED TO OLD SCDS

Reason:

An SCDS was restored to an old or existing SCDS file.

Action:
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No action required.

CAF0513A
REPLY RESTORE OR BYPASS

Reason:

An SCDS file restore has been requested, and the operator must approve or deny the request.

Action:

Respond with BYPASS unless instructed otherwise. Respond RESTORE to overlay the old SCDS and initialize a new
one.

Be sure the operator is advised to respond with RESTORE if the SCDS is to be overlaid. Otherwise, remove
PARM=RESTORE from the EXEC statement.

CAF0514I
SCDS RESTORE BYPASSED BY OPERATOR

Reason:

The operator responded BYPASS to message CAF0513A.

Action:

No action required.

CAF0515I
SCDS RESTORE NOT ALLOWED BY OPERATOR

Reason:

The operator did not respond RESTORE to message CAF0513A.

Action:

No action required.

CAF0516E
SCDSBACK IS NOT A VALID SCDS BACKUP

Reason:

The file being restored is not a valid SCDS file.

Action:

Ensure that the correct file is defined in the JCL. Correct and rerun the job.

CAF0517E
SCDS IS TOO SMALL FOR DATA IN BACKUP FILE

Reason:

The file being overlaid is smaller than the backup copy being restored.
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New area can be smaller than old area only when FREE space records are at the end of the file (in the area to be
deleted).

Action:

Ensure that enough space is defined in the DD statement in the JCL. Correct the SPACE operand in the DD statement
and rerun the job.

CAF0518E
INSUFFICIENT MAIN STORAGE TO PERFORM RESTORE

Reason:

The Interface Program did not have enough memory to perform the RESTORE function.

Action:

Increase the REGION operand in the EXEC JCL statement and rerun the job.

CAF0519I
RESTORE FROM BACKUP OF ddname AT time

Reason:

The RESTORE of the file 'ddname' occurred at time of day 'time'.

Action:

No action required.

CAF0520W
SCDS HAS ONLY nn FREE BLOCKS

Reason:

SCDS has the indicated number of remaining blocks on which to store data. SMF Director may not allow dumping of SMF
files when this condition occurs.

Action:

Enlarge the SCDS file immediately.

CAF0521W
SCDS OPENED FOR READ ONLY UPDATE NOT ALLOWED

Reason:

The SCDS was opened with PARM=READ and an update was attempted.

Action:

If you are authorized to update the SCDS, remove the PARM from the execute statement. Otherwise, review your input
cards and remove those that update the SCDS.
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CAF0522E
SCDS I/O ERROR nnn xxxx

Reason:

SMF Director detected an I/O error on the SCDS file. 'nnn' is the relative block number and 'xxxx' is the description of the
error.

Action:

Correct the cause of the error and rerun the job.

CAF0523E
INVALID SID/SUBNAME or LSNAME DETECTED IN BLOCK nnn AT ADDRESS aaaaaaaa

Reason:

A non-alphanumeric SMF ID or invalid stream name has been detected during the backup process or restore process.
This message is followed by CAF1103E, which lists the block in error.

Action:

Determine if there are any associated History File entries for the SID and stream named. If so, the entries can be added
back to the SCDS with the ADDX and UPDTX control statements.

For further assistance, contact Broadcom Support. Be prepared to provide the job output of the Backup or Restore being
run and the SCDS backup being processed and possibly a copy of your current SCDS. Then rerun the conversion job
(SF16SCNV).

CAF0524E
GETMAIN FAILED DURING SCDS RESTORE OF SERVICE DESK PARAMETERS

Reason:

During the restore of a SCDS file that contains Service Desk parameters, memory could not be obtained to process these
parameters as part of the restore process.

Action:

Increase the amount of memory available to the restore batch job, by increasing the value of the REGION parameter on
the JCL. The restore process needs approximately 1 KB of memory below the 16 MB line for this area. If the problem
persists, consult with the systems programmer. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

CAF0525I
SCDS RESTORE FROM BACKUP FILE mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss IN PROGRESS

Reason:

SMF Director has started to perform the restore SCDS file function using the backup file that was created on the indicated
date and time.

Action:

Informational. No action required.
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CAF0530I
CONTROL DATA SET dsname IS ON VOLUME volser

Reason:

This message indicates the data set name and volume serial number of the SCDS currently used by SMF Director.

Action:

Informational. No action required.

CAF0550T
SCDS OPEN FAILED

Reason:

SCDS could not be opened.

Action:

Be sure the SCDS DD statement is accurate and that the file exists as specified in the JCL. If you must restore the file,
make sure that the SMF index entries are properly restored.

CAF0551T
SCDS BACKUP FAILED

Reason:

The backup of the SCDS could not complete normally.

Action:

Review prior error messages to determine why the backup failed. Correct the error and rerun the job.

CAF0552T
SCDS RESTORE FAILED

Reason:

The restore of the SCDS could not complete normally.

Action:

Review prior error messages to determine why the restore failed. Correct the error and rerun the job.

CAF0553I
SCDS MAINTENANCE OPTIONS CONFLICT

Reason:

The PARM options defined in the EXEC JCL statement are in conflict.

Action:

Ensure that the PARM options are properly defined. Correct the PARM fields and rerun the job.
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CAF0554W
SCDS IN USE BY jobname ON sysname

Reason:

SMF Director detected that the SCDS file is or was in use by the indicated address space or jobname on system
'sysname'.

Action:

See message CAF0555A

CAF0555A
REPLY U-Use, W-Wait, or C-Cancel

Reason:

SMF Director issued message CAF0554W, indicating that another task was using the same SCDS File that the current
task needs access to.

Action:

Determine if the address space is still active and using the SCDS on the system indicated by message CAF0554W. If the
job or address space is still using the SCDS File, reply 'W' to wait. If the job is no longer active or using the SCDS File,
reply 'U' to allow the current file to access the SCDS file. A reply of 'C' will cancel the current SMF Director I/O request to
the SCDS file, terminating the requested function.

CAF0556T
SCDS DD STATEMENT MISSING, RUN TERMINATED

Reason:

There is no SCDS DD statement in the JCL.

Action:

Add an appropriate SCDS DD statement to the JCL.

CAF0557E
SCDS BACKUP FROM PRIOR RELEASE, USE PARM=RESTORE

Reason:

An attempt was made to perform a PARM=MIRROR restore of the SCDS with a BACKUP file from a previous release of
SMF Director.

Action:

Change the JCL parameter to PARM=RESTORE as this is the required parameter for SCDS migration to a newer release.

 

CAF0558T
ARM=MIRROR RESTORE REQUIRES NEW SCDS TO SAME SIZE OR LARGER

Reason:
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The target file for the PARM=MIRROR operation is smaller than the SCDS that was backed up to create the BACKUP file.

Action:

Allocate the target file to be as large as the original SCDS or larger and resubmit the job.

CAF0559T
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR MIRROR RESTORE

Reason:

The PARM=MIRROR restore operation could not obtain the needed memory to perform its function.

Action:

Increase the region size in the JCL and resubmit the job.

CAF0560E
MEMORY ERROR OBTAINING SUBTYPE ARRAY

Reason:

SMF Director could not allocate enough storage for the specified subtype selection.

Action:

Increase the region or try using subtype ranges instead of coding subtypes individually. You can also split the request into
several statements.

CAF0561I
MIRROR RESTORE OPERATION BEGINNING

Reason:

A restore operation using PARM=MIRROR has begun.

Action:

None needed. Informational only.

CAF0562I
MIRROR RESTORE OPERATION COMPLETED

Reason:

A restore operation using PARM=MIRROR has finished.

Action:

None needed. Informational only.

CAF0563I
SCDS FREE SPACE RUNNING LOW, CONSIDER ENLARGING

Reason:
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The SCDS is running low on free blocks. Either less than 10% of the blocks are free blocks, or less than 200 free blocks
remain, whichever is smaller.

Action:

No action is necessarily needed immediately, however it is recommended that the SCDS be enlarged as soon as
scheduling allows.

CAF0600E
INSUFFICIENT REGION AVAILABLE FOR STORAGE ALLOCATION IN MODULE xxxxxxxx (EC=yyy)

Reason:

Memory could not be allocated for use by the xxxxxxxx module.

Action:

Increate the REGION size and rerun the job. If this does not help, contact Broadcom Support.

CAF0601E
SCDS I/O ERROR DETECTED IN MODULE xxxxxxxx (EC=yyy)

Reason:

SMF Director detected an I/O error on the SCDS file in module xxxxxxx, where yyy is the error code.

Action:

Review the JOBLOG. Correct the cause and rerun the job.

CAF0602E
SCDS INTEGRITY FAILURE DETECTED IN MODULE xxxxxxxx (EC=yyy)

Reason:

An integrity failure of the SCDS was detected in module xxxxxxxx, where yyy is the error code. The error might be caused
by an invalid or corrupted record within the SCDS file.

Action:

Back up your SCDS. If the restore does not fix the problem, contact Broadcom Support. Be prepared to send a copy of
your SCDS.

CAF0603E
INCORRECT SCDS VERSION DETECTED IN MODULE xxxxxxxx (EC=yyy)

Reason:

Module xxxxxxxx of SMF Director detected an incorrect version of the SCDS file. This usually occurs when the SCDS file
has not been converted to the format of the latest release.

Action:

Convert the SCDS to the format of your latest installation of SMF Director. If the problem persists, the SCDS file may be
corrupted. Contact Broadcom Support.
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CAF0604E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED IN MODULE xxxxxxxx (EC=yyy)

Reason:

SMF Director was not able to perform the dynamic allocation. Review the related error messages for a reason. This
message will be accompanied by additional messages that will contain the dynamic allocation return and reason codes
that can be used to correct the failure.

Action:

Correct the cause of the problem and rerun the job.

CAF0605E
SERIALIZATION FAILURE IN MODULE xxxxxxxx (EC=yyy)

Reason:

The ENQ call was not successful and SMF Director is not able to serialize the request properly.

Action:

Examine any IBM serialization messages and correct any errors. Retry the job.

CAF0610I
UNABLE TO OBTAIN EXCLUSIVE CONTROL OF SCDS FOR UTILITY OPERATION: RETRYING

Reason:

A SMF Director process is running, so the utility being run cannot obtain exclusive control of the SCDS. The utility run will
wait one minute and then try again to obtain the lock. It will retry up to five times.

Action:

None needed. Information only.

CAF0611T
UNABLE TO OBTAIN EXCLUSIVE CONTROL OF SCDS FOR UTILITY OPERATION: TERMINATING

Reason:

A SMF Director process is running, so the utility being run cannot obtain exclusive control of the SCDS. The utility has
tried five times and failed to obtain control

Action:

Wait until there is less SMF Director activity and rerun the utility.

CAF0700E
NO SID OPERAND SPECIFIED

Reason:

The CHECKIT command requires the SID parameter.

Action:
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Review the CHECKIT command in SMFD Control Statement Reference. Correct the control statement and resubmit.

CAF0701E
CONFIGURATION SPECIFIED NOT IN SCDS FILE

Reason:

The SID or substream/logstream name in the ADDX, CHECKIT, DELETEX or or UPDTX control statement is not defined
in the SCDS.

Action:

Review your configuration, correct the values in the SID and/or SUBNAME/LSNAME, and resubmit the job.

CAF0702I
INVALID DATE OPERAND SPECIFIED - date

Reason:

The value specified in the date field is invalid.

Action:

Correct the date and rerun.

CAF0703I
NO DPIX RECORDS EXIST

Reason:

No dump index records exist.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

CAF0704I
.cm NO DSIR INDEX RECORD EXISTS NO SMF DATA INDEX RECORD(S)

Reason:

No data set index records exist for this day via the DPIX record pointers.

Action:

Use a LISTH to verify an entry in the SCDS file.

CAF0705E
DAYS AGO VALUE IS TOO HIGH

Reason:

The value of the days portion of the FROMDAYSAGO or TODAYSAGO operand (or both) is not in the range from 0 to
366.

Action:
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Correct the value or values as needed and resubmit the job.

CAF0720W
SID sid-name NOT DEFINED IN SCDS

Reason:

The SMF ID named on the DELETE control statement has not been defined in the SCDS.

Action:

If the named SMF ID is correct no action is necessary, since it has already been deleted. If the name is not correct, correct
the SMF ID and resubmit the job.

CAF0721W
STREAM stream-name NOT DEFINED FOR SID sid-name

Reason:

The logstream or substream named in the DELETE control statement has not been defined for the SMF ID named.

Action:

If the named logstream or substream is correct no action is necessary, since it has already been deleted. If the name is
not correct, correct the stream name on the LSNAME or SUBNAME operand and resubmit the job.

CAF0722E
DELETE REJECTED. BACKUP REQUIRED

Reason:

A DELETE control statement could not be processed. The named SMF ID or stream on the DELETE statement went
through the dump process without an intervening SCDS BACKUP being performed.

Action:

Before the DELETE control statement is issued, perform an SCDS BACKUP. Once the BACKUP has been completed, the
DELETE can go forward.

CAF0723I
DELETE ACCEPTED FOR PROCESSING

Reason:

A DELETE control statement is going to be processed.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

CAF0724I
FORCE IS IN EFFECT

Reason:
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A DELETE control statement is going to be processed with PARM=FORCE indicated.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

CAF0725I
STREAM stream-name DELETED FOR SID sid-name

Reason:

The archive and configuration information for the logstream or substream named has been deleted from the SCDS for the
SMF ID named.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

CAF0726I
SID sid-name DELETED

Reason:

The archive and configuration information for SMF ID named has been deleted.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

CAF0727E
MEMORY NOT AVAILABLE FOR DELETE TABLE

Reason:

Insufficient memory is available to allocate the internal table that is used in DELETE processing.

Action:

Increase the REGION size and resubmit the job.

CAF0728S
MEMORY NOT AVAILABLE FOR DELETE BUFFERS

Reason:

Insufficient memory is available to allocate SCDS block buffers to be used in DELETE processing.

Action:

Increase the REGION size and resubmit the job.

CAF0729E
PARM=READ NOT ALLOWED FOR DELETE

Reason:
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A DELETE control statement was present in the input control statements while the SCDS is in Read-Only mode due to
PARM=READ.

Action:

Remove the PARM=READ from your JCL before attempting to use the DELETE control statement.

CAF0801I
pool VOLUME nnn FOR SID( xxx ) MARKED COMPLETE, rsn

Reason:

The indicated volume serial 'nnn' for SMF ID 'xxx' is no longer used for creating SMF Director history files. 'rsn' indicates
the reason why the volume will no longer be used.

Action:

Informational. No action required.

CAF0802E
TAPEINIT FOR INDIVIDUAL SMF ID NOT ALLOWED IN SYSPLEX MODE

Reason:

A TAPEINIT was attempted for an individual SMF ID that is part of a sysplex.

Action:

Issue the TAPEINIT command for the generic SMF ID "*".

CAF0803I
pri|alt POOL VOLUME FOR SYSID sid ALREADY RESET

Reason:

This message is issued when a TAPEINIT control statement is processed for the configuration SMF ID (SID), yet the next
tape to be used has already been reset to use a new tape volume.

Action:

Informational. No action required.

CAF0804I
pri|alt POOL VOLUME nnnnnn for SID xxxx WITH SUBNAME/LSNAME yyyyyyyyy MARKED COMPLETE, rrr

Reason:

The indicated volume 'nnnnnn' has been marked as complete for the SID/stream combination for the reason indicated.

Action:

No action required.

CAF0805I
pri|alt POOL VOLUME FOR SID xxxx WITH SUBNAME/LSNAME yyyyyyyy ALREADY RESET
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Reason:

This message is issued when a TAPEINIT control statement is processed for the SMF ID/stream combination and the
tape volume has already been reset.

Action:

No action required.

CAF0900E
SPLIT FILE xxxxxxxx DD MISSING

Reason:

The DD statement was not in the JCL for the name that is specified in the TODD parameter of the SPLIT statement.

Action:

Add a DD statement for the output SPLIT file to the JCL, and resubmit the DUMP process job.

CAF0901E
SUBTYPE INDICATORS MISSING IN SPLIT STATEMENT number

Reason:

A SPLIT statement definition has become corrupted: the definition indicates SMF record subtype checking needs to be
performed, but there is no subtype information available to the definition. The SPLIT definition indicated is deactivated.
The DUMP that is being performed should continue without interruption.

Action:

Gather the printed output from the DUMP job as well as a copy of the input control statements that were used. For
assistance, contact Broadcom Support. As a workaround, the EXTRACT function can be used to generate the data set
that would have been split out during the dump.

CAF0902E
ddname DDNAME MISSING

Reason:

The ddname indicated in the TODD operand of a SPLIT control statement was not present in the JCL. This message will
only be produced when a record in the dump being processed would be written to the indicated ddname, and if the SPLIT
statement does not have a TIME operand.

Action:

Add the indicated ddname for the next DUMP process, as the DUMP will continue without interruption. To generate the
output split file that was defined by the SPLIT control statement, use the EXTRACT function.

CAF0903E
ddname DDNAME INDICATES UNSUPPORTED DEVICE

Reason:

The device pointed to by the TODD parameter in the SPLIT control statement points to an unsupported device type; or if a
TIME operand is present, the device indicated by the TIMEUNIT or TIMESTORC operand is unsupported.
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Action:

Supported device types are DASD, tape, and DUMMY. Correct the JCL for future runs. To generate the output split file
that was defined by the SPLIT control statement, use the EXTRACT function.

CAF0904E
FILE ERROR: ddname function

Reason:

An error occurred when trying to obtain information about or open a file indicated in the TODD operand of a SPLIT
statement.

Action:

Examine the z/OS job output for additional diagnostic messages from z/OS and SMS. Take actions as indicated by
IBM in their message documentation to prevent a repeat error during the next SMF dump. The current dump continues
uninterrupted. To generate the output split file that was defined by the SPLIT control statement, use the EXTRACT
function.

CAF0905I
SPLIT STATEMENT num: record-count RECORDS WRITTEN TO dsn

Reason:

DUMP processing completed and a split file was successfully processed. This message indicates the data set name as
well as the count of records written to the data set. This is the total number of records written regardless of whether they
were written on the current dump process or previous dump processes.

If there is no TIME operand on the SPLIT statement, this indicates the number of records written during this dump process
to the split file named in the message. If the TIME operand was used for this SPLIT, this message indicates the total
number of records written to the file over all of the runs it was involved in.

Action:

No action. Informational only.

CAF0906E
COMPLETION CODE ENCOUNTERED: code ddname

Reason:

An ABEND occurred when writing to a split file. The SMF dump continues uninterrupted.

Action:

The ABEND code can either indicate a system ABEND (ABENDxxx) or a user ABEND (USERnnnn). In either case, there
should be additional diagnostic information produced to explain what happened and how it can be prevented in future
SMF dumps. The current dump process will continue uninterrupted.

To generate the output split file that was defined by the SPLIT control statement, use the EXTRACT function.

CAF0907E
SPLIT STATEMENT xxx: DISABLED

Reason:
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During the SMF dump, an earlier condition caused a split file to be disabled.

Action:

Informational. Consult previous messages to determine the underlying reason why the file was disabled.

CAF0908E
text

Reason:

A split file or split file index could not be processed due to an error in an z/OS service routine. The message text is
variable, but will indicate the ddname of the data set as well as the service macro name that was being processed.

Action:

See the dump process system message log for information regarding the service that failed. See the IBM System
Messages guides for more information about the messages that are produced.

If the message indicates a failure of the duplicate index to open (indicated by the presence of DUPFAIL in the text), see
message CAF0917E in the CA SMF Director Audit Trail report to determine which split index file was not duplicated. The
file can be manually duplicated, or, if this was a serialization error, the next dump process should create a new duplicate
index.

CAF0909E
INDEX FILE dsn FAILED TO function

Reason:

A problem was encountered when trying to process the index file named in the message. The issue occurred during the
named function.

Action:

Ensure that the index file indicated in the INDEXDSN operand is cataloged and has the DCB attributes of LRECL=192,
DSORG=PS, and an RECFM of FB or F.

CAF0910E
MEMORY ERROR WHEN OBTAINING INDEX FILE BUFFER FOR FILE xxxxxxx

Reason:

When using the INDEXLIM operand, the buffer used for processing the index file could not be obtained.

Action:

The number of bytes needed for this buffer is 192 times the value of INDEXLIM. Either increase the value of the
REGION= JCL parameter by this amount, or remove the INDEXLIM parameter from the SPLIT statement.

CAF0911E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION ERROR: xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx

Reason:
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When attempting to dynamically allocate a member of a GDG for a SPLIT statement with a TIME operand, an error
occurred. The four values (from left to right) indicate the return code, dynamic allocation information, dynamic allocation
error, and if SMS produces an error, the SMS error code. The split file definition is disabled.

This error message will also be used in the case of an allocation failure of a split index file when the INDEXDSN operand
is present.

Action:

These codes are defined in the IBM Authorized Assembler Services Guide in the "Dynamic Allocation" section. Examine
the code and determine if the error is correctable. If it is, correct the error for the next run.

To generate the output split files that were defined by the SPLIT control statement, use the EXTRACT function.

CAF0912W
DYNAMIC DEALLOCATION ERROR: xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx

Reason:

When attempting to dynamically deallocate a member of a GDG for a SPLIT statement with a TIME operand, an error
occurred. The four values (from left to right) indicate the return code, dynamic allocation information, dynamic allocation
error, and, if SMS produces an error, the SMS error code. The split file definition is disabled.

This error message will also be used in the case of a deallocation failure of a split index file when the INDEXDSN operand
is present.

Action:

These codes are defined in the IBM Authorized Assembler Services Guide in the "Dynamic Allocation" section. Examine
the code and determine if the error is correctable. If it is, correct the error for the next run.

To generate any further split files that were defined by the SPLIT control statement, use the EXTRACT function.

CAF0913I
SPLIT STATEMENT DISABLED

Reason:

A SPLIT statement was disabled due to a dynamic allocation or deallocation error.

Action:

None. This is an informational message. The condition that caused the error is discussed in prior error messages.

CAF0914S
LOGIC ERROR IN SPLIT DEFINITION

Reason:

Internal logic error. The SPLIT Definition is disabled.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support. Provide the entire printed output from the dump process.

To generate the output split files that were defined by the SPLIT control statement, use the EXTRACT function.
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CAF0915I
SPLIT STATEMENT xxx: xxxxxxxxxxx TOTAL RECORDS WRITTEN

Reason:

This message reports on how many records in the dump were written to the split files generated by the indicated split
statement.

Action:

No action. Informational only.

CAF0916I
SPLIT STATEMENT xxx: DISABLED BY USER EXIT xxxxxxxx

Reason:

This message reports that a user exit issued a return code of 16, disabling the split definition.

Action:

No action. Informational only.

CAF0917E
DUPLICATE INDEX FILE xxxxxxxx FAILURE. INDEX TO BE COPIED: dsn

Reason:

An error occurred involving the duplicate index file. Other error messages in the job indicate what happened.

Action:

You can create the duplicate file by copying the split file index named in the message. The other messages indicating the
error with the duplicate file should be used for diagnosis and corrective action.

CAF0918W
INDEX BUFFER IS FULL. CONTACT BROADCOM SUPPORT.

Reason:

The index that SMF Director is processing contains more than 21,845 entries. That many entries exceed the size of the
buffer area that is used for cleaning up old index entries and adding new index entries.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

CAF0919E
SPLIT FILE FAILURE

Reason:

One of the SPLIT files defined in the control statements terminated before the dump process completed for an unexpected
reason.

Action:
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You must examine the SPLIT statement and the error condition (in messages in the SMF Director audit trail and job
log) and correct the condition for the next run. To recreate the SPLIT file that failed, you must perform an EXTRACT. If
the SPLIT file is to be processed via the index by another application, we recommend that you use the INDEXDSN and
INDEXDUP parameters on the EXTRACT control statement.

CAF0920E
SPLIT OPERATION ONLY ALLOWED DURING SMF DUMP

Reason:

The SPLIT control statement can only be indicated during a DUMP process.

Action:

Remove the SPLIT statement from the non-DUMP process and resubmit the job. To perform the function of SPLIT to get
data from the history files, use EXTRACT.

CAF0921E
MEMORY ERROR OBTAINING SPLIT MAIN BLOCK

Reason:

Memory could not be obtained to manage the SPLIT control statement processes during a DUMP process. Split files will
not be produced and the DUMP process continues uninterrupted.

Action:

Increase the REGION size in DUMP procedure JCL to ensure that the problem does not appear in future DUMP
processes. This structure requires approximately 2 KB in memory.

To generate the output split file that was defined by the SPLIT control statement, use the EXTRACT function.

CAF0922E
MEMORY ERROR OBTAINING SPLIT WORK BLOCK

Reason:

Memory could not be obtained for use by the SPLIT process during a DUMP process. Split files will not be produced and
the DUMP process continues uninterrupted.

Action:

Increase the REGION size in DUMP procedure JCL to ensure that the problem does not appear in future DUMP
processes. This structure requires approximately 1 KB in memory.

To generate the output split file that was defined by the SPLIT control statement, use the EXTRACT function.

CAF0923E
MEMORY ERROR OBTAINING DEFINITION WORK BLOCK

Reason:

Memory could not be obtained for use by the SPLIT process to manage an individual SPLIT control statement. Split files
are not produced and the DUMP process continues uninterrupted.

Action:
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Increase the REGION size in DUMP procedure JCL to ensure that the problem does not appear in future DUMP
processes. This structure requires approximately 2 KB in memory for each SPLIT control statement.

To generate the output split file that was defined by the SPLIT control statement, use the EXTRACT function.

CAF0924I
MAXIMUM 255 SPLIT STATEMENTS: ALL FURTHER SPLIT STATEMENTS IGNORED

Reason:

More than 255 SPLIT control statements are defined in the DUMP process control statements.

Action:

The limit on SPLIT statements for a given DUMP process is 255. Remove SPLIT statements until there are 255 or fewer.

CAF0925E
MEMORY ERROR OBTAINING SPLIT SUBTYPE ARRAY

Reason:

Memory could not be obtained for use by the SPLIT process to manage subtypes for a SPLIT control statement. Split files
are not produced and the DUMP process continues uninterrupted.

Action:

Increase the REGION size in DUMP procedure JCL to ensure that the problem does not appear in future DUMP
processes. This structure requires approximately 32 bytes per indicated subtype in the SPLIT control statement.

To generate the output split file that was defined by the SPLIT control statement, use the EXTRACT function.

CAF0926E
UNSUPPORTED COMPONENT NAME ON WHEN STATEMENT

Reason:

A component name that is not supported was indicated in a WHEN operand.

Action:

Message CAF0956I will be issued with the CAF0926W message to indicate the valid component values. Make sure that
all of the component values are set to one of those indicated, and that no offset-method WHEN statements are present.

CAF0927E
MEMORY ERROR OBTAINING SPLIT COMPONENT AREA

Reason:

Memory could not be obtained for use by the SPLIT process to process a WHEN statement's SPLIT control statement.
Split files are not produced and the DUMP process continues uninterrupted.

Action:

Increase the REGION size in DUMP procedure JCL to ensure that the problem does not appear in future DUMP
processes. This structure requires approximately 1 KB for each SPLIT control statement that has a WHEN statement.

To generate the output split file that was defined by the SPLIT control statement, use the EXTRACT function.
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CAF0928E
INVALID OPERAND COUNT ON WHEN STATEMENT

Reason:

The WHEN statement must have at least three operands, and must have an odd number of operands that is less than or
equal to nine.

Action:

Any given WHEN statement can only have 1, 2, 3, or 4 selection tests for a record of a given component type. Make sure
the statement is coded as WHEN(component,test,value,...).

CAF0929E
INVALID CONDITIONAL TEST VALUE IN WHEN STATEMENT CLAUSE

Reason:

An invalid value for a conditional test was encountered in a WHEN statement.

Action:

Ensure that all of the test conditions in all WHEN statements are one of the following: EQ, NE, GE, GT, LE, LT.

CAF0930E
INVALID LENGTH FOR DB2 SUBSYSTEM NAME IN WHEN STATEMENT

Reason:

A DB2 subsystem name string in a WHEN statement was longer than 4 bytes.

Action:

Ensure that all of the DB2 subsystem name values in WHEN statements for DB2 are four bytes or less.

CAF0931E
MEMORY ERROR OBTAINING SPLIT COMPONENT DEFINITION AREA

Reason:

Memory could not be obtained for use by the SPLIT process to present component test information to the SPLIT process.
Split files are not produced and the DUMP process continues uninterrupted.

Action:

Increase the REGION size in DUMP procedure JCL to ensure that the problem does not appear in future DUMP
processes. This structure requires approximately 1 KB for each SPLIT control statement that has a WHEN statement.

To generate the output split file that was defined by the SPLIT control statement, use the EXTRACT function.

CAF0932E
INVALID LENGTH FOR CICS APPLICATION ID IN WHEN STATEMENT

Reason:

A CICS Application ID (APPLID) string in a WHEN statement was longer than 8 bytes.
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Action:

Ensure that all of the CICS APPLID values in WHEN statements for CICS are eight bytes or less.

CAF0933E
MEMORY ERROR OBTAINING SPLIT EXIT WORK AREA

Reason:

Memory could not be obtained for the work area to be used by an exit indicated in a SPLIT control statement.

Action:

Split exits are given a 128 byte work area. Increase the REGION parameter on the JOB or EXEC statement in the JCL.

CAF0934E
SPLIT EXIT exit-name FAILED TO LOAD

Reason:

The entry point in the EXIT operand on a SPLIT control statement was not found.

Action:

Verify that the exit for split processing during the dump process is available in one of the following sources: the STEPLIB
or JOBLIB concatenation, the System linklist, or the LPA.

CAF0935I
INDEXLIM AND/OR INDEXDUP PARAMETER UNNECESSARY - IGNORED

Reason:

The INDEXLIM and/or INDEXDUP operand was coded on a control statement when the INDEXDSN statement was not
present.

Action:

Informational message only. To suppress the message, remove the INDEXLIM and INDEXDUP operands from any control
statements that do not have an INDEXDSN operand.

CAF0936E
MEMORY ERROR OBTAINING SPLIT TIME EXTENSION AREA

Reason:

The control block used to manage the TIME operand parameters during a dump process could not be allocated in
memory. The indicated split statement is disabled.

Action:

The control block is 416 bytes. Increase the value of the REGION= JCL parameter for the next run.

To generate the output split files that were defined by the SPLIT control statement, use the EXTRACT function.
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CAF0937E
TIMEUNIT OR TIMESTORC REQUIRED FOR SPLIT DEFINITION TIME PROCESSING

Reason:

Either an SMS or non-SMS allocation must be indicated when the TIME operand is being used to switch split files.

Action:

The SPLIT definition needs to be modified to include either the TIMEUNIT operand (for non-SMS allocations) or the
TIMESTORC operand (for SMS allocations) in order to allow for the allocations of split files. Correct the SPLIT statement
for the next dump process.

To generate the output split files that were defined by the SPLIT control statement, use the EXTRACT function.

CAF0938E
INVALID VALUE IN TIME OPERAND ON SPLIT DEFINITION. SPLIT DEFINITION DISABLED

Reason:

One or more of the values in a TIME operand on a SPLIT statement contained invalid values.

Action:

The values allowed in the TIME operand must be numeric and represent the hour and minute when a split file switch
should take place. So the values should be between 0000 and 2359, and should be valid hours and minutes. It is also
required that the values be in order, with the lower values listed first. Correct the SPLIT Statement for the next dump
process.

To generate the output split files that were defined by the SPLIT control statement, use the EXTRACT function.

CAF0939E
TIMESPACE OPERAND REQUIRES 2 OR 3 VALUES

Reason:

The number of values in the TIMESPACE operand of the SPLIT statement is incorrect.

Action:

Correct the TIMESPACE operand to have two or three values. The first value is the type of space to allocate (either TRK
for tracks or CYL for cylinders). The second value is the primary quantity for the allocation. The optional third value is the
secondary allocation, if needed.

To generate the output split files that were defined by the SPLIT control statement, use the EXTRACT function.

CAF0940E
PARAMETER ERROR ON TIMESPACE OPERAND

Reason:

One of the values of the TIMESPACE operand is invalid on a SPLIT statement.

Action:

Correct the TIMESPACE operand to have proper values. The first value is the type of space to be allocated and must
be set to TRK for tracks or CYL for cylinders. The second and third values are numeric and indicate the primary and
secondary quantities of space. Correct the SPLIT statement for the next dump process.
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To generate the output split files that were defined by the SPLIT control statement, use the EXTRACT function.

CAF0941E
TIMEGDG OPERAND REQUIRED IF TIME OPERAND IS PRESENT ON SPLIT STATEMENT

Reason:

A SPLIT statement with the TIME operand did not also have the TIMEGDG operand.

Action:

In order to indicate which Generation Data Group the split files will be a part of, it is required that SPLIT statements with
the TIME operand also have the TIMEGDG operand. Add the TIMEGDG operand, indicating the name of the GDG that
the split files will be added to. Note that the TIMEGDG operand is ignored if the TIME operand is not present. Correct the
SPLIT statement for the next dump process.

To generate the output split files that were defined by the SPLIT control statement, use the EXTRACT function.

CAF0942E
TIMEGDG PARAMETER TOO SHORT, MUST BE ONE BYTE

Reason:

The TIMEGDG operand was found but contained nothing.

Action:

The value of the TIMEGDG operand must be the name of a Generation Data Group and as such should be at least one
byte long, and begin with an alphabetic character. Correct the SPLIT statement for the next dump process.

To generate the output split files that were defined by the SPLIT control statement, use the EXTRACT function.

CAF0943W
TIMEBLKSIZE VALUE TOO BIG ON SPLIT STATEMENT DEFAULTING TO 32760

Reason:

The value of the TIMEBLKSIZE operand on the SPLIT statement was greater than 32760.

Action:

Edit the value of TIMEBLKSIZE for the next dump process so that it is 32760 or less. For this run, the BLKSIZE will be set
to 32760.

CAF0944W
TIMELRECL VALUE TOO LARGE, DEFAULTING TO 4 LESS THAN TIMEBLKSIZE VALUE

Reason:

The value of TIMELRECL must be no more than 4 less than the value of TIMEBLKSIZE.

Action:

For this run, the value defaults to the value of TIMEBLKSIZE less 4. Change the TIMELRECL operand in the SPLIT
statement so that the value is at least four less than the value of TIMEBLKSIZE for future dump process runs.
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CAF0946E
DDNAME INDICATED IN INDEXDUP MISSING

Reason:

The ddname value in the INDEXDUP parameter is missing from the dump process JCL.

Action:

Change either the ddname in the JCL or the value of the INDEXDUP parameter so that they match.

CAF0947E
INVALID TIMEVOLCOUNT VALUE: GREATER THAN 255

Reason:

The TIMEVOLCOUNT parameter on a SPLIT control statement was greater than 255.

Action:

Reduce the value of the TIMEVOLCOUNT parameter to 255 or less. Use EXTRACT to recreate the split file that would
have been produced by the SPLIT control statement.

CAF0948E
INVALID TIMERETPD VALUE: GREATER THAN 9999

Reason:

The TIMERETPD parameter on a SPLIT control statement was greater than 9999.

Action:

Reduce the value of the TIMERETPD parameter to 9999 or less. Use EXTRACT to recreate the split file that would have
been produced by the SPLIT control statement.

CAF0949E
INVALID DATE INDICATED IN TIMEEXPDT OPERAND

Reason:

The value in TIMEEXPDT is an invalid Julian Date.

Action:

Correct the value of TIMEEXPDT either to a valid date or one of the two special expiration dates: 99000 or 99366. Use
EXTRACT to recreate the split file that would have been produced by the SPLIT control statement.

CAF0950E
MORE THAN ONE OFFSET BASED WHEN OPERAND OR MIXED WHEN OPERANDS DETECTED

Reason:

The first WHEN operand on an EXTRACT or PRINT statement is using the offset method to select records for processing.
Another WHEN operand was also present on the EXTRACT or PRINT statement. If an offset-method WHEN operand is
first, there can be only one WHEN operand.
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Action:

Correct the EXTRACT or PRINT statement and rerun the job.

CAF0951E
INVALID LENGTH FOR JOB NAME IN WHEN STATEMENT

Reason:

The length of the job name for a WHEN operand for the JOB component is longer than 8 characters.

Action:

Adjust the job name so it is shorter than 8 characters. The split file will be created but the WHEN operand in the statement
will not be honored.

CAF0952E
INVALID LENGTH FOR RESPONSE CODE VALUE IN WHEN STATEMENT

Reason:

The value for the response code in a type 80 record must be between 0 and 255.

Action:

Adjust the response code value in the WHEN operand to be between 0 and 255. The split file will be created but the
WHEN operand in the statement will not be honored.

CAF0953E
INVALID LENGTH FOR DATA SET NAME IN WHEN STATEMENT

Reason:

Data set names must be between 1 and 44 characters.

Action:

Adjust the data set name in the WHEN operand to be between 1 and 44 characters. The split file will be created but the
WHEN operand in the statement will not be honored.

CAF0954E
INVALID LENGTH FOR USER ID IN WHEN STATEMENT

Reason:

TSO user IDs must be 7 characters or less.

Action:

Adjust the user ID in the WHEN operand to be between 1 and 7 characters. The split file will be created but the WHEN
operand in the statement will not be honored.

CAF0955E
SPLIT STATEMENT MEMORY ERROR. SPLIT PROCESSING DISABLED
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Reason:

Memory could not be obtained for split file processing. Split files will not be produced in this dump process.

Action:

Increase the region size for the dump process JCL. The split files can be reproduced using the EXTRACT statement.

CAF0956I
VALID COMPONENTS ARE CICS, DB2, DSN, JOB, SECU, SECR, TSO

Reason:

This message is a follow-up to message CAF0926W. It identifies the valid component values for the WHEN operand.

Action:

None required, although an action is needed to correct the situation that generated the CAF0926W message. See the
CAF0926W message for more information.

CAF0957E
TIMERECFM MUST BE VB OR VBS

Reason:

The value coded in the TIMERECFM operand is not supported.

Action:

Change the value to one of the supported values: either VB or VBS. Resubmit or restart the dump process.

CAF0958W
TIMECLOSE MUST BE YES, NO OR FORCE; DEFAULTING TO NO

Reason:

The value coded for the TIMECLOSE operand is not supported.

Action:

Change the value to one of the supported values: YES, NO, or FORCE. The dump that is running will continue to
completion.

CAF0959W
TIMEFILL MUST BE YES or NO; DEFAULTING TO NO

Reason:

The value coded for the TIMEFILL operand is not supported.

Action:

Change the value to one of the supported values: YES or NO. The split file process continues with TIMEFILL set to NO,
the default. The dump that is running continues to completion.
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CAF0961W
INDEXDSN REQUIRED BY TIMECLOSE; DEFAULTING TO NO

Reason:

For the TIMECLOSE(YES) and TIMECLOSE(FORCE) operands to process properly, the split file being defined must be
indexed. This requires that an INDEXDSN operand be present in the definition.

Action:

Indicate the split file index to be used by the SPLIT statement. If an index has not been created, allocate a new split file
index. For more information on split file indexes, see Systems Programming and Using.

The dump that is running continues to completion with the TIMECLOSE operand set to NO, the default.

CAF0963E
SPLIT FILE INDEX xxxxxxxx DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

The data set specified in the INDEXDSN parameter of the SPLIT statement is unavailable to the LPAR on which the dump
is running.

Action:

Create or catalog the index data set, or correct the INDEXDSN parameter, and resubmit the job.

CAF0964E
DUPLICATE INDEX xxxxxxxx DD MISSING

Reason:

A DD statement was not in the JCL for the file that is specified in the INDEXDUP parameter of the SPLIT statement.

Action:

Add a DD statement for the duplicate index data set to the JCL, and resubmit the job.

CAF0965I
DSN=dsn SC=storage-class MC=management-class DC=data-class UNIT=unit VOL=volser

Reason:

When a SPLIT file defined with the TIME operand is allocated dynamically, the attributes that are used in the allocation
are presented in the message.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

CAF0965W
DIGITAL SIGNATURES MAY NOT VALIDATE 

Reason:
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SIGNATURES(YES) was set on an SPLIT or EXTRACT control statement where a WHEN operand was coded. This
setting could result in an output file with digital signatures that might not validate because the signatures require the
presence of all records of a type and subtype to validate. The WHEN operand might cause some records to be excluded
from the output file.

Action:

No action is needed, if validation is not required. If digital signature validation is required on the data, remove the WHEN
operand from the control statement and resubmit the job.

CAF0970W
TYPE 110 EXPANSION FAILED IN SPLIT STATEMENT todd-name RETURN CODE=rc

Reason:

An attempt to expand a type 110 record failed. The ddname in the TODD operand and the return code from the expansion
call are indicated in the message.

Action:

The CAF0971W message will follow this message and indicate what happened. Follow the action in that message. The
record that could not be expanded is written compressed to the split file and the dump continues. The other records are
written to the split file.

CAF0971W
INPUT RECORD OF TYPE XXX SUBTYPE XXXXX CANNOT BE PROCESSED| INPUT RECORD VERSION
PREDATES COMPRESSED CICS SMF RECORDS| COMPRESSION SERVICE CSRCESRV FAILED RC=XXX

Reason:

One of the three possible messages above will appear if there is an error in the decompression service during the dump
process for a split file.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support. Be prepared to send in all of the printed output from the dump process job. The dump
process will continue uninterrupted. Records will continue to be written to the split file but they will still be compressed.

CAF0972E
SPLIT STATEMENT xxx: INVALID RECFM. ONLY RECFM=VB OR VBS ALLOWED

Reason:

JCL for a split file was coded with a RECFM other than VB or VBS.

Action:

Change the DD Statement indicated by the TODD in the SPLIT statement to RECFM=VB or RECFM=VBS for the next
dump process that will produce this split file. Use the EXTRACT process to recreate the split file that may have been
produced.

CAF0973E
SPLIT STATEMENT xxx: RECORD WITH LRECL xxxxx FOUND. SPLIT FILE WILL TERMINATE

Reason:
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An SMF record with an LRECL greater than the LRECL value indicated in the JCL has been encountered.

Action:

Increase the value of the LRECL on the DD Statement indicated by the TODD operand on the SPLIT statement for the
next dump process that will produce this split file. Use the EXTRACT process to recreate the split file that may have been
produced.

CAF0980E
SERVICE DESK PARAMETER AREA NOT PRESENT OR CORRUPTED

Reason:

The Service Desk interface program was called but the expected parameter list was not passed to it.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support. If a dump was produced in the batch job that was running, save it and be
prepared to send it to Broadcom when you call.

CAF0981E
NO WORK AREA PROVIDED FOR SERVICE DESK INTERFACE

Reason:

The Service Desk interface was called with a correct parameter list, but no work space had been provided.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support. If a dump was produced in the batch job that was running, save it and be
prepared to send it to Broadcom when you call.

CAF0982E
NO WORK AREA PROVIDED FOR SERVICE DESK API

Reason:

The Service Desk interface called the Common Services Service Desk API but without a work area.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support. If a dump was produced in the batch job that was running, save it and be
prepared to send it to Broadcom when you call.

CAF0983E
SERVICE DESK INTERFACE PROGRAM NOT LOADED

Reason:

A call was made to open a Service Desk request, but the service desk interface program was not loaded.

Action:

Make sure all load libraries shipped with SMF Director are concatenated to STEPLIB or JOBLIB in the job. If they are,
verify from your installation that module JMSDETPH installed correctly and is present in the concatenation.
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CAF0984E
SERVICE DESK APPLICATION PROTOCOL NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

A call was made to open a Service Desk request, but the service desk API program was not loaded.

Action:

Make sure all load libraries shipped with SMF Director are concatenated to STEPLIB or JOBLIB in the job. If they are,
verify from your installation that module CASOAPI installed correctly and is present in the concatenation.

CAF0985E
SERVICE DESK REQUEST SUMMARY NOT FOUND OR IN ERROR

Reason:

The Summary text that would be sent to Service Desk for the indicated situation was not found or was too long.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support. If a dump was produced in the batch job that was running, save it and be
prepared to send it to Broadcom when you call.

CAF0986E
SERVICE DESK REQUEST DESCRIPTION TOO LONG

Reason:

The Description text that would be sent to Service Desk for the indicated situation was too long.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support. If a dump was produced in the batch job that was running, save it and be
prepared to send it to Broadcom when you call.

CAF0987E
SERVICE DESK PRIORITY OUT OF BOUNDS

Reason:

The Service Desk interface was called with a request priority of less than 1 or greater than 5.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support. If a dump was produced in the batch job that was running, save it and be
prepared to send it to Broadcom when you call.

CAF0989W
SERVICE DESK ALTERNATE USER ID TOO LONG - IGNORED

Reason:

The alternate user ID for the Service Desk provided to the Service Desk interface was too long. The Service Desk
interface will attempt the call without an alternate user ID.
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Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support. If a dump was produced in the batch job that was running, save it and be
prepared to send it to Broadcom when you call.

CAF0990W
SERVICE DESK ALTERNATE PASSWORD TOO LONG - IGNORED

Reason:

The alternate password for the Service Desk provided to the Service Desk interface was too long. The Service Desk
interface will attempt the call without an alternate user ID and password.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support. If a dump was produced in the batch job that was running, save it and be
prepared to send it to Broadcom when you call.

CAF0991E
SERVICE DESK ALTERNATE PASSWORD MUST BE PROVIDED FOR ALTERNATE USER ID

Reason:

An alternate user ID was provided to the Service Desk interface, but an alternate password was not. If an alternate user
ID is to be used, it must be accompanied by an alternate password.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support. If a dump was produced in the batch job that was running, save it and be
prepared to send it to Broadcom when you call.

CAF0992W
SERVICE DESK URL TOO LONG - IGNORED

Reason:

The URL of the Service Desk provided to the Service Desk interface was too long.

Action:

An attempt to open a Service Desk request will be made to a possible Service Desk URL default located in the SOAP
Client Service (CAISDI/soap) address space.

CAF0993W
SERVICE DESK CONTACT INFORMATION TOO LONG - IGNORED

Reason:

The information that is sent to Service Desk indicating that the requestor is SMF Director was too long. The request will be
made without contact information, and, when it is opened in Service Desk, it will be unassigned.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support. If a dump was produced in the batch job that was running, save it and be
prepared to send it to Broadcom when you call.
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CAF0994I
SERVICE DESK REQ# XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX OPENED

Reason:

A Service Desk request was opened for SMF Director. The message indicates the request number.

Action:

Information only. There will be action to take based on the condition that generated the Service Desk request, however.

CAF0995E
SERVICE DESK REQUEST FAILED XXXX YYYY ZZZZZZZZ AAAAAAAA

Reason:

A call to open a Service Desk request failed. Response codes are displayed as follows:

XXXX
Service Desk Interface Return Code

YYYY
Service Desk Interface Feedback Code

ZZZZZZZZ
Service Desk API Error Code (in hex)

AAAAAAAA
Service Desk function that failed

Interface return codes are as follows:

0001
SMF Director Service Desk template not found; request opened without a template.

0004
Warning

0008
Error in Communication or Service Desk API. When this error comes up, the feedback is the return code from the Service
Desk API. This value combined with the value of the Service Desk API Error Code will indicate what went wrong with the
call.

Action:

Interpret the error codes and correct any issues that are present. For more information on the return codes and API error
codes, see Using , the Common Components and Services documentation, and the Common Components and Services
Message documentation.

CAF0996E
message text

Reason:

A call to open a Service Desk request produced an error message in Service Desk that is to be relayed back to the
requestor.

Action:
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The message indicates what errors occurred during the call. See the Service Desk documentation for more information.

CAF0997E
HTTP ERROR: XXXX

Reason:

A call to open a Service Desk request resulted in an HTTP error. The HTTP error code is indicated in the message.

Action:

The HTTP error code indicated is documented in the HTTP protocol definition. This information, along with other
diagnostics, can be used to troubleshoot the reason why the Service Desk request was unsuccessful.

CAF0998E
INVALID SCRT VALUE SPECIFIED - VALUES 0-99 ARE VALID

Reason:

A value outside the valid range for the SCRT operand was coded.

Action:

Change the value for the SCRT operand from 0 through 99. If extracting or printing data from more than 99 SCRT periods
before today, use specific FROM and TO operands.

CAF1
This section contains the CAF1 messages for CA SMF Director.

CAF1000E
from/to OPERAND date/time FORMAT IS INVALID

Reason:

The date/time format specified in the from/to operand is invalid.

Action:

Correct the date or time field and rerun the job.

CAF1001E
from/to OPERAND PAIR DOES NOT SPECIFY AN ASCENDING RANGE

Reason:

The date and time fields specified in the FROM and TO operands are not in ascending sequence.

Action:

Correct the data and time fields and rerun the job.

CAF1002E
INVALID RANGE SPECIFICATION IN op OPERAND
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Reason:

The range specified for the 'op' operand is not valid.

Action:

Correct the range and rerun the job.

CAF1003E
INVALID FORMAT IN MONTH OPERAND

Reason:

The MONTH operand format is invalid.

Action:

Correct the invalid MONTH operand and rerun the job.

CAF1004E
INVALID FORMAT IN YEAR OPERAND

Reason:

The YEAR subfield format is invalid.

Action:

Correct the invalid YEAR operand and rerun the job.

CAF1005E
IMPROPER LANGUAGE SPECIFICATION IN EXIT OPERAND

Reason:

The language specified with the module name in the EXIT operand was not COBOL, COB, ASM, PLI, or PL1.

Action:

Place the correct language definition in the operand and rerun the job.

CAF1006E
IMPROPER FORMAT FOR EXIT OPERAND

Reason:

A slash did not appear between the module name and the language specification.

Action:

Correct the EXIT operand and rerun the job.

CAF1007E
DUPLICATE DUMP REQUEST

Reason:
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A DUMP request was specified more than once.

Action:

Take out the additional DUMP requests and rerun the job.

CAF1008E
IMPROPER MIX OF DUMP AND DATA PROCESSING FUNCTIONS

Reason:

If the DUMP option is used, other options such as PRINT and EXTRACT cannot be used at the same time.

Action:

If data options are needed immediately, the SPLIT control statement can be used. Otherwise, remove all other control
statements and rerun the job. Additional functions can be performed in subsequent job steps in the run.

CAF1009E
INVALID SYSTEM IDENTIFIER SPECIFIED - sid

Reason:

The system identifier 'sid' is not recognized as one that is on the SCDS file.

Action:

Correct the system identifier and rerun the job.

CAF1010I
REQUEST ACCEPTED

Reason:

The previous statement requesting an action was accepted.

Action:

No action required.

CAF1011E
IMPROPER VALUE SPECIFIED FOR WITH OPERAND

Reason:

The field specified in the WITH operand is not valid.

Action:

Correct the field and rerun the job.

CAF1012E
INTERFACE WITH S1DAY ALREADY SPECIFIED

Reason:
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An INTERFACE statement specifying WITH S1DAY has already been requested.

Action:

Remove the invalid INTERFACE statement and rerun the job.

CAF1013E
SID REQUIRED WHEN MULTIPLE CONFIGS ARE DEFINED

Reason:

A request for action on more than one SID was made but the specific SIDs were not supplied.

Action:

Supply the SID values and rerun the job.

CAF1014E
DDNAME LIST MUST CORRESPOND TO SID LIST

Reason:

There is not a one-to-one correspondence between the SID list and the ddname list.

Action:

Ensure that there is one ddname specified for each SID and rerun the job.

CAF1015I
TIME PERIOD CALCULATED IS FROM from-date AT from-time TO to-date AT to-time

Reason:

SMF Director calculated the time period for the current request to start on 'from' and end on 'to'.

Action:

No action required.

CAF1016E
RUN TERMINATED DUE TO ERRORS IN INTERFACE PROCESSING

Reason:

The interface had errors that caused it to terminate.

Action:

Correct the errors in the INTERFACE statement and rerun the job.

CAF1019E
INCORRECT PROGRESSMSGS SPECIFICATION

Reason:

A value other than NO, YES, or WTO was coded in the PROGRESSMSGS parameter.
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Action:

Correct the PROGRESSMSGS specification and rerun the job.

CAF1020E
INCORRECT SDAY SPECIFICATION

Reason:

The value of the SDAY operand on EXTRACT or PRINT is not a valid time stamp.

Action:

Correct the value to be a valid time format of a two-digit hour and two-digit minute, and resubmit the job.

CAF1050E
INSUFFICIENT REGION FOR EXCLUDESID PROCESSING

Reason:

There is not enough available memory to process the XSID or EXCLUDESID operand.

Action:

Increase the available region and resubmit the job.

CAF1051I
SMF ID sid NOT DEFINED

Reason:

A value in the XSID or EXCLUDESID parameter value specifies a SMF ID (SID) that has not been configured.

Action:

None. The operand value is ignored. Other values that are defined will be processed as expected.

CAF1052W
EXCLUDESID/XSID EXCLUDED ALL SIDS

Reason:

The XSID or EXCLUDESID operand on the control statement has all configured SMF IDs listed, so all are excluded. The
job is not terminated, but a warning message is issued.

Action: 

Remove one or more SIDs from the operand and resubmit the job.

 

CAF1053W
EXCLUDESID/XSID INCLUDES TOO MANY SIDS

Reason:
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An EXCLUDESID or XSID operand on an EXTRACT or PRINT control statement has resulted in an overflow of the
number of SIDs that will be processed. Processing continues for 40 of the SIDs during the EXTRACT or PRINT. These
SIDs are listed in the output messages during processing.

Action:

Examine the list of SIDs in the output messages from the EXTRACT or PRINT and set up another EXTRACT or PRINT
for any SIDs that were not processed in the initial EXTRACT. Optionally, you can perform a series of EXTRACTs that each
use a smaller subset of SIDs by naming them in the SID operand.

CAF1065I
AUDITREPORT STATEMENT CONTAINS NO ACTIVE FUNCTION

Reason: 

Neither the TODD or PRINT operand were coded on the AUDITREPORT control statement, so no function will be
performed.

Action:

Code either, or both, of the TODD and PRINT operands to activate the AUDITREPORT statement. For more information,
see AUDITREPORT.

CAF1101E
I/O ERROR ENCOUNTERED READING BLOCK FROM SCDS

Reason:

Could be a hard error or attempt to read beyond the file.

Action:

SCDS file must be restored and/or made larger.

CAF1103E
SCDS BLOCK nnnn :

Reason:

Because of a user request or detected error, the SCDS data block is shown in dump format. 'nnnn' is the relative block ID
number.

Action:

Informational. No action required.

CAF1111W
NO REFERENCE TO DPIX BLOCK nnnn IN xxxx CONFIG

Reason:

During a RESTORE, SMF Director has encountered a Data Index (DPIX) record for which there is no pointer in the
Configuration Control (CNFC) record for that SID. The unreferenced DPIX record and all its indices are therefore
discarded. When this condition arises, it is usually during conversion from an old release of the product.

Action:
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No action is needed. The referenced DPIX block serves no useful purpose in the backed-up SCDS, as an EXTRACT or
PRINT operation could never have found it.

CAF1200E
BEGIN STATEMENT ENCOUNTERED WITHIN DEFINITION

Reason:

The BEGIN statement does not appear in the proper order.

Action:

Ensure that the BEGIN statement follows the COMPILE statement. Correct the order of the transactions and rerun the job.

CAF1201E
UNRECOGNIZED STATEMENT

Reason:

The previous statement is not a valid statement within the set of statements being compiled.

Action:

Correct the statement and rerun the job.

CAF1202E
SYNTAX ERROR IN STATEMENT

Reason:

A syntax error occurred in the previous statement.

Action:

Review the operands and associated subfields for errors, correct the errors, and rerun the job.

CAF1203E
END OF FILE DURING STATEMENT

Reason:

An end-of-file condition was recognized in the middle of the previous statement before a period was detected.

Action:

Ensure that a period was not missing. Correct the error and rerun the job.

CAF1204E
END OF FILE DURING DEFINITION

Reason:

An end-of-file condition was recognized before an END statement was encountered.

Action:
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Ensure that an END statement is present for each COMPILE statement. Add the END statement and rerun the job.

CAF1205E
FIRST STATEMENT IN DEFINITION IS NOT A BEGIN

Reason:

A COMPILE statement must be followed by a BEGIN.

Action:

Either remove the COMPILE statement or add a BEGIN statement and rerun the job.

CAF1206W
END STATEMENT CONFIG NUMBER DOES NOT MATCH BEGIN STATEMENT

Reason:

The CONFIG operand on the BEGIN and END statements is not the same.

Action:

This is a warning. The configuration number is taken from the BEGIN statement.

CAF1207E
INVALID SYSOUT CLASS SPECIFIED - class

Reason:

The class specified in the CLASS operand is not valid.

Action:

Correct the class value and rerun the job.

CAF1208E
SYSOUT CLASS ALREADY SPECIFIED - class

Reason:

The class specified in the CLASS operand has already been specified.

Action:

Correct the class value and rerun the job.

CAF1209E
DEFINITION DISCARDED DUE TO ERRORS

Reason:

The entire configuration definition (from BEGIN to END) was discarded due to at least one error during its processing.

Action:

Correct the errors and rerun the job.
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CAF1210E
SID MISSING FROM COMPILE

Reason:

This should never occur.

Action:

If the SID parameter is indeed missing from the COMPILE statement, correct the error and rerun the job. Otherwise, save
all output and contact Broadcom Support.

CAF1211E
INVALID DEVICE CLASS SPECIFIED FOR ddname

Reason:

An attempt was made to allocate a history file to an incorrect device type. Either the DD statement points to a device other
than tape or DASD, or the DYNAM or DYNAMVTS option is in effect and the PDEVN/ADEVN points to a device type other
than tape or DASD.

Action:

If the history file DD is coded in the JCL, verify that it points to a tape or DASD device. If the DYNAM option is in effect,
verify the PDEVN and ADEVN options specify tape or DASD devices.

CAF1212W
DEVICE CLASS ALREADY DEFINED

Reason:

The class number specified has already been defined.

Action:

Correct the class number and rerun the job.

CAF1213E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR xxxx

Reason:

The indicated operand contains an invalid value.

Action:

Correct the operand causing the error and rerun the job.

CAF1214E
DUMP OPTION ALREADY SPECIFIED

Reason:

This message is issued when the Interface Program is used in conjunction with SMF Director. It indicates that a DUMP
Option was selected and that the above statement is bypassed.
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Action:

Correct the error and rerun the job.

CAF1217E
SYSTEM SPECIFICATION ALREADY PROCESSED

Reason:

A second SYSTEM statement was encountered within a BEGIN/END set of statements.

Action:

Remove all but one of the SYSTEM statements and rerun the job.

CAF1218E
SMF DATA FROM MULTIPLE SYSTEMS DETECTED BUT NOSYSPLEX OPTION WAS SPECIFIED

Reason:

The SMF Director DUMP function found SMF records in the input data set from more than one system.

Action:

Check the input data set. The input SMF data set must contain SMF/RMF records from one z/OS system if the SYSPLEX
option is disabled. SMF Director can only process SMF/RMF records from multiple systems at one time when the
SYSPLEX option is enabled.

CAF1219E
AUTHORIZATION DENIED FOR xxxxxx REQUEST

Reason:

The external security product installed notified SMF Director that the indicated request is not to be allowed.

Action:

Your security administrator has not given you permission to perform this SMF Director function.

CAF1220E
INVALID VALUE FOR SDAY

Reason:

The value coded in the SDAY option must be in hhmm format, between 0000 and 2400.

Action:

Correct the value and rerun the job.

CAF1221W
KEYWORD IS NO LONGER SUPPORTED

Reason:

The operand or keyword is no longer valid for this release of SMF Director.
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Action:

Remove the operand causing the error and rerun the job. and rerun the job.

CAF1223E
JULIAN DATE date IS INVALID FOR xxxx

Reason:

The indicated julian date is invalid for the indicated operand.

Action:

Correct the operand causing the error and rerun the job.

CAF1224E
OPERAND MUST HAVE VALUE OF 1-9999

Reason:

The operand specified contains an invalid value range.

Action:

Correct the operand causing the error and rerun the job.

CAF1225W
NO INDEX TO ENTRY: bbb dddd vvvv ffff mmmm

Reason:

During the restore process SMF Director could not find an index pointer to the indicated entry from the SCDS backup
file. This problem occurs when index pointers have been corrupted for some reason on the original SCDS file. 'bbb' is the
internal SCDS block number, 'dddd' file sequence number, 'mmmm' is the data set name.

Action:

After the restore is completed, ensure that all desired entries have been restored successfully by using the LISTH
command. If the entries listed in this message are missing, use the ADDX command to add them manually.

CAF1226E
VS1 TIME LIMIT IS TOO HIGH

Reason:

The value specified in the first VS1 subfield cannot exceed 9999.

Action:

Correct the value and rerun the job.

CAF1227E
VS1 CPU PCT LIMIT IS GREATER THAN 100

Reason:
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The value specified in the second VS1 subfield cannot exceed 100.

Action:

Correct the value and rerun the job.

CAF1228E
JOBLOG IS OUT OF POSSIBLE SMF RECORD RANGE

Reason:

The offset established for the JOBLOG exceeds 32,746.

Action:

Correct the JOBLOG value and rerun the job.

CAF1229I
NOW MIGRATING INTERMEDIATE POOL DATA SET(S) TO PRIMARY POOL

Reason:

SMF Director has determined that data sets currently existing within the intermediate pool are to be migrated to the
primary pool.

Action:

Informational. No action required.

CAF1230E
RANGE VALUES MUST BE ASCENDING

Reason:

If the record types are specified as a range (using a colon) then they must be ascending in value.

Action:

Correct the range specification and rerun the job.

CAF1231E
VS1 OPERAND REQUIRES OPSYS TO BE VS1

Reason:

The VS1 operand on the SYSTEM statement cannot be specified unless the OPSYS operand is VS1.

Action:

Correct the statement and rerun the job.

CAF1232E
SMF DATA FROM MULTIPLE SYSTEMS WAS DETECTED

Reason:
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The SMF Director dump function encountered SMF records from more than one system.

Action:

Check the input data set. The input SMF data set must contain SMF/RMF data from only one z/OS system. If the SMF
records with the different SID were created by an accident and can be ignored, you may consider using the IGNORE
parameter of SMF Director. To keep the data with different SID values in the archive, the FORCE parameter can be used.
The FORCE parameter should only be used if it is determined that the value in the SID is valid even if it does not match
the SID for the system where the data is being recorded.

CAF1233E
SID EXPECTED: xxxx ACTUAL SID yyyy

Reason:

This follows the CAF1232E message. It reports the SMF ID that was found in the record that is invalid.

Action:

None needed, except for the action in CAF1232E. This message just contains additional information.

CAF1234I
ERROR WHEN PROCESSING INPUT RECORD xxxx

Reason:

When attempting to process an SMF record during the dump process, a terminal error occurred. This message indicates
the number of the record that was being processed.

Action:

Information only, but there will be additional messages in the audit trail report that indicate the error that has occurred. Use
those messages as a guide to take corrective action and then retry the dump.

CAF1235E
LDAY AND SDAY CANNOT BOTH BE CODED

Reason:

The LDAY and SDAY operands cannot both be present.

Action:

Remove one of the operands and rerun the job.

CAF1236E
TRTCH OPERAND VALUE ERROR

Reason:

The value of the TRTCH operand on the DUMPOPTIONS control statement was set incorrectly.

Action:

Change the value of the TRTCH operand to a value that is allowed in standard z/OS JCL. Valid values are NOCOMP,
COMP, C, E, ET, or T.
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CAF1237E
ATRTCH OPERAND VALUE ERROR

Reason:

The value of the ATRTCH operand on the DUMPOPTIONS control statement was set incorrectly.

Action:

Change the value of the ATRTCH operand to a value that is allowed in standard z/OS JCL. Valid values are NOCOMP,
COMP, C, E, ET, or T.

CAF1240W
INVALID SERVICE DESK PRIORITIES SET

Reason:

On the OPTIONS statement one of the following happened:

• SDHIGHSEVERITY is set to a value that is not 1, 2, 3, or 4.
• SDLOWSEVERITY is not set to a value between SDHIGHSEVERITY and 5.

This message is only a warning. If it appears, SDHIGHSEVERITY is set to 2, and SDLOWSEVERITY is set to 4, which
are the default values.

Action:

If values other than the defaults are required, reset the values of SDLOWSEVERITY and SDHIGHSEVERITY on the
OPTIONS control statement and resubmit the batch job.

CAF1241E
SERVICE DESK URL TOO LONG

Reason:

On the OPTIONS statement check the following:

• That the SDURL parameter is shorter than 255 characters.
• That the SDURL parameter right parenthesis is present.
• That the value in SDURL is enclosed in single quotes.

Action:

Reset the value of SDURL as defined in the OPTIONS statement . Once that is done, resubmit the batch job to update the
OPTIONS.

CAF1242E
SERVICE DESK USER ID TOO LONG

Reason:

On the OPTIONS statement, check the following:

• That the SDUSERID parameter is shorter than 64 characters.
• That the SDUSERID parameter right parenthesis is present.

Action:
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Reset the value of SDUSERID as defined in the OPTIONS statement . Once that is done, resubmit the batch job.

CAF1243E
SERVICE DESK PASSWORD TOO LONG

Reason:

On the OPTIONS statement check the following:

• That the SDPASSWORD parameter is shorter than 64 characters.
• That the SDPASSWORD parameter right parenthesis is present.

Action:

Reset the value of SDPASSWORD as defined in the OPTIONS statement . Once that is done, resubmit the batch job.

CAF1244E
SERVICE DESK PASSWORD REQUIRED IF USER ID INDICATED

Reason:

If the SDUSERID operand is present in an OPTIONS statement, it is required that the SDPASSWORD operand also be
present.

Action:

Provide the SDPASSWORD operand on the OPTIONS statement and resubmit the batch job.

CAF1245W
MAXFILESONVOL OPERAND VALUE GREATER THAN 32760. TAKING DEFAULT VALUE

Reason:

The value set in the MAXFILESONVOL parameter was set to more than 32760 in the OPTIONS or DUMPOPTIONS
statements.

Action:

None needed. SMF Director will set the parameter value to 300, which is the default. If 300 is not desired, correct the error
in the parameter value and rerun the job.

CAF1246E
INVALID SUBSTREAM/LOGSTREAM NAME xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The stream name specified is not a valid SMF stream name.

Action:

Correct the SUBNAME/LSNAME operand and rerun the job.

CAF1247E
FIRSTYEAR OPERAND VALUE OUT OF RANGE
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Reason:

The year on the FIRSTYEAR operand is not valid.

Action:

Specify a year from 1960 to the current year.

CAF1249E
SELECTED RECORD TYPES MUST BE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE FOR ALL SUBSTREAMS IN A CONFIGURATION

Reason:

The selected record types are not mutually exclusive with the types already defined to another substream in the same
system.

Action:

Review the LISTC output for all substreams within the same configuration and for the selected records, then specify the
records accordingly. If necessary, you can reset the selected types for a substream by coding EXCLUDE(0:2047) on
STREAMOPTIONS. This will effectively disable that particular substream.

CAF1250E
SELECT/EXCLUDE OPERANDS VALID ONLY FOR SUBSTREAM

Reason:

The SELECT/EXCLUDE operands in the STREAMOPTIONS statement are valid only for substreams.

Action:

Correct your job and rerun.

CAF1251E
operand-name OPERAND VALUE MUST BE YES OR NO

Reason:

The operand that is named at the beginning of the message must be coded with a value of YES or NO.

Action:

Correct the operand value and rerun.

CAF1252E
INVALID DATE ON FALLBACK OPERAND

Reason:

The date indicated as the first operand on FALLBACK is not a valid date in mmddyy format or the value of 000000.

Action:

Indicate a valid two digit month, followed by a two digit day, followed by a two digit year, or specify a value of 000000 and
resubmit the compilation job.
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CAF1253E
INVALID TIME ON FALLBACK OPERAND

Reason:

The time value indicated as the second operand on FALLBACK does not contain a valid hour/minute combination.

Action:

Code a valid two digit hour and two digit minute value and resubmit the compilation job.

CAF1254W
FALLBACK DATE HAS ALREADY PASSED

Reason:

The value coded on the FALLBACK operand is valid but the value is in the past. The value from the past is set in the
SCDS.

Action:

Examine the date and determine if this is expected. If it is not expected then correct the date and time and resubmit the
compilation job.

CAF1255E
INVALID FALLBACK OPERANDS

Reason:

The quantity of values coded on the FALLBACK operand is not correct or the lengths of the values coded are not correct.

Action:

Ensure that there are two operands consisting of a six digit date followed by a four hour time. Make any necessary
corrections and resubmit the compilation job.

CAF1256E
SCRATCH AND DYNAM REQUIRED FOR STREAMS

Reason: 

A DUMPOPTIONS control statement was coded in a configuration process that adds or modifies SMF logstream or
substream definitions with the SCRATCH and DYNAM options turned off.

Action:

Ensure that the DUMPOPTIONS settings for the LPAR being defined include SCRATCH and DYNAM options, or that the
global OPTIONS settings for all LPARs have SCRATCH and DYNAM options defined. After you define the settings, retry
the configuration process.

CAF1300I
PREVIOUS DEFINITION OF CONFIG DELETED

Reason:

The configuration previously defined is deleted from the SCDS file.
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Action:

No action required.

CAF1301I
CONFIGURATION DEFINITION xxxx yyyy

Reason:

The indicated configuration definition was saved on the SCDS.

Action:

Informational. No action required.

CAF1302E
SCDS IS FULL

Reason:

There was insufficient room on the SCDS file to store the configuration.

Action:

Enlarge the SCDS file as described in Systems Programming. Rerun the job.

CAF1303E
MAXIMUM CONFIG DEFINITIONS REACHED

Reason:

An attempt was made to add a configuration to a SCDS in which 255 configurations were already defined.

Action:

Create a new SCDS to handle the additional configurations.

CAF1304I
nnn RECORDS FOR SYSID xxxx MIGRATED TO PRIMARY POOL

Reason:

SMF Director has successfully migrated the indicated number ofSMF records from data sets in the intermediate pool to
the primary pool.

Action:

Informational. No action required.

CAF1307E
COMPILE SOURCE XXXXXXXX DD MISSING

Reason:

The DD statement was not in the JCL for the name that is specified in the SOURCE parameter of the COMPILE
statement.
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Action:

Add a DD statement for the file the SOURCE parameter is intended to point, and resubmit the COMPILE job.

CAF1310I
OPTIONS SAVED

Reason:

The OPTIONS were saved to the SCDS.

Action:

Informational. No action required.

CAF1311W
OPTIONS NOT SAVED - reason

Reason:

The OPTIONS were not saved due to errors. See the reason printed in the message and review your job.

Action:

Review the job and rerun. If there are no configurations defined, use the COMPILE statement to create a configuration
before changing the OPTIONS.

CAF1500I
AUTODELETE PERFORMED WITH nnn INDEX ENTRIES DELETED

Reason:

The AUTODELETE feature of SMF Director was enabled finding the indicated number of expired index entries, which
were removed from the SCDS.

Action:

Informational. No action required.

CAF1501E
THE FILE SPECIFIED BY THE SOURCE OPERAND COULD NOT BE OPENED

Reason:

The source file defined by the DDNAME operand could not be opened.

Action:

Correct the DD JCL statement and rerun the job.

CAF1502E
RECORD(S) EXIST IN THE FILE AFTER THE END STATEMENT

Reason:

The file pointed to by the DDNAME operand included statements after the END statement.
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Action:

Correct the source file and rerun the job.

CAF1503I
PHYSICAL DELETION OF EXPIRED HISTORY FILE dsname WAS UNSUCCESSFUL.

Reason:

During AUTODELETE processing, SMF Director was unable to delete the expired DASD history file identified in the
message.

Action:

Manually delete the expired history file.

CAF1600E
VALUE FOR ACTUAL OPERAND IS INVALID

Reason:

The value specified in the ACTUAL subfield must be REPORT or POST.

Action:

Correct the subfield and rerun the job.

CAF1601E
VALUE FOR CLASS OPERAND IS INVALID

Reason:

The class number must be a value 01-30.

Action:

Correct the value and rerun the job.

CAF1602E
VALUE FOR SYNONYM OPERAND IS INVALID

Reason:

The synonym must be a hexadecimal value 000-FFF.

Action:

Correct the device name (cuu) and rerun the job.

CAF1603E
INVALID DEVICE NAME SPECIFIED: stat

Reason:

The device cuu must be a hexadecimal value 000-FFF (each of the three positions must be defined and must be 0-F). For
XA, device addresses are four characters: ccuu.
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Action:

Correct the device name (cuu) and rerun the job.

CAF1604E
INVALID SPECIFICATION FOR ALTERNATE OPERAND: cu

Reason:

The alternate device value cu must be a hexadecimal value 00-FF. For XA, alternate devices are three characters: ccu.

Action:

Correct the device name (cu) and rerun the job.

CAF1605E
DEVICE (OR RANGE) cuu IS DUPLICATELY DEFINED

Reason:

The device name cuu, or a device within the range beginning with cuu, has already been defined for this configuration
either explicitly or through use of ALTERNATE or SYNONYM. For XA, device addresses are four characters: ccuu.

Action:

Correct the definition and rerun the job.

CAF1606E
DEVICE RANGE IS INVALID FOR DEVICES begin TO end

Reason:

The begin of the device range is greater than the end of the device range.

Action:

Correct the device range and rerun the job.

CAF1607E
CONVERT OPERAND INVALID

Reason:

The CONVERT operand is either spaces or is not specified in association with a single device address, 000-FFF. It cannot
be associated with a range or a logical unit name.

Action:

Correct the operand and rerun.

CAF1608E
UNABLE TO OBTAIN THE DEVICE NAME (EC=yyy)

Reason:
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SMF Director was not able to determine the device name. This may occur if a dynamic allocation error was received
during the dump process.

Action:

Review the Audit Trail report and rerun the job.

CAF1800E
OPERANDS ARE REQUIRED FOR THIS STATEMENT

Reason:

At least one operand is required for the previous statement.

Action:

Add the appropriate operands and rerun the job.

CAF1900E
cuu1 DEFINITION REFERENCES cuu2 WHICH IS NOT DEFINED

Reason:

An address the interface has been instructed to generate (cuu2) for device cuu1 has not been defined.

Action:

Be sure your SYNONYMs have been defined as UNITS prior to their assignments as synonyms. Correct the device name
and rerun the job.

CAF1901E
cuu1 REFERENCES cuu2 WHICH IS ITSELF A SYNONYM

Reason:

The device name cuu1 is assigned a synonym of cuu2, but cuu2 has also been assigned a synonym.

Action:

Either correct the device name or assign cuu1 the same synonym assigned to cuu2, and rerun the job.

CAF1902W
LISTC COMMAND NOT ALLOWED DURING DUMP

Reason:

A LISTC control statement was coded in dump process control statements.

Action:

Remove the LISTC statement from the dump process control statements and rerun the job. A LISTC statement can be
executed in a job step before or after the dump process step.

CAF1903W
LISTH COMMAND NOT ALLOWED DURING DUMP
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Reason:

A LISTH control statement was coded in dump process control statements.

Action:

Remove the LISTH statement from the dump process control statements and rerun the job. A LISTH statement can be
executed in a job step before or after the dump process step.

CAF2
This section contains the CAF2 messages for CA SMF Director.

CAF2000I
NO SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS DEFINED

Reason:

A LISTC, LISTH, or RESTORE SCDS was requested but there are no configurations (SIDs) defined to the SCDS file.

Action:

No action required.

CAF2001I
SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS DEFINED ARE:

Reason:

This message precedes a list of all of the configurations defined on the SCDS file.

Action:

No action required.

CAF2002W
CONFIGURATION sid IS NOT DEFINED

Reason:

The configuration specified in the LISTC statement or LISTH statement does not exist on the SCDS file. The statement is
ignored.

Action:

If necessary, correct the SID name and rerun the job.

CAF2003W
NO ATTRIBUTES ARE DEFINED FOR CONFIG sid

Reason:

A LISTC specified the SID of a configuration defined on the SCDS file, but the configuration has no attributes (never had
any definitions between a BEGIN and END statement).

Action:
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Either drop the SID, correct it, or define its configuration, if necessary.

CAF2004W
CONFIGURATION sid WITH SUBSTREAM/LOGSTREAM xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx IS NOT DEFINED

Reason:

The configuration SID is not defined with the stream specified. The dump process is skipped.

Action:

Review your configuration. Either add the specified stream to SID in your configuration or specify a correct SID in the
dump job. Then retry the dump job.

CAF2005W
SUBSTREAM/LOGSTREAM xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx NOT DEFINED FOR ANY SPECIFIED SID

Reason:

The stream name requested in the SUBNAME/LSNAME operand for an EXTRACT, PRINT, or LISTH control statement
is not defined for any indicated SID in the statement. The data retrieval process ignores this stream and continues
processing.

Action:

Review the value in the SUBNAME/LSNAME parameter of the EXTRACT, PRINT, or LISTH statement as well as
the SUBNAMEs/LSNAMEs in the configurations in your SCDS. After making any needed corrections, rerun the job if
necessary.

CAF2100W
RECORD # rec-num SEGMENT SEQUENCE ERROR - DATA DROPPED

Reason:

Error occurred in processing of MANn file. Caused by invalid segment descriptor word (SDW), which SMF data
management routines generated. Data remaining in the block is displayed.

SMF Director ignores the invalid SDW and tries to recover and process the valid data.

Action:

Examine the listed data and determine whether or not reconstruction should be attempted.

Normally, reconstruction is not feasible, since there is usually a small amount of data (for example, the end of a Type 14
record), or the data is unrecognizable.

CAF2101T
I/O ERROR READING VSAM SMF, FEEDBACK = xxx

Reason:

Error occurred while processing a VSAM SMF MANn file, where xxx is the feedback error code stored in the RPL.

Generates user ABEND 3020 and terminates SMF Director.

Action:
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You should try to dump the SMF file with the IBM IFASMFDP program. Also investigate the feasibility of placing the SMF
MANn file elsewhere in order to avoid the error.

The SMF data processed up to the error point is in the intended file on the SMF Director tape, but the index has not been
updated. You can update the index manual, with the ADDX command.

CAF2102E
BUFFERS FOR MAN FILE NOT OBTAINED - INCREASE REGION

Reason:

When performing an SMF dump, there was not enough region to obtain the buffers needed for the MAN file.

Action:

Increase the region size and rerun the job.

CAF2103E
OPEN OF SMF DATASET NOT SUCCESSFUL - RERUN JOB

Reason:

The SMF file was not opened successfully.

Action:

Determine the reason from the JCL listings and rerun the job.

CAF2104W
INVALID SMF RECORD # rec-num DETECTED - RECORD BYPASSED

Reason:

VSAM reported an I/O error code 8C. 8C means inconsistent spanned record.

Action:

No action required.

CAF2120E
BUFFERS FOR LOGSTREAM NOT OBTAINED - INCREASE REGION

Reason:

When performing a logstream dump, there was not enough region to obtain the buffers needed.

Action:

Increase the region size and rerun the job.

CAF2121E
UNABLE TO CONNECT TO SMFDLS

Reason:

There was an error during connecting SMFDLS and SMFD when dumping a logstream.
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Action:

Check that SMFDLS started properly, review the output in SMFDLSPR

CAF2122E
SMFDLS CONNECTION FAILURE CODE=xxx

Reason:

An error occurred in the communication channel between SMFDLS and SMFD during a logstream dump.

Action:

Review the output and check that SMFDLS was running.

CAF2123E
SMFDLS CONNECTION INTERRUPTED

Reason:

When performing a logstream dump, the communication between SMFDLS and SMFD has been interrupted.

Action:

Review the SMFDLSPR output. Correct any errors and retry the dump.

CAF2124E
LOGSTREAM LAST RECORD NOT STORED

Reason:

When dumping a logstream, an error occurred during saving the LAST record dumped. This will be preceded by other
error messages.

Action:

Review the output for a reason, correct any errors, and rerun the job.

CAF2125E
DYNAM OPTION MUST BE SET FOR LOGSTREAM

Reason:

The DYNAM option is required when performing logstream dumps.

Action:

Recompile your configurations and set DYNAM in the OPTIONS Statement.

CAF2126E
SCRATCH IS REQUIRED FOR LOGSTREAMS

Reason:

The SCRATCH Dump Option is required for logstream dumps.
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Action:

Recompile all configurations with logstreams with SCRATCH set on the DUMPOPTIONS.

CAF2200W
NO SMF DATASET REQUIRES DUMPING

Reason:

The system recognized that there was no SMF file that needed to be dumped.

Action:

No action required.

CAF2201E
DD STATEMENT REQUIRED FOR DUMP

Reason:

A DD JCL statement is required for the dump process.

Action:

Supply the necessary DD statement and rerun the job.

CAF2202E
DD STATEMENT MUST REFERENCE A TAPE UNIT

Reason:

The file receiving the dumped data must be on a tape.

Action:

Correct the necessary DD statement and rerun the job.

CAF2203E
UNABLE TO ALLOCATE STORAGE REQUIRED FOR SMF RECORD SUMMARY REPORT

Reason:

SMF Director DUMP processing could not find enough storage available to build the Record Summary table, which is
used to create the Record Summary Report.

Action:

Increase the REGION size.

CAF2204I
DUMP COMPLETE, nnn RECORDS COPIED

Reason:

A total of nnn records were copied to the dump tape.
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Action:

No action required.

CAF2205W
UNABLE TO RECORD ALL COUNTS IN RECORD SUMMARY TABLE

Reason:

SMF Director DUMP processing was not able to record information for all SMF record types because the Record
Summary Table was full. The Record Summary Report will not reflect accurate information on the SMF records copied.

Action:

If this problem persists, contact Broadcom Support.

CAF2206I
manfile.name IS TO BE DUMPED

Reason:

Start of DUMP process, indicating which MAN file is being dumped, for example, SYS1.MAN1.

Action:

No action required.

CAF2207I
SMF DATA WILL BE READ FROM FILE: ddname DSN: dsname | DUMPED FROM filename ON VOLUME vol |
DUMPED FROM LOGSTREAM lsname

Reason:

This message indicates where SMF Director is obtaining SMF data to be placed under its control. If "DUMPED FROM
filename" is indicated in the message, SMF Director will also reset the z/OS SMF MAN File for reuse.

Action:

No action required.

CAF2208I
DUMPED DATA SUCCESSFULLY VERIFIED

Reason:

VERIFY option on the DUMPOPTIONS statement was used and this process has been done with no errors being found.
(SMF on history file matches the data set that was dumped.)

Action:

No action required.

CAF2209E
DUMP VERIFICATION FAILED FOR SID xxxx DDNAME: yyyyy
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Reason:

The VERIFY DUMPOPTION was specified, and SMF Director detected a error in validating the SMF records dumped.

Action:

Examine the output of the record in the SYSPRINT data set, and rerun the job.

CAF2210I
EOF WAS ENCOUNTERED ON SMF BEFORE THE HISTORY TAPE

Reason:

The verification did not take because the end of files did not match.

Action:

First attempt to rerun the job. If the condition continues, follow the recovery procedure outlined in message CAF2101T.

CAF2211I
EOF WAS ENCOUNTERED ON THE HISTORY TAPE BEFORE THE SMF DATASET

Reason:

The verification did not take because the end of files did not match.

Action:

First attempt to rerun the job. If the condition continues, follow the recovery procedure outlined in message CAF2101T.

CAF2212I
LENGTH OF RECORD rec-num DID NOT MATCH

Reason:

The verification did not take because the length of the records being compared did not match.

Action:

First attempt to rerun the job. If the condition continues, follow the recovery procedure outlined in message CAF2101T.

CAF2213I
DATA IN RECORD DID NOT MATCH

Reason:

The verification did not take because the length of the records being compared did not match.

Action:

First attempt to rerun the job. If the condition continues, follow the recovery procedure outlined in message CAF2101T.

CAF2214I
SMF RECORD:

Reason:
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The SMF record not matched is printed in dump format.

Action:

The action to be taken depends on the preceding message.

CAF2215I
HISTORY TAPE RECORD:

Reason:

The record not matched that is on the tape is printed in dump format.

Action:

The action to be taken depends on the preceding message.

CAF2216W
DUMP PROCESSING ABORTED, INDEX NOT RETAINED

Reason:

DUMP processing has been terminated due to an ABEND. No index entries have been recorded. The MAN file must be
dumped again.

Action:

Check output. Rerun the dump procedure to dump the SYS1.MANx file again.

CAF2217E
INSUFFICIENT SPACE IN SCDS TO PERFORM DUMP

Reason:

SCDS has fewer than 20 free records, and SMF Director cannot dump the SMF files.

Action:

Enlarge the SCDS file. Do so immediately, especially if using MAN Files for recording SMF data as the MAN Files may fill
up and SMF data will be lost.

CAF2218I
SMF DATA FOR CONFIG xxxx IS BEING PROCESSED

Reason:

Indicates the SID code for the dumped system.

Action:

No action required.

CAF2219W
A DUMP IS ALREADY IN PROGRESS ON THIS SYSTEM. THIS ONE WILL BE TERMINATED

Reason:
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A SMF Director MAN File dump was started when another dump was already running on the same LPAR. Only one dump
may run at a time on a given LPAR.

Action:

No action required.

CAF2220E
DUMP PROCESSING COULD NOT SERIALIZE FOR SYSTEM ID sid. TERMINATING.

Reason:

A SMF Director dump could not obtain proper serialization within five minutes of starting and is being terminated.

Action:

Resubmit the dump process JCL when there are no other dumps running for the indicated SMF ID.

CAF2221I
SMF DATA USING CONFIGURATION yyyy IS BEING PROCESSED WITH SUBSTREAM/LOGSTREAM
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

Indicates the SID and the name of the stream being dumped.

Action:

No action required.

CAF2222I
AUTODELETE PROCESSING STARTED FOR [SID|LOGSTREAM] name

Reason:

Indicates that the AUTODELETE process has started for the named configuration.

Action:

No action required.

CAF2223I
AUTODELETE PROCESSING COMPLETE

Reason:

Indicates that the AUTODELETE process has finished.

Action:

No action required.

CAF2224I
SMF RECORDS LOST nnn FROM fromdatetime TO todatetime SID sid LS logstream FLOOD RECORD TYPE rtype

Where:
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fromdatetime
The date and time when the buffer condition began or flood record filter became active.

todatetime
The date and time when the condition was cleared and normal logging resumed.

sid
The system identification of the affected system.

logstream
The name of the logstream if a logstream full condition occurred.

rtype
The type of record dropped by the filter.

Reason:

An SMF type 7 record was encountered during the DUMP process. An SMF type 7 record is created by the system when
all SMF buffers are full and SMF data is lost.

Action:

No action is required. However, this condition represents a loss of SMF data. Perform a review of your SMF setup to
minimize the occurrences of this condition.

CAF2225W
LOAD FAILURE FOR SMFITYP7

Reason:

The load for load module SMFITYP7 failed.

Action:

Ensure the correct STEPLIB dataset is in use and SMFITYP7 is present.

CAF2300E
xxx DD STATEMENT IS REQUIRED FOR DUMP

Reason:

The DD statement for the ddname of xxx must be supplied.

Action:

Correct the DD statement and rerun the job.

CAF2301E
NO DD STATEMENTS SUPPLIED TO DEFINE SMF DATASETS

Reason:

The required DD statements referencing SMF data set to be dumped, were not supplied in the JCL. This message will
also occur under z/OS when the SMF subsystem is down, and SMF Director cannot determine which SMF data set should
be dumped.

Action:
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Specify the missing DD statements and rerun the job. If the SMF subsystem is down, restart it and rerun the job. If you
want to dump the SMF data sets with the SMF subsystem down, add to the JCL the MANx DD statements pointing to the
desired SMF data sets and rerun the job.

CAF2302E
BSAM AND VSAM SMF DATASETS ARE BOTH SPECIFIED

Reason:

A mixture of BSAM and VSAM SMF files is not permitted.

Action:

Correct the data set definitions and rerun the job.

CAF2303E
SMF DATASETS SUPPLIED BY THE xxx DD STATEMENT MUST BE VSAM

Reason:

The data set with the ddname of xxx must be VSAM. This is probably a JCL error.

Action:

Correct the JCL and rerun the job.

CAF2304I
yyy IS NOT PROPER DATASET NAME FOR DD NAMED xxx

Reason:

There is a conflict between the ddname of xxx and the data set name of yyy.

Action:

Correct the JCL and rerun the job.

CAF2305E
VSAM SMF DATASETS ONLY VALID UNDER MVS SE-II OR MVS/SP

Reason:

An attempt was made to process a VSAM data set in a VS1 system.

Action:

Correct the JCL and rerun the job.

CAF2306I
BOTH SMF FILES ARE FULL

Reason:

In VS1, both of the SMF files are full.

Action:
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No action required.

CAF2400E
SCRATCH MOUNT NOT PERMITTED FOR CONFIG nn AND NO VOLUMES ARE AVAILABLE

Reason:

The configuration nn requires a tape pool and there are no tapes in the pool.

Action:

Add tapes to the pool or recompile your OPTIONS to allow for scratch volumes and rerun the job.

CAF2401I
xxxxxxx DUMP IS TO VOLUME nnnnnn FILE nn DSN name

Reason:

SMF data is being copied to INTERMEDIATE, PRIMARY, AND ALTERNATE history files on the indicated volume and data
set name.

Action:

No action required.

CAF2402E
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE TO OPEN DUMP FILE

Reason:

There is not enough storage to open the Output history file.

Action:

Increase the region size in the JCL and rerun the job.

CAF2403E
FILE OPEN REQUEST FAILED FOR DDNAME xxxxxx

Reason:

SMF Director could not successfully open the indicated file.

Action:

Review the message log, take the corrective action, and rerun the job.

CAF2404E
dddddddd HISTORY1 I/O ERROR ON VOLUME xxxxxxxx - yyyyyyyy

Reason:

During the processing, SMF Director has detected an input/output error on the indicated volume, where dddddddd is the
ddname, xxxxxxxx is the volume serial, and yyyyyyy is the ABEND code.

Action:
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Determine the cause of the problem and rerun the job. If the tape volume is damaged, use the TAPEINIT command to
force SMF Director to use a new tape for the history file.

CAF2405I
RECOVERY WILL BE ATTEMPTED

Reason:

SMF Director DUMP or EXTRACT/PRINT processing tried to dynamically allocate a SMF history file but could not do so.
However due to the nature of the allocation failure, SMF Director determined that it will retry the allocation request.

Action:

Informational. No action required. The dynamic allocation return codes will be produced elsewhere in the messages and
can be analyzed to possibly prevent further occurrences of the error.

CAF2406I
sysid SMF DATA FROM date AT time TO date AT time

Reason:

Indicates the starting and ending times of the SMF data being dumped. Date is in mm/dd/yy format. Time is in hh:mm:ss
format. sysid is the SMF system identifier for the z/OS system that created the SMF records.

Action:

No action required.

CAF2407I
dsn name CATALOGED ON vsn FILE n

Reason:

The data set name indicated for the volume and file indicated have been cataloged. CATLG option on the
DUMPOPTIONS statement was used.

Action:

No action required.

CAF2408E
UNABLE TO CATALOG HISTORY FILE dsname

Reason:

The 'CATLG' option was specified in the configuration definition for this SMF ID; however, SMF Director was not able to
successfully catalog the History file in the z/OS system catalog.

Action:

Note the return code in message CAF2409I. Look up the return code in the IBM System Messages Manual under
IDC3009I, or the IBM DFSMSdfp Advanced Services Manual under "Cataloging Data Sets." Correct the problem and
catalog the history file manually.
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CAF2409I
CATALOG MANAGEMENT RETURN CODE nn

Reason:

While attempting to catalog a dump tape file, a return code of nn was received.

Action:

Correct the catalog entries or take off the catalog option.

CAF2410I
xxx DUMP CONTINUES ON VOLUME yyy FILE nn DSN zzz

Reason:

The dumped SMF file xxx is continuing onto another volume yyy as file nn and data set name zzz.

Action:

No action required.

CAF2411E
SMF DATA FOR sid SUBNAME/LSNAME subname/lsname date time OVERLAPS DATA ALREADY IN INDEX

Reason:

SMF data from either the MAN Files or stream (if named) being dumped has already been archived by SMF Director. The
error could be caused by an invalid ADDX command that was run out-of-sequence or erroneous SMF record timestamps,
or due to an error in a prior dump

Action:

Determine the cause of the problem. You may have to reconstruct the indexes with ADDX/DELETEX control statements
so that SMF Director can process the history file in a valid fashion. Even if this takes days, SMF Director can still run
normally.

List the indexes "around" the relevant timespan, via the LISTH command, and modify the indexes in the SCDS, using the
ADDX and DELETEX commands to correct the contents of the SCDS, if this indeed represents an error condition.

See EXTRACT command and Overlapping SMF Data.

CAF2412I
DUMP TERMINATED, DATA WILL NOT BE RETAINED

Reason:

SMF DUMP processing has encountered an error from which it could not recover. The index to the current SMF history file
being created is not placed on the SCDS.

Action:

Determine the cause of the error by reviewing previous messages and correct the problem. Rerun the job.

CAF2413W
LOW/HIGH TIME IS INVALID, SET TO 24:00:00
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Reason:

The times in the SMF records are invalid and set to 24:00:00.00.

Action:

Review the data and adjust with ADDX and DELETEX commands.

CAF2417W
SMF DATA FOR sid SUBNAME/LSNAME subname/lsname date time OVERLAPS DATA ALREADY IN INDEX

Reason:

The SMF data overlaps data defined by an existing index entry in the SCDS. This may or may not indicate that there are
duplicate records on previously dumped history files.

Action:

List the indexes "around" the relevant timespan, via the LISTH command, and modify the indexes in the SCDS, using the
ADDX and DELETEX commands to correct the contents of the SCDS, if this indeed represents an error condition. See
also message CAF2411E.

CAF2418I
CSW: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx CCW: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

When this message occurs, it is always in conjunction with message CAF2404E. It includes a display of the CSW and the
failing CCW.

Action:

Examine the CSW and CCW to help determine the cause of the problem.

CAF2419E
ERROR DURING CLOSE OF filename ON VOLUME vol-id

Reason:

During the dump of a SYS1.MANx file, the named history file failed to close properly. The dump will ABEND U3001.

Action:

Examine the system console for messages detailing the specifics of the problem. Run TAPEINIT on the system on which
the error occurred. Rerun the dump.

CAF2420W
dsn CATALOGED ON VOLUME volser-1 INSTEAD OF volser-2

Reason:

An attempt to catalog a history file was unsuccessful, due to the fact that the data set name of the history file was already
cataloged to a different volume than the one that was just written.

Action:
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Examine the catalog entry for the history file on the original volume indicated in the "volser-1" field of the message. If the
catalog entry is in error, recatalog the history file to the volume indicated in the "volser-2" field of the message. Note that
the history file has been written successfully; the only issue with the history file is that the file has not been cataloged
properly.

CAF2421I
CATALOG SERVICES RETURN CODE IS xxx

Reason:

Catalog Services issued a return code other than zero when SMF Director tried to catalog a history file.

Action:

Examine the return code and determine if the data set has been cataloged. If necessary, you may recatalog the data set.
Note that the history file has been written successfully, and that the only issue with the history file is that the file has not
been cataloged properly.

CAF2422I
ddname DISABLED, RECORDING CONTINUES TO PRIMARY HISTORY FILE

Reason:

Open of the ddname history file failed. The alternate history file is disabled, but the dump process continues with the
primary history file.

Action:

This is an informative message that follows CAF2403E or other error message. Review preceding error messages or
the JOBLOG, and make proper corrections so that the next dump can use the alternate history file. The alternate history
file for the current dump can be recreated by copying the primary history file to the alternate device using standard z/OS
utilities, and adding the alternate file to the SCDS index using the ADDX facility.

CAF2500E
VOLUME xxx IS NOT IN AVAILABLE VOLUME POOL

Reason:

The volume xxx is not in the available volume pool.

Action:

Correct the DUMPTAPES control statement and rerun the job.

CAF2501E
VOLUME xxx IS ALREADY IN THE AVAILABLE VOLUME POOL

Reason:

The volume xxx cannot be added to the pool since it is there.

Action:

Correct the DUMPTAPES control statement and rerun the job.
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CAF2502E
THE SCDS IS LOCKED

Reason:

The SCDS file is locked.

Action:

Rerun the job. If the condition continues, the file has to be restored and any indexes updated may have to be added with
the ADDX command.

CAF2503E
DUMPTAPES TO INTERMEDIATE POOL IS PROHIBITED

Reason:

The INTERMEDIATE parameter was coded in a DUMPTAPES command. This is invalid.

Action:

Change the specification of INTERMEDIATE to either PRIMARY (the default) or ALTERNATE.

CAF2700W
NO AVAILABLE VOLUME EXIST IN THE xxxx POOL

Reason:

There are no volumes in the indicated pool.

Action:

Use the DUMPTAPES ADD control statement to define more volume serials to be used by SMF Director DUMP
processing.

CAF2701E
NO INDEX ENTRIES MEET CRITERIA

Reason:

There are no entries in the SCDS file.

Action:

Verify the input for time and date. Check the control card, correct, and resubmit.

CAF2702E
INVALID xxx DATE

Reason:

The date parameter xxx is invalid.

Action:

Correct the date and rerun the job.
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CAF2703I
NO ENTRIES MEET SELECTION CRITERIA

Reason:

When processing the LISTH control statement, SMF Director did not find any information to report that matched the
specified selection criteria.

Action:

Informational. No action required.

CAF2704W
n AVAILABLE VOLUME(S) EXIST

Reason:

During SMF DUMP processing, SMF Director detected that very few defined tape volume serials exist to be used for SMF
history files.

Action:

Use the LISTH VOLUMES(ALL) control statement to determine if any tape volumes will expire soon. If not, use the
DUMPTAPES ADD control statement to define more magnetic tape volumes to be used by SMF Director.

CAF2705I
func FUNCTION WAS SUCCESSFUL

Reason:

The function indicated was successful.

Action:

No action required.

CAF2800I
SOURCE OPTION SET

Reason:

The SOURCE statement is being used to indicate the input data for SMF Director Processing.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

CAF2801E
THE DDNAME SPECIFIED FOR THE DUMP INPUT IS NOT IN THE JCL FOR THE RUN

Reason:

The ddname must be supplied.

Action:

Change the JCL and rerun the job.
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CAF2802E
THE DDNAME SPECIFIED FOR HISTORY INPUT IS NOT IN THE JCL FOR THE RUN

Reason:

The ddname specified in the HISTORY operand is not a valid ddname, or the SOURCE statement was missing in the
SYSIN DD input stream. (The default is to use the SCDS file HISTORY1 tape.)

Action:

Correct the ddname and rerun the job.

CAF2899T
RUN ABENDED nnnn IN module

Reason:

SMF Director detected a severe abnormal condition. 'nnnn' indicates the system or user ABEND code.

Action:

Determine the cause of the error, correct it and rerun the job. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support.

CAF2900I
RUN COMPLETE

Reason:

The job completed normally.

Action:

No action required.

CAF2901I
RUN COMPLETE, HIGHEST CONDITION CODE WAS cc

Reason:

The job completed. Condition code cc was the highest setting.

Action:

No action required.

CAF2902E
RUN TERMINATED, HIGHEST CONDITION CODE WAS cc

Reason:

The job terminated due to a significant error, printed previously. Condition code cc was the highest setting.

Action:

Correct previous error and rerun.
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CAF2903E
FEEDBACK CODES FOR HIGH RETURN CODE WERE q1rc q1fb cmfb

Where:

q1rc
The return code from SMFTQRY1.

q1fb
The feedback code from SMFQRY1.

cmfb
The feedback code from SMFIGCMP.

Reason:

An internal error occurred in SMFTQRY1 or SMFIGCMG.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support and supply the full text of the message. Be prepared to send a copy of your current SCDS in
for analysis.

CAF2904E
LOAD FAILED FOR MODULE SMFIGCMP

Reason:

Load module SMFIGCMP could not be found for loading.

Action:

Ensure load module SMFIGCMP is a resident in a library pointed to by the appropriate STEPLIB or JOBLIB statement and
rerun the job.

CAF3
This section contains the CAF3 messages for CA SMF Director.

CAF3000W
RECORD # rec-num SEGMENT SEQUENCE ERROR - DATA DROPPED

Reason:

A variable-blocked spanned record in the SMF input file did not have the segment descriptor word (SDW) defined
properly. The invalid record is printed in hexadecimal/character format following this message. The record is ignored.

Action:

The record should be reviewed and, if necessary, an attempt to rebuild it with IBM utilities can be made. The SMF Director
program executes as if the record never existed.

CAF3001W
RECORD # rec-num INCOMPLETE RECORD DETECTED - DATA DROPPED

Reason:
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A record in the SMF input file ended before the record descriptor word (RDW) indicated it should have. The invalid record
is printed following this message in a hexadecimal/character format. The record is ignored.

Action:

The record should be reviewed, but it is unlikely that it can be rebuilt. The SMF Director program executes as if the record
never existed.

CAF3002E
ddname DD STATEMENT NOT IN JCL, DATA RETRIEVAL BYPASSED

Reason:

No DD JCL statement was defined for the ddname specified in the SOURCE statement. This particular ddname is ignored
and, if possible, processing continues.

Action:

Correct the JCL DD statement and rerun the job.

CAF3003E
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR BUFFERS, DATA RETRIEVAL BYPASSED

Reason:

There is not sufficient memory to allocate the buffers to process the requested SMF files. The data retrieval is bypassed
but other processing continues, if possible.

Action:

Increase the REGION size on the JCL and rerun the job.

CAF3004W
INVALID SMF RECORD # rec-num - IGNORED

Reason:

The SMF record did not have a valid buffer date/time and was not processed (for example, data is not a packed field). The
invalid record is printed following this message in a hexadecimal/character format. The record is ignored.

For SMF Director, this condition generally occurs in files built externally and input with the HISTORY operand of the
SOURCE command.

Action:

The record should be reviewed, but it is unlikely that it can be rebuilt. The SMF Director program and SMF Director
execute as if the record never existed.

CAF3005W
REQUIRED HISTORY FILE CURRENTLY IN USE

Reason:

SMF Director has detected that another job is using the tape volume currently needed.

Action:
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Determine whether it would be feasible to wait for the volume to be freed or cancel the job by replying to message
CAF3007A.

CAF3006E
REQUIRED HISTORY FILE CURRENTLY IN USE

Reason:

This message appears on the operator console if the EXTRACT program received a 413-04 ABEND when trying to open
a history file because the history tape needed is currently being used by another job running on the system, possibly a
DUMP.

Action:

Answer "CANCEL" or "WAIT" to message CAF3007R.

CAF3007A
REPLY CANCEL OR WAIT

Reason:

SMF Director has issued a message to the operators console requiring a response of 'CANCEL' or 'WAIT'.

Action:

Examine the previous message issued by SMF Director and reply with the appropriate response.

CAF3007R
REPLY CANCEL OR WAIT

Reason:

This message appears on the operator console following either message CAF3005E or CAF3006E.

Action:

If the operator enters CANCEL, the 413-04 ABEND is percolated, and the job will end. If the operator enters WAIT, SMF
Director waits five minutes and the open is attempted again. If the open is successful the job continues normally. If the
tape needed is still in use, CAF3005E or CAF3006E and this message is issued again. These messages appear every
five minutes until the tape becomes available, or the job is cancelled.

CAF3008E
PHYSICAL ERROR DETECTED BY CA SMF DIRECTOR HISTORY FILE. PLEASE MOUNT NEW SCRATCH TAPE.

Reason:

This message appears if an ABEND or I/O error was detected by SMF Director while trying to perform DUMP processing.

Action:

A new system mount message appears on the console. Mount a different scratch volume.

CAF3010W
LOGICAL ERROR DETECTED ON HISTORY FILE dsn VOLUME VOLSER # RECORD #
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Reason:

SMF Director detected an invalid SMF record in the file indicated. The record sequence number is also shown. A dump of
the record is produced.

Action:

Examine the record to determine the cause of the problem.

CAF3012W
UNABLE TO OPEN FILE ddn dsn ON VOLUME vol

Reason:

SMF Director was unsuccessful in opening the data set 'dsn' for ddname 'ddn' on VOLUME 'vol'.

Action:

Check the JES2/3 job log for additional messages that may reveal the cause of the problem. Correct the problem and
rerun the job.

CAF3019W
REASON FOR REJECTION: reason

Reason:

An SMF record was rejected while being dumped during the dump process. The "reason" in the message indicates
why the record was rejected. This message accompanies the CAF3004W message. 

Action:

No action required. The message indicates where to look in the dump of the rejected record for the reason it was rejected.

CAF3020W
RECORD # rec-num HAS A DIFFERENT sid - IGNORED

Reason:

The IGNORE parameter was specified and SMF Director encounters a record with other SIDs than the one actually being
dumped. The record is ignored.

Action:

The record should be reviewed, but it is unlikely that it can be rebuilt. SMF Director treats the record as an invalid record
and ignores it.

CAF3021W
RECORD # rec-num HAS DATE LOWER THAN ALLOWED BY FIRSTYEAR PARAMETER - IGNORED

Reason:

The SMF record encountered during the dump was invalid, because it is from a year older than the year allowed by the
FIRSTYEAR option.

Action:
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Either this was an invalid record, or the data that was dumped manually is too old. In the latter case, revise the
FIRSTYEAR setting and rerun the dump.

CAF3100I
nnn RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO xxxxxxxx FILE

Reason:

This message indicates the number of records (nnn) written to the file with the ddname of xxxxxxxx. If the exit parameter
was coded in the EXTRACT statement but the TODD parameter was omitted, "xxxxxxxx" will appear as EXTERNAL.

Action:

No action required.

CAF3101W
nnn RECORDS WRITTEN TO extract WERE TRUNCATED

Reason:

This message indicates the number of records nnn written to the file with the ddname of extract that had to be truncated.
They would only be truncated if the DCB operand in the DD JCL statement did not supply an LRECL large enough to hold
the record.

Action:

Change the DCB operand in the DD JCL statement to either generate VBS records or to produce a larger LRECL and
rerun the job.

CAF3102E
ddname DD STATEMENT NOT IN JCL, EXTRACT BYPASSED

Reason:

No DD JCL statement for the extract file was defined in the JCL. This ddname is either a default of EXTRACT or defined
in the subfield of the TODD operand. If ddname is HISTORYx, then the NODYNAM option is in effect, and the ddname is
not specified in the JCL for the HISTORYx input data set.

Action:

Place the correct ddname in the DD JCL statement or in the TODD operand in the EXTRACT statement. If ddname is
HISTORYx, add the DD in the JCL for the EXTRACT job or update the global options to allow dynamic allocation of
HISTORY files.

CAF3103W
NO SMF RECORDS WERE EXTRACTED/PRINTED

Reason:

Occurs when doing an EXTRACT or PRINT operation and no records meet the selection criteria specified.

Action:

Correct the selection operand on the EXTRACT or PRINT statement or the input file and rerun.
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CAF3105I
nnn RECORDS PROCESS FROM: date time TO: date time FOR SYSID sid

Reason:

Indicates how many records were extracted from the history files to honor an extraction request.

Action:

No action required.

CAF3106I
PROCESSING SWITCHED TO pool POOL

Reason:

SMF Director was unable to complete the requested processing using the SMF history files in the primary pool. Other
messages issued previously will help identify the cause. This message indicates that SMF Director will try to recover and
continue processing using the history files in the indicated pool.

Action:

No action required.

CAF3107I
ABOUT TO OPEN HISTORY FILE xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

A SMF Director EXTRACT is about to open the named history file, and the EXTRACT statement requested progress
messages.

Action:

No action required.

CAF3200I
SMF RECORD TYPE type BUFFER DATE date TIME time

Reason:

A PRINT statement requested a set of SMF records be printed. Each printed record is preceded by this line indicating the
SMF record type and the date and time it was placed in the SMF buffer to be written to the MANn file. The record itself is
printed in hexadecimal/character format following this message.

Action:

No action required.

CAF3201I
sig-type SIGNATURE FOR RECORD TYPE type SUBTYPE subtype

Reason:
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A record that has been formatted for printing is an SMF digital signature record. The sig-type indicates whether it is a
GROUP or INTERVAL signature record. The type and subtype values indicate which record type and subtype are being
signed.

Action:

None. Informational only. 

CAF3300I
xxx HAS BEEN RESET

Reason:

The SMF file xxx has been reset.

Action:

No action required.

CAF3302E
SMF FILE NOT RESET - NO APF AUTH

Reason:

The program must be authorized to reset the SMF MAN files.

Action:

Be sure the installation instructions were followed and place the programs in an authorized library.

CAF3303E
OPEN ERROR on SMF FILE

Reason:

Open error occurred on a VSAM MAN file while trying to reopen a dumped MAN file in order to reset the file.

Action:

Rerun the DUMP job.

CAF3304W
INSUFFICIENT APF AUTHORIZATION

Reason:

The SMF Director program is not authorized to perform the system request.

Action:

Add the SMF Director program to an authorized load library, or check the output of the APPLY JOB from the installation
process to ensure that SMF Director was installed properly.

CAF3305E
UNABLE TO CLOSE ALL FILES SUCCESSFULLY
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Reason:

During a SOURCE DUMP, either the input file or an output file failed to close properly. The job will complete with a return
code of 12.

Action:

Examine the system console for messages detailing the specifics of the problem. If the failing close was for a history file,
run TAPEINIT before rerunning the dump.

CAF3400E
USER EXIT MODULE name WAS NOT FOUND

Reason:

User exit name was specified on the USEREXIT statement but it could not be found for loading.

Action:

Either remove the module name from the list using the USEREXIT statement or place the module in a library pointed to by
the appropriate STEPLIB or JOBLIB statement and rerun the job.

CAF3401I
UNABLE TO LOAD USER EXIT MODULE name ABEND CODE IS abend

Reason:

User exit name was specified on the USEREXIT statement but then an ABEND occurred while attempting to load it.

Action:

Either remove the module name from the list using the USEREXIT statement or place the module in a library pointed to by
the appropriate STEPLIB or JOBLIB statement and rerun the job.

CAF3500E
VOLUME xxx IS NOT IN USED VOLUME POOL

Reason:

An attempt was made to retrieve volume xxx form the pool and it did not exist.

Action:

Add the volume or correct the parameters.

CAF3501E
VOLUME xxx IS ALREADY IN THE USED VOLUME POOL

Reason:

The volume being added is already in the pool.

Action:

Correct the parameter and, if necessary, rerun the job.
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CAF3600E
(OP1) OPERAND (OP2) FIELD IS INVALID

Reason:

When a request was entered to delete, add, or update a record on the SCDS, an invalid date or time was specified. SMF
Director ignores the invalid date or time and continues processing.

Action:

Enter a valid date or time for the ADDX, DELETEX, or UPDTX instruction, and rerun.

CAF3601E
TIME MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR (OP1) OPERAND

Reason:

The time field was left blank. You must specify the time in order to delete or add a record from or to the SMF Index file.

SMF Director continues processing, but does not delete the record.

Action:

Enter a valid time.

CAF3602I
DATASET INDEX UPDATE PERFORMED

Reason:

The SMF Index was successfully updated. No further action is necessary.

Action:

No action required.

CAF3603E
DATASET INDEX UPDATE FAILED, RC= nn

Reason:

Either a matching index could not be found in the SCDS file, for a DELETEX instruction, or the update failed due to an
SCDS error, such as a lack of further free space on the SCDS.

Action:

If the message occurred on a DELETEX command, run a LISTH to ensure that there is a matching SCDS entry.
Otherwise, back up the SCDS, restore it to a larger file, and rerun. If the problem reoccurs, save all output and contact
Broadcom Support.

CAF3604E
CONFIGURATION FOR SID sid NOT DEFINED

Reason:

The configuration you specified does not exist on the SCDS file. SMF Director stops processing.
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Action:

You must define the configuration on the SCDS file. Then, reenter your request.

CAF3605E
ADDX IGNORED - DATA ALREADY APPEARS ON VOLID vol FILESEQ seq DATASET zzz

Reason:

The record you are trying to add to the SMF Index file already exists on that file. SMF Director ignores the request to add
the record and continues processing.

Action:

Verify the data you entered. You may have entered the data incorrectly or the record is, in fact, already on the Index.
Reenter the data, if necessary.

CAF3606E
ADDX IGNORED - LOW OPERAND GREATER THAN HIGH OPERAND

Reason:

ADDX or DELETEX instruction contained a low date/time that was after the high date/time specified.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

CAF3607W
CREATED DATASET INDEX OVERLAPS WITH DATA on VOLID xxx FILESEQ yyy DATASET zzz

Reason:

The data set index created via the ADDX command defines a time-span that overlaps the time-span defined by one or
more existing data set indexes.

Action:

Check the ADDX command and correct it if necessary. If the ADDX was incorrect, but was added to the SCDS, run a
DELETEX command to remove the index created by the ADDX. Then run the corrected ADDX command.

CAF3609E
DELETEX IGNORED - LOW OPERAND GREATER THAN HIGH OPERAND

Reason:

SMF Director could not process the DELETEX control statement because the value of the LOW operand was greater than
the value of the HIGH operand.

Action:

Correct the invalid operand and resubmit.

CAF3610I
INDEX ENTRY FOR xxx UPDATED
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Reason:

The indicated SCDS index entry was successfully updated by the UPDTX Control Statement.

Action:

Informational.

CAF3611I
nn INDEX ENTRIES PROCESSED

Reason:

The current function successfully updated the indicated number of SCDS index entries.

Action:

Informational.

CAF3612W
INVALID INDEX ENTRY FOR sid SUBNAME/LSNAME subname/lsname date time dsname volser

Reason:

SMF Director found the indicated SCDS SMF History file index information to be invalid or incomplete.

Action:

If this message was issued during the RESTORE process, and the entry is valid from the previous LISTH output, manually
add the entry using the ADDX Control Statement. You may also use the UPDTX Control Statement to update the
indicated index entry.

CAF3613T
SCDS CORRUPTED - BLOCK nnn ALREADY REFERENCED FROM sid subname/lsname

Reason:

During a SCDS Restore, SMF Director has found a block in the dump indexes that is referenced from two configurations.
This message will always be preceded by CAF3612W which shows the conflicting configuration.

Action:

Both configurations may have invalid or missing index entries after the restore. Contact Broadcom Support. Be prepared
to send a copy of your SCDS backup, the restore job output, as well as possibly a copy of your current SCDS in for
analysis.

CAF3614E
VOLUME MISSING FROM ADDX; CATLG OPTION NOT IN EFFECT

Reason:

SMF Director attempted to process an ADDX statement that did not have a VOLUME parameter, and the CATLG option
was not in effect for the specified SID.

Action:
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Determine the volume on which the data set resides, and code a VOLUME parameter pointing to that volume in the ADDX
statement.

CAF3615E
VOLUME MISSING FROM ADDX; DATA SET NOT CATALOGUED

Reason:

SMF Director attempted to process an ADDX statement that did not have a VOLUME parameter. The CATLG option is in
effect for the specified SID, but the specified data set is not catalogued.

Action:

Determine the volume on which the data set resides, and code a VOLUME parameter pointing to that volume in the ADDX
statement.

CAF3616W
HISTORY FILE xxxxxxxx IS NOT CATALOGUED.

Reason:

SMF Director processed an ADDX statement that had a VOLUME parameter. The CATLG option is in effect for the
specified SID, but the specified data set is not cataloged. This product adds the history file to the SCDS without the
"cataloged" flag.

Action:

Make sure that the file resides on the specified volume. If it does, then no further action is required. If not, then run an
UPDTX statement to correct the VOLUME specification.

CAF3617W
HISTORY FILE xxxxxxxx IS CATALOGUED ON VOLUME yyyyyy NOT VOLUME zzzzzz

Reason:

SMF Director processed an ADDX statement with a VOLUME parameter. The CATLG option was in effect, and the system
catalogue shows the file as residing on a volume other than the specified volume.

Action:

Make sure that the file resides on the specified volume. If it does, then no further action is required. If not, then run an
UPDTX statement to correct the VOLUME specification.

CAF3618E
UNABLE TO ACQUIRE WORK AREA FOR ADDX

Reason:

A SMF Director module failed in its attempt to acquire storage for a work area.

Action:

Increase the REGION parameter in the EXEC statement, and rerun the job.
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CAF3700E
DYNAMIC request-type FAILED FOR xxxxx yyyyyy

Reason:

A dynamic allocation request failed for data set 'yyyyy' with the ddname of 'xxxxx'.

Action:

Determine the cause of the problem by examining other messages in the Audit Trace and rerun the job.

CAF3701I
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION RETURN CODES: rc, nnnn, zzzz

Reason:

This message follows the 3700E message and lists the return codes associated with the error. The return codes are
documented by IBM.

Action:

Determine the cause of the problem by looking up the return code in the appropriate IBM documentation. Ensure that the
appropriate environment exists and rerun the job.

CAF3702I
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION RETURN CODES: sms-error, sms-info, sms-reason

Reason:

This message follows the 3701E message and lists the return codes associated with an SMS error in dynamic allocation.
The return codes are documented by IBM. This message is produced if the dynamic allocation error code is 9700.

Action:

Determine the cause of the problem by looking up the return code in the appropriate IBM documentation. Ensure that the
appropriate environment exists and rerun the job.

CAF3703W
DYNAMIC request-type FAILED FOR xxxxx yyyyyy

Reason:

A dynamic allocation request that has failed for data set 'yyyyy' with the ddname of 'xxxxx' during AUTODELETE
processing.

Action:

Check to see if the named history file still exists. Delete it if necessary.

CAF3800E
NO CONFIGS DEFINED AND NO HISTORY SOURCE SPECIFIED

Reason:

A configuration and history source file must be input.
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Action:

Correct and resubmit the job.

CAF3801E
JOB TERMINATED DUE TO ERRORS IN TAILORING

Reason:

There were errors in the user tailoring causing the SMF Director program to terminate.

Action:

Correct all outstanding errors in the user tailoring and rerun the job.

CAF3900W
SMF DATA FOR sid subname/lsname date time ALREADY RECORDED ON VOLUME: volser FILE: fileseq DSN:
dsname

Reason:

The SMF data overlaps data defined by an existing index entry in the SCDS. This may or may not indicate that there are
duplicate records on previously dumped history files.

Action:

List the indexes "around" the relevant timespan, via the LISTH command, and modify the indexes in the SCDS, using the
ADDX and DELETEX commands to correct the contents of the SCDS, if this indeed represents an error condition.

CAF3901W
DATE SEQUENCE ERROR DETECTED on SCDS nnnn yyyyyy

Reason:

SMF Director could not update the SCDS file because of a sequence error condition. 'yyyyy' indicates the date and time
range causing the problem. 'xxxxx' is the SCDS relative block number.

Action:

Run the LISTH for the date range indicated. Review output to determine why there is a gap or an overlap of SMF data
periods. Use the DELETEX and/or ADDX commands to correct the condition.

CAF3902W
DUPLICATE SMF DATA DETECTED FOR sid SUBNAME/LSNAME subname/lsname date time

Reason:

SMF Director detected duplicate SMF data the indicated SMF ID, stream (if printed), date and time.

Action:

If this message is issued during a dump, a duplicate entry was already found in the SCDS. The index will not be updated.
If issued while executing other statements than DUMP, determine why duplicate SMF data has been dumped. SMF
Director will ignore the duplicated data unless PARM='PERMIT' was specified. Use the DELETEX Control Statement to
remove the history file index entry from the SCDS causing the problem.
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CAF3903E
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE PARM OPTIONS SPECIFIED, NODUPS AND PERMIT

Reason:

Parm options "NODUPS" and "PERMIT" have been specified during the same execution.

Action:

Select one option or the other. Both options are used to process overlap conditions detected in SMF History file data sets
during EXTRACT processing. Resultant output files will contain different data depending on the option selected. See
PARM Options for SMFD.

CAF3904E
EARLIEST SMF RECORD DATE IS LOWER THAN ALLOWED BY FIRSTYEAR OPTION

Reason:

The low date of the history file added by the ADDX statement has a lower year than is allowed by the year specified on
the FIRSTYEAR operand.

Action:

Either correct the ADDX statement or change the FIRSTYEAR value.

CAF4
This section contains the CAF4 messages for CA SMF Director.

CAF4001E
SMFDLSPR PRINT FILE DID NOT OPEN

Reason:

The SMFDLS print file did not open.

Action:

Examine the accompanying IBM error messages, correct any errors and retry the dump. The most likely error is that
SMFDLSPR is not allocated in the JCL, or is not allocated as a print data set.

CAF4002E
SMFDLSIN CONTROL STATEMENT FILE FAILED TO OPEN RC=xx

Reason:

The SMFDLS control statements did not open.

Action:

Examine the accompanying IBM error messages, correct any errors and retry the dump. The most likely error is that
SMFDLSIN is not allocated in the JCL, or has an LRECL other than 80.
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CAF4003I
CONTROL STATEMENTS:

Reason:

This is the header for the control statement listing.

Action:

None needed. Information only.

CAF4004I
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

Control statement read in from SMFDLSIN

Action:

None needed. Information only, although if a message is printed indicating a statement is in error, the statement in error
will be in the CAF4004I directly above the error message.

CAF4005E
CONTROL STATEMENT ERROR - INVALID TERM

Reason:

An unrecognized control statement was found.

Action:

The statement in error is printed in the previous CAF4004I message. Consult Using for valid control statement values.
Correct any errors and retry the dump.

CAF4006I
TOTAL CONTROL STATEMENTS READ: xxx

Reason:

All of the records in SMFDLSIN have been read, this message reports how many input statements and records were read.

Action:

None needed. Information only.

CAF4007E
ONLY ONE UNIT OR STORAGE CLASS PERMITTED

Reason:

Either multiple UNIT statements, multiple STORCLAS statements, or a mix of UNIT and STORCLAS statements were
found in the input control statements.

Action:
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Either a single STORCLAS statement or single UNIT statement must be included in the SMFDLS control statements.
Determine if the input control statements for IFASMFDL should be allocated with SMS (using STORCLAS) or without SMS
(using UNIT) and then include only one control statement with the needed value.

CAF4008E
DUPLICATE PARAMETER: xxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

More than one of the indicated control statements were read in from SMFDLSIN.

Action:

Eliminate the duplicate control statement and retry the dump.

CAF4009E
DATE IN PARAMETER IS INVALID

Reason:

A date in a STARTDATE or an ENDDATE is not valid.

Action:

Verify that the value is formatted as YYYYDDD, and that the date portion is not 000 and is less than or equal to 365 for
non-leap years and 366 for leap years.

CAF4010E
INVALID LOGSTREAM NAME IN LSNAME PARAMETER

Reason:

The parameter value in the LSNAME control statement does not contain a valid SMF logstream name.

Action:

Logstream names are limited to 26 characters in the format of three alphanumeric nodes of eight characters separated
by two periods, much like a data set. Each of the nodes must begin with an alphabetic character. In addition to this
requirement, all SMF logstreams must have a first node of "IFASMF." Make any corrections to the logstream names and
retry the dump.

CAF4012E
CONTROL STATEMENT ERRORS: TERMINATING

Reason:

There were errors encountered in the control statements that were read in from SMFDLSIN. SMFDLS will parse and
analyze all of the control statements even if there are errors.

Action:

Examine the other messages in SMFDLSPR and correct the control statements that are reported to be in error. Then retry
the dump.
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CAF4013E
NO LOGSTREAMS SELECTED FOR DUMPING

Reason:

The LSNAME control statement was not found in the SMFDLS control statements or the JCL control statement was not
found.

Action:

Determine which logstream is to be dumped, add the LSNAME control statement indicating that logstream and retry the
dump. If the logstream name is to be specified in the JCL then make sure the JCL control statement is in the input control
statements and that the logstream name is set as the DSN parameter on the CAILSNM DD.

CAF4014E
NO UNIT OR STORCLAS INDICATED FOR DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF IFASMFDL SYSIN DD

Reason:

No UNIT or STORCLAS control statements were found in the SMSDLS control statements.

Action:

Either a valid unit (esoteric or specific) or SMS Storage Class must be provided to SMFDLS so that a data set can be
allocated that will contain the controls for IFASMFDL. Insert either a UNIT control statement (for non-SMS allocation) or a
STORCLAS control statement (for SMS managed allocation), but not both, into the SMFDLS control statements and retry
the dump.

CAF4015E
STARTTIME REQUIRES PRESENCE OF STARTDATE

Reason:

The STARTTIME control statement was indicated in the SMFDLS control statements, but the STARTDATE was omitted.

Action:

STARTTIME requires STARTDATE be present. Insert a STARTDATE control statement into the SMFDLS control
statements and retry the dump.

CAF4016E
ENDTIME REQUIRES PRESENCE OF ENDDATE

Reason:

The ENDTIME control statement was indicated in the SMFDLS control statements, but the ENDDATE was omitted.

Action:

ENDTIME requires ENDDATE be present. Insert a ENDDATE control statement into the SMFDLS control statements and
retry the dump.

CAF4017E
INVALID STARTDATE/ENDDATE COMBINATION
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Reason:

The two values of STARTDATE and ENDDATE are not compatible with each other. Typically, this happens when the
ENDDATE is set to a value that is less than the STARTDATE.

Action:

Examine the values of STARTDATE and ENDDATE and make sure that ENDDATE is equal to or greater than the
STARTDATE. Correct any errors and retry the dump.

CAF4018E
INVALID STARTTIME/ENDTIME COMBINATION

Reason:

The combination of values of STARTTIME and ENDTIME are invalid. This can happen for one of two reasons:

• The STARTDATE/STARTTIME comes after the ENDDATE/ENDTIME.
• The two values of STARTTIME and ENDTIME are not compatible with each other. Typically, this happens when the

ENDTIME is set to a value that is less than the STARTTIME.

Action:

If the times are out of order, correct the errors in the time values and retry the dump.

CAF4019E
RDJFCB ERROR: xxxxxxxx xx

Reason:

A RDJFCB call failed. The first variable in the message is the ddname of the file for which the call failed; the second value
is the return code from RDJFCB.

Action:

Ensure the ddname indicated in the message is allocated. If it is or if the dynamic allocation is used, examine any
messages from IBM regarding the ddname. Correct any errors and retry the job.

CAF4020E
ERROR IN NAME/TOKEN SERVICES: xxx

Reason:

Name/Token services failed to create a Name/Token pair for SMF Director. The Name Token Services call is being made
at the PRIMARY Level (i.e. Primary Address Space) and is not persistent.

Action:

Consult your systems programmer. Indicate that Name/Token Services failed for SMF Director.

CAF4021E
SCDS FAILED TO OPEN RC = xxx

Reason:

The SMF Director SCDS file failed to open. The message contains the return code from OPEN.
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Action:

The bad return code should also be accompanied by IBM messages that reflect the error code. Examine the messages,
correct any problems and retry the dump.

CAF4022E
COULD NOT OBTAIN BUFFER FOR SCDS RECORDS

Reason:

A GETMAIN failed when obtaining an I/O buffer for the SMF Director SCDS.

Action:

The buffer is 4096 bytes. Increase the region size for the dump and retry.

CAF4023S
SCDS CORRUPTION FOUND: xxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A read was made from the SCDS but inconsistent data was returned in the record read. The variable portion of the
message contains the SCDS block number, the record type or SMF ID that was expected, and the hex value of what was
actually found.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support. Be prepared to provide your printed output as well as a copy of your SCDS for analysis. You
may also be asked to retry the dump without recovery active so that additional diagnostics can be produced.

CAF4024E
LOGSTREAM DUMPING NOT SUPPORTED BY SCDS

Reason:

The version information in the SCDS indicates that logstream dumping is not supported.

Action:

The SCDS needs to be migrated before performing logstream dumps. For more information about migrating the SCDS to
a level that supports SMF logstream dumps, see Installing and Systems Programming.

CAF4025E
CONFIGURATION NOT DEFINED IN SCDS: xxxx

Reason:

The SMF ID that is to be dumped in this logstream dump is not defined in the SCDS.

Action:

Verify that the SID parameter (if used) is correct. If it is use LISTC to verify that there is a configuration for the SID. If
the SID is not defined, you will need to compile a configuration for the SID and the necessary logstreams. Once the
compilation is complete, retry the dump.
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CAF4026E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR SYSIN xx xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The dynamic allocation call to allocate the SYSIN DD for input to IFASMFDL failed. The variables are the return code from
dynamic allocation, the dynamic allocation information code, the dynamic allocation error code, and, if present, the SMS
error code.

Action:

Dynamic allocation return codes are documented in IBM's MVS Programming: Authorized Assembler Services Guide in
the chapter entitled "Requesting Dynamic Allocation Functions". Examine the error codes to determine what corrective
action needs to be taken and retry the dump. Additionally, there may be other messages in the job log that indicate what
might have gone wrong.

CAF4027E
OPEN FAILED FOR SYSIN xxx

Reason:

The SYSIN file did not open for output in SMFDLS. The return code from OPEN is in the message.

Action:

Examine the messages produced by IBM for the SYSIN DD in the Job log and job messages. Correct any indicated errors
and retry the dump.

CAF4028E
CLOSE FAILED FOR SYSIN xxx

Reason:

The SYSIN file did not close in SMFDLS. The return code from CLOSE is in the message.

Action:

Examine the messages produced by IBM for the SYSIN DD in the Job log and job messages. Correct any indicated errors
and retry the dump.

CAF4029E
ATTACH FAILED FOR SMFD RC=xx

Reason:

SMFDLS attempted to attach SMF Director as a subtask but failed.

Action:

Examine the messages produced by IBM, correct any errors and retry the dump.

CAF4030E
CONFIGURATION xxxx DOES NOT HAVE LOGSTREAMS

Reason:
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The indicated configuration that we are dumping is defined in the SCDS, but there are no logstream definitions for it.

Action:

If you are going to be processing logstreams with SMF Director, the logstreams need to be added to the configuration
using the DUMPOPTIONS LSNAME operand. Once you have recompiled the configuration with the desired logstreams,
retry the dump.

CAF4031E
LOGSTREAM NOT FOUND: xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The configuration for the indicated SID does have logstreams but not the logstream named in the message.

Action:

All logstreams that are going to be dumped by SMF Director must be defined to all of the configurations that are recording
data to the logstream. If the logstream name is correct, recompile your configuration definition with the new logstream
added to the LSNAME operand on the DUMPOPTIONS statement and retry the dump.

CAF4032E
COULD NOT OBTAIN BUFFER FOR LAST RECORD

Reason:

The memory buffer used to keep track of the last record that has been dumped from a logstream could not be obtained.

Action:

Increase the region size in the JCL and retry the dump.

CAF4033I
RECORDS PROCESSED: xxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The logstream has been read successfully. This is the count of how many SMF records were processed.

Action:

None needed. Information only.

CAF4034I
GENERATED SYSIN STATEMENTS FOR IFASMFDL

Reason:

Header for the list of control statements that were generated for IFASMFDL.

Action:

None needed. Information only.
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CAF4035I
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

This is a control statement that was written to SYSIN that will be processed by IFASMFDL

Action:

None needed. Information only.

CAF4036E
CA SMF DIRECTOR ABEND DETECTED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

SMF Director abended while processing a logstream dump. Diagnostics and dumps are provided. Error messages are
available in CAIPRINT.

Action:

Read the error messages and determine if the situation that caused the ABEND is correctible. Make any corrections and
retry the dump if so. If the situation is not correctible then contact Broadcom Support. Be prepared to send the complete
printed output and all diagnostics that were produced in the job.

CAF4037I
CA SMF DIRECTOR NON-ZERO RETURN CODE DETECTED: RC=xxx

Reason:

SMF Director completed with a non-zero return code. Messages that indicate why will be written to CAIPRINT.

Action:

Consult the error messages in CAIPRINT and determine if the errors are tolerable or correctable. If they can be tolerated
(such as a warning message for an overlap) then no further action is required. If the messages indicate an error that
needs to be addressed, and the problem is correctable, correct the problem and retry the dump. Otherwise, contact
Broadcom Support. Be prepared to provide the complete printed output from the job as well as all diagnostics that were
produced in the job.

CAF4038W
LSNAME STATEMENT OVERRIDDEN BY JCL STATEMENT

Reason:

The control statement processor found both an LSNAME control statement and a JCL control statement in the input
controls for SMFDLS

Action:

The job continues to run and the LSNAME statement is ignored. For future runs, eliminate either the LSNAME statement
or JCL statement from the control statements.

CAF4039T
SMF DIRECTOR LOGSTREAM DUMPING REQUIRES APF AUTHORIZATION
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Reason:

Dumping the records from an SMF logstream requires APF authorization, and SMF Director was being executed without
the proper APF authorization.

Action:

Ensure that SMF Director is running from an APF Authorized library and restart the SMF Dump process.

CAF4040E
START AND END TIMES NOT VALID FOR ARCHIVE OPERATION

Reason:

The ARCHIVE Control Statement was coded in the SMFDLSIN along with one of the following Control Statements:
ENDDATE, ENDTIME, STARTDATE, STARTTIME

Action:

Remove the ARCHIVE Control Statement from SMFDLSIN if the time range is required, otherwise remove the time range
control statements and restart the SMF Dump process.

CAF4100I
USER EXIT INTERFACE INITIALIZED

Reason:

The user exits for IFASMFDL that are used to communicate with SMF Director are in place and have been initialized.

Action:

None needed. Information only.

CAF4101E
GETMAIN FAILED FOR EXIT 1 WORK AREA

Reason:

An attempt to get a work area for use by IFASMFDL exit 1 failed.

Action:

Increase the region size and retry the dump.

CAF4102E
NAME/TOKEN RETRIEVAL FAILED

Reason:

Name Token services could not retrieve the token that had been created in SMFDLS.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer. Check for the presence of the CAF4020E message prior to this message.
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CAF4103E
LOGSTREAM NAME DID NOT VALIDATE

Reason:

The logstream name being passed by IFASMFDL to exit 1 does not match the logstream name that was indicated in the
LSNAME control statements in SMFDLSIN.

Action:

Verify that the LSNAME statement generated by SMFDLS is correct. The generated LSNAME statement for IFASMFDL
can be found in a CAF4035I message above this one. If that name is correct, then contact your systems programmer.

CAF4104E
TOKEN CORRUPTED - ABORTING

Reason:

Name/Token Services returned a token successfully, but unexpected data was found in the token.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

CAF4105W
DEVTYPE FAILED FOR SMFDOUT RC=xxx

Reason:

A DEVTYPE call failed for the SMFDOUT ddname.

Action:

If the SMFDOUT ddname is not allocated in the JCL, allocate it and retry the dump. Also ensure the device type for
SMFDOUT is either a disk or tape, or that the DD is allocated as DUMMY.

CAF4106I
SMFDOUT SET TO DUMMY - NO ADDITIONAL COPY MADE

Reason:

The SMFDLS dump JCL SMFDOUT is set to DUMMY

Action:

None needed. Information only.

CAF4107I
ADDITIONAL COPY OF RECORDS WILL BE WRITTEN TO SMFDOUT

Reason:

SMFDOUT was set to an output DASD or tape file in the dump JCL, so an additional copy of the SMF data from the
logstream will be written out.

Action:
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None needed. Information only.

CAF4108S
EARLY TERMINATION OF SMF DIRECTOR DETECTED

Reason:

SMF Director has abended during its initialization

Action:

Consult the error diagnostics in the printed output, especially in CAIPRINT and SYSXDIAG (if present). If the errors
are correctable, make corrections and retry the dump. If the errors cannot be corrected, contact Broadcom Support. Be
prepared to send in the job's printed output as well as a copy of your SCDS.

CAF4109E
SMFDOUT DD MUST BE ALLOCATED TO DISK OR TAPE FOR ARCHIVE DUMP PROCESSING

Reason:

The SMFDOUT DD was allocated to DUMMY when ARCHIVE was included in the SMFDLSIN Control Statements

Action:

Allocate the SMFDOUT DD to a disk or tape file and restart the SMF Dump Process.

CAF4201E
ABORT DETECTED BY USER EXIT 1

Reason:

IFASMFDL User Exit 1 detected a condition that necessitates an early termination. User Exit 2 has detected the condition
and will no longer process any more records.

Action:

Examine the printed output, especially the CAIPRINT output, for reasons as to why the abort may have occurred. If the
problems are correctable, make corrections and retry the dump. If the errors are not correctable, contact Broadcom
Support.

CAF4202E
INVALID PARAMETER PASSED TO SMFDLX2

Reason:

IFASMFDL has passed invalid parameters to User Exit 2

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

CAF4203S
EARLY TERMINATION OF SMF DIRECTOR DETECTED

Reason:
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SMF Director has abended during its initialization

Action:

Consult the error diagnostics in the printed output, especially in CAIPRINT and SYSXDIAG (if present). If the errors
are correctable, make corrections and retry the dump. If the errors cannot be corrected, contact Broadcom Support. Be
prepared to send in the job's printed output as well as a copy of your SCDS.

CAF4300I
END OF SMF DATA REACHED

Reason:

The dump process has reached the end of the data to be dumped in the logstream.

Action:

None needed. Information only.

CAF4301E
ABORT DETECTED BY PRIOR EXIT

Reason:

Either IFASMFDL User Exit 1 or IFASMFDL User Exit 2 has detected a condition where processing can no longer
continue, and now User Exit 3 is acknowledging the condition.

Action:

Examine the printed output, especially the CAIPRINT output, for reasons as to why the abort may have occurred. If the
problems are correctable, make corrections and retry the dump. If the errors are not correctable, contact Broadcom
Support.

CAF5
This section contains the CAF5 messages for CA SMF Director.

CAF5000S
No error

Reason:

The JSDXQERR routine was called unexpectedly.

Action:

This may or may not indicate an error in the program. Contact Broadcom Support.

CAF5001S
SCDS corrupted

Reason:

During the SCDS query, corruption was detected in the SCDS data set.

Action:
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Run a CHECKIT or BACKUP/RESTORE job on SCDS as soon as possible. Correct any problems that are detected.

CAF5002S
Internal error

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred during the SCDS query.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support with the diagnostic information that was displayed.

CAF5003S
Internal error

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred in the JSDQRY module.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support with the diagnostic information that was displayed.

CAF5004S
Out of memory

Reason:

Failed to obtain free memory.

Action:

Ensure that you have enough memory for the ISPF session. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support with the
diagnostic information that was displayed.

CAF5005T
Initialization of JSDQRY module failed

Reason:

SMF Director Online failed during startup.

Action:

Try to restart ISPF and TSO. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support.

CAF5008T
An unexpected error (NOVALUE condition) occurred

Reason:

SMF Director Online encountered a fatal error.

Action:
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Contact Broadcom Support with the diagnostic information that was displayed.

CAF5009T
An unexpected ABEND occurred during SCDS query

Reason:

SMF Director Online encountered a fatal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support with the diagnostic information that was displayed.

CAF5010E
SCDS is locked

Reason:

It was not possible to obtain shared ENQ lock on the SCDS.

Action:

There may be a maintenance job running on the SCDS in the background, which holds an exclusive ENQ lock.

CAF5011E
UCBSCAN failed

Reason:

It was not possible to locate the unit for the specified volume.

Action:

It is likely that the volume is offline or mistyped. The return and reason codes from UCBSCAN are displayed.

CAF5012E
Cannot allocate SCDS

Reason:

The dynamic allocation of SCDS failed.

Action:

The return information from SVC 99 is displayed and can be used to diagnose the problem.

CAF5013E
Cannot open SCDS

Reason:

Opening of the SCDS failed.

Action:

The return information from OPEN is displayed and can be used to diagnose the problem.
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CAF5014E
Cannot deallocate SCDS

Reason:

The dynamic deallocation of SCDS failed.

Action:

The return information from SVC 99 is displayed and can be used to diagnose the problem.

CAF5015E
Cannot open SCDS

Reason:

Opening of the SCDS failed with an ABEND.

Action:

Ensure that the name of the referenced SCDS is correct and that the data set is really a SCDS. If the problem persists,
contact Broadcom Support with the diagnostic information that was displayed.

CAF5016E
Invalid SCDS version

Reason:

The version of the SCDS opened is incorrect.

Action:

Ensure that the file really is a SCDS of version V040 or above (SMF Director r11 or higher).

CAF5101W
No configs defined

Reason:

The option is not valid for the current SCDS, because there are no configurations defined in it.

Action:

No action required. You may want to define configurations in the SCDS.

CAF5102W
No substreams/logstreams defined

Reason:

The option is not valid for the current configuration, because there are no streams defined for it.

Action:

No action required. You may want to define substreams or logstreams in the SCDS by using the SUBNAME/LSNAME
option of the DUMPOPTIONS statement.
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CAF5103W
No history files

Reason:

There are no history files in either primary or alternate indexes for the selected configuration and substream/logstream.

Action:

No action required.

CAF5104I
Primary index selected

Reason:

The history files currently displayed come from the primary index.

Action:

No action required.

CAF5105I
Alternate index selected

Reason:

The history files currently displayed come from the alternate index.

Action:

No action required.

CAF5106I
Top of data

Reason:

There are no history files from dates earlier than the ones displayed.

Action:

No action required.

CAF5107I
Bottom of data

Reason:

There are no history files from dates later than the ones displayed.

Action:

No action required.
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CAF5108I
Start date yyyy/mm/dd

Reason:

This date has been selected as a starting point, and the history files from that point on are displayed.

Action:

No action required.

CAF5109E
Year outside the range

Reason:

The specified year is outside of the valid range.

Action:

Reenter the date with a year from 1960 to 2059.

CAF5110W
Record not found

Reason:

The record about a selected history file cannot be found in the SCDS. It may have been removed by the AUTODELETE
feature of SMF Director.

Action:

Select a different history file from the list.

CAF5201E
Unrecognized command

Reason:

The command that was entered is unknown or invalid.

Action:

Reenter a valid command. You can use the HELP command to get more information about valid commands.

CAF5202E
Block number too high

Reason:

The block number that was entered is outside of the range.

Action:

Reenter a hexadecimal block number in the displayed range.
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CAF5203W
Invalid option

Reason:

The option that was entered is not valid.

Action:

Reenter a valid option. Valid options are listed on the left in the menu.

CAF5204W
Service Desk not active

Reason:

The option is not valid, because Service Desk Manager is not active.

Action:

No action required. You may want to activate Service Desk Manager by using the SERVICEDESK option of the OPTIONS
statement.

CAF5301W
A date indicated for the EXTRACT is invalid.

Reason:

A date value that is entered on the Online EXTRACT Generator panel is not valid.

Action:

Enter a valid date from January 1, 1960 through December 31, 2059.

CAF5302W
A time indicated for the EXTRACT is invalid.

Reason:

A time value that is entered on the Online EXTRACT Generator panel is not valid.

Action:

Enter a valid time from 00:00 through 23:59.

CAF5303W
The SMF ID xxxx was not found in the SCDS.

Reason:

The indicated SMF ID in the message is not configured in the SCDS.

Action:

Enter an SMF ID that is configured in the SCDS or remove the referenced SID from the panel.
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CAF5305I
The Data Set Name indicated was not found.

Reason:

The dataset indicated for the output file was not found.

Action:

Enter the name of the preallocated dataset that receives the SMF data that is extracted. If the dataset name is correct,
verify that the dataset is cataloged. If the dataset name is not cataloged, enter the volume serial in the field below the
dataset name.

CAF4502E
SMFDVIN CONTROL STATEMENT FILE DID NOT OPEN RC=xx

Reason:
The SMFDVIN input file did not open.

Action:
Examine the error messages that are produced by the system. The most likely cause is that the print file was not allocated
in the JCL. Correct any problems and resubmit the job.

CAF4505E
CONTROL STATEMENT ERROR - INVALID TERM

Reason:
A control statement did not contain a valid control statement term.

Action:
Examine the statement directly above this message, correct any errors, and resubmit the job.

CAF4509E
DUPLICATE CONTROL STATEMENT: xxxxxxx

Reason:
A Control Statement was repeated in the input. The error message includes the control statement that was duplicated.

Action:
Remove the extra control statement and resubmit the job.

CAF4513E
SELECT/EXCLUDE OPERAND TOO LONG

Reason:
The SELECT or EXCLUDE control statement is longer than 50 lines.

Action:
Reduce the number of lines in the SELECT or EXCLUDE control statement and resubmit the job.

CAF4515E
FROM DATE/TIME AND TO DATE/TIME OUT OF ORDER
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Reason:
The value in the FROM control statement indicates a date and time that is beyond the value indicated in the TO control
statement.

Action:
Ensure that the FROM value is less than the TO value and resubmit the job.

CAF4516I
CONTROL STATEMENT PROCESSING ENDED WITH ERRO RS. TERMINATING

Reason:
One or more errors were found in the processing of the control statements.

Action:
Correct all the indicated errors and resubmit the job.

CAF4517E
UNIT OR STORCLAS MUST BE INDICATED

Reason:
Either the UNIT control statement or STORCLAS control statement must be present so that allocation information for the
SYSIN DD can be allocated for both SMF Director and IFASMFDP.

Action:
Indicate a valid DASD unit on the UNIT control statement or a valid DASD storage class on the STORCLAS control
statement and resubmit the job.

CAF4520E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR ddname rc info error sms reason

Reason:
Dynamic allocation that is failed for the file that is named in the ddname field of the error message. Reported codes:

• The dynamic allocation return code (rc)
• Information code(info)
• Error code(error)

If SMS also provided a reason code, that will be provided.

Action:
Consult IBM’s table of dynamic allocation return codes and determine why the allocation failed. Correct any errors and
resubmit the job.

CAF4521I
SYSPRINT ALLOCATED FOR SMFD

Reason:
The SYSPRINT output file has been allocated for SMF Director.

Action:
None. Informational only.
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CAF4522I
SYSPRINT ALLOCATED FOR IFASMDP

Reason:
The SYSPRINT output file has been allocated for IFASMFDP.

Action:
None. Informational only.

CAF4523I
SYSIN ALLOCATED

Reason:
The SYSIN file that is used to drive SMF Director and IFASMFDP has been allocated.

Action:
None. Informational only.

CAF4524E
SYSIN FAILED TO OPEN RC=nn

Reason:
The SYSIN file that was allocated did not open.

Action:
Examine the IBM messages pertaining to the open failure for SYSIN, correct any errors and resubmit the job.

CAF4525I
CONTROL STATEMENTS WRITTEN TO SYSIN FOR program-name

Reason:
Header of the list of control statements being generated for SMF Director (SMFD) or IFASMFDP.

Action:
None. Informational only.

CAF4528E
INVALID LOGSTREAM NAME

Reason:
The logstream that is named in the LSNAME operand is not valid.

Action:
Correct the logstream name and resubmit the job.

CAF4530S
NAME/TOKEN SERVICES FAILURE. RC=nn
Reason:
Name/Token Services in z/OS failed with the name return code.

Action:
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Consult with your systems programmer.

CAF4531I
PARAMETER PASSED TO SMFD: parm-string

Reason:
The parameter that is passed to SMF Director for EXTRACT processing that is based on input control statements.

Action:
None. Informational only.

CAF4532I
RETURN CODE FROM SMFD: nn

Reason:
The return code from SMF Director after performing the EXTRACT of the SMF data to be validated.

Action:
None. Informational only. If a non-zero return code is indicated, consult the output from SMF Director produced in the
SYSPRINT file.

CAF4533E
ERROR IN SMF DIRECTOR EXTRACTION. TERMINATING

Reason:
SMF Director failed with a return code that indicates data was not extracted for validation.

Action:
Consult the output from SMF Director produced in the SYSPRINT file. Correct any errors and resubmit the job.

CAF4534E
NO SIGNATURES EXTRACTED

Reason:
No SMF digital signatures were extracted in the data for validation.

Action:
Determine if the data should have signatures. Correct any errors and resubmit the job.

CAF4535E
SIGNATURES NOT FOUND FOR REQUESTED DATE/TIME RANGE

Reason:
Digital signatures were found during extract, but these signatures did not cover the time range that is mentioned in the
FROM and TO control statements.

Action:
Change the FROM and TO control statements to cover a range that has digital signatures, and then resubmit the job.
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CAF4536I
CODED RANGE
FOUND RANGE

Reason:
Issued with the CAF4545E message. This message shows the time range that was coded in the FROM and TO control
statements. This message also shows the time range that is found in the extracted data.

Action:
None. Informational only.

CAF4537E
SIGNATURE CHARACTERISTICS CHANGED DURING DAT E/TIME RANGE. VALIDATION NOT POSSIBLE

Reason:
The extracted data contains two different sets of digital signature characteristics, making validation of the data impossible.

Action:
Construct separate validations for the SMF data before and after the signature characteristics changed. Consult with your
systems programmer to determine when the characteristics changed.

CAF4538E
UNRECOGNIZED HASH METHOD FOUND: nn

Reason:
The hash method reported in the digital signatures is one that is not supported by SMF Director.

Action:
Determine if there is any maintenance that can be applied to SMF Director to ensure that all hash methods that are used
by IBM are supported by SMF Director. If any maintenance is not available, contact Broadcom Support.

CAF4539I
SMF RECORDS NOT VALIDATED

Reason:
The validation of SMF records by IFASMFDP failed.

Action:
None. Informational only. Consult the SYSPRINT produced by IFASMFDP for the reasons the validation may have failed.

CAF4540I

SMF RECORDS VALIDATED

Reason:
The validation of SMF records by IFASMFDP succeeded.

Action:
None. Informational only.
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ABENDs
ABEND Code Explanation
1000 An operation exception was detected. Contact Broadcom Support

immediately.
3000 There is a lock on the SCDS. The previous execution of SMF

Director started to update a series of related records and
either was not properly terminated, or another job was running
concurrently and had the SCDS lock when the ABENDed job
wanted it.
To recover, see message CAF0555A.

3001 See message CAF2412I.
3002 The SMF MANn file was not successfully cleared or the

verification was unsuccessful. Rerun SMF Director and if it fails
again, take the action described in message CAF2101T.

3003 A primary history file could not be opened for a configuration with
substreams. The dump fails and no index entries are added to the
SCDS. Review any preceding error messages and the JOBLOG,
and update your configuration accordingly. All primary history files
must be opened correctly in order to successfully process a dump
for a configuration with substreams.

3010 See message CAF2405I.
3020 See message CAF2101T.
3030 Severe error occurred while reading a history file. See the SMF

Director Audit Trail for error messages that will explain in detail the
error that occurred.

4000 Internal error condition. Contact Broadcom Support immediately.
4001 All of the Internal Storage Management area has been used up.

No CSA space had been available from a prior GETMAIN, so
internal storage was being used.
Increase region size and rerun the job.

4002 When generating a formatted dump, a recursion error occurred.
There should be sufficient information in the dump for Broadcom
to diagnose the error. For assistance, contact Technical Support at
http://ca.com/support. Have the dump available.

4003-4 Internal error conditions. Contact Broadcom Support immediately.
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Additional Resources
This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about this product:

• Broadcom Mainframe Training
• Video: Accessing the Learning Management System
• Broadcom Education YouTube Channel

Product Support

To view product details, go to Broadcom Support, under Software select Mainframe Software, All Products, search by
product name, and select Product Details.

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain more information about maintaining SMF Director:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• SMF Director Community
• Broadcom Mainframe Community

Social Media

Follow us on social media:

• Twitter
• LinkedIn
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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